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The World Of Phineus : Magician for  Hire

 

   The world of Phineus looks alot like the world 
right outside our own doors, but looks can be 
decieving. In Phin’s world all of the things we 
think are myth and fantasy, are real.

   Magic,mythology, dark gods, super science, 
aliens & superheroes are all real, yet unknown 
things in this world. The general public either do 
not believe or are not allowed to believe in the 
existance of the paranormal. 

   it’s not only the governments of the world 
withholding this information from the general 
public, there are secret societies, religious orga-
nizations, Major Corporations and major uni-
versities.

   All you think you know is a lie. There really 
are things that will eat you in the dark.

What you get in this book

   The book you hold will introduce you to 
roleplaying characters and monsters in the
Phineus: Magician for Hire universe.

  Requires the use of a Roleplaying Game Core 
Book published by Wizards of the Coast, Inc.

  You will need a variety of dice (d4, d6, d8, d10, 
d12, d20).

   The book will describe new character classes, 
races, monsters, skills, spells, feats and weapons 
to flesh out the role-playing experience for the 
Phineus universe.

We will also give you sample characters from 
the pages of Phineus. We also give you ideas 
to expand the myth with your own characters 
and own worlds. Modern day, fantasy past or far 
flung sci fi future.

Additional ideas for the Phineus Universe can be 
found a www.phinmagic.com.



Magic, Monsters and Mayhem!

Magic is real. Monsters exist. Things that should not 
be, are. This is your world, in periferal vision.

The forgotten, dark and unexplained have
always been, only we have forgotten or ignored them 
to the point that they are myth. The gods have lost 
power and the dark things are stronger for it.

The Powers That Be

There are powerful organizations in place that have 
ruled over the world for millenia. Some are apparently 
benevolent, others malavolent on the surface. Who 
would you trust? They exist to keep balance and keep 
the relative peace.

Vatican- Demon hunter corp.
Mages Council- Legislate magic and magic users
Vampire Manarchy- Lords of the night
Black Mages- The Masters of the Dark Arts
Werewolf Tribes- Nomadic bands of Lycathropes
Illuminati- Masters of the Unknown secrets
Area 51- The US Government’s Paranormal Corps
The Grey- Alien Overlords
Cthonic Temple- Cthulhu Mythos Worshippers
Corperations- Human evil... with profits!

To name a few...

These can all be used, in game play, as employers or 
nemeses. They can send your characters on missions, 
or stand in their ways. They can aid or hinder, help or 
harm the player’s characters.

The characters in the game will work to protect (or 
harm) the rest of us whom don’t believe in supersti-
cious crap. Get inspration for your characters from TV, 
comics and movies; paranormal investigators, monster 
hunters, half demonic saviors or soldiers who have 
seen too much.

It’s all up to you.

The rules set of Backwaters of Mysticism

The rules used in this game are from Backwaters 
of Mysticism. The basis of the rules were devised 
by John Burris and further refined with Barry 
Linck during and after their college years.

The very basis of Backwaters is that any game, 
any world and any story can be played with the 
rules. It is a genuine cath-all rules set.

For the purpose of this edition, it is set in the 
world of Barry Linck’s Phineus comic, but feel 
free to tell what ever stories you see fit with 
these rules.

These rules will also include info allowing you 
to run a great variety of scenarios, not just ones 
in the Phineus universe. It is a rich, detailed very 
fun rule system that we think will replace most 
of the games you currently play. It did for us.



 

 

The Basics 
There are a few things you will need to create a character for the Backwaters of Mysticism experience.  Paper and a 
writing instrument are the best way to start.  You will also need dice (you can find them at gaming stores and hobby 
shops).  The dice you will need are  
10 sided dice (d10) 
12 sided dice (d12) 
6 sided dice  (d6) 
4 sided dice (d4) 
Percentile dice (d100) (or 2 d10)  
 
The following are a few terms and references 
BOM- “Backwaters of Mysticism”  This game 
that you are about to partake 
GM- “Game master”  The person in charge of the 
game. He or she creates the campaigns, 
           runs the rules, and keeps the general order 
of things 
Character- The constructed personality that will 
be used in the game setting produced by the      
          GM.  The game will revolve around them 
and their actions. 
Player- You guessed it, they are the people that 
will be playing in the game and running the  
           Characters that they created. 
Campaign- The setting created by the GM.  
Backwaters of Mysticism is a generic role-playing  
            game  designed to let any scenario be 
possible.  The limits to the game campaign are                
            only limited by your imagination. 
Auto- Most role-playing games use dice to resolve situations.  The percentile dice (d100) are the                        
            main dice that will be used in Backwaters of Mysticism.   If the player Rolls a 1, 2, 3, 4,   
            or  5 during game play, then they have rolled an Auto, which is very beneficial 
Critical- This is the opposite to the Auto roll.  If the player rolls a 96, 97, 98, 99, or 100, then  
            they have rolled a Critical, which is not good. 
Attribute check-  During the game a player may need to resolve a situation by rolling a straight    
            percentile dice check against a designated character attribute.  The lower the  roll below  
            the  attribute score, the better  the result.    
Attribute VS. Attribute- There will also be situations of conflict when opposing characters will  
            make Attribute checks against each other.  The character that rolls lower in comparison  
            to their Attribute wins the conflict. 
Task check-  During the game a player will have the character resolve situations and conflicts by   
            using skills.  This will be done by rolling percentile dice against the characters skill  
            score after modifiers like time, environment, and the difficulty.  If the die roll is below the  
            modified skill score, then the character has succeeded in performing their designated task. 
Skill V.S. Skill- As with the attribute vs. attribute, there will be situations where conflicting        
            characters will roll skill checks against each other.  After modifiers, the character that      
            rolls lower in comparison to their Skill check wins the conflict. 
HP-  “Health points”  The characters overall life and vitality.  If the character is injured, he or she 
           Deducts these points from their total.  If the amount of lost health points goes to 0, then the  
           Character is dead. 
Skill Score- 
 
 
 



 

 

The basic Attributes are altered by factors of Age, Skills, Training, Advantages, and Disadvantages.  All of which 
will be explained further. 
 
Age- the character’s age affects both Attributes and the base amount of Skills and Skill Points. The following chart shows 
the amount of additional Attribute points added or subtracted from the character’s Strength, Agility, and Constitution.  
This reflects on the effects of age on the body. 
Older characters gain additional points to their Mind Attribute do to their experience and maturity.   
Characters age             Affect on Con/Str/Agil            Characters age         Affect on Con/Str/Agil 

10-15                     -15                                    41-45                         -30 (+15 Mind) 
16-20  +20      46-50                         -50  (+20 Mind) 
21-25  +30       51-60                         -70  (+25 Mind) 
26-30                           +15                                  61-70                 -100  (+40 Mind) 
31-35                     -10                                   71-80                        -120  (+45 Mind) 
36-40  -20 (+10 Mind)       81-up                                -130  (+50 Mind)                          

       
Skill and Age  A characters age also dictates the amount of skills and skill points they will begin the game with.  Younger 
characters will start with less while older will have more due to experience. The maximum number of skills a character 
can have is equal to their age, while the amount skill points that can be added to those skills is based off multipliers to that 
age listed on the chart below. 
                                 Characters age             Multiplier 
                                     10-30                          X 10 
                                     31- 50                         X 15 
                                     51- 80                         X 20 
                                     80- up                         X 30 
 
Example- A 25 year old would have 25 possible skills and a base 250 skill points (25 x 10).  A 76 year old can have up to 
76 possible skills and have 1520 points to spread amongst them (76 x 20). 

 
SKILLS 
 All characters have skills that help dictated who they are and their possible professions.  Skills will also affect 
results in role-playing and resolve situations and conflicts.  Skills are gained through education, occupation, interests, and 
experience.  They will help shape the character and define what her or she is capable of doing. 
 The knowledge of a skill range from 1 and up (1 being the most basic and 100 being an expert at the chosen field).  
Each point is called a skill point  
            _________________________________________________ 
         1                                             50                                           100 + 
       basic                                      skilled                                     master  
 
 When creating a character the base amount of skills and skill points are generated by his or her age.  As previously 
mentioned, the character receives 1 skill per year of age and set amount of skill points (see above).     
Example- a 20-year-old would start with a base of 20 skills and 200 skill points to spread amongst them. 
Major skill-In addition to the base skill points received through age, the character chooses one  skill and begins with 60 
skill points.  This is called a Major skill.  It is what the character has had a primary interest throughout their life.  The 
character may distribute more points on top of this skill if desired. 
Minor skills-To reflect other interests the character may have had throughout life, he or she receives 6 minor skills.  
These six skills start with a random 10-60 skill points (d6x10).  This reflects the varying levels of interest and studying the 
character has put forth.  More points may be distributed on top of these skills if desired. 
 The Player may have as many skills as the character age dictates, or less.  The skill points are then distributed 
amongst the skills (including major and minor).  The character must have at least one 1 point allotted to a skill before 
finishing.  For starting purposes, a character can’t go over 100 points on a skill when being created.   
The skill of Observation – The observation skill is very important to BOM and therefore is given as a free skill at a base 
of  50 points.  More points can be added to this skill, which will be explained in detail later. 
  



 

 

TYPES OF SKILLS 
There are many types of skills a player can choose from.  These skills have been divided into 
the following fields.  It is possible to have a skill that could be considered more than one field 
but is listed in just one for gaming purposes 
 
Social- These skills deal with the basic interaction and communication between people.  Some ,social skill can be used to 
motivate and sway others behavior.  Because of this, the Mind attribute will be the key opposition roll to social skills.  
Examples-Intimidation, Charm, and Seduction. 
 
Physical- Skills that deal with physical improvement through exercise, competition, and recreation.  Strength, Agility, and 
Constitution attributes directly affect these  type s of skills.  
Examples- climbing, swimming, weightlifting, gymnastics, calisthenics, and running. 
 
Occupational- Skills that deal with a character’s  profession.  This category really broad and contains many types of 
skills.  Technical, medical, vocational, small and large business, science, and teaching skills can all be considered 
occupational. Examples- computer programming, biology, driving, teaching, chemistry, paramedic,  physician, pilot, 
investigations, corporate management, agriculture, and politics.  
 
Hobby/Craft/Alternative-This field deals with the more random skills of everyday  life.  It reflects the characters 
personal creativity and habits.  It also reflects on his or her spirituality and interests beyond everyday survival.  It also fills 
in the gap for more abstract skills.  Examples- cooking, dancing, musical instrument, religion, artistic skill, tracking, 
hunting, outdoor survival, stealth, lock picking, seduction, meditation, and disguise 
 
Combat- As with most role-playing games, BOM will have physical conflicts.  The Combat field gives the skills to solve 
them.    Combat skills are broken down into 2 types- Melee and Missile.  Further detail will be explained in the combat 
section.  Examples-  martial arts, boxing, wrestling, pistols, swords, knives, rifle, sling, bow, heavy weapons, and 
brawling. 
 
Optional scenario- These are skills pertaining to alternative campaigns.  They deal with the arcane and mystical.  They 
range from casting spells to creating cyborgs. These skills of course must relate to the campaign setting and be allowed by 
the GM.  Examples- spell casting, psychic use, arcane lore, cybertech/construction, cyber surgery, and Arcane 
construction. 
 
NOTE- When creating a character and his or her background, try pulling skills from all the necessary branches.  Then add 
additional skills to help flesh them out.  For instance a player who desires a character to be a police officer would take 
such skills as : 
 
Law           
Driving          
Weightlifting         
Firearms pistol           
1st aid 
Observation        
Investigation       
Interrogation         
Language spoken (for certain locations) 
Fire arms rifle          
Running 
 
Then add various hobbies and interests to give the character personality. 
Cooking  
Dancing       
Local history        
*Don’t forget the Optional Scenario field if the character is involved in a suitable campaign. 



 

 

 
SKILLS AFFECTING ATTRIBUTES 
 Some skills can increase a person’s attributes through time and training.   For instance a person who lifts weights 
becomes stronger, while jogging would better ones health constitution.  Similarly, it is possible to increase a characters 
attribute through skills.  As a rule, 2 pre-chosen skills can directly increase a designated attribute at the rate of 2 skill 
points to 1 attribute point.  It is at the GM’s discretion which skills will effect which attribute.  For instance strength based 
skills such as weight lifting and boxing 
would raise the Strength attribute.  
Agility would be increased by skills 
such as gymnastics and martial arts.  
Meditation and more spiritually based 
skills would increase Mind.  
Endurance skills like climbing and 
swimming would increase 
Constitution. 
Logically some skills could effect 
more than one attribute, but for gaming 
purposes you must choose one.  The 
increase to an attribute from 2 skills 
can only be used until they reach 100 
points. Thus an attribute can be 
increased by 100 points (50 points 
from each skill score of 100).   The 
player will need to record which skill 
affects the attribute.  It is recommended you should place a letter for the attribute next to the chosen skill that will effect it.  
(S-strength, A-agility, C-constitution,  
M- Mind). 
Example-  A  character with a strength of 80 has a weightlifting skill of 50 and a boxing skill of 20.  The character would 
receive 35 more points to his strength attribute.  This is because of the 25 points received from weight lifting (1/2 of 5)  
and 10 points from boxing (1/2 of 20).  If the rounding down results in a .5 decimal, the player will nee to wait till one of 
the skills increase by 1 point to top it off. 
 
Advantages and Disadvantages- To add depth and detail to a character during creation, there is a list of advantages that 
give abilities and benefits that will help begin to help flesh out their personality.  However for each point in advantages 
taken there must be a balance in disadvantage points. Although disadvantages are flaws and situations that go the 
character, they can still help to shape and refine them during creation.   
 The GM must first allow the use of certain advantages and disadvantages such as those of alternative campaigns.  
The GM should also check and record all advantages and disadvantages that could directly affect game play and possibly  
the outcome of the campaign.  There should also be a cap as to how many advantage points can be used (20 points 
recommended).  Remember to balance the amount of advantage points with those of disadvantage. 
Example- Character has selected a 10 point “attribute special” and a 5 point “pain threshold.”   The character then must 
balance the 15 points of advantages with a like amount of disadvantage points (such as a 5 point “normal enemy”, a 3 
point “addiction”, a 2 point “habit”, a 2 point “phobia”, and another 3 point “addiction”).   In the end the 15 advantage 
points are balanced with 15 disadvantage points.  
 A player may use the same advantage and disadvantage categories repeatedly unless stated otherwise.  They of 
course must choose separate types of advantages and disadvantages in the specified category 
Example- a character can take 2  “Attribute specials” for 20 points, but must give the +100 bonus to 2 separate attributes.  
Likewise in disadvantages, the character may have more than 1 “Enemy normal” or many different level allergies and 
phobias. 
          Allow the players to be free with ideas and situations relating to advantages and disadvantages.  It will help create a 
characters history and shape their personalities.   It will make for better game play and a more exciting campaign.  
Remember that it is possible to have both advantages and disadvantages altered (sometimes permanently) through game 
play.  Some times you may even gain or lose them in the campaign.  Only the future will tell. 
 
 



 

 

 

Attributes 
 
Strength- The characters overall physical power.  This attribute dictates the ability to perform physical acts and 
administer melee damage. 
         ¼ ATTRIBUTE #= pounds that a character can carry without fatigue. 
        2x ATTRIBUTE#= the maximum pounds the character can press overhead. 
 1/10 ATTRIBUTE #= the base physical damage done in melee combat (fist/foot) 
 
Agility- the quickness of the character.  This attribute dictates how fast the character can move and react.  It also is the 
basis for their ability in both missile and melee combat.  
 ATTRIBUTE # tells how many actions a character has in a second or combat round 
   Attribute                   Actions 
   1-199                                1 

201-299 2  
300- 399                 3 

    400- 499    4 
  
         ATTRIBUTE +200 divided by 20 = the base feet a character can run per second  
     
         ½ ATTRIBUTE #= this dictates the character’s basic ability in melee combat.  It   
 dictates the characters basic block and dodge capabilities as well as their ability with 
 unfamiliar melee weapons.                                                                                                          
    
Constitution-  The character’s overall health and fitness.   The attribute dictates how much physical punishment the 
character can withstand as well as his or her endurance.   
 2x ATTRIBUTE # = the overall Health points (HP) the character has.   Health points are     
         subtracted from this total whenever the character is damaged   
         2x ATTRIBUTE # = how many minutes a character may maintain a minor activity  
 (Walking) without becoming fatigued. 
 ATTRIBUTE # = how many minutes a character can maintain a heavy activity (Jogging, 
  Manual labor) without becoming fatigued. 
 ATTRIBUTE # = how many seconds a character may maintain extreme activity    
         (Running, Maximum press, Heavy melee combat) without becoming fatigued. 
 
Mind - The characters overall mental fortitude and intelligence.   It dictates the characters cognitive abilities, intellectual 
skills, self-control, and the ability to withstand emotional turmoil such as fear, pain, and temptation.   This attribute will 
affect mental based skills and optional skills such as spell casting and psychic use. 
 
CHI- this is a sub-attribute based off the average 
of the characters Constitution and Mind power  
(1/2 Con + ½ Mind).  This is the character’s 
strength of spirit and dictates his or her overall 
Psychic prowess.  It is the balance of body and 
mind that allows the potential of special powers 
and abilities.   The chi attribute is broken into a 
point system that will be utilized during psychic 
use and certain skill specials.  If a character’s 
chi goes below 0, then the character has 
exhausted his or her essence and will pass out.  
Chi normally returns at a rate of 10 points per 
hour until it is back at the original attribute 
score (this will be explained in depth later). 



 

 

There are endless possibilities when it comes to creating characters.  The campaign setting will be the deciding factor for 
what characters the GM will allow.    There are a number of other races that may be allowed for a campaign setting.  
Each race has its own list of benefits and weaknesses.  Playing different races can make for great adventures and 
interesting character interaction.  The following are just a few possibilities.  Feel free to create your own, but it is the 
GM’s decision what can be used. 
 
 

Race Package 
The decision to play a different race is decided during the character creation stage.  After the GM allows it, the player will 
need to spend a preset amount of Advantage points to play a race other than human.  These Advantage points will go 
toward the purchase of what is called a “Race Package”.  The more powerful the race, the more advantage points will be 
needed to purchase that package.  When a player uses advantage points to purchase a race package for the character, he or 
she will not need to use disadvantage points to balance out the difference for those spent points.  The weaknesses for the 
chosen race are considered the disadvantages for that character.  Example- A player starts the game with maximum of 20 
advantage points he could use during character production.  He chooses to make his character an elf and must spend 10 
advantage points to do so.  The player does not need to select 10 points of disadvantages to balance the purchase of the elf 
race package.  He still has 10 advantage points he could use if desired, but they would need disadvantage points to balance 
them. 
Each race package will have the following 
1) The amount of advantage points needed to purchase the package 
2) Description of the race including behavior and personalities. 
3) Additions and subtractions to the base attributes of the character as well as possible racial maximums allowed to certain 
attributes.  Example- The constitution of an elf can’t exceed 200 and strength can’t exceed 250. 
4) A list of advantages and abilities bestowed upon that race. 
5) A list of disadvantages suffered by that race. 
Note- Some race packages have the possibilities of gaining extra powers and abilities granted to that package.  These extra 
gifts do cost additional advantage points and will need to be balanced with disadvantage points.  Example- a player has 
elected to have the 20 point Vampire package.  The base abilities, advantages, and disadvantages are all part of the 
package and there is no need to balance it out with disadvantages.  However, the player desires to give his character the 
vampire ability of the “Charming Stare”.  This costs an additional 3 Advantage points and must be balanced with 
disadvantage points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Elf (10 points) 
Description- Elves are slim, graceful creatures that are 
closely tied to the realms of the mystical and arcane.  
They are not always the nature loving fairy-folk of 
children stories.  Though most have an affinity for 
nature and animals, some elves are more drawn 
toward the pull of the arcane and become exceptional 
spell casters.  The heights of elves vary from 4ft to 7ft 
but are usually slim and graceful.  Eye and hair color 
vary and their features are sleek and elegant.  The ears 
of an elf are usually pointed to some extent, which 
gives away their race.  Elves live approximately 10 
times longer then humans and therefore take a more 
patient approach toward things.  They sometimes 
become bored with their long existence and are very 
open to trying new things.  Elves are quick and 
graceful with strong willpowers due to their aging 
process.  They are not as sturdy as humans, nor as 
physically built.  Elves often find it hard to relate to 
other races due to their longevity, but they are usually 
patient with them.  
Attributes 
Strength  -50 (Maximum 200) 
Agility +50 
Constitution –50  (Maximum 200) 
Will power +50 
Advantages/Abilities 
True Night Sight advantage- Elves are very 
sensitive to the dark and receive the “true night sight’ 
advantage. 
Magic adept or Magic Resistant- An elf character may choose to have either the Magic adept or Magic Resistant 
Advantage.  If the player wishes for the character to have both, then the other will be at the regular advantage point cost 
and will need to be balanced with disadvantage points. 
The look- all elves are beautiful and elegant.  There fore the character starts with the 2 point “The look” Advantage.  The 
player may spend 2 more points to increase this, but those points will need to be balanced with disadvantage points. 
Cat like reflexes-  All elves have the cat like reflexes advantage 
Age- As stated, elves age 10 times slower than humans.  Keep this in mind during character production for purposes of 
Attribute adjustment and skill point allocation.  For purposes of game balance, elf characters should only be allowed to 
multiply their age by 5 to find their total amount of skill points.   It is suggested that no elf begin the game above age 250 
(25 human years).  This would give the character 1250 skill points. The GM may wish to further limit this amount of skill 
points if they feel that it may still cause unbalance.  
Disadvantages 
Appearance-  Treat the slender features and pointed ears as a 3 point physical obscurity disadvantage in societies that 
don’t usually deal with elves.  Although they are beautiful, their appearance is quite hard to hide or forget. 
No Pain threshold- Elf characters can’t begin the game with the “Pain threshold” advantage.  It can be acquired through 
skill specials. 
No Tough advantage- Elf characters can’t pick the “Tough advantage” during character creation. 
No Resilient Body- The “Resilient Body” alternative campaign advantage can’t be taken by elf characters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Dwarf (10 points) 
These short stout humanoids are often thought of as husky 
tunnel diggers with an affinity for the earth and metal.  Their 
height ranges from 3 to 5 ft with a more stout and powerful 
build.  Dwarves live as long as humans, but their nature makes 
them highly resistant to the forces of the arcane.   Their hair and 
eye color varies greatly as well as personal appearance (some 
like to sport large beards).  Dwarves are known for their strength 
and incredible durability, but their size and build make them a 
bit awkward in battle and overall movement.  Dwarves usually 
have an affinity for gadgets, machines, and bounties of the 
underground such as metals and gemstones. 
Attributes 
Strength + 50 
Agility –50 (Maximum 200) 
Constitution +100 
Willpower- none 
Advantages/Abilities 
Pain threshold- All dwarf characters start with the “Pain 
threshold” advantage.  The player may use regular advantage 
points to increase this, but will need to spend disadvantage 
points to balance it out. 
Tough- All dwarves gain the “Tough” advantage. 
Toxin tolerant- Dwarves begin with the “Toxin Tolerant” 
advantage. 
Magic Resistant- Due to their anti-arcane nature, a dwarf 
character starts with the “Magic Resistant” advantage. 
True Night sight- The dwarf’s night vision is more keen then 
that of humans.  Therefore they receive the “True Night sight” 
Advantage. 
Disadvantage 
Appearance- Treat this as a 3 point “Physical Obscurity” 
disadvantage in societies that don’t normally deal with dwarves. 
No Cat like reflexes- A dwarf character can’t have the “Cat like 
reflexes” advantage due to their awkward girth. 
Poor Arcane abilities- Due to their anti-arcane nature, any 
dwarf that wishes to have the “Magic adept” advantage must 
pay double the cost (6 advantage points).  The advantage points 
to acquire this must be compensated for with disadvantage 
points.  
Reduced movement- Due to the shortness of their legs, dwarf characters 
must reduce their maximum running ability by 5 ft 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Werewolf (15 points)  
The character suffers from the arcane disease known as Lycanthropsy.  He or she appears as a normal person except in 
situations of personal stress and certain 
cycles of the moon.  This causes the person 
to change form into a large bipedal wolf 
like monstrosity known as a “Werewolf”.  
In this state, the character is a powerful 
beastlike killing machine, which has the  
tendency to cut through friends or foes 
alike.   There are a number of ways one can 
be infected by this horrible disease.  
1-The character receives damage equal to 
or more than ½ their maximum health 
points by a werewolf attack. 
2-The character has been cursed  
3- The character inherited the disease via 
birth  
As stated, there are a number of factors that 
could trigger the transformation. A 
werewolf character must make a Willpower 
Attribute check due to the following 
situations to avoid changing. 
       Situation                                                              
Willpower check  (Iron will Advantage 
can be used) 
Character stressed or afraid                         
          Straight Willpower 
check 
Character very stressed or terrified 
               ½ Willpower check 
Character takes over 30 points of damage                       
Willpower check minus the amount of 
damage taken 
Full moon cycle (if campaign has this) 
 
1/10 Willpower check 
If the character should fail their Willpower 
check, then the transformation into wolf form takes 1-10 actions.  Upon shifting, the character’s Attributes will change as 
follows. 
Strength +200 
Agility +100 
Constitution +100 (health points are increased as well) 
Willpower –100 (Maximum of 100) 
Advantages/Abilities 
Claws- Werewolf claws do 2d10 damage (+1/10 Strength) 
Bite- A Werewolf’s bite does 3d10 (+1/10 Strength) 
Arcane resilience- A werewolf will takes ½ damage from all physical damage that doesn’t incorporate magic (Example-
Magic sword or bullet).  Silver is the only true bane to werewolves, and weapons laced or coated with this metal will do 
Double damage.   Energy attacks (Fire, lasers) will do normal damage as well. 
Regeneration- A werewolf character will regenerate most kinds of damage in either wolf or human form.  Health points 
will return to the character at the rate of 20 per minute.  Lost limbs will even grow back in 24 hours in human form, or 
fully during the transformation period into wolf form.  Damage done by silver weapons can’t be regenerated and must 
heal naturally or via magic.  Damage done by fire/chemicals/energy attacks only regenerate at 1 per minute.  Note- A 
werewolf is absolutely dead if decapitated or has taken damage over 10 times it’s NCN (Example- A Werewolf with a 200 
Constitution will regenerate damage up to –200 health points). 



 

 

Stealth- A character is Wolf form has a –1 category modifier to any 
stealth based task checks. 
Cat like reflexes- A character in wolf form gains the “Cat like 
reflexes” advantage (not applied if character has already). 
Enhanced senses- Werewolf receives a –1 category modifier on 
observation checks involving hearing, smell, or sight (in human or 
wolf form).  The character also receives the “ True night eyes” 
advantage in wolf form. 
Disadvantages 
Silver- As stated, Silver based weapons will do 2 times the damage to 
a werewolf in either form.  This damage can’t be regenerated. 
Beast like mentality- A character in wolf form is more beast than 
man.  In this state, his or her Willpower attribute is greatly reduced 
(maximum 100) and rational thinking becomes hard.  A character in 
wolf form will find clothing, weapons, and tools awkward (Must 
make a Will power check at 1/10 to keep from discarding such 
things).  The character must also make Willpower checks when 
dealing with situations of stress and combat (The GM will decide the 
modifiers pertaining to the situation).  If the check fails, the beast 
truly takes over causing werewolf to retreat, or berserk into a torrid of 
violence that involves attacking everything (including allies).  Note- 
Werewolves will fight via their unknown melee combat skill 
(modified by their transformation) regardless of any hand to hand/ 
melee combat training they might have had in human form 
A character will stay in their wolf form for 1-8 hours after 
transformation unless it was caused by a moon cycle in which the 
transformation will last till dawn.  The characters Attributes will 
return to normal upon completing the transformation. 
 
Vampires (20 points) 
The character is one of the living dead.  He or she somehow became an undead blood-sucking creature of the night.  
Vampires have been portrayed in many ways, but it is up to the GM how such creatures will be handled in the campaign.  
This type of undead can be powerful, charismatic, ugly, or destructive.  The personality of a vampire is as diverse as 
humans, for it is humans from which they where born.  There are various powers and abilities bestowed upon a vampire, 
but there is one constant need.  Vampires must drink the blood of the living to survive.  If they do not, then their sanity 
will drift away till they become raging beasts that will attack anything for a taste of that life sustaining liquid.  There are 
many ways one becomes a vampire.  
1-A character is killed by another vampire by having his or her blood drained.  Then the vampire imbues the dead 
character with some of it’s own blood. 
2-The character has been cursed 
3- Some horrible experimentation on the character’s blood and genetics has created this effect. 
Vampires are immortal because they have passed beyond the realm of the living.  Because of this they are ageless and 
very tough.  It is suggested that a vampire character be no more then 200 years old for purposes of game balance.  The 
base Attribute changes to a vampire character is as follows. 
Strength +100 
Agility +100 
Constitution +100  
Advantages 
Immortal- as stated vampires do not age.  Over the passage of time, there bodies actually become stronger.  For every 5 
years of a vampires age, add +1 point to the Strength, Agility, and Constitution Attributes.   This effect will max out after 
5000 years, but no character should start out over 200 years.  The GM may wish to limit the amount of beginning skill 
points to keep game balance (See elves above). 
Undead Resilience- Vampires are very tough and durable.  They are automatically considered to have Rank 3 armor 
(does not count as a layer).  Vampires do not suffer from body area damage modifiers (See combat chapter).  Example- A 
vampire that is shot in the head absorbs a base 20 peircing/30 blunt-slash damage and does not multiply the damage by 4. 



 

 

Fangs- All vampires have retractable fangs from which to extract blood from their victims (usually from the neck).  These 
fangs can be employed in combat doing a base d10 damage (+1/10 strength).  It takes 1 action to draw or retract them. 
Pain threshold- The vampire character automatically gains the “Pain threshold” advantage.  The player may use regular 
advantage points to increase this, but will need to spend disadvantage points to balance it out. 
Regeneration- The vampire will regenerate normal damage at the rate of 10 points per minute.  If the vampire has fed on 
over 50 points of blood within 1 hour of the damage, then they will regenerate 20 points per minute.  A vampire may re-
grow lost limbs within an 8 hour period of time (4 if having fed on over 50 points blood within 1 hour of the damage).   
Damage caused by fire, energy, sunlight, or holy weapons will regenerate at only 1 per minute.   Note- A vampire is 
absolutely destroyed if decapitated or has taken damage over 10 times it’s NCN (Example- A vampire with a 300 
Constitution will regenerate damage up to –300 health points). 
 Disadvantages 
Blood- Vampires need the blood of living creatures to sustain themselves.  For every hour a vampire character goes 
without blood, he or she will loose 2 points from their Willpower attribute.  The only way to return these lost points is to 
drink the blood from a victim.  This is using ones fangs to puncture and draw blood (usually from the neck).  For every 
point of damage given (drank) by the fang attack, the vampire restores 1 point of Willpower till their maximum is reached 
or the victim has been drained (0 HP).   If a vampires Willpower goes below 20 points do to starvation or other means, 
then he or she will go into a blood frenzy and attack anything to get more (including friends or allies).  This frenzy can 
only be stopped when the character has drunk enough blood to restore them to at least ½ their maximum Willpower.  If a 
vampire’s Willpower should drop to 0, they will fall into a coma like state and remain as such till revived with some 
amount of blood.  Note- Enough blood must be administered to 0 willpower vampire, or it will wake up in a blood frenzy. 
Sunlight-  Day light is lethal to vampires.  They can’t stand the light of the sun because it will burn them on contact.  If a 
vampire is exposed to any form of sunlight they will take the following damage per second of exposure.  
Small light beam (body area/section) 2d10 
Large light beam (body area) 2d10 x3 
Partial exposure (1/2 of body) d100 
Full exposure (full body) d100x3 
A vampire can reduce this damage by 1/4 if wearing thick dark protective clothing.  Damage done by fire and sunlight can 
only regenerated at 1 point per minute. 
Holy items and weapons- Vampires can’t stand the radiance of holy items and weapons.  Even holy water will do 3d10 
damage per splash.  Blessed weapons and items will do double damage to a vampire.  Such damage can only be 
regenerated 1 point per minute.  If a religious/faithful creature should brandish a holy/blessed item against a vampire in 
attempts to ward it off,  then the vampire must make a Willpower check at ¼ or be driven back (at least 10 ft) and can’t 
approach that person physically.   
Stake in the heart- Just like the legends, a wooden stake lodged into the heart of a vampire will cripple it.  If a sharpened 
wooden shaft is lodged into the heart of a vampire doing over 30 points of damage after natural and worn armors have 
been penetrated, then the vampires current health points will drop straight to 0.  The vampire is falls straight into a coma 
and is totally helpless until the stake is removed (damage can’t be regenerated).  
No physical attribute improvement- A vampire can’t improve his or her Strength, Agility, or Constitution via skills that 
normally increase them (See skills chapter). Because the vampire is in a state of undeath, the body doesn’t change, no 
matter how much one would train and exercise.  The Willpower attribute can still be increased 1 point for every 2 skill 
points from 2 predetermined skills (maximum of up to 50 points from each). 
Vampire special abilities- The following is a list of possible special advantages that vampires can acquire.  The 
advantage points used to acquire them must be balanced with disadvantage points. 
Charming Stare  3 advantage points- The vampires gaze causes paralysis and possible Subservience to those who behold 
it. 
Any living sentient creature that makes eye contact with a vampire using this power must make a Willpower versus 
Willpower check.  If the victim fails to beat the vampire, then they become paralyzed and helpless.  This effect will last 
for 1d6 minutes after the vampire stops the gaze.  If the victim fails the check by more than 100, then he or she becomes 
charmed by the vampire and will follow its orders to the best of their ability (as long as they are rational requests that 
wouldn’t endanger themselves).  This subservience will last for 2d10 hours or until the victim takes damage equal to 1/10 
their constitution, or they are placed upon holy/sanctified ground.  The stare can only be done to one person at a time. 
Note- This power becomes stronger as the vampire grows older.  For every 10 years of the vampire, he or she gains +1 on 
the Willpower versus Willpower check.  Example- A 300 year old vampire with a 270 Willpower uses the stare on a 
character with a 200 Willpower.   Because of its age, the Vampires Willpower is treated as 300 (270+30), and the victim 
will need to roll an Auto to avoid being dominated by the stare. 



 

 

Unholy fortitude 5 advantage points- The vampire is immune to the effects of holy and blessed items.  Holy/blessed 
weapons do only normal damage, and damage is regenerated as if a regular weapon caused it.  The vampire will only need 
to make a straight Willpower check to approach a holy/faithful person attempting to ward it off.  Exposure to sunlight will 
do ½ damage to vampires with this power. 
Climbing  1 advantage point-  The vampire gains a –2 category modifier to whatever climbing task checks that he or she 
makes. 
Fly  3 advantage points- The vampire can fly up to 30 ft per second (+10 ft if descending).  A maximum of 500 additional 
pounds can be carried as well. 
Shape change 5 advantage points- The vampire has the power to change his or her visage or form.  This change takes 1d4 
actions and costs a predetermined amount of Chi. This change will remain as long as the vampire spends a like amount of 
Chi every 10 minutes.  It will take 1d4 actions to change back or shift into another form.  The following is a basic list and 
descriptions of the creatures a traditional vampire can change into.  It is the GM’s decision to what extent this power can 
be used.        
Shifted form        initial Chi cost                                 Description 
Visage                         10                    vampire can change its facial structure to fit any desired look 
Visage/body               30                    vampire changes entire face and body to fit any desired look 
Voice                          20                    vampire can change voice to any he or she has heard and studied 
Bat                      50                    becomes large bat (Attributes- Str 50, Agil 200, Con (same), Will (same)  
                    Damage bite 1d10 (+5)  Fly at 40 ft per second. 
Wolf         50                    becomes large wolf (Str 200, Agil 200, Con (same), Will (same) 
       Damage bite 2d10 (+20)  Run at 35 ft per second. 
Mist Form                 100                    Vampire becomes a translucent misty cloud (filling up to a 10 ft area) that can 
squeeze          
                                                            through 1 inch space.  The vampire is immune to normal physical damage even from       
                                              holy and magical weapons.  The vampire can’t physically attack things in this      
                                                            form either, but moves at 15 ft per second. 
Unholy Strength  2 advantage points-  The vampire invokes dark powers from within that allow an additional +200 to his 
or her strength attribute.  This power takes 1 action of concentration to invoke and lasts 1 minute.  This power can be used 
4 times within a 24 hour period of time. 

Unholy reflexes 4 advantage points- The vampires reflexes are unworldly.  Treat this ability the same as the “Cat like 
reflexes” advantage except the vampire makes all agility checks at +100 when it comes to controlling falls and resisting 
throws.  The vampire even has a chance to dodge bullets and high velocity missile attacks by making a Very hard hand-

to-hand maneuver.  All other dodge attempts are made at a –1 category modifier.  Note- this power can’t be combined 
with the “Cat like reflexes” advantage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Half Angel (20 points) 
It is rare, but sometimes celestial beings may descend upon the mortal world and 
copulate with those dwelling there.  Sometimes the result of such an encounter is 
one who is half human and half angelic.  They are always beautiful and carry an 
air of tranquility and grace where ever they go.  The GM’s campaign will dictate 
how such a creature is treated in terms of upbringing and acceptance into society.  
Such characters are usually shrouded in an aura of goodness and purity, but this 
isn’t always the case.  Regardless of whom the celestial parent is; the character 
will most likely never meet their angelic parent unless the campaign makes it 
possible. 
Attribute adjustment 
Strength +50 
Agility +50 
Constitution +50 
Willpower +100 
Advantages 
The look – All ½ angels have the look as per the 4 point Advantage. 
Holy aura- The ½ angel is surrounded by a aura of purity and goodness.  Any 
unholy creature, ½ demon, or vampire physically touching the character will 

receive d100 damage (treat as a holy weapon).  If the ½ angel character uses this aura to attack such creatures, then an 
additional +30 damage is applied to any melee based attacks against them (treat as holy weapon).  Note- should the 
overall goodness of the character every be corrupted or removed do to a campaign situation, then this power is lost 
(perhaps forever). 
Calming touch- The touch of a ½ angel is the same as “Calming touch” spell from the Healing spell field (See spell 
casting chapter).  This power can be used on one person per action. 
Healing touch- The touch of a ½ angel will restore 50 health points of damage.  This power can also be used to have the 
same effect as a “Cure infection and disease” or “Neutralize toxin” spell as found in the Healing spell field (see spell 
casting chapter).  This touch can be used 4 times a day.  
Regeneration-  A ½ angel can regenerate from most any wound.  Health points will return to the character at the rate of 
10 per minute.  If the character is on consecrated/ holy ground then they will regenerate 20 per minute.  Lost limbs will 
even grow back in 24 hours (12 if on holy ground).  Damage done by Unholy weapons can’t be regenerated and must heal 
naturally or via magic.  Damage done by fire/chemicals/energy attacks only regenerate at 1 per minute.  Note- A ½ angel 
is absolutely dead if decapitated or has taken damage over 10 times it’s NCN (Example- A ½ angel with a 200 
Constitution will regenerate damage up to –200 health points). 
Disadvantages 
Unholy weapons- The ½ angel has a weakness against unholy weapons and cursed relics.  Examples of these weapons are 
demon blades, cursed swords, or sacrificial devices used in dark rituals.  Such items will do double damaged against a ½ 
angel character.  This type of damage can’t be regenerated and must heal naturally or by magical means.   
Hounded by evil- ½ angel characters have a tendency to draw despise from evil creatures.  They will generally try to 
destroy or corrupt such a character at any given chance.  Therefore, most ½ angels lead sheltered lives away from the 
darkness of such beings.  If for any reason a ½ angel become corrupted and truly evil, then they will loose their “Holy 
Aura” advantage.  Only the campaign will determine if they will ever get that power back. 
½ Angel special abilities- The following is a list of possible special advantages that a ½ angel can acquire.  The 
advantage points used to acquire them must be balanced with disadvantage points. 
Holy Wrath-  ½ Angels are usually peace loving creatures, but should a situation become grim or evil overwhelming, 
some have the power to strike back.  For 3 advantage points, a ½ angel character can invoke the power “Holy Wrath” 
once per day. 
When this is done, the character’s Strength attribute is increased +200 and the damage inflicted by his or her “Holy Aura” 
will be doubled (d100 x2 to evil that touches it or +60 damage when striking evil creatures).  During this period, the ½ 
angel will take ½ damage from normal and magical attacks and straight damage from unholy weapons.  The ½ Angel is 
also immune to all forms of Psychic abilities from the domination and Telepathy fields, as well as any mind effecting 
magic or abilities such as the vampires “Charming Stare”.  Holy wrath takes 1 action to invoke and will last for 100 
actions.   



 

 

Eyes to the Soul- For 2 Advantage points a ½ angel may look upon another and detect the truth.  If the ½ angel wishes to 
know if someone is lying or is trying to reveal their hidden nature (such as a demon in the guise of a man) then he or she 
must spend 10 Chi and take 1 action to invoke this ability.  Both sides will make opposing Willpower checks and compare 
them.  The ½ angel is given a +100 to their Willpower attribute for purposes of this power.  After comparing rolls, the 
higher successes is the winner.  If the ½ angel wins, the attribute check, then he or she detects the lie, or sees the rival for 
their true self (if there is a disguise).  If the rival wins the attribute check, then ½ angel can’t glean the truth and is unable 
to use this ability upon them for 24 hours.  Note- If the ½ Angel autos, or the rival rolls a critical during the check, then 
truth is forced out.  Whether it is by the rival spouting out the truth, or their disguise torn away, the conclusion is usually 
quite dramatic. 
Martyr- This 2 point Advantage allows the ½ angel to take away the wounds of another touched and place them upon his 
or her own body.  This power can be used once per day and the ½ angel must touch the wounded or dying.  The power 
takes 1 action to invoke and the ½ angel takes whatever damage the other had leaving them unharmed and at full health 
points.  That damage is then bestowed upon the ½ angel and hopefully their regenerative powers will be able to fix it.  If 
the damage is too great in comparison to the ½ angels own health points or regenerative abilities, then he or she will die. 
Wings- 3 advantage points.  The ½ angel has a set of beautiful wings (choose color) that appear and unfold at the ½ 
angels whim.  It takes 4 actions to unfurl the wings, but the character may fly at a rate of 30 ft per second (+10) if 
descending.  If a  
wing takes damage via a called or masterful shot in combat, then deduct that damage from the character and treat it as a 
limb if critical damage is rolled (See health and healing chapter).  A ½ angel may carry weight equal to ½ their strength 
Attribute. 
Note- A character with wings will need to take a “flying” skill similar to piloting vehicles in order to perform actions 
while in the air (see combat chapter). 

 
Half  Devil or Half  Demon  (20 points) 
As harsh as it may seem, it is also possible for evil supernatural 
creatures to mate with mortal creatures.  A ½ demon or devil is 
usually the result of this union.  Such creatures don’t necessarily 
have to be evil, but they carry the vestiges of their dark bloodline 
and sometimes the their impulses as well.  Such characters usually 
grow up with problems due to their appearance and background.  
There is little chance the character will meet their devil/demon 
parent unless the campaign makes it possible. 
Attribute Adjustment 
Strength +100 
Constitution +100 
Agility +50 
Willpower –50 (maximum of 200) 
Advantages 
True night sight- Darkness holds no true power over demons or 
devils.  Therefore it is fitting that their offspring should have the 
“True night sight advantage” when it come to seeing in the dark. 
Regeneration-  A ½ devil or demon can regenerate from most any 
wound.  Health points will return to the character at the rate of 10 
per minute.  If the character is on unholy or desecrated ground, then 
they will regenerate 20 per minute.  Lost limbs will even grow back 
in 24 hours (12 if on unholy ground).  Damage done by holy 
weapons can’t be regenerated and must heal naturally or via magic.  
Damage done by fire/chemicals/energy attacks only regenerate at 1 
per minute.  Note- A ½ devil/demon is absolutely dead if 
decapitated or has taken damage over 10 times it’s NCN (Example- 
A ½ angel with a 200 Constitution will regenerate damage up to –
200 health points). 
Magic resistant- Due to their supernatural bloodline, ½ devils and 

demons gain the “Magic Resistant” advantage 



 

 

Evil touch- The ½ devil/demon is able to invoke a terrible wound via touch 3 times a day.  The touch must be against 
bare skin and will do 50 points of damage (body area multipliers are effected).  The initial touch damage can be stopped 
point for point of magic resistance. 
Disadvantages 
Dark urges- ½ devils and demons have a tendency to be lustful desirous creatures full of ambitions and vices.  As a result 
all ½ devil/demon characters have the “Easy” disadvantage at 1 point and at least one “Addiction” disadvantage at 1 point.  
Players may increase either to balance out additional advantages if they wish. 
Appearance- All ½ devil/demon characters retain some physical trait from there dark bloodline.  Therefore the character 
automatically receives a 3 point “physical obscurity” relating to his or her heritage.  This appearance may be a set of small 
horns, pronounced fangs, strange eyes, tail, strange skin color or texture.  The possibilities are vast, but this obscurity is 
usually hard to hide and reveals the character’s ancestry. 
Holy weapons- The ½ devil/demon has a weakness against holy weapons and pure relics.  Examples of these weapons are 
blessed weapons, holy water, or divine devices used in religious ceremony.  Such items will do double damaged against a 
½ devil/demon character.  This type of damage can’t be regenerated and must heal naturally or by magical means.   
½ Devil/Demon special abilities- The following is a list of possible special advantages that a ½ devil or demon can have.  
The advantage point used to acquire them must be balanced with disadvantage points. 
Wings- 3 advantage points.  The ½ devil/demon has a set of dark leathery bat like wings (choose color) that appear and 
unfold at the character’s whim.  It takes 4 actions to unfurl the wings, but the character may fly at a rate of 30 ft per 
second (+10) if descending.  If a wing takes damage via a called or masterful shot in combat, then deduct that damage 
from the character and treat it as a limb if critical damage is rolled (See health and healing chapter).  A ½ devil/demon 
may carry weight equal to ½ their strength Attribute. 
Note- A character with wings will need to take a “flying” skill similar to piloting vehicles in order to perform actions 
while in the air (see combat chapter). 
Unholy Fury- this 3 point advantage allows the ½ devil/demon is able to invoke a terrible fit of berserk rage once per day.  
This horrible rage will last 1d6 minutes or till the character is somehow brought down.   During this fury the characters 
natural Strength and Constitution attributes are 
doubled (this includes new Health points).   The 
raging ½ devil/demon takes no body area 
modifiers when receiving damage (see combat 
chapter) and need only make Constitution checks 
when the damage is over ¼ their new Constitution 
(treat as a modified pain threshold advantage).  
During combat the raging character will not use 
missile weapons, spell casting or psychic abilities.  
In turn they will take ½ damage from all spell 
casting attacks (even if they have no magic 
resistance points).  The character is also immune 
to normal, magical, or psychic attempts to control, 
seduce, charm, intimidate, or frighten during 
unholy fury.   In hand to hand combat, the raging 
character is incapable of logical thought or 
discipline in matters of using a proper fighting 
technique.  Therefore the ½ devil/demon can only 
use his or her unknown melee skill but with +1 
category modifier to attacks and a –1 category 
modifier to any defensive actions performed.  A 
creature invoking unholy fury will not retreat or 
surrender and will continue to function and rage 
till they reach a NCN equal to 1/10 their enhanced 
Constitution (Example- A ½ devil with a 
Constitution of 221 invokes unholy fury.  His 
Constitution becomes 442 and would have 884 
health point.  He will continue to fight until his 
health points drop past –44). 



 

 

Using Skills 
During game play a character will need to perform various functions to allow the game to proceed and goals to be 
achieved.  It will be the use of a character’s skills and attributes that will accomplish this.  A player will be rolling the 
percentile dice (d100) against the character’s skill score in what is called a Task Check. 
A task check is a compilation of the following factors 
1) The character’s skill score and what tools if any that can be used in the task check 
2) The category modifiers used depending on the difficulty of the task 
3) How much time is being used to perform the skill  
4) Specials /Advantages (if any) that the character might have  
5) Modifiers from the environment and character status 
 
1) First the character has to have a skill relating to whatever he or she is attempting.  Characters will a have a base number 
in that skill ranging from 1or more points. This is called the character’s Skill score and the character must have at least 1 
point to attempt a task check.  The maximum amount of points a character may use from a skill is 100 (even if their skill 
number is higher than that).   Tools will also benefit the characters total skill score.  The better the tool/s, the better the 
score.  It is possible to use one or more tools to increase the base skill score to over 100.  The bonuses given by tools 
should be confirmed with the GM before used. (Example- A character has a Lock picking skill of 90 and Lock picking 
tools of +30.  The character’s total base skill score would be 120).  Note- most combat, piloting, and physical skills are 
usually combined in with a character’s attributes to create their base skill score.  This is explained further in their 
appropriate chapters. 
 
2) The next consideration to the task check is how difficult the situation is and the category modifiers that will be added to 
the task check.  The skill that the character is trying to perform is broken down into a group of difficulties called a Task 
Chart.  This chart contains 7 levels of difficulty in which to gauge the task check. 
Automatic    Normal       Difficult    Hard     Very Hard     Extreme     Impossible 
Each of these levels is referred to as a category.  Each category on the task chart will have a direct affect on the base skill 
score, which in turn will dictate what the character will need to roll below on the percentiles dice (d100) in order to 
succeed at the task check.  (Example- If the the task check is moved to the difficult category, the character’s skill score 
will be at ½).  The Automatic category means that the character can easily achieve the task check as long as a critical is 
not rolled (96-00).  The Impossible category means the task check can’t be done and no dice rolling will take place.   All 
task checks start with the Normal category on the task chart, which is considered the straight skill score.  The difficulty of 
the character is trying to achieve dictates whether a category modifiers are added or subtracted from the normal category.  
There are examples of category modifiers listed under the skill descriptions as well as additional modifiers that may be 
added to the task chart 
 
3) The time needed to accomplish a skill is broken down into various time increments ranging from 1 or more actions to a 
variance of minutes or hours.  The amount of time it normally takes to perform a task check is given in the “Skills and 
Description” section of this chapter.  Example-  A character with a 1st aid skill is trying to treat a colleagues minor wound 
(10 Health points).  This will normally take 1d10 actions.  As described in this example, all the time increments except 
those of 1 action will take a random dice roll to accomplish (treating the wound takes 1-10 actions to accomplish).  
Obviously, the more difficult the task, the larger amount of time will be needed to perform it.    It is the GM’s 
responsibility to roll the dice and dictate how long the task will take if it goes beyond one action.  The GM may not wish 
to let the player see the roll in situations where his or her character doesn’t know the approximate length the task check 
will take (This might add an element of mystery and pressure if there is a deadline).   
   Characters  may also desire to alter the time it takes to perform the skill.   If a character is unable to wait for the 
regular amount of time to complete the task check, they may speed up progress by Forcing time.  When a character forces 
time they cut the amount of time normally needed down to the minimal time that skill would take to accomplish.  Because 
forcing time increases the chances of messing up, a category modifier of +1 is bestowed upon overall task check to reflect 
this (Example- the character attempting to treat the 10 Hp minor wound rolls a 5 on the d10 which is how many actions it 
will take to complete.   However the character is in a hurry and decides to force time.  This will reduce the task to 1 action 
to complete, but raises the category modifier against him by +1 making it a Difficult category.    In contrast a character 
may opt to be more careful and Take time.  By doing so the character gains one category down on the task chart but 
maximizes the amount of time need to perform it by times 2. (Example- The character who would have needed 5 actions 



 

 

to perform the 1st aid task check decides to take his time.  It will now take 2 times as long to perform (5x 2= 10 actions) 
but there will be a –1 category modifier making it an Auto for the task chart).  
4) Some characters may have acquired specials by mastering their skill (100 or more points).  Some of these specials will 
have a direct effect on the task check.  The Specialist category down skill special will automatically move the difficulty 
down one category on the task chart if the task check pertains to that skill.  The Time Specialist skill special would allow 
the character to ignore the +1 category modifier when forcing time with that skill.  The GM will have final say on how 
skill specials can manipulate the task check. 
 
5) The environment in which the character is performing the check and the condition of that character may also cause 
modifiers.  It is a lot harder to perform a skill without proper lighting and visual.  The weather could be hostile or the 
character is gravely injured or panicking.  All these varying factors will produce modifiers on the task chart.   (Example- 
the character trying the Normal lock picking check is doing it with a very poor light source, has a Poor visual.  This would 
take the Normal category down to Hard). 
These are the basic Category modifiers for task checks 
Poor visual     +1 category                                 Stress          +1 category 
No visual (pitch black)  + 2 categories               panicked    +2 categories 
Light Fatigue      +1 category                              Heavy fatigue   +2 categories 
Forced time        +1 category  
Poor environment (very bad weather, rough terrain, hanging upside down, Ect.)     +1 category   
Character is functioning at ½ hit points         +1 category 
Character is functioning at ¼ hit points         +2 categories 
Bad situation (the character’s last roll was a critical and still recovering)  + 1 category 
Very bad situation ( the character last rolled a 00 )      + 2 categories 
Good situation (the character’s last roll was and auto)   -1 category 
Perfect situation (the character last rolled a 01)            -2 categories 
Take time    - 1 category  
 

Rolling	the	Task	check		
When the character is trying to perform a skill, the 5 factors 
should be consulted to achieve the base number that the 
player will need to roll below on a d100.   
 
1) Figure out the character’s base skill score (it will range 
from 1 to 100).  Next, see if the character has tool/s that will 
help with their skill check.  If the tool can help, then the 
points from that tool/s are added to the characters skill score 
before the d100 dice are rolled.  Remember that it’s possible 
to have + points from more than one tool if the GM allows 
it. 
 
2) The GM will designate the base category of difficulty for 
the check on the task chart.  Each category will affect the 
over all task check in the following ways. 
Automatic- the character will succeed in the task check if a 
critical isn’t rolled (96-00 on d100) 
Normal- the character makes a straight task check roll 
Difficult- the character makes the task check roll at ½ 
Hard – the character makes the task check roll at ¼ 
Very hard- the character makes the task check roll at 1/8 
Extreme- the character makes the task check roll at 1/10 
Impossible- the character does not get to roll the task check (too hard) 
 



 

 

3) The GM designates the time that the character will need to properly perform the skill.  The dice will be rolled and the 
GM will decide if the character has a basic idea of how long it will take.  It is up to the player if they will proceed 
normally or modify the base skill roll by forcing or taking time. 
 
4) If the character has a skill special (skill score is 100 or more) than this should be used next to modify the task chart.  
(Example- The skill special Category down will raise the task chart category down to the next easiest). 
 
5) The Modifiers for the Environment and character status are added in last to modify the base task check roll.  
 
After the 5 factors have been reviewed and the modifiers to the base check have been done, then the player will roll the 
percentile dice (d100) and compare it to task check score.  If the player succeeds in rolling below the task check, then he 
or she has accomplished what ever was needed.  If the player rolls above the task check, then the character has failed.  The 
character can try the same task again if the situation allows it, but will have to go through the 5 factors to see if there are 
any changes.  If the character has rolled a critical (96-00) than the attempt can’t be redone.  The following are examples of 
how task checks work. 
 
Example A- Phineus (magician for hire) has come upon a cabinet with a 
simple pad lock in the middle of an abandoned warehouse.  Phineus has 
a skill of 30 in lock picking and a +30 set of lock picks (tool) which 
brings his total skill score to 60.  The GM decides that the padlock will 
require a Difficult  task check on the task chart and an Immediate time 
slot that will take 5 minutes (5 was rolled on a d10). The environment is 
well lit and the character is healthy and not fatigued (no modifiers).  
Phineus will need to roll a 30 or less on the d100 to successfully open 
the lock because a Difficult skill check on the task chart cuts the total 
score by ½.  However, the character is not in a hurry and decides to be 
slow and careful (take time category modified -1).  By doing this the 
Difficult  task check moves 1 category down to Normal which is the 
total skill score of 60.  The player rolls a 42 and Phineus successfully 
opens the padlock after 10 minutes (time slot at maximum due to take 
time modifier). 
 
Example B- After a tremendous battle, Sgt. Bob is trying to diffuse a bomb before it explodes.  He has taken a terrible 
gunshot wound to the chest and has lost a lot of blood.  Sgt. Bob has a demolition’s skill of 115 and pocket tool kit + 20 
which give him a total skill score of 120 (the maximum skill score is 100 + tool).  The GM has decides that diffusing the 
bomb will be a Hard check on the task chart and an Immediate time slot that will take 6 minutes (6 was rolled on d10).  
Unfortunately Sgt. Bob can see the timer and has less than 1 minute till the bomb explodes.  He must force time and make 
the diffusion of the bomb an Instant slot. The slot moves to instant but the task chart category moves up to Very hard 
because of it.  Because Sgt. Bob has a 100 in his skill, he took the Category down skill special which will take the Very 
hard category back down to Hard.  The last thing to consider is Sgt. Bob’s physical condition.  Let’s say that he is 
functioning under ½ his health points due to the gunshot wound and blood loss.  Because of this, the Category is again 
raised from Hard to Very Hard.  The Final task check roll for the character would be 30 because the Hard category divides 
the total score (100 + 20) by ¼.  The player rolls 58 on the dice and the character was unable to diffuse the bomb.  The 
attempt took 10 seconds (forced time modifier) and Sgt. Bob still has 50 seconds left to try if the bomb hasn’t blown up 
already because of the diffusing attempt. 
 
Example C- Angelica is attempting to swim across a small river late at night.  The moon is full and the river is pretty 
calm.  Angelica is trying to swim in with a duffel bag full of gear, which weighs about ½ her strength.  Angelica has a 
swimming skill of 40 and no tools.  The GM has designated the base skill check as Hard (the water is calm, but the gear is 
weighing her down).   The time slot is instant for the swimming skill and the character has no skill specials or advantages.  
Angelica’s final task check score would be 10 (Hard modifier divides 40 by ¼).  The player rolls a 35 on the dice and 
Angelica is only able to stay afloat without any progress (see swim skill).  The character has 3 options. 
1) Try to proceed by rolling below a 10 (it will take d10 seconds before she can try again) 
2) Cut the gear loose which would change the task chart modifier to Normal (a skill check of 40) 



 

 

3) Take time modifier will move category down to Difficult (a task check of 20) but will take 10 seconds before the next 
check. 

Angelica really needs her gear and decides to go for option 3.  After 10 seconds she is given another chance to proceed.  
The character rolls a 17 and Angelica is able to proceed but her movement is per 10 seconds instead of per second because 
of the take time modifier.  It is a long exhausting struggle, but she makes it across. 
 
Skill Specials 
When a character reaches 100 points in a skill, he or she is considered a master.  At this point, it is possible to achieve 
special talents or abilities pertaining to that skill.  Such abilities are known as skill “Specials”, and offer the character a 
variety of benefits.  Some specials will have a direct effect on category modifiers, or the time it takes to perform a skill.  
Others allow the character amazing abilities that puts them above and beyond the normal uses of a skill.  The GM will 
have control over what skill specials will be allowed in a campaign.   
 
Acquiring Skill Specials 
A character receives his or her 1st special when appropriate skill reaches 100 points.  For every 30 points beyond mastery 
(100), the character receives another special.  There is virtually no limit to the amount of specials a character can have, so 
it is always beneficial to continue to raise skills above 100.  Reminder- Even though a skill may be over 100 points, the 
maximum skill score for task checks is still 100 (See Using skills).  The following is a basic chart of when a character 
receives a skill special 
 
Skill points Advancement 
_____________________________________ 
100    130   160     190   220   250     280   340 
 
Skill specials and Chi 
Some skill specials will require the character to use their spirit 
and mental essences to accomplish.  This is represented by 
spending points from the characters Chi score.  Various skill 
specials will require different amounts of Chi to activate and 
maintain.  Chi points will normally return to the character at a 
rate of 10 per hour. 
 
Specials 
The following list is a basic alphabetized collection of 
possible skill specials.  The possibilities are endless, but 
should always be allowed by the GM for game balance.  Each 
listed skill special is given a number dictating what type of campaign it is best suited for.  The various campaign levels are 
listed as follows 
1-Realistic 
2-Fantastic 
3-Above and Beyond 
 
Observation Skill  
Ambush detection (2)  The character has developed an instinct for being alert to a potentially bad situation involving a 
covert attack or ambush.  The character receives a –1 category modifier to his or her Observation check when about to 
advance into an ambush.  This special is also effective against set traps like mines and tripwires.  This skill allows the 
character to know that there is possibly a trap or ambush, but it doesn’t reveal any details as to what will happen and how 
many are involved. 
Eagle eye (1) The character’s vision is exceptional.  He or she receives a –1 category modifier when performing all visual 
Observation task checks.  This special will not function if the character can’t see. 
Eye for detail (2) The character’s perceptive capabilities have trained to be more keen and precise.  He or she receives a –
1 category modifier with any active Observation check (The character must be actively searching for this special to work).   
Poison tasting (2)  The character is better able to detect toxins in food, liquid, or air.  He or she receives a –2 Category 
modifier when dealing with observation checks regarding poisons.  This special doesn’t necessarily protect the character 
from the toxin, but it can alert them to it. 



 

 

Lie detection (3) This special allows the character to read another persons emotions, actions, and word, reveal if he or she 
is being lied to.  The character must have direct contact with the person be scrutinized, and be able to carry on a 
conversation.  If these parameters are met, then the character is allowed an Attribute vs. Attribute check involving 
Willpower against the other person.  If the character wins, then they can detect some untruths if the other is lying.  If the 
character fails, then they can’t tell.  If the character rolls an Auto (01-05), then they know a lie immediately.  If the 
character rolls a critical (96-00), then he or she believes the other is lying even if they aren’t.  Note- If the one being 
scrutinized has an Acting skill, he or she may add it to their Willpower during the check. 
Physical Skills 
 
Ambi-Catch (1)- The character is able to use either hand to catch and will not suffer the +1 category modifier that is 
normally given when using an off -hand. 
Attack landing (1) If the character has sufficient space to jump at an opponent, he or she receives +200 to their Strength 
when it comes to tackling or knocking down opponents during melee combat.  This +200 is only effective during the 
Attribute vs. Attribute check of such an attack (See combat chapter) 

Body Hardening (3) Through conditioning and muscular training, the character is able to make his or her body more 
resilient against damage.  This special allows the character to reduce the body area multipliers by 1 (See combat chapter).  
This would mean a character with this special would only take 3x the damage to the head (Area 1), 2x the damage to the 
chest and neck (Area 2,3), and no longer have a damage multiplier for the gut (Area 12).  Note- This special can be taken 
twice. 
Breath holding (1) The character is able to double the normal length that he or she may hold their breath.  This special 
applies to either the relaxed or active state (See drowning in Health and damage chapter) 
Distance Increase (1) A character is able to add an additional 5 ft to any jump he or she performs. 
Endurance (1) The character is able to reduce the effects of fatigue on his or her body.  A character with this special is 
able to ignore the effects of light fatigue (See health and damage chapter).  The character will also treat Heavy fatigue as 
if it where light.  This special also allows the character to recover from fatigue at twice the normal rate. 
Free Climb (1) A character with this special receives a +50 to his or her base climbing skill if they are not using any other 
tools.  This special can’t be combined with the use of any tools.  Treat the +50 as if the character was using tools. 
Free defensive action (2) This special allows the character a extra defensive action during a combat second.  Only one 
free action (offensive or defensive) is allowed per combat second.   
Instant stand (2) This special allows the character to get of the ground without using an action to do so.  This special can 
only be performed once per second. 
Iron grip (2) The skill special allows the character incredible hand strength.  This allows the character to add +20 to his 
or her skill score when making climbing task checks.  The character will also do an additional 10 points of damage when 
grasping a target with a bare hand (1/10 strength damage is also added). 
Pain threshold (2) The character gains the pain threshold advantage.  If he or she has this advantage than triple the 
amount of damage that would have to produce a critical Constitution check 
(See Healing and damage chapter). 
Power feat (2) This special allow the character to add an additional d100 to 
his or her Strength during an Attribute check or Attribute vs. Attribute check.  
The character will need a d4 actions of concentration and preparation before 
the additional 1-100 points are allowed.  This special can be done again to 
double the overall power feat (d100 x2).  
Reduced fall damage (3) The character automatically cuts the damage in half 
from falls under 30 ft. 
Speed climbing (2) The character is able to double his or her normal 
climbing rate.  After the climbing task check is made and the base movement 
is figured out (1/10 the successful), The character with this special can then 
double the movement rate.   A character will still be unable to exceed their 
maximum running movement even with this special. 
Speed swimming (2) The character is able to double his or her movement 
rate while swimming (10 ft per second).  Even with this special, a character 
can never exceed their maximum running movement while swimming. 
Water melee combat (1) When fighting hand to hand in deep water, a 
character normally receives a +1 difficulty modifier.  This special allows the 
character to ignore this modifier. 



 

 

Sprinting (2) The character is able to add a quick burst of speed to his or her running ability.  This special allows the 
character to add an additional 10 ft to their over running movement.  This can be maintained for an amount of seconds 
equal to 1/10 the character’s Constitution.  If the amount of time sprinting exceeds this what the Constitution attribute 
allows, then the character will suffer from light fatigue (See Health and damage chapter).  If the character pushes them 
self to twice the maximum time, then he or she will suffer heavy fatigue and be unable to continue. 
 
 
 
Occupational Skills 
Ancient Language (1) A character with skill special has a better 
understanding of any older language from which his or her own was 
based upon.  The character will receive a –2 category modifier when 
attempting to translate any ancient forms of the language that the skill 
special came from. 
Double Heal (2) This special allows the character to double the 
normal amount of health points recovered during a 1st Aid/Medical 
application.  The amount Health points recovered by a successful task 
check is doubled (Maximum of 20 HP recovered per wound).  
Reminder- A injured character will always have at least 1 HP of 
damage from a wound regardless of how many points were healed by 
the task check. 
Field Surgeon (2) The character is very adept at handling on the spot 
injuries and battle wound even if there are insufficient supplies.  The 
character will always receive +50 to his or her base skill score 
regardless of the tools being used (treat these points as if they were a 
tool).  This special can’t be combined with any other tool scores (The higher value is used). 
Handling (2) This special allows the character better chance of operating a vehicle in his or her skill field.  Regardless of 
the vehicles regular handling capabilities, the character will automatically treat it as if it had +50 (added to the character’s 
base skill score for purposes of task checks).  The character can’t combine this special with whatever handling +’s the 
vehicle might have (Only the higher value is used). 
Improved Toxicology (1) The character has become an expert in the treatment of toxins.  All task checks dealing with the 
treatment of toxins are considered Difficult on the task chart (as opposed to Hard and Very Hard).  This special will not 
work on magic or supernatural poisons unless allowed by the GM. 
Interpretation- (1) The character is very skilled with there language and can freely interpret between parties that do not 
speak the same tongue.  The character must have a skill of at least 25 in any of the languages that are being spoken for this 
special to work. This skill special allows the barriers of communication between races to be easily overcome and no one 
but the translating character need roll a task check to be understood. 
Obscure Knowledge- (2) The character is filled with often trivial knowledge about his or her specialized skill.  In 
situations that the character is lacking information, or just clueless about a situation, He or she may use this special if the 
GM allows it.  By successfully rolling against an Very hard task check pertaining to his or her skill, the character might be 
given a clue or piece of vital information that may help in campaign advancement.  This special should not be abused and 
the GM should keep tabs on it. 
Rig (2) The character is better able to perform task checks relating to his or her skill even if there are no tools.  If the 
character has no functional tools, he or she receives an automatic +50 to the overall skill score (treat these points as if they 
where a tool).  This skill special can’t be combined with regular tools that would befit the skill. 
Specialist Category down (1) The character will automatically reduce the category of difficulty by 1 whenever he or she 
performs a task check involving their specialized skill. (Example- A person with an Electronics skill special will always 
have a –1 category modifier whenever performing an Electronics Task check). 
Time Specialist (1) The character has learned to speed up his or her performance with the specialized skill.  The character 
will not suffer the +1 category modifier whenever they force time during a task check with his or her specialized skill.  
  
 
 
 
 



 

 

Hobby/Craft/Alternative Skills 
 
Blood trail (2) The character is able to track a wounded target with exceptional ability.  If the target is even slightly 
wounded and bleeding, then a character with this special will receive a –2 category modifier to their Tracking task checks.  
If the wounded target is trying to attentively cover the wounds, then the modifier is only –1 for the tracking character.  
Chi defense (2) This special allows the character to reinforce their Chi and make them more resistant to psychic powers 
and chi affecting abilities.  The special grants the character an additional 100 points to their Chi score.  These additional 
points can’t be spent by the character for any reason; but will used during a Chi versus Chi check if the character is 
subject to a psychic power.  Even if the character’s normal chi score has been depleted, there will always be those 
additional 100 points to be used in defense (See Psychic chapter).  Note- If the character’s normal chi score falls below 0, 
then they will still fall unconscious. 
Extra Chi (2) This skill special allows the character to increase their Chi score beyond its normal capacity.  The chi score 
is normally dictated by the average of the character’s Constitution and Willpower Attributes.  This special allows the 
character D100 (roll once) more Chi points to the overall score.  The new Chi score is permanent and the new points can 
be used as regular points for abilities and Chi defense.  This special can be used as many times as desired. 
Instant mount (2)It normally takes a character 1d4 actions to safely mount animal.  A character with this special loses no 
actions when trying to do this.  It is a highly effective special for quick getaways. 
Iron will (2) The character with this special receives the Iron will Advantage (see Advantages and Disadvantages).   
If the character already has this advantage, then add an additional +50 to relating Willpower checks (Max. +100). 
Mask Chi (3) (Chi cost 1per minute)- Some creatures and beings are able to detect or track the very spirit or essence 
(Chi) of another. The character with this special is able to disguise his or he Chi signature from such things.  When this 
special is activated, the character’s Chi can’t be detected or homed in upon.   
Mask heat  (3) (Chi cost 1 per minute)- The character is able to hide his or her heat body heat.  This makes it difficult for 
the character to be detected by infrared equipment or heat sensing creatures (+2 Categories of difficulty on Observation 
Task checks). This is a very effective special when the character is trying to sneak into well guarded area. 
Mask scent (2) The character is able to disguise or erase his or her scent.  This makes it very difficult for creatures to 
detect or track such a character by use of smell (+2 Categories of difficulty on Observation Task checks involving scent). 
Obscure Knowledge (2) The character is filled with often trivial knowledge about his or her specialized skill.  In 
situations that the character is lacking information, or just clueless about a situation, He or she may use this special if the 
GM allows it.  By successfully rolling against an Very hard task check pertaining to his or her skill, the character might be 
given a clue or piece of vital information that may help in campaign advancement.  This special should not be abused and 
the GM should keep tabs on it 
One of the crowd (2) This special allow the character to effectively blend in with a crowd of others to avoid detection.  
Anyone trying to find the character will be at a +1 category modifier on their Observation checks for every 50 people in a 
crowded area.  The maximum will be a +4 category modifier for crowds of 200 or more.  Note- People must be in a 
relatively close proximity from each other for the special to function.  
Poker face (2) The character is well practiced at bluffing and lying.  This special gives the character +200 to his or her 
willpower checks when someone is trying catch them (detect lie). 
Shared survival (1) The character with this special is able to allow up to 4 other people to partake of his or her survival 
experience.  This means whenever the character makes a successful Survival task check, the other companions under the 
special will reap the same benefits as if they had the same skill in survival.  If the character fails to make the task check, 
then no one gains anything. 
Specialist Category down (1)The character will automatically reduce the category of difficulty by 1 whenever he or she 
performs a task check involving their specialized skill. (Example- A person with an Electronics skill special will always 
have a –1 category modifier whenever performing and Electronics Task check). 
Time Specialist (1) The character has learned to speed up his or her performance with the specialized skill.  The character 
will not suffer the +1 category modifier whenever they force time during a task check with his or her specialized skill.  
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Combat Specials 
Combat Melee 
Attack landing (1) If the character has sufficient space to jump at an opponent, he or she receives +200 to their Strength 
when it comes to tackling or knocking down opponents during melee combat.  This +200 is only effective during the 
Attribute vs. Attribute check caused by such an attack (See combat chapter).  This special can be taken only once. 
Body Hardening (3) Through conditioning and muscular training, the character is able to make his or her body more 
resilient against damage.  This special allows the character to reduce the body area multipliers by 1 (See combat chapter).  
This would mean a character with this special would only take 3x the damage to the head (Area 1), 2x the damage to the 
chest and neck (Area 2,3), and no longer have a damage multiplier for the gut (Area 12).  Note-This special can be taken 
twice 
Block n Grab (1) It is normally an Very Hard hand to hand combat action (+3 category modifier) when a character 
wishes to block a melee attack by catching the hand or wrist of the opponent (See combat chapter).  A character with this 
special will perform it as a difficult defensive maneuver (+1 category modifier).  
Chi strike  (2) This powerful special allows a character to focus his or her chi into a devastating hand to hand attack.  It 
takes 1 action for the character to focus his or her chi. If the character attacks in the next action, he or she may spend Chi 
points to increase the damage before the attack is rolled.  For each Chi point spent, the character will add +1 point of 
damage to hand to hand attack.  Targets trying to defend against such an attack will be at + 2 categories of difficulty to do 
so.  Note-Chi spent for this attack is lost even if the attack misses the 
target. 
Damage strike (2) The character with this special is able to cause 
more damage to an opponent when aiming at vital areas.  A character 
must make a Hard called shot for this special to work (See combat 
chapter).  If the character is successful at the called strike, then the 
damage done to the opponent is doubled. (Example- A character with 
this special chooses to hard melee attack to strike a target in area 1,1.  
if the attack is successful, then character calculates the initial damage 
done to the opponent, then doubles it).  The special is only effective 
with hand to hand skills or the character’s weapon of choice. 
Devastating blow (2) This powerful special can be only used with 
large melee weapon.  The character must take 1 action to concentrate 
and focus his or her Chi before attacking.  The next action will cost 
the character 10 Chi regardless if they attack or not.  If the character 
attacks, any opponent trying to block will be at +2 categories of 
difficulty and their armor will be cut by 4 ranks.  This special can 
only be performed with the character’s weapon of choice and if he or 
she has enough Chi. 
Double weapon master (1) This special allows the character reduce 
the category modifiers when wielding a melee weapon in each hand.  
Wielding 2 weapons usually gives a +2 modifier of difficulty to the characters off hand and + 1 category modifier to their 
normal.  This special reduces the category modifier by –1 to each hand as long as the weapons being employed are the 
character’s weapon of choice.  Note- a character with the 4 point ambidextrous advantage can use this skill special to 
eliminate the base category modifiers for 2 weapon combat. 
Extra combat action- (2) During combat, the amount of actions he or she can perform per second is dictated by the 
Agility attribute (See combat chapter).  The character with this special is allowed 1 extra combat action 
(offensive/defensive) on top of his or her normal actions per second.  This special is only effective with hand to hand 
skills or the character’s melee weapon of choice.  Note- The extra combat action can only be used only once per second 
no matter how many times this special is used. 
Instant catch (1) The character may attempt to catch an object thrown toward him or her without using an action.  This 
special can be used once per second. 
Instant stand This special allows the character to get of the ground without using an action to do so.  This special can 
only be performed once per second. 
Iron grip (2) The skill special allows the character incredible hand strength.  This allows the character to add +20 to his 
or her skill score when making climbing task checks.  The character will also do an additional 10 points of damage when 
grasping a target with a bare hand (1/10 strength damage is also added). 



 

 

Iron will (2) The character with this special receives the Iron will Advantage (see Advantages and Disadvantages).   
If the character already has this advantage, then add an additional +50 to relating Willpower checks (Max. +100). 
Pain threshold (2) The character gains the pain threshold advantage.  If he or she has this advantage than triple the 
amount of damage that would have to produce a critical Constitution check (See Healing and damage chapter). 
Prone fighting (1) When a character is fighting while lying on the ground (knocked over, or over bared), he or she suffers 
a +1 category modifier for any combat actions when in such situation.  This special allows the character to ignore this 
modifier and fight well from such a position. 
Sucker punch (2) This special isn’t considered very honorable, but it can be very effective if it works.  The character with 
this special must be within hand to hand range of a target for this to work.  Combat normally begins with The Agility VS. 
Agility check to see who goes 1st.  If the character with the special wins the check by more than 50 points, the 1st strike is 
at +3 categories of difficult for the target to defend against.  Regular combat actions then ensue if the target is still 
standing. 
Quick draw (2) It normally takes a character 1 action to draw a melee weapon.  This special allows the character to draw 
his or her weapon of choice and still perform a combat action (offensive/defensive).   
Weapon lord (2) Characters normally need to have a weapon of choice to perform skill specials.  The weapon lord 
special lets a character use his or her skill specials with any melee weapon from the same skill field. (Example- a 
character with a weapon lord special in medium blade can perform any other skill specials with any blade from that 
classification). 
 
 
Combat Missile 
Damage strike (2) The character with this special is able to cause more damage to an opponent when aiming at vital 
areas.  A character must make a Hard called shot for this special to work (See combat chapter).  If the character is 
successful at the called shot, then the damage done to the opponent is doubled. (Example- A character with this special 
chooses to hard missile attack to hit a target 
in area 1,1.  if the attack is successful, then 
character calculates the initial damage done 
to the opponent, then doubles it).  The 
special is only effective with the character’s 
weapon of choice. 
Eagle eye (1) The character’s vision is 
exceptional.  He or she receives a –1 
category modifier when performing all 
visual Observation task checks.  This 
special will not function if the character 
can’t see. 
Free throw (2) This special allows the 
character to throw any weighted fist sized 
object with lethal precision.  The character 
is able to perform any throwing specials as if the free thrown object was a weapon of choice. 
Gun lord (2) Characters normally need to have a weapon of choice to perform skill specials.  The weapon lord special 
lets a character use his or her skill specials with any missile weapon from the same skill field. (Example- a character with 
a gun lord special in firearm pistol can perform any other skill specials with any gun from that classification). 
Multi throw (2) This special allows the character to throw 2 objects at the same time.  If the character is trying to hit 
more than one target, he or she receives a +1 difficulty modifier for each projectile.  The thrown objects must be the 
character’s weapon of choice for this special to function. Note- This special can be taken twice to allow the character 3 
thrown object maximum. 
Two gun theory (1) This special allows the character reduce the category modifiers when wielding a missile weapon in 
each hand.  Wielding 2 weapons usually gives a +2 modifier of difficulty to the characters off hand and + 1 category 
modifier to their normal.  This special reduces the category modifier by –1 to each hand as long as the weapons being 
employed are the character’s weapon of choice.  Note- a character with the 4 point ambidextrous advantage can use this 
skill special to eliminate the base category modifiers for 2 weapon combat. 
Quick draw (2) It normally takes a character 1 action to draw a pistol or rifle.  This special allows the character to draw 
his or her weapon of choice and still perform a combat action (offensive/defensive).   



 

 

Speed load (1) It normally takes a certain number of actions to reload a missile weapon (list is in Combat chapter).  The 
Speed load special allows a character to cut the time it normally takes to load a weapon in half.  This special is only 
effective on the character’s weapon of choice.   
Speed shot (2) This special is only effective with semi automatic pistols and rifles.  The special allows the character 1 
additional combat action of firing such a weapon. (Treat as if it where an extra melee combat action).  The extra action is 
only for firing the weapon and can’t be used for any other purpose.  The special will only function with the character’s 
weapon of choice. 
 
Optional Scenario specials 
Magic 
Extra SP (2) The character is given more spell points to permanently add to his or her total.  Each time this special is 
used, the player will roll a d10x 50 and add it to the character’s SP score.  There is no limit to how many times this special 
can be taken. 
Field Specialist ½ Cost (2)This special allows the SP cost of spells from a designated field to be cut in ½.  (Example- a 
character who takes this special for Fire field of magic will spend ½ the Spell points to cast any fire based spells).  This 
special can be chosen only once per field. 
Field Specialist Category down (2) The character will automatically reduce the category of difficulty by 1 whenever he 
or she performs a task check involving spell casting from a designated field.  (Example- A character who chooses this 
special for the Water field of magic will be at –1 category of difficulty when casting any water based spells).  This special 
can be chosen only once per field. 
New field (2) This special grants the caster a new magical field and access to its spells. 
Obscure Knowledge (2) The character is filled with often trivial knowledge about the Arcane.  In situations that the 
character is lacking information, or just clueless about a situation, He or she may use this special if the GM allows it.  By 
successfully rolling against an Extreme task check pertaining to his or her skill, the character might be given a clue or 
piece of vital information that may help in campaign advancement.  This special should not be abused and the GM should 
keep tabs on it. 
Resistance eater (3) This special must be used with a designated field of magic.  Any spell from that field will then take 2 
times the normal amount of Magic Resistance to counter it (See Magic chapter).  (Example- A caster with the special in 
the Offensive field casts a Mage Missile at magic resistant target.  The target will need to spend 40 resistant points instead 
of 20 to absorb the damage).  This special can be used twice per field causing 3 times the normal amount of Magic 
Resistance to counter the spell. 
Specialized item ½ cost (2) This special cuts the SP cost of constructing one designated type of item.  (Example- A 
character that uses this special to construct potions will spend ½ the SP during all 3 construction stages). This special can 
be used only once per item type. 
Specialized item category down (2) This special allow a –1 category 
modifier to task checks during construction of a designated type of item. 
(Example- A character that uses this special to construct weapons would 
be at –1 category of difficulty for all 3 stages of construction).  This 
special can be used only once per item type 
Time specialist Field (2) A character with this special is able to ignore the 
+1 category modifier of difficulty caused by Forcing time on any spell 
casting task checks. 
Time specialist Item (2) A character with this special is able to ignore the 
+1 category modifier of difficulty caused by forcing time during any of the 
3 stages of Item construction. 
 
Psychic 
Extra field (2) This special allows the psychic character a new field and 
access to its abilities 
Field Specialist Category down (2) The character will automatically 
reduce the category of difficulty by 1 whenever he or she performs a task 
check involving psychic abilities from a designated field.  (Example- A 
character who chooses this special for the telekinetic field of magic will be 
at –1 category of difficulty when using  any of those abilities).  This 
special can be chosen only once per field. 



 

 

Specialist ½ chi cost ability (2) This special allows the psychic ½ the chi cost to a designated ability. (Example a 
character with this special for the Telepathy ability “Mind read” would only spend ½ the normal amount of chi when 
used).  This special can be used twice per ability to cut the over all chi use by ¼. 
 
Future tech 
Double Heal (2) This special allows the character to double the normal amount of health points recovered during a Cyber 
Medicine application.  The amount Health points recovered by a successful task check is doubled (Maximum of 20 HP 
recovered per wound).  Reminder- A injured character will always have at least 1 HP of damage from a wound regardless 
of how many points were healed by the task check. 
Field Surgeon (2) The character is very adept at handling on the spot injuries and battle wound even if there are 
insufficient supplies.  The character will always receive +50 to his or her base skill score regardless of the tools being 
used (treat these points as if they were a tool).  This special can’t be combined with any other tool scores (The higher 
value is used). 
Hack lord (2)The character with this skill is familiar with nearly every brand of computer around and is well versed in 
manipulating them.  Treat any computer being used by this character as a +50 tool to his or her base data hacking score. 
This special can’t be used with any other tool scores (The higher value is used). 
Specialist Category down (2) The character will automatically reduce the category of difficulty by 1 whenever he or she 
performs a task check involving their specialized skill. (Example- A person with an Robotics skill special will always 
have a –1 category modifier whenever performing a robotics Task check). 
Time Specialist (2) The character has learned to speed up his or her performance with the specialized skill.  The character 
will not suffer the +1 category modifier whenever they force time during a task check with his or her specialized skill.  

 

Character advancement 
A character’s ability to advance is based upon skills and experience.  
Over time a character will become more capable of handling a 
situation or conflict because of his advancement in necessary skills.  
A novice of martial arts can only become a master through training 
and knowledge.  A medical intern will become a doctor only after 
suitable training and field experience.  It is through advancement of a 
character’s skills that he or she becomes more capable and powerful 
in the following ways. 

1) Attribute increase-As described earlier, some skills will 
directly affect the character’s Attributes.  Certain skills will 
increase an Attribute at the rate of 1 point per 2 skill points.  
Remember that only 2 skills will affect a certain attribute 
and only till the skill reaches 100 (Allowing a total of 100 to 
the chosen attribute).  The skill must have a direct relation to 
the attribute in order to increase it. 

2) Skill specials- Although a skill of 100 (master) is the 
maximum amount points allowed to directly affect the 
character’s skill score, skill specials are attainable at that 
number and for every 30 points thereafter.  Skill specials give a large advantage to those who have them.  
Whether it is a special that allows more successful combat, or gives a beneficial  category modifier to the task 
chart, skill specials greatly enhance a character’s ability and success. 

3) Character knowledge-  The more skills a character has, the better he or she will be able to handle a situation.  If 
a character doesn’t have a skill can suitably handle a situation, then there could be a tragic conclusion to the 
adventure. 
Having more skills may make the difference between victory and defeat in a campaign. 

 
Skill advancement 
A character can improve skills through time and training.  As a basic rule a character receives 1-4 (d4) skill points every 
week of the campaign.  These points should be spread amongst the skills the character was generally using during that 
week  Example- A character that has been running and swimming in the wilderness should add his points to the skills of 
running, swimming, or wilderness survival.  



 

 

Training 
If a character has been doing nothing but a hard training and preparations for some event then the amount of points 
allowed for that week is 5-8 (d4+4).  A maximum of 2 skills can be focused upon during hard training and therefore 
receive points.  Example- A character does hard training in weight lifting and small blades for a week.  The acquired skill 
points can be applied to only these two skills. Note- a week of hard training limits the amount of other activities that a 
character may be involved in and should only be allowed by the GM at suitable times during the campaign. 
 
Advantages 
Don’t forget that there are advantages that a character can acquire during creation that will increase the amount of skill 
points received each week of the campaign. 

1) Fast learner-  This  5 point advantage gives an additional +3 points per week (regular or hard training). 
2) Disciplined- This 2 point advantage gives 1 point per week to a predetermined skill. 

 
Campaign points 
The GM also has the option of giving out bonus skill points at the end of a gaming session.  These “campaign points” can 
vary in number depending on how well the characters did.  These points can be spread amongst any of the characters 
skills regardless of training or activities.  The following chart is just a basic summary of situations that the GM should 
consider for awarding campaign points. 
Good role-playing             1-3 points  
Resolving important situations or conflicts during the campaign        1-5 points 
Sticking to the parameters of a character due to advantages and disadvantages   1-3 points 
Cooperation and success of characters through campaign  1-5 points 

COMBAT		
In most role-playing games there comes a time were conflicts will result in combat.   The combat system in BOM 
functions similarly to the use of skills described earlier.  However the fighting is usually fast paced and the character will 
not normally get the chance to Force or Take time as with normal skill checks (except with the use of spell casting, 
psychic powers, or aiming missile weapons). 
 
Basic combat is broken down into the 2 fields of combat skills. 
1) Combat Physical- hand to hand fighting or melee weapons 
2) Combat Missile- throwing, distance weapons, and guns 
Note- Optional scenario campaigns with spell casting and psychic abilities will generally fit under these two fields as 
well.  Although they are described as separately, both fields will mix together during a conflict.  If done correctly, a BOM 
combat scenario will make for the stuff of legend, heroic memories, or tragic defeat. 
 
All combat situations begin with the character rolling the Agility Attribute check against that of the opposition to see who 
goes first.  This roll is forgone and 1 side automatically goes 1st in the following situations. 
1) Surprise- Opponent/Opponents who have failed their Willpower Attribute check due to being surprised will always be 
acted against 1st.  Characters that that fail their Willpower Attribute check will take 1d4 actions before they can recover 
and react normally to a combat situation.  
Note- Certain modifiers may effect the overall Willpower Attribute check due to the situation, or character disadvantages. 
(Example- A character unexpectedly encounters a rabid dog in a back alley.  The dog attacks instantly and the character 
must make a Willpower Attribute check to avoid being surprised.  Unfortunately the character has a pretty serious phobia 
of dogs in general and the GM decides that he will need to make the Willpower check at ½.  If he makes the check then it 
is Agility Vs. Agility as described above to see who goes 1st.  If the character fails the Willpower check, then he is unable 
to react for 1d4 actions (If he rolled a Critical on the check then a full 4 actions would be lost). 
2) Ambush-  If one side has prepared an ambush for the opposition, then a Observation task check is necessary to see if 
the trap is detected (Category difficulty for the observation check would depend on the situation).  If the observation 
checks fail, the ambush is successful and the opposition will need to make Willpower Attribute checks to avoid being 
surprised (see above).   
Even if the opposition succeeds with the Willpower check and doesn’t loose any actions, the ambushing side will go 1st. 
(Example- A thief is waiting to mug an unsuspecting character traveling down the street.  The character has failed his 
observation check to see the thief who then strikes out of the shadows.  Because the observation check failed, the 



 

 

character must now make a Willpower attribute check to avoid being surprised.  If the character fails the check, he looses 
d4 actions and is at the thief’s mercy.  Even if the character succeeded at the check, the thief would still go 1st. 
3) Unprepared/Incapable- The opponent or opponents are totally unprepared or unable to initiate a combat situation.  
The opponent could be sleeping, drunk, bed ridden, grievously injured, or unconscious.  Regardless of the situation, it 
would be obvious that the attacking party would go 1st.  In situations like these, it is up to the GM if there should be an 
Agility Vs. Agility check. 
(Example- A character stumbles upon a sleeping opponent and decides to attack.  The character will automatically get to 
go 1st and the GM may even decide to have the opponent make a Willpower check to avoid being surprised for d4 actions. 
 
After rolling the dice, the most successful Agility check will go 1st.  If the character roles an Auto (02-05) they receive 1 
free action before Combat begins and still go 1st.  If the role is a 01, then the character receives 2 free actions.   However, 
when a character rolls a critical (96-99) they lose their 1st action.  A critical roll of 00 would result in the loss of the 
character’s 1st and 2nd action after combat begins. 
Note- If one side should roll an Auto and the other a Critical during this check, a maximum amount of free actions for the 
winning side is still only two (Both added and lost actions are not combined). 
After it is determined who goes 1st, combat begins.  Combat is broken down into rounds.  A round is considered roughly 1 
second in real time.  A character may perform as many actions per round that his or her Agility attribute allows (Example- 
a character with a 200 Agility can perform 2 actions per round).  The ratio of character versus opponent should be 
balanced out between the two (Example- The character with the 200 Agility is against and opponent with 100 agility 
which means the ratio of actions is 2 to 1 during a combat round.  Therefore, the character with 200 Agility would 
perform one action, then the opponent would get 1 action, and finally the character finishes the combat round with the 
other action).  This would be the way it should balance out during a combat round unless the opponent had won Agility 
roll to see who goes 1st.  If  this were the case than the opponent would have his action than the character would perform 2 
actions to close of the combat second. 
Note- some skill specials dealing in melee and missile combat will allow the character a free action.  This extra action can 
only be used once in a combat second regardless of how many skill specials the character has.  The free action must also 
be related to the skill special being used (Example- a character with a medium blade skill special that allows an extra 
action, can only use this free action attack or defend with his blade of choice.  No other type of extra action can be used if 
this skill special is used). 
 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	
 



 

 

The	Body	chart		
Before going into further detail about combat, it would be beneficial to talk about the body chart that is located on the 
character sheet and in this chapter.  For the most part most characters and creatures are humanoid in shape and structure.  
Of course there would be other creatures or objects that are not built like humans, but the body chart is a basic diagram on 
which to base the locations that can be hit during a missile/melee combat situation (objects like vehicles also have their 
own chart).   The body chart for humanoids is based off of 12 areas such as the head/throat (area 1) and stomach (area 12).  
There are 6 sections within each area such as the palms (section 5) or knees (section 1).  When an attack is successful 
against an opponent, a d12 and a d6 should be rolled to determine which area receives the damage.  For instance if an 11 
and a 4 are rolled, then the body area struck will be the left wrist.  If Area 1, section 1 was rolled, then the target takes the 
damage square in the face.  The body area chart should be used in all combat situations except for the following types of 
attacks 
1) Explosions and area affecting damage- Such attacks usually distribute damage across the entire body and there is no 
need to see which individual areas are struck.  
2) Called shots and Masterful shots-  If an attacker decides to aim at a specific area instead of rolling randomly on the 
d12 + d6, then it is a “Called” or “Masterful” shot (explained further under physical and missile combat tactics).  If a 
called shot is performed, then the body area (d12) has been predetermined and only the section (d6) will need to be rolled 
if the attack is successful.  If a masterful shot is performed, then both the area (d12) and section (d6) have been 
predetermined and know dice will be rolled for the body chart. 
3)Shot guns and automatic weapons-  Damage from such missile weapons will only effect a body area (d12) because of 
the spread or quantity of bullets.  When such weapons are used, only the body area is rolled to see which area is damaged.  
If a “called shot” is performed, then the d12 is not rolled because the body area was pre-chosen. 
 
 
Body Area multipliers 
Human beings are fairly fragile if you think about it.  A lot of vital organs exist in the head, chest and stomach.  Any 
excessive damage to such areas usually results in destructive wounds or perhaps death.  To reflect this in BOM, there are 
certain areas on the body chart with multipliers that affect the unabsorbed damage in those areas.  Any unabsorbed 
damage to the stomach (Area 12 will be multiplied by 2.  Any damage to the chest (Areas 2 and 3) will result in 3 times 
the damage.  Damage done to the head, face, and neck (Area 1) will result in the damage being multiplied by 4.  
(Example- if an unarmored target received 50 health points of unabsorbed damage to area 12, the overall damage would 
be 100.  If the same damage was done to areas 2 or 3, it would be 150 damage and area 1 would be a total of 200 damage.   
Striking or being struck in such these body areas may be key factor to the overall victor in a combat situation. 
Note- Body armor of rank 4 or higher will negate the effects of body area multipliers (explained further in chapter.  It 
should be noted that some creatures may be unaffected by such modifiers (such as undead or robotic constructs).  It will 
be the GM’s overall decision if such creatures will use such modifiers.  
 



 

 
 



 

 

COMBAT	PHYSICAL	
Physical combat is performed when opponents engage in hand to hand or melee weapon conflict.  
During this conflict the character will have the option of performing 1 of the following for each 
action he or she is allowed. 
1) Offensive action- attacking the opponent, advancing on opponent 
2) Defensive action- block, dodge, retreat 
3) Miscellaneous – draw weapon, retrieve item, performing non offensive action like turning on a 
light switch or pushing something over, running, casting a spell, using a psychic ability 
 

1)	Offensive	action	
All characters have a basic unknown melee skill score equaling ½ their agility.  This is the base skill 
score for anyone trying to perform an offensive/defensive action with melee weapon or hand to hand 
fighting style they are unfamiliar with. (Example- A character with a 150 Agility who picks up a 
long sword for the 1st time, would have a Unknown Melee skill score of 75). 
Characters that do have a skill in some form of melee weapon or hand to hand combat would of 
course have a better chance of hitting an opponent.  A character with a melee combat skill adds ½ 
that skill number to their Unknown Melee Weapon score.  (Example- the character with the 
Unknown Melee Weapon skill of 75 has a medium club skill of 25.  The characters base skill score 
with a medium club would be 89 (75 + ½ of 25 rounded down).   
Note- Remember that the maximum number of skill points a character can add on from a melee or 
hand to hand combat skill number is 100 (even if the skill points are over that number).  This means 
that only a maximum of 50 (1/2 of 100) can be added to a character’s unknown melee to produce the 
complete skill score. 
The base unknown melee, melee weapon, or hand to hand skill score is foundation for different offensive options a 
character may attempt to perform.  This skill score is considered the Normal category on the task chart when just 
attempting to hit someone.  (Example- A character with a Unknown melee of 27 (Agility of 54 divided by 2) and a kung 
fu skill of 20 would have a total hand to hand melee skill score of 37 (unknown melee of 27 + ½ of kung fu skill of 20).  
This score would be what the character would need to roll beneath to perform a Normal task check on the Task chart.  
Task chart modifiers such as environment and character status may also affect the task check (See using skills).  If the 
attacker successfully hits a target, the body area chart will be rolled and damage dealt to the target. 
 
 
Offensive melee Tactics-   The following are examples of possible offensive actions that a can be performed during 
physical combat.  Unless stated otherwise, each tactic will take 1 action to perform and the category modifiers must be 
added in order to allow them to be performed.  All these options start with a base task chart category of Normal unless 
environment or character status has caused category modifiers. 
Called shot- A straight swing at a target is considered a Normal (no modifiers) melee combat task check in which the 
hit location is determined randomly (d12 and d6 on the body chart if the target is humanoid).  If a character wishes to 
direct his or her shot at a specific target (object that is about 1cubic foot in size) or body area (such as an arm or leg), then 
it becomes a “Called shot”.  By using a called shot, the character gains more control over where he’s going to hit, but the 
combat skill modifier will be raised by +1 making it a Difficult combat skill check.  Other skill modifiers such as 
environment, skill specials, and character status should be applied if necessary. If the shot is successful against an 
opponent then only a d6 for the predetermined body area is rolled (the d12 is forgone because it is a called shot).  (-
Example- The character with the hand to hand skill score of 125 decides to strike an opponent in the arm  (body area 4).  
This would now be considered a Difficult melee combat task check. The character would need to roll a 62 or less on the 
d100 ( ½ of 125 rounded down) to strike the called target in the desired location.  If the hit is successful, a d6 is then 
rolled on the body chart to dictate which part of the arm was hit). 
Masterful shot- When a character is attempting to perform a melee strike of exceptional precision (target is a 6 inch 
area or a specific body area like the palm, kneecap, or between the eyes) it is known as a masterful shot.   This type of 
offensive action  adds +2 categories of difficulty to the combat skill check and is usually considered a Hard check.  Other 
skill modifiers such as environment, skill specials, and character status should be applied if necessary.  Example- The 
character with the hand to hand score of 125 attempts to strike an opponent square between the eyes (area 1,1 on the body 



 

 

chart).  This action will be 
considered a Hard melee 
combat task check.  The 
character would need to roll 
a 31 or less on the d100 
(1/4 of 125 rounded down) 
to perform a masterful 
strike to the desired 
location.   
Charging/leaping 
attack- A character that 
charges or performs a 
leaping attack against an 
opponent receives a tactical 
offensive advantage, but 
also decreases their own defensive capabilities in melee combat.  A character must have at least 10 ft or distance between 
them self and the target to perform this type of offensive action.  The amount of actions a charging attack takes would 
depend on the distance between opponents (the amount of distance covered in a second or the amount of feet covered in a 
single leap dictates how long it will take).  Upon converging with the opponent, the charging character will perform 
whatever offensive action is desired.  A charging/leaping attack will cause an opponent a +1 category modifier of 
difficulty to any defensive action against it (blocking or dodging).  Likewise, The attacking character will be at a +1 
category modifier for the next defensive action (blocking or dodging) during that combat second due to the to offensive 
nature of this tactic.  (Example- A character with a spear decides to charge an opponent about 20 ft away.  He moves 
about 30 ft per second so the GM judges that he can attack at the closing of the second (1 action).  If he strikes with the 
spear after converging, the opponent will be at a +1 category modifier to try to defend from the attack.  The character is 
also at a +1 modifier if he attempts a defensive action during that combat second), 
Note- If the attacking character is attempting to tackle or knock down the opponent during a charging/leaping attack, he or 
she will receive +100 to his or her initial Strength Vs. Strength check against the opponent because of the momentum 
from the attack. 

Disarming- It is possible try to remove a weapon or object from an opponent’s hands with a well-placed melee 
maneuver.  An attempt to disarm someone can be done with either a weapon or hand to hand skill.  If the character is 
attempting to disarm the opponent with bare hands, then consult the Wrestling/Grappling tactic below.  If a weapon is 
being used, then the character must perform a melee weapon task check with a + 2 modifier of difficulty.  If successful, 
target will need to make a Difficult melee combat skill check to keep a hold of the weapon or item being disarmed.  If the 
check is unsuccessful, then the item or weapon is lost 1-6 ft (d6) away from the target in a random direction (d4 with a 1 
being forward, 2 left, 3 behind, and 4 to the right).  A target doesn’t lose an action when resisting a disarm attempt.  
(Example- a character attempts to sue his sword to disarm the pistol from an opponent.  The character will have a +2 
modifier to perform the action.  If successful, the opponent will then need to make a Difficult hand to hand or unknown 
melee task check with a +1 modifier.  If the check is made, then the pistol is kept and the opponent could use it.  If the 
task check failed, then the opponent rolls a d6 and a d4 to see where the gun falls.  The opponent rolls a 6 and a 2 and 
would need to spend an action to retrieve the pistol that has fallen away 6 ft to the right. 
Grand Swing- This offensive tactic can only be performed with two handed melee weapons (blade or club).  The Grand 
swing allows the character to attempt to hit multiple opponents with a large sweeping attack.  For every task chart 
category the attacker rolls beneath with the large blade skill, one opponent within 5 feet will be struck by the attack.  Each 
opponent being hit by this attack is allowed to perform a defensive action if able.  The attacker can’t perform a called or 
masterful shot when performing a Grand swing and will need to roll randomly on the body chart for each opponent struck.  
The following chart will dictate how many opponents are struck by the hit.   
  
Task chart category    Auto     Normal   Difficult   Hard   Very Hard   Extreme 
 # of opponents hit           1            1`              2            3              4                  5 
 
(Example- A character wielding a 2 handed sword has a large blade skill of 85.  He is surrounded by opponent and 
decides to perform a Grand swing.  The player rolls an 11, which would be considered a Hard action.  Therefore 3 
opponents have been struck.  The player will roll randomly on the body chart for each struck). 



 

 

Note- A character performing a grand swing will be a +2 category modifier for the next defensive action performed (block 
or dodge) because of inability to maintain a proper defense during such a powerful offensive tactic.  Even if the modifiers 
bring the melee combat task check to the Auto category, the dice will still need to be rolled to see how many opponents 
are hit. 
Tackling-  A character can attempt to tackle and knock down an opponent within reach.  A person attempting to tackle 
someone must have at least one free unencumbered arm (no held items) to even attempt it. An attempt to tackle an 
opponent is considered a Normal melee combat task check based on a hand to hand skill.  If the attack is successful, the 
player must first roll a d12 to see what area was grabbed on the body chart.  The opponent is entitled to perform a 
defensive action (block or dodge) if able.  Both sides then will make a Strength Vs. Strength attribute check against each 
other.  If the attacker rolls better during the check, then he has successfully knocked the opponent to the ground (the 
option for the attacker to continue holding on must be decided now because it costs and action to let go).  If the opponent 
does better with the Strength check, then he or she has held their ground and is still standing.  If the attacker fails to tackle 
an opponent, then he or she is at a +1 category modifier to the next defensive action (block or dodge) during the combat 
second.  The target doesn’t loose an action to resist being knocked over. A tackle can be performed only 1 per second. 
(Example- A character with a Strength of 100 and a Wrestling skill of 75 is attempting to tackle an opponent with a 
strength of 100.  It is considered a Normal task check for the character to attempt the tackle.  The character rolls a 59 for 
his wrestling skill and grabs the opponent by area 12 (stomach/lower torso) on the body chart.  Both sides then need to roll 
a Strength attribute check (d100) against each other.  The character rolls a 20 and the opponent a 50.  Because the 
character did better with his roll in comparison to the opponent, he has successfully knocked the other over.  The character 
has the option to continue holding the opponent on the ground, or he can use an action to release the opponent and stay 
standing ). 
Note- A character is welcome to perform a “called shot” when attempting to tackle an opponent (choose desired location 
instead of rolling a d12 on the body chart).  This type of attack would add a + 1 category modifier of difficulty to the  
melee combat task check. 
Note -Should an attacker roll a Critical (96-00) during a grapple attempt or a target a Auto (01-05) while resisting, then 
the hold, grab, or lock is totally broken and both parties are separated. 
Wrestle/Grapple- Characters can 
attempt to grab and grapple with 
opponents.  To initiate such an attack 
one must 1st successfully grab or tackle 
an opponent (a Normal melee combat 
action) and have at least 1 arm free and 
unencumbered (no held items).  The 
target is free to use a defensive action to 
avoid being grabbed or tackled.  Upon successfully grabbing or overbearing an opponent an attacker can use actions in 
attempts to perform any number of locks, gouging, punching, biting, and so on.  Grapple attacks are based off the 
unknown melee skill, wrestling skill or like hand to hand combat skill (such as Sumo).  “Called shots, and “Masterful 
shots” can be performed during wrestling and grappling but appropriate category modifiers described will be applied.  If 
the attacker is attempting to lock a limb or hold the target in submission, a Strength vs. Strength attribute check will be 
made by both.  If the attacker rolls better on the check, than the locked limb can’t be used and the target is pinned unless 
they can break the hold (Another Strength vs. Strength check can be performed on the targets next action).  If the target is 
more successful with the strength check, then they are still free to attempt actions against the attacker, or break loose.  It 
doesn’t cost the target an action to resist the attackers attempt to apply a hold or lock.  If the attacker wishes to apply a 
more painful hold to an area of the target then another action must be used after a lock or hold is applied.  Another 
Strength vs. Strength hold is then performed by both.  If the attacker does better with the strength check, than he may 
apply damage to the target equal to 1/10 his or her strength (body areas are applied and physical armor is ineffective at 
absorbing damage unless designed to do so).  If the target rolls better with the strength check, then no damage is done and 
he or she is free to attempt actions against the attacker or try breaking the hold.  It doesn’t cost the target any actions to 
resist damage from such an attack. 
(Example- After successfully grabbing the arm  (body area 5) of an opponent with a strength of 100, a character  with a 
strength of 150 attempts to spend an action to put lock on the arm in attempt to suppress him.  A Strength vs. Strength 
check is performed the character rolls a 25 (making it by 125) while the opponent rolls a 50 (making it by 50).  Because 
the character has rolled better and has successfully locked the arm and the opponent into submission.   The opponent 
attempts to use his own action to break the lock with another Strength vs. Strength check.  The target rolls a 27 (making it 



 

 

by 73) and the character rolls a 42 (making it by 108).  The character has again won the check and the lock remains.  For 
the next action the character desires to apply damage to the lock.  A Strength vs. Strength is again applied and if the 
character wins then 10 points of damage (1/10 of 100 Strength) to the locked arm.   It would be possible for the character 
to do some real damage to the opponent if the strength checks continued going in his direction.) 
Note- If a anyone else should attack a person who is grappled or held, then they will be a –1 category modifier to hit 
because the target is being held.  Likewise, a person engaged in grappling will be at a + 1 category modifier of difficulty 
when attempting to perform any defensive action against someone outside attacker. 
Note -Should an attacker roll a Critical (96-00) during a grapple attempt or a target a Auto (01-05) while resisting, then 
the hold, grab, or lock is totally broken and both parties are separated. 
 
Throwing- A character can attempt to throw an opponent during hand to 
hand combat.  If a character has successfully grappled or grabbed an 
opponent, he or she may attempt to throw them with possible damage from 
the outcome.  A throw is considered a Difficult melee task check in terms of 
a combat task check.  If successful, the opponent and target must make a 
Strength vs. Strength check to see if the throw is successful.  If the target is 
more successful with the Strength check, then he or she is not thrown and 
the two are still grappling. It does not cost the target an action to resist being 
thrown.   If the attacker wins the check, then the opponent is thrown and 
must make a Hard dodge or Difficult acrobatics skill check to control the 
fall.  If the check fails than then a d12 is rolled to dictate which part of the 
target’s body impacts with the ground (body area modifiers are applicable 
but armor will absorb the damage).  Damage bestowed is 1/10 the throwers 
Strength attribute plus the surface the target is being thrown on.  Consult the 
chart below for the basic surface damage  

Surface                            Damage + 1/10 Strength 
Padded mat (snow)                           5 
Dirt ground (wood)                         10 
Hard ground (concrete/metal)       20 
If the target is makes the check to control the fall then only ½ damage is 
taken to non critical areas to the body (arms/legs) with the benefits of armor 
rank absorption.  It will cost the target 1 action when attempting to control 
the fall from a throw.  Regardless of the fall being controlled or not, the target is on the ground and will need to spend an 
action to get up suffer the penalties of being prone (attackers will be at –1 category modifier to hit and target at 
+1category modifier to defensive actions while down). 
(Example- A Character with a  Strength of 200 and a Judo skill score of 100 is attempting to throw an opponent with a 
strength of 150 after successfully grabbing his arm in the middle of  field.  The character must use an action to perform a 
Difficult judo task check to perform the throw.  The character rolls a 25 (needed a 50) and is successful.  A Strength vs. 
Strength check is then performed.  The opponent rolls a 42 (made it by 58) and the character rolls a 90 (made it by 110), 
which is more successful.  Because of this, character has now thrown the opponent who we will say was unable to control 
the fall.  A d12 is rolled and it is area 12 (lower torso) that will strike the ground.  The damage done to the opponent is 
initially 30 (1/10 of 200 strength + 10 points from dirt ground).  Because the opponent landed on body area 12, the 
damage is doubled and the total will be 60 damage.  The opponent will need to make a check for critical damage to see if 
the injuries could be worse (see health and damage chapter). 
Note- A character may attempt to perform a called shot when throwing an opponent.  This would raise the category 
modifier by +1 on the combat task check, but it would allow the character to decide what body area will impact with the 
ground instead of rolling a  d12.  If this is done, the defender will need perform a Hard block or Very hard dodge, to 
control the fall, and avoid damage to the called area. 
Note -Should an attacker roll a Critical (96-00) during a throw attempt or a target a Auto (01-05) while resisting, then the 
throw, grab, or lock is totally broken and both parties are separated. 
Feint- A character may attempt to perform a strategic maneuver to offset an opponents defense.  When performing a 
feint, the character adds a + 2 category modifier to whatever melee based task check is being performed.  If the attack is 
successful, the target must make a willpower attribute check at ½ or suffer a +2 category modifier of difficulty to any 
form of defensive action against the feint attack.  A feint can only be performed once per combat second. 



 

 

(Example- A character with a medium blade skill score of 120 is attempting to perform a feint shot to the head of an 
opponent with a will power of 59.  Because it is a “feint” and a “called shot” combined, the category modifier would be 
+3 categories of difficulty (making it a Very hard medium blade task check).  The character rolls a 13 (needed a 15) and 
executes an attack to the head of the opponent that would cause him a +2 category modifier of difficulty to any defensive 
action he would try to put against it). 

2) Defensive Action 
In response to an attack, a character has the option to defend them self.  Defensive actions are performed in retaliation to 
an attack and are also based off a character’s Unknown melee, melee weapon skill, or hand to hand skill (explained 
above).  Like offensive tactics, there are different types of defensive actions that are based off the Normal category on the 
task chart. 
 
Defensive tactics 
Blocking- A character may wish to fend aside the attack of an opponent by physically blocking it with a weapon, hand, 
arm, or leg.  Performing a block has a +1 category modifier of difficulty for the character’s unknown melee, melee 
weapon, or hand to hand task check.  If the check is successful, the character has successfully blocked the attack and 
avoided damage. (Example- a character with a total hand to hand skill score of 70 (unknown melee of 50 + a hand to hand 
skill of 40 divided by 2) is trying to block the fist of an attacker.  This would add a +1 category modifier to task check and 
make it a base Difficult category on the task chart.  The character would have to roll below a 35 (1/2 total skill score due 
to category) to successfully block aside the attack and avoid damage. 
Note- If a character is trying to block a melee weapon with his or her arm or leg, then the damage normally done on the 
body chart by the opponent is moved to the blocking arm or leg instead (armor ranking on the blocking limb will absorb 
damage). 
If a character successfully uses a melee weapon to block the limb of an unarmed attacking opponent they will do damage 
equal to ½ the weapon without any strength bonus (weapon damage will be explained later in the chapter). 
 

Close Dodge- A character can attempt to completely dodge out of the 
way of an attack from an opponent in which they are directly engaged.  
To accomplish this, the character will have a +2 category modifier to 
his or her unknown melee, hand to hand skill task check.  A character 
may instead use an acrobatics or tumbling skill score if it is better (the 
+ 2 modifier will still apply).  If the check is successful, the character 
spends a defensive action to avoid the blow.  Failure of the check 
means the character was hit and damage will be designated to the 
appropriate body chart area.  (Example- A character with a total hand 
to hand skill score of 80 (unknown melee of 40 + hand to hand skill of 
80 divided by 2) is trying to dodge the attack of a knife wielding 
adversary.  The modifier is +2 which makes it a Hard maneuver on 
the task chart.  The character will need to roll below a 20 (1/4 the skill 
score) in order to avoid the strike of the opponent. 

Note- The “cat like reflexes” advantage will reduce the category modifier by –1 for the “close dodge” tactic. 
Block n Grab- A character can try to physically catch the limb of an attacking opponent and hold onto it, reducing  the 
threat of damage and creating the potential for a wrestle/grapple attack their next offensive action.  This type of action will 
cause a +3 category modifier of difficulty on the character’s unknown melee, or hand to hand task check.  If successful, 
the character was able to catch the attacking limb and avoid any damage from either strength or melee weapon.  After 
defense has been performed successfully, the character and opponent will then need to consult the “wrestle/grapple” 
offensive tactic (above) if the 2 stay held together.  (Example- The character with the hand to hand skill score is 
attempting to catch the arm of a knife wielding opponent that is successfully striking at him.  The modifier to the task 
chart is +3 which makes it a Very hard hand to hand task check.  The character will need to roll beneath a 10 (1/8 of 80) to 
successfully catch the arm and avoid being hit by the knife.  If the arm is caught, the character and the attacker will need 
to consult the wrestle/grapple tactic to see the other attack options or if the hold can be broken via a Strength vs. Strength 
check. 
Note- this type of defensive action can be used to catch the shaft of pole type melee weapons, but  ½ the overall damage 
that would have been done on the body chart will be applied the catching hand during the initial grab. 



 

 

Breaking holds- When a character held, locked, or pinned in a wrestling/grapple situation, he or she may use a 
defensive action to attempt to break away.  A Strength vs. Strength attribute check performed by the combatants.  if the 
character is more successful with the check, then the hold is broken.  If the check goes in favor of the opponent, then the 
hold still applies.  It does not cost the opponent an action to resist an attempt to breaking holds maneuver. 
If the character is being held or grappled by more than 1 opponent, then he or she will need to use a defensive action for 
each person that they are attempting to break away from 
Note -Should a holder roll a Critical (96-00) during a break attempt or the character a Auto (01-05) while attempting the 
break, then the hold, grab, or lock is totally broken and both parties are separated. 
 

3) Miscellaneous 
Aside from attacking or defending actions, it is possible to perform other actions within a combat round.  The following is 
a basic understanding of possible options. 
Running- A character may wish to advance upon or flee from a conflict.  A character may run their full allowance of feet 
during a combat second.  The easiest way to see how far a character can move during a combat action is to divide the 
maximum number of feet they per second by the amount of actions that there agility allows.  (Example- A character with 
a 200 Agility can run a maximum of 20 ft per second.  his agility gives him 2 normal actions during a combat round.  
Therefore the character can run 10 ft. per action (20 divided by 2) up to a maximum of 20 ft per combat round). 
Note- If the character is running to engage a target in melee combat, he or she must use actions to cover the distance 
between them.  If he or she has any actions left upon reaching the opponent, he or she may initiate combat as described 
above.  During the character’s advancement, the opponent is allowed their actions to prepare for the attack, retreat, charge 
or fire a missile weapon at the opponent (If they can see the character coming). 
Simple action- The character may use actions to perform simple things like drawing a weapon or item, picking 
something up, turning a switch, or speak briefly.  Such actions do not usually require the character to make any form of 
task check unless the GM states otherwise. 
Spell casting (If campaign allows)- Most spells take a number of seconds to cast and therefore the proper amount of 
combat rounds must be taken to allow a spell to go off (Example- a fireball spell normally takes 5 seconds to cast.  
Therefore it would take 5 combat rounds to cast in a conflict).  It is possible to force time on spell casting and decrease the 
time to the minimal of it’s time slot (Example- A fireball spell that takes 5 second can be forced to 1 second but the 
character would of course receive a +1 category modifier of difficulty the spell casting task check).  A spell that normally 
takes 1 second to cast can be forced to 1 combat action.  This would add +1 category modifier, but make for a potentially 
dangerous attack (Spell casting will be further discussed in the magic chapter). 
Note- If the spell requires the caster to touch someone for it to have effect, then he or she will need to make a Normal 
hand to hand task check against the desired target.  The target is allowed a defensive action against this if they see the 
attack coming (dodging is usually the best course of action). 
Psychic abilities (If campaign allows)- When using psychic powers, treat the amount of actions it takes to initiate an 
ability as if they were combat actions.  If a character wishes to focus an ability, it will take a d6 combat rounds.   

 

 



 

 

Combat Missile 
Missile combat is performed when someone is attempting to throw an object or use some form of projectile weapon.  
During this conflict the character will have the option of performing 1 of the following for each action he or she is 
allowed. 
1) Offensive action- throwing a weapon, or firing a weapon at an opponent 
2) Defensive action- seek cover, hit the ground, duck and weave 
3) Miscellaneous- draw weapon, reload a weapon, retrieve item, performing a none offensive action like turning on a 
light switch or pushing something over, cast a spell, use a psychic power 

 
1) Offensive action 
All characters have a basic unknown missile weapon skill.  
This is equal to 1/10 their Strength attribute + 1/10 the Agility 
attribute.  This is the base skill score for anyone trying to 
perform an offensive action with an item or missile weapon 
they are unfamiliar with. (Example A character with a 154 
Strength and 179 Agility would have a Unknown Missile score 
of 32 (1/10 of 154 + 1/10 of 179 rounded down).  This score 
would apply if the character using a pistol for the first time or 
trying to throw an unfamiliar object).  Characters that do have a 
skill in some form of throwing or missile weapon would of 
course have a better chance of hitting an opponent.  A character 
with a throwing or missile combat skill would add ½ of that to 
their unknown missile weapon score. (Example-The above 
character with the unknown missile weapon score of 32 also 
has a Firearm pistol skill of 50.  This means the character 
would have an overall skill score of 57 (32 + ½ of 50). 
Note- Remember that the maximum number of skill points a 
character can add on from a throwing or missile combat skill 
number is 100 (even if the skill points are over that number).  
This means that only a maximum of 50 (1/2 of 100) can be 
added to a character’s unknown missile to produce the 
complete skill score. 
The base unknown missile, throwing, or combat missile skill 
score is foundation for different offensive options a character may attempt to perform.  This skill score is considered the 
Normal category on the task chart when just attempting to hit someone or something.  (Example- A character with a 
Unknown missile of 22 (1/10 of a 110 Agility + 1/10 a 110 Strength) and a Knife throwing  skill 120 would have an 
overall knife throwing skill score of 72 (unknown missile of 22 + ½ of 100- even if the skill is over that number).    This 
score would be what the character would need to roll beneath to perform a Normal task check on the Task chart.  Task 
chart modifiers such as environment and character status may also affect the task check (See using skills).  If the attacker 
successfully hits a target, the body area chart will be rolled and damage dealt to the target. 
 
Range 
The distance between an attacker and a target will have a direct effect on category modifiers used during a throwing or 
missile combat task check.     Different weapons would obviously have varying accuracies at different distances (most 
pistols would not fire as far as a rifle).  The combat system in BOM has simplified the ranges to 4 basic areas. 
1) Point blank- The weapon is being used in very close proximity to the target (within 10 ft).  This would produce a –2 
category modifier to the overall missile combat task check.  
2) Regular- The normal range that the Gun usually functions in.  There are no category modifiers if the target is within 
this area. 
3) Long- The range exceeds the weapons normal accuracy.  There will be a +1 category modifier of difficulty to missile 
combat task checks if the target is within this area. 
4) Extreme- The target is way beyond the missile weapons normal accuracy.  There is a +2 category modifier of difficulty 
on missile combat task checks when attempting to hit a target in this area.  Any other range beyond this is considered 
impossible to hit. 



 

 

Throwing range-when it comes to thrown objects, the ranges should be based off the character’s Strength attribute.   
1) Point blank- target within 10 ft 
2) Regular- target within feet equal to less than ¼ the character’s Strength 
3) Long- target within feet equal to less than ½ the character’s Strength  
4) Extreme- Target within feet equal to Character’s Strength  
These range modifiers are based on the principle that the object being thrown is less than 1pound in weight.  For each Lb. 
of weight being thrown, deduct 1 point from the character’s Strength attribute to get the overall category modifier.  
(Example- A character with a 100 strength is attempting to hurl a 50 lb. crate at an opponent who is 20 ft away.  If the 
object being thrown was only 1 lb., the character would be working within  the Regular range because the target is within 
25 ft (1/4 Strength).  Because the crate weighs 50 pounds, the character deducts 50 points from his Strength attribute.  
This means the range would now be considered Long  (+1 category modifier) because his strength is now 50 and the 
target’s range is less than ½ that (1/2 of 50 is 25 ft.). 
Note- it generally takes a while to pick up and hurl object large/heavy objects with the intent of hitting a target.  As 
general rule for every 100 lbs. of weight being lifted and thrown, add 1 extra action to do such (Example- A character 
with a 200 Strength is attempting to throw a 200 lb. rock at an opponent.  This will actually take 3 actions to accomplish 
because of the initial miscellaneous action of picking up the rock (1action) and the throwing it (2 actions because it 
weighs 200 lbs.)). 
 

Offensive missile Tactics-   The following are examples of possible offensive actions that a can be performed 
during missile combat.  Unless stated otherwise, each tactic will take 1 action to perform and the category modifiers must 
be added in order to allow them to be performed.  All these options start with a base task chart category of Normal unless 
environment or character status has caused category modifiers. 
 
Steady Aim- The character takes time to prepare the shot by steadying and bracing his or her weapon and taking careful 
aim at the target.  Such a tactic will take 1 combat round to do, but will give the character a –1 Category of difficulty to 
perform their next throwing or missile combat task check.  (Example- A character with a base firearm Pistol score of 50 
(unknown missile of 25 + a pistol skill of 50 divided in half) is trying to shoot a target at extreme range.  This would 
normally add +2 categories of difficult to the combat task check.  The character has time and will take a round take steady 
aim and brace his pistol.  This will lower the Task chart modifier by –1, which makes the overall shot Difficult on the 
combat task chart (+1 modifier after categories are subtracted).  This means the character will need to roll below a 25 (1/2 
base skill score) to hit the target.  
Note- this tactic is highly effective when combined with other missile combat options.  It may slow down the amount of 
time it takes to perform, but it does increase the chances of a successful throwing/missile combat task check. 

 
Called shot- A straightforward attack by throwing or missile weapon is considered a Normal (no modifiers) missile 
combat task check in which the hit location is determined randomly (d12 and d6 on the body chart if the target is 
humanoid).  If a character wishes to direct his or her shot at a specific target (object that is about 1cubic foot in size) or 
body area (such as an arm or leg), then it becomes a “Called shot”.  By using a called shot, the character gains more 
control over where he’s going to hit, but the combat skill modifier will be raised by +1 making it a Difficult combat skill 
check.  Other skill modifiers such as environment, skill specials, steady aim, range, target movement and character status 
should be applied if necessary.  If the shot is successful against an opponent then only a d6 for the predetermined body 
area is rolled (the d12 is forgone because it is a called shot). (Example- The character with a base Firearm rifle skill score 



 

 

of 67 decides to shoot an opponent in the arm  (body area 4).  The opponent is at regular range and the character has no 
time to take steady aim.  This would now be considered a Difficult missile combat task check. The character would need 
to roll a 33 or less on the d100 ( ½ of 67 rounded down) to hit the called target in the desired location.  If the hit is 
successful, a d6 is then rolled on the body chart to dictate which part of the arm was hit). 
 
Masterful shot- When a character is attempting to perform a throwing/missile combat attack of exceptional precision 
(target is a 6 inch area or a specific body area like the palm, kneecap, or between the eyes) it is known as a masterful shot.   
This type of offensive action adds +2 categories of difficulty to the missile combat task check and is usually considered a 
Hard check.  Other skill modifiers such as environment, skill specials, range, steady aim, target movement and character 
status should be applied if necessary.  (Example- The character with the Firearm Rifle score of 67 attempts to shoot an 
opponent square between the eyes (area 1,1 on the body chart).  This action will be considered a Hard missile combat 
task check if there where no other modifiers due to range, target movement, or steady aim.  The character would need to 
roll a 16 or less on the d100 (1/4 of 67 rounded down) to perform a masterful shot to the desired location.  If the character 
had time to perform the steady aim tactic or the target was standing still, then there would be a –1 category modifier that 
would make the shot Difficult on the task chart and the character would only need to roll 33 or lower to perform a 
masterful shot). 
Burst Fire-  This tactic can only be used with 
automatic weapons (machine guns/machine pistols).  
Such weapons usually have settings for their rate of fire. 

1) Single- fires 1 shot per action 
2) Short burst- 3 shots fired per action 
3) Long burst- 10 shots fired per action 

It takes 1 action to switch the setting on an automatic 
weapon.  If a character elects to fire short or long burst a 
+1 category modifier of difficulty is added to the task 
check.  by performing the steady aim tactic, this 
modifier can be eliminated.  If a burst fire attack is 
successful then only a d12 is rolled on the body area 
chart and the amount of impacting bullets as well.  If it 
is a short burst, the player will roll a d6 to see how 
many bullets hit (1-2=1, 3-4=2, 5-6=3).  If a long burst is fired, then a d10 is rolled to see how many bullets impact the 
body area (d12).  (Example- A character with a base Firearm Rifle skill of 59 is trying to use a machine gun to fire a long 
burst at a target.  The target is at the regular range and the character has no time to take steady aim.  By firing a long burst, 
there will be a +1 category modifier of difficulty to the task check.  This means the shot will be Difficult and the character 
will need to roll a 29 or lower (1/2 of 59 rounded down) to successfully hit the target.  If the task check is made, then 1-10 
(d10) bullets will hit a random body area on the target (d12 on the body area chart).   
Note- It is possible to perform a “called shot” with the Burst fire option but keep in mind that this would mean a +2 
category modifier for the task chart check.  It is not possible to perform a “masterful shot” during burst fire. 
 Sweeping fire- This tactic allows a character with a burst fire weapon to spray an area in hopes of hitting many targets 
(up to five) during a combat action. The weapon must be set on long burst (1-10 shots) and all targets must be within the 
weapons regular range.  There will be an initial +1 category modifier of difficulty because of the burst fire (which can be 
eliminated with the steady aim tactic) when it  is used.  All other missile combat modifiers such as range, target 
movement, and cover will affect the category difficulty as usual.  Each category the character rolls beneath means a target 
has been hit.  The following chart will dictate how many targets have been hit.   
 
     Task chart category     Auto    Normal   Difficult   Hard   Very Hard   Extreme 
      # of opponents hit           1            1                2            3              4                  5 
 
Each target hit takes 1-2 bullets (even or odd on a d6.  The area/s hit will be rolled randomly on the body chart (d12 and 
d6) unless a “called shot” is performed where as only a d6 will be used (remember to add +1 modifier if this is done).   I
 t is not possible to perform a masterful shot when using burst fire.  Example-A character with a rifle skill score of 
72 (unknown missile of 32 + firearm rifle skill of 80 divided by 2) is attempting to shoot his assault rifle at a number of 
opponents that are advancing at him form less than 10 ft away.  The character would start with a category modifier of +1 
because of this tactic, and he had no time to take steady.  The opponents are moving (+1) but are at point blank range (-2).  



 

 

The characters firearms task check will be Normal because all + and – modifiers have cancelled each other out.  The 
character rolls a 15, which would be a Hard Task check (under 1/4th). This means that 1-2 bullets in random body areas 
have hit 3 of the advancing opponents. 
Note-  Even if the category modifiers bring the task check to the Auto Category, the missile combat task check will still 
need to be rolled to see how many targets are hit.   
 
Double tap-  Some semi-automatic pistols allow a character to fire 2 times at one target in one combat action.  This 
double tap allows for a better chance of damage, but makes the gun harder to aim.  If a character performs this tactic, he or 
she receives a +1 category modifier of difficulty to there missile combat task check.  If the check is successful then target 
is hit by two bullets (roll twice on the body chart).  This tactic will spend ammunition a lot quicker as well. 
Note- It is possible to use the “called shot” tactic with a double tap but additional category modifier applies (becoming a 
total of +2).  If the check is successful, then a d 6 will be rolled once for each bullet to the called body area.  Masterful 
shots can’t be performed with this tactic. 
Gun on Flesh- This tactic entails the attacker placing the barrel of a gun directly against the target then firing it for full 
damage.  This attack can only be performed in close combat and the attacker must make a successful hand to hand melee 
attack to place the gun against the target. Called and Masterful shots are allowed during weapon placement but category 
modifiers will also be implemented.  If able, the target is allowed a defensive action such as dodging and blocking.  If the 
weapon is successfully placed against the target, the attacker may fire it on his or her next offensive action.  Point blank 
modifiers and target movement are applied at this point as well.  If the attack is successful on the task chart, then the 
attacker will do full damage with the gun used (no damage dice rolled, just the maximum).  (Example-  A character tries 
jamming a pistol into the chest of an opponent.  If he is successful with his hand to hand attack (Called shot) and the 
opponent fails or is unable to defend against it, then the character may attack with his next action and do full damage with 
the pistol).  Armor ranks will still absorb the attack, but it can tend to get pretty ugly for the target especially if the 
attacker is using a weapon on burst fire.  
 

2) Defensive Action 
During missile combat, there are a number of options a character can perform to make 
them self a harder target.   
 
Defensive tactics The following options are designed to make the target harder to hit 
during a combat round.  Most of these options will take 1 combat action to perform unless 
stated otherwise. 
 
Cover- Cover is probably the best defense against being hit by a missile weapon.  by 
taking refuge behind objects and visual barriers, a character will dramatically decrease his 
or her chance of being hit.  The objects hidden behind will hopefully take the damage that 
would normally be instilled on the character (Absorption for cover will be discussed 
further in the chapter).  A character must 1st have cover in order to utilize it.  The distance 
a character is from a desired place of refuge will dictate how many actions it will take to 
get there (see running under miscellaneous combat actions).  The more a character has 
hidden behind cover, the more category modifiers will be added against an opponents 
combat missile task check.  The following chart can be used to dictate the category 
modifier. 
            Amount of body under cover       Category Modifier 
                             ¼                                             +1 
     ½                                             +2 
     ¾                                             +3 
    All                           +5 
If a character is totally behind cover it is impossible to fire back at opponents as well.  A 
character can keep up to 1/2 their body under cover if they wish to effectively perform an 
offensive missile combat action.  (Example- A character under full cover would cause a 
+5 category modifier to opponents trying to hit him.  If he wishes to return fire, he will 
expose at least 1/2 his body to do so, which gives the opposition only a +2 category modifier of difficulty. 



 

 

Note- Obviously a person who is completely behind cover would be impossible to shoot.  This does not mean they are 
unaffected by area effecting attacks or explosions however.  Nor does it mean the attacker can’t try to fire through the 
cover and still hit the target (He who hides behind a peace of dry wall may be surprised when the bullets come cutting 
through).  The Absorption power of cover will be discussed later. 
 
Hit the ground- When there is no cover to be found, hit the ground.  A target that lays flat against enemy missile fire it 
will add a +1 category modifier of difficulty to their missile combat task check.  This option is also cumulative with using 
cover (Example-A person on the ground with ½ their body behind cover would cause a +3 category modifier to opposing 
missile combat task checks. 
Note- It will take at least 1 combat action for a character to get back up from this option.  It may also leave them exposed 
and vulnerable to a melee combat situation. 
Duck and Weave- A person is attempting to hit a target that is standing still, then they will receive a –1 category 
modifier to their task check.  If a target is moving at a walking pace, an opponent is at a +1 category modifier to their 
missile combat task check to hit.  However, if the target is running at full pace and trying to intentionally avoid being hit, 
then there is a +2 category modifier of difficulty to anyone trying to hit them.  Likewise, a character that is performing 
this maneuver will be a + 2 category modifier of difficulty when trying to perform any additional missile combat task 
checks.  (Example- A character is trying to charge ahead to some cover, but it is at a great distance.  He decides to duck 
and weave to make himself a hard target.  The opposition will have a +2 category modifier to hit him.  If the character 
tried to perform a combat missile task check during this run, he too would have a +2 category modifier). 
Heavy dodge- When a character is attempting to avoid damage from hand thrown objects, large projectiles (such as a 
table, speeding vehicle, large chunk of debris) this is known as a heavy dodge.  a character that attempts such a defensive 
action will suffer a +3 category modifier of difficulty to his or he unknown melee, hand to hand, or acrobatics task check.  
If the check is successful, the character is able to avoid the damage.  If the check fails, then damage is applied to the 
designated body chart area. (Example- a character with an overall hand to hand skill score of 80 is attempting to avoid a 
knife being thrown at him.  This would be a +3 category modifier and make it a Very hard task check for his hand to hand 
skill.  If the character rolls beneath a 10 (1/8 of 80) on the d100, then he will successfully avoid the damage. 
Note- The “cat like reflexes” advantage will reduce the category modifier by –1 for the “Heavy dodge” tactic. 
If the character is at the edge of an area effecting attack, explosion, or spell (within 10 ft of the maximum coverage), then 
they can attempt to perform a heavy dodge to reduce the damage.  If the task check is successful, then the character has 
been able to avoid the brunt area affecting attack and will reduce the overall damage to ¼ that which they would have 
normally received (area affecting attacks and explosions will be explained later in the chapter). 

3) Miscellaneous 
Aside from attacking or defending actions, it is possible to perform other actions within a combat round.  The following is 
a basic understanding of possible options. 
Running- A character may wish to advance upon or flee from a conflict.  A character may run their full allowance of feet 
during a combat second.  The easiest way to see how far a character can move during a combat action is to divide the 
maximum number of feet they per second by the amount of actions that there agility allows.  (Example- A character with 

a 200 Agility can run a maximum of 20 ft per second.  his agility gives him 2 
normal actions during a combat round.  Therefore the character can run 10 ft. per 
action (20 divided by 2) up to a maximum of 20 ft per combat round). 
Note- If the character is running to engage a target in melee combat, he or she 
must use actions to cover the foot distance between them.  If he or she has any 
actions left upon reaching the opponent, he or she may initiate combat as 
described above.  During the character’s advancement, the opponent is allowed 
their actions to prepare for the attack or perhaps charge or fire a missile weapon 
at the opponent (If they can see the character coming).  Remember, if he  
performs the “duck and weave” tactic, both sides will be at +2 category modifier 
on any missile combat task checks. 
Reloading a weapon- missile weapons obviously need to be reloaded during 
combat.  Different weapons will take a different amount to reload.  As a basic 
rule, it normally takes 3 combat actions to reload a standard weapon.  Some 
weapons will take longer to load and will be noted in the weapons and damage 
section later detailed.   



 

 

Note- It is possible to decrease the amount of actions it takes to reload by taking the speed load skill special (see skill 
specials section). 
Simple action- The character may use actions to perform simple things like drawing a weapon or item, picking 
something up, turning a switch, or speak briefly.  Such actions do not usually require the character to make any form of 
task check unless the GM states otherwise. 
 
Spell casting (If campaign allows)- Most spells take a number of seconds to cast and 
therefore the proper amount of combat rounds must be taken to allow a spell to go off 
(Example- a fireball spell normally takes 5 seconds to cast.  Therefore it would take 5 
combat rounds to cast in a conflict).  It is possible to force time on spell casting and 
decrease the time to the minimal of it’s time slot (Example- A fireball spell that takes 5 
second can be forced to 1 second but the character would of course receive a +1 category 
modifier of difficulty the spell casting task check).  A spell that normally takes 1 second to 
cast can be forced to 1 combat action.  This would add +1 category modifier, but make for a 
potentially dangerous attack.  Many spells function like missile weapons and are given a 
base chance to hit.  This chance varies between spells, but all count as the base chance to hit 
in the Normal category.  It is possible to perform “Called” and “Masterful” shots as well as 
the “steady aim” tactic” when casting projectile based spells.  Other missile combat 
modifiers such as target movement and cover will also affect the overall missile combat task 
check when using spells.  (Example- a character is trying to hit a fast moving target with a 
lightning bolt spell.  If successfully cast, the spell has a base of 80 to hit as its Normal 
category.  Because the target is moving fast, there is a +1 category modifier hit which makes 
the attempt a Difficult task check (roll below 40).  If the target was at pointblank range 
(within 10 ft.), then the caster would have a –2 category modifier to hit, making the check 
an Auto. 
Psychic abilities (If campaign allows)- When using psychic powers, treat the amount of 
actions it takes to initiate an ability as if they were combat actions.  If a character wishes to 
focus an ability, it will take a d6 combat rounds.  Some psychic abilities have projectile 
effects (telekinetic bolt).   After the ability is initiated, use the base chance to hit as the 
Normal category and add or subtract any category modifiers necessary to the situation (see 
spell casting above).  Psychic abilities will be further discussed in psychic chapter. 

Special Combat Tactics-  The following are special options that can be used in either melee or missile combat.   
 
Two weapon fighting-It is possible to perform a melee/missile combat action while employing a weapon in each hand.   
Anyone can try to perform such a combat maneuver even without weapons (punching and open hand strikes).  If the 
character is using melee weapons, they can only be sized small and medium (see weapons under damage section).  If the 
character is attempting to use 2 missile weapons, they are limited to size large pistols, light machine guns and smaller.  
Whenever a person attempts to use a two weapon fighting style with hand to hand or melee weapons, he or she will gain 1 
extra melee action (offensive or defensive) during the combat round.  (Example a character with a 100 Agility wielding 2 
knives would actually get 2 combat actions instead of 1 during a combat round).  Whenever a character uses 2 firearms, 
they will get to fire both during 1 offensive combat action. (Example- a character with a 100 agility using 2 pistols can 
fire each 1 during his combat action).  Anyone attempting to perform a 2 weapon fighting style will suffer category 
modifiers when attempting this.  A category modifier of +1 will be given to a character’s main hand and a +2 modifier to 
the off hand whenever two handed fighting is attempted.  (Example- the character with the 100 agility may gain an extra 
action when wielding 2 melee weapons, but he will a +1 category modifier of difficulty for his regular attacks and a +2 
category modifier for extra combat action).  This modifier will tie in with all other category modifiers during the combat 
action. 
Note- It is possible to eliminate these modifiers through advantages and skill specials.  The 4 point “Ambidextrous” 
advantage will only suffer a +1 category modifier to each hand when employing a 2 weapon style.  The melee combat 
skill special “double weapon master” and the missile combat skill special “two gun theory”, will both remove a +1 
category modifier from the main and off hand when employing a two weapon style.  This can only be used with a hand to 
hand technique or weapon of choice (unless the blade lord or gun lord skill specials are used).  If Ambidextrous advantage 
and one of the above described skill specials are combined, then all category modifiers for two weapon fight are 
eliminated (but do not add a negative category modifier to the skill check). 



 

 

 
Sacrificing an action- In times of desperation a character can take an 
action from his or her next combat round in order to perform a 
defensive action.  This is known “Sacrificing an action”.  If a character 
has normally run out of actions during a combat second and he or she 
finds that they need to try to defend themselves from some form of 
attack, up to 2 combat actions can be taken from their next combat 
round and used for some form of defensive action in the present.  When 
the new combat second begins, the sacrificed actions are removed from 
the total amount that the character would normally have.  (Example- A 
character with a 200 Agility has already used his 2 combat actions 
during the combat round.  However his opponent still has 1 more to use 
and successfully attacks him.  The character can’t risk the damage and 
decides to sacrifice an action and try to doge out of the way.  Whether 
or not this defensive action is successful, the character will only have 1 
combat action to use during the next combat round because of the 1 he 
sacrificed in this round).  Only a defensive action to benefit the 
character or allies can used during a sacrificed action. 
 
Non-Lethal- Sometimes a character may not desire to damage an 
opponent to the point of possibly killing them.  Non-lethal damage can 
only be performed with hand to hand attacks and blunt melee weapons 
(including the flat on any medium sized blade or larger).  A character 
can designate that they are not trying to permanently hurt the opposition and try to subdue them.  When this is done, 
damage is still administered as if it were real, if the one attacked should fall below 0 health points, they have been beaten 
unconscious.  Unlike normal wounds, non-lethal damage will recover a 1/10 the characters Constitution Attribute per 
minute.  (Example- A character is trying to subdue an opponent with 200 Health points (100 Constitution).  After 
successfully bringing this opponent to below 0 HP, he has knocked him out.  The opponent will recover any non-lethal 
damage at the rate of 10 per minute (1/10 of 100 Con).   
 
Auto and Critical rolls in combat 
As with normal task checks, if an Auto (01-05) or Critical is rolled during a combat situation, it could have very beneficial 
or tragic results.   
Auto- If the character rolls an Auto while performing an Offensive action, they have initiated an attack that can’t be 
defended against (can’t be blocked, or dodged).  The attack will also remove 4 Ranks of armor before damage is given.  If 
the character rolls a 01, then the damage is the full amount possible (no damage dice rolled) and their next combat action 
will be at a –1 category of difficulty. 
Critical- If a critical is rolled (96-00), then the character misses the attack badly and looses misses his next combat action.  
If there is an ally present (within melee or missile range), there is a 25% chance that attack will hit by the critical miss.  If 
this happens, the body chart will be used to determine where the attack hits and damage will be rolled against the ally.  If 
a 00 is rolled then the character has fumbled his weapon and dropped it, or jammed/broken his missile weapon (making it 
useless).   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Weapons and Damage 
We have described how combat 
is accomplished and where a 
person can be hit on the body 
area chart.  It is time to discuss 
weapons and damage that they 
bestow during combat.   
Hand to hand 
If a character is attacking 
unarmed, then the damage they 
will do to a target is equal to 1/10 their strength attribute rounded down. (Example- a character punches an opponent in 
left shoulder (body area 10, section 1).  The character’s strength is 75 and he will do 7 points of damage if the opposition 
fails to defend against it).  If a character wearing light boots or shoes when they kick someone then add 1additional point 
to 1/10 the strength attribute.  Combat boots or metal leg guard will add +3 damage.  If the character is using a pair of 
brass knuckles, add +5 to the damage. 
 
Melee weapons- Described below are the various melee weapons and the damage they will do on impact.  The initial 
damage is rolled randomly on ten sided dice + 1/10 the character’s Strength attribute.  
 Note -some larger weapons will also remove 2 ranks of armor absorption (Armor will be discussed further in the chapter 
                    Melee weapon                                                                    Damage  (+ 1/10Strength) 
Small blade (small knife, switchblade, hunting knife, throwing star)                           d10 
Small blade (Short sword, dirk, fighting knife, tomahawk, hatchet, spear)                2d10 
Medium blade (long sword, ninja to, scimitar, rapier, cutlass, war axe, machete)    2d10 + 10 
Large blade (bastard sword, katana)                     3d10 +10 
Huge blade/pole weapon (2-handed sword, halberd, glaive, 2-handed battle axe)   3 d10 +20  
                   remove 2 ranks  
Medium club (regular club, mace, morning star, flail, baseball bat)                          2 d10 
Large club (2 handed club, sledgehammer, small table, war hammer)             3d10 +10  
                   remove 2 ranks              
Example- A character with a 158 Strength wielding a fighting knife (small blade) would do 2 d10 damage +15.  A 
character with a 217 Strength wielding a sledge hammer would do 3 d10 +10 +21. 
Archaic Missile Weapons- described below are examples of the various archaic weapons and the damage they are 
capable of dealing.  Also listed below are the Range categories for the weapon classes and the amount of actions it takes 
to reload (usually 3).  Note- Ranges show the maximum limit that the weapon can effectively function. Any target within 
10 ft. is considered Point blank (-2 categories) 
Archaic Missile weapon        Range-Reg/Long/Extr        Reload                 Damage 
Thrown weapon              20 / 40 /80        1                    item +1/10 Strength 
Sling               30 /50 / 100        3                 d10 + 1/10 Strength 
Pistol crossbow              20 / 40 / 60                 3                    d10 +10 
Short bow              50 /100/ 200        3                    2d10 +10 
Longbow                100 /200/ 300              3                    2d10 +20 
                                                                    Removes 2 ranks 
Medium crossbow             50 /100/ 200        4     2d10 + 10 
Heavy crossbow             100 /150/ 200              5      3d10 + 20 
         Removes 2 rank 
 Note- It is possible to have an exceptionally crafted short or long bow that will allow the character to add 1/10 his or her 
strength the overall damage 
 
Modern Missile Weapons- Described is a list of some of the basic types of modern firearms used.  The weapons 
described have the Range categories for the weapon classes and the amount of actions it takes to reload (usually 3) and the 
amount of ammo normally held by the gun.  Each weapon has specific caliber ammunition that will dictate how much 
damage can be done.  This damage will be described after these weapon classifications.  Weapons that have burst fire 
capabilities will also be marked in this selection. Note- Ranges show the maximum limit that the weapon can effectively 
function. Any target within 10 ft. is considered Point blank (-2 categories). 



 

 

 

Modern Missile weapon        Ammo           Amount      Range-Reg/Long/Extr        Reload            
Pistol small              Small         6-12            20 /40 /60                   3  
Pistol medium            Medium           6-15     40 /60 /80             3 
Pistol large             Large         6-12     60 /80 /100             3    
Machine pistol *Burst             Small        10-30     20 /40 /60             3 
Rifle small             Small          6-12                150 /200 /300             3 
Rifle medium            Medium          6-12    200 /300 /400             3 
Rifle heavy                               50 Cal.                1                300 /400 /500              3 
Automatic rifle *Burst           Medium         10-30    150 /200 /300             3 
Light Machine gun *Burst      Large         50-100 belt   150 /200 /300             4 
Shot gun       Buck shot/slug        1-6      30  /50 / 70            2 per shell 
Heavy machine gun *Burst    50 Cal.         50-100 belt   200 /300 /400             4 
Grenade rifle             Varies           1-10    200 /300 /400              3 
Recoilless rifle             Varies              1     200 /300 /400              4 
Rocket Launcher            Varies             1                500/ 1000 /1500         10    
Ammo type                      Damage                 Notes ammo type 
Small                              2d10 + 10 
Medium  3d10 +20 
Large   4d10 +30             Will remove 2 armor ranks 
Buckshot /slug              5d10 + 40    - 40 damage if target has rank 4 armor or greater ranking 
                                                            Buckshot will do ½ damage to targets over 50 ft away       50 Cal  
 6d10 + 50             Will remove 4 armor ranks 
 
Special ammo (compatible with medium, large, slugs, and 50 Cal) 
Armor piercing – will remove 1 to 4 armor ranks depending on type but will reduce over all  
   damage by  -10. 
Exploding rounds- Ammo type will do additional +10 damage but will explode in gun on     
                            Critical roll of 00 (damage done to shooter is +10 per exploding round in gun). 
Tracer rounds- creates –1 category modifier to hit when using automatic weapon/machine gun              
                           on long burst (10 shots). 
Rubber bullets- Damage is treated as non lethal attack (see above tactics) unless an auto is rolled  
              against target (treat as lethal damage with no armor piercing power). 
 
Grenades, Rockets, and Explosives 
Big explosions usually result in big damage.  Weapons or items that cause large explosions are explained in this section as 
well as the breakdown of how explosions affect things around them. 
Explosions are considered area affecting attacks and will do damage to a specified radius depending on how powerful 
they are.  Explosions are broken down into two categories of damage.  
Core damage- This is the damage inflicted at the origin of the explosion.   
Radius damage- Damage that affects the area around the explosion.   
The Core damage is the straightforward and dealt directly to everything within 10 ft.  Armor covering at least 50% of the 
body will absorb damage as if it were blunt slash (Armor is described later in chapter).  Direct cover will also absorb 
damage.  The radius damage is actually the core damage with a reduction of 5 points per foot away from the original 10 ft 
explosion.  Again 50% armor and cover will absorb damage from radius damage as well.  (Example- A grenade explodes 
doing 200 damage to everything within 10ft.  A target 30 ft away would take 50 damage (30 ft x5= 150 which is 
subtracted from the core damage).  Of course larger explosions would inflict more damage over a larger area. 



 

 

Types of grenades, Rockets, and Explosives- Described below are some of the basic types of area effecting items 
and weapons that might be used in a BOM campaign.  The amount of each item is also dictated and damage can is 
cumulative with other items.  It is up to the GM what can be used and how. 
Item                          Amount           Core Damage   
Dynamite                   1 stick                         100   
Grenade                         1                              200 
Plastic explosive         ¼ Lb.                          200 
Mortar shell               1                    300 
Anti tank missile            1                    500 
Light artillery shell       1        500 
Heavy artillery shell      1       1000 
 
Special ammo  
Fragmentation grenade- Explosion does 100 points  damage to 1-4 body areas (rolled         
                                        randomly) to targets within 20 ft of the grenade.  Armor will absorb   
                                        covered areas hit.  No damage is dealt outside of the 20 ft area. 
Incendiary grenade- Explosion does 100 points core damage and ignites all combustibles 
            within 20 ft.  Armor covering 50% of the body will absorb damage, but      
                                     grenade will burn away and destroy 1 rank of. 
Gas grenade- Will do no direct damage, but will release gas or toxin within a 10 ft radius. 
           Gas will expand to fill a 30 ft area within 5 seconds.  Type of gas or toxin  
            Varies. 
 
Flash/bang grenade- A non-lethal debilitation device.  Will explode with blinding flash 
         and percussion charge.  All within a 10 ft radius will need to make a  
         Constitution attribute check at ¼ or be stunned for 1d10 actions. 
Flare- Designed to illuminate an area and eliminate visual problems.  It will cause 50 points 
           Of burn damage to anyone touching or hit by it (per second of exposure).  Illumination 
           Will last 3 minutes.    
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Armor and Cover  
The best way to avoid damage is not to receive it.  However, should fate go against a character and damage is imminent, it 
is always good to have armor.  In BOM, body armor is broken down into a system of ranks. These ranks will absorb a 
specified damage from two types of categories  
Pierce- Damage from stab attacks, arrows, bullets, and the like. 
Blunt/Slash- Damage from clubbing, cutting attacks, large impact, and area effecting attacks. 
Armor will reduce a character’s Agility Attribute when worn on at least 3 body areas of the body chart.  (Example- a 
character who is wearing an armored vest would protect Body areas 2,3 and 12, but would also suffer a loss of Agility 
because of it).  If an armor rank is worn on 3 or more places places, then the player will need to make the modifiers to 
missile and melee combat due to the Agility loss when the character has it on.  The following chart lists the Armor 
ranking, a basic description of that type of armor, the amount of damage the rank will absorb.  The best way to keep track 
of armor rankings is to lightly sketch the covered areas out on the body chart located on the character sheet. 
 
 



 

 

Damage Absorption 
Armor Rank                Type                                     Pierce          Blunt/Slash              Agility loss 
Rank 1         light leather, padding                           1                     2             0 
Rank 2         thick or studded leather, ring mail           5                    10             -10 
Rank 3         Chain mail, light metal scale mail          20     30            -20 
Rank 4          Banded mail, light ballistic armor         40     50            -30 
Rank 5         Plate mail, Heavy ballistic armor           60                 70            -40 
Rank 6         Heavy plate, Mega tech armor        80     90               -50 
 
Layering 
It is possible to normally wear up to 2 different armor Ranks at the same 
time to give modified protection.  One rank must be at least 2 ranks 
below the other.  (Example- A Character may elect to wear Rank 5 plate 
mail and Rank 3 chain mail at the same time because they are opposed 
by 2 ranks).  The Agility loss is cumulative armor ranks are layered.  
(Example- The character wearing both rank 5 plate and rank 3 chain 
mail will be at –70 to their Agility attribute because of it). 
 
Absorbing damage.   
Armor absorption is pretty much straight forward.  The amount of 
damage absorption from the armor rank is subtracted from type of 
damage done.  (Example- A character with a Rank 4 light ballistic vest 
will absorb 30 points of Piercing damage and 50 points of Blunt/Slash 
damage to any body area the armor covers).  If the damage is not greater 
than what the armor rank/s can absorb, then the character takes none. 
Damage that is not absorbed by the armor is given to the character (Con 
checks, and body area multipliers may then apply).  If a character has 
rank armor covering at least 50% of their body (6 body areas), then they 
can use the armor to absorb the damage from area affecting attacks and 
explosions (usually absorbed as Blunt/Slash) 
Note- Rank 4 or higher armor will eliminate the body area multipliers to 
the body areas covered (Areas 1, 2, 3, and 12) 
 (Example- A character with a Rank 4 light ballistic helmet will not 
receive x4 damage to the covered body areas even if there is damage 
beyond what the armor can absorb).  This benefit will be eliminated if 
the armor rank is ever reduced below 4 due to special attacks or armor piercing weapons. 
 
Armor damage and Rank removal 
There are some attacks and situations that will remove the absorbing capabilities of armor ranks, or outright destroy the 
ranks themselves.  These type of attacks will state that they will remove ranks during damage (armor piercing ammo, 
heavy melee weapons).  When such attacks hit, the armor rank will need to be reduced before the damage is absorbed.  
(Example- A character wearing a Rank 4 breast plate is hit in Area 3 section 3 (chest) by an long bow arrow.  Long bow 
attacks normally pierce through 2 ranks of armor and would make the breast plate only rank 2.  The character would then 
absorb only 5 damage, and take the body area multiplier of x3 because the breast plate is no longer rank 4).  In cases of 
piercing attacks and layered armor, always reduce the higher ranking armor 1st.  Remember if any of the rankings are still 
above 4 then the body area multipliers are negated.  There are some specified situations or attacks that will destroy armor 
rank/s altogether (Such as explosions, incendiary grenades, and certain spells).  When ranks are destroyed, they will need 
to be repaired or replaced.  The Agility loss from the Armor rank will also be changed if that rank is permanently reduced. 
Note- When it comes to powerful or massive physical damage there is a basic rule that a GM may option to use.  For any 
damage that is 3 times the amount that the armor rank can absorb, the body area struck should be reduced by 1 rank after 
that damage absorption.  This simulates the wear and tear that damage will do the protection worn (Example- A character 
wearing a rank 3 chain mail vest is struck for 100 slash damage to his arm Area 4 Section.  Because the damage was over 
3 times  the amount that the armor can absorb, all of area 4 will be reduced down to Rank 2 after the damage was 
absorbed). 



 

 

 
Marking armor on your character sheet 
The easiest way to mark to keep track of a character’s 
armor ranks and layers is to mark it of on the 
character sheet.  By coloring or penciling in the 
protected areas it will be easy to see how much 
damage the character can absorb per body area.  
There is a space to the side of the body chart that 
allows the player to classify the ranks and write down 
how much they absorb.  When armor is damaged, it 
also recommended that it be designated on the chart 
until it is repaired. 
 
Shields- Using a shield in melee combat can be very 
beneficial in protecting from damage.  Shields range 
in size and shape, but all are designed to allow the 
user to block attacks and have it absorb the damage 
instead of them.  A character may use a shield during 
any attempt to block and absorb damage being dealt 
towards him.  Blocking with a shield counts as a 
defensive action and damage is first absorbed by the 
shield ranking before it is passed on to the character 
and any other armor ranks worn.  Any damage that 
gets through will be administered to the character’s 
blocking arm.  Depending on the shield size, it will 
automatically block a designated area of the body, 
even if the character doesn’t attempt a defensive 
action.  (Example- A right handed character with a 
medium shield will automatically gain its protective 
qualities to his complete right arm (Body areas 4 and 
5)).  Larger shields will protect more body areas, but 
will reduce the character’s Agility attribute as if it 
were worn armor ranking.  The following list 
describes the basic sizes of shields, their construction, 
the Armor rank bestowed, the body areas 
automatically covered, and Agility loss bestowed. 

 
 
Shield size        Construction           Armor rank       Covered Body Area       Agility loss 
Buckler        Wood/hide       3                  0 
      Metal       4                  0 
Small shield        Wood/hide       3              Area 4 or 10              10 
      Metal       4         Area 4 or 10              10 
Medium shield    Wood/hide       3           Areas 4,5 or 10,11      10 
      Metal       4      Areas 4,5 or 10,11                  20 
Large                    Wood       3    Areas 2,4,5 or 3,10,11              20 
                  Metal       4    Areas 2,4,5 or 3,10,11  30 
Very large    Wood        3 Areas 2,4,5,6 or 3,10,11,8 30 
      Metal       4 Areas 2,4,5,6 or 3,10,11,8 40 
Riot/Ballistic  Ballistic Compound               6         Areas 2,4,5 or 3,10,12  20 
Note- Using a shield does not count as an armor layer it the character wishes to wear more than 1 ranking of armor.  
Shields do have weight that a character may need to keep track of how much his or her strength can accommodate.  To 
keep it simple just say would shields weigh 5 lbs per body area covered and metal 8 lbs. 

 



 

 

Cover 
Hiding behind cover is a great way to avoid damage.  However, the things one hides behind don’t always stop the 
damage.  For purposes of simplifying cover, the below chart specifies the Armor Rank equivalent of some basic materials 
used as cover.  The descriptions are just the basics and the GM may need to change or add more do to campaign 
situations.  
Cover type per                                                Rank Armor 
Cloth drapes, paper walls        Rank 1  per  inch 
Light woods, dry wall          Rank 2  per  inch 
Heavy wood, regular plastic        Rank 3  per  inch 
Light Metal, Industrial plastic        Rank 4  per ½ inch 
Concrete, stone, strong metal        Rank 5  per ½ inch 
Solid steel, reinforced concrete       Rank 6  per ½ inch 
The cover described above represents ½ to 1 inch of a specific material.  If the material is thicker, treat them as armor rank 
layers that are not limited to just 2.  (Example- 3 inches of solid steel would be considered Rank 6 x 6 and would absorb 
480 piercing and 560 blunt/slash).  It would be possible to wear away at the armor rank value of cover, but you will need a 
lot of firepower or damage dealing devices (See armor damage section above). 
Note- a character that has at least 75% of his or her body behind or under any form of cover may use that covers 
absorption power against area affecting attacks and explosions.  This can be used cumulatively with worn armor ranks if 
they cover at least 50% (6 body areas) of the character. 
 

Combat with Vehicles 
Sometimes a combat situation may 
involve fighting with a vehicle.  
Whether it is a car, boat, airplane, or 
space fighter, the basic set up for such 
combat is roughly the same.  As a 
basic rule in BOM, a vehicle can 
perform 1 action in a combat 
regardless of how many actions the 
driver can perform.  Remember that 
the driving character must use one of his or her actions to allow for the vehicles action. As with normal combat actions, 
vehicles are can perform one of the following types of actions.   
Offensive- crashing into something, sharp turn, or firing an onboard weapon. 
Defensive- evasive turning, braking,  
Miscellaneous- accelerating, braking, engaging an engine, turning off an engine. 
The character driving the vehicle must use a combat action to do this of course.  If that character has any other actions, he 
or she is free to use them with the appropriate modifiers (such as firing a weapon or reloading).   
Note- It is obviously difficult to pilot a more sophisticated vehicle such as a helicopter, air plane, or space craft.  As a rule, 
characters will need at least a skill of 1 before even attempting to pilot such a craft. 
 
Vehicle Action 
The base skill score for driving or piloting is 1/2 Agility + ½ the skill associated with the vehicle.  (Example- A character with a 122 
Agility and a car driving skill of 79 would have a base skill score of 100 (1/2 of 122 + ½ of 79 rounded down).  Remember that the 
maximum points allowed from the vehicle skill is ½ of 100, even if the skill points are higher then that for purposes of skill specials.   
This base skill score is considered a Normal task check in terms of combat or skill use.  Modifiers from tools (handling), 
environment, skill specials, and character condition will affect category modifiers as well.  If the modified task check fails by 1 
category then the vehicle action has failed.  If check fails by more then 2 categories then character has lost control of the vehicle.  If 
this happens, the GM must check to see if the vehicle is damaged by its surroundings.  If the vehicle has not been too badly damaged, 
a character may try regaining control of the vehicle during the next vehicle action.  Regaining control of a vehicle is considered a 
Difficult task check (category modifiers are applied).  If the character rolls a critical or failed by 3 categories, then the vehicle has 
gone completely out of control (wild spin/death dive).  The GM should be aware of the vehicles surroundings in case of collisions.  A 
Hard task check will need to be performed to get control.  A character must have control of a vehicle before attempting any other 
vehicle actions.  Damage from vehicle impact is further discussed in the healing and damage chapter under “Large blunt force”. 
 
 



 

 

Offensive Maneuvers 
The following is a basic listing of category modifiers that will affect the task check if the character is attempting to 
perform an offensive action.  Note- some vehicles may not be able to perform some of these maneuvers.  It is up to the 
GM what is allowed.   
Sharp turn  +1category- The vehicle is quickly turned/banked beyond a capacity that is considered safe.   
180 degree turn +2 categories- This maneuver rapidly turns/banks the vehicle in the opposite direction from which it is 
going.  
Forced Collision +1 category- The maneuver allows the character to try colliding with another vehicle.  If the modified 
task check is successful, then consult the vehicle location chart below.  This modifier is also used if the vehicle is trying to 
collide with smaller objects (people). 
Aimed Collision +2 categories-  The character can attempt to aim the vehicle at a desired location on another vehicle it is 
colliding with.  If the task check is successful, then damage is given to the vehicle area aimed for. 
 
Defensive Maneuvers 
The following is a basic listing of possible actions that can be noted as defensive actions. Note- some vehicles may not be 
able to perform some of these maneuvers.  It is up the GM what is allowed. 
Evasive turn +1 category- This maneuver rapidly turn/banks the vehicle in order to avoid an obstacle. 
Sharp Evasive turn +2 Category – The character brings the vehicle into an incredibly sharp turn/bank that will avoid 
obstacles of colliding vehicles.  If the task check from this maneuver is successful, then all opposing missile fire will be at 
a +1 category modifier to hit the evading vehicle. 
Heavy braking +1 Category- This maneuver allows the character to stop rapidly while controlling the vehicle and 
possibly avoiding impact and damage. 
 

Vehicle Damage 
Vehicles have many areas that can receive damage from collisions or combat.  The following charts simplify the area 
locations of various types of vehicles.  If a Vehicle is hit in combat by weapons or colliding objects then roll a d12 and 
determine the location struck.  Note- If called shots or the aimed collision maneuver is used during combat, then there is 
no need to roll the location because the predetermined area is struck.  The side from which the damage is coming from 
dictates what side the vehicle takes the damage on.  Listed next to the vehicle area is the base amount damage that area 
can take.  The type of vehicle determines the amount of damage a vehicle area can take. For purposes of armored or hefty 
vehicles, add suitable armor rankings to the vehicle areas.  Example- An armored car could have a Rank 6 armored 
windshield and therefore absorb 80 piering/90 blunt damage before damage is done to base vehicle area.  If the vehicle 
area takes more damage then it can absorb, then consult the results for the areas outcome or possible category modifiers to 
future driving/piloting task checks.  The GM can feel free to modify the amount of base damage an area can take for 
campaign purposes.  Note- if a passenger or driver takes damage as a result from a vehicle area being destroyed, the body 
area chart will be used to distribute it (Armor ranks can absorb if possible) 
 
                                                      Car/truck 
 (d12)        vehicle area                     base damage                    Result if destroyed 
      1     windshield driver side                  20               Driver takes remaining/future damage 
      2     windshield passenger                   20              Passenger takes remaining/future damage   
      3      front hood engine                       200              Engine destroyed-vehicle is inoperable 
      4           front  grill                              100              Internal damage +1 category modifier        
      5            front tire                                30                     Tire lost +1 category modifier 
      6           front side                               100              Remaining/future damage applied to area 5 
      7           front door                              100              Driver/passenger damaged in random area 
      8       side door/windows                    100           Occupant damaged depending on vehicle type 
      9           rear side                                 100            Remaining/future damage applied to area 10 
     10          rear tire                                   30                     Tire lost  +1 category modifier 
     11          back/trunk                              100       Remaining/future damage applied to area 12 
     12         gas tank                                   50                  tank has a 75% chance of exploding 
                     Core damage 100 for cars 
                               200 for trucks 
                                           300 for larger transport 



 

 

               
                                                       Motorcycle 
(d12)        vehicle area                     base damage                    Result if destroyed 
   1             windshield                                20                  Driver takes remaining/future damage 
   2             windshield                                20             Driver takes remaining/future damage 
   3      Front tire                                  30                   Tire destroyed +2 category modifier 
   4       Front tire     30                   Tire destroyed +2 category modifier  
   5             Front shocks                             40             Remaining/future damage applied to area 4 
   6            Undercarriage  100                              Vehicle is inoperable 
   7            Undercarriage                          100                              Vehicle is inoperable 
   8                  Engine                                100                              Vehicle is inoperable 
   9         Driver seat      50             Driver takes remaining/future damage 
  10            Rear shocks                               40            Remaining/future damage applied to area 11 
  11               Rear tire                 30                   Tire destroyed +2 category modifier 
  12                Gas tank      50             75% chance of exploding Core damage 50 
 
                                                   Plane/helicopter 
(d12)        vehicle area                     base damage                    Result if destroyed 
   1          cockpit pilot side                    100                          Pilot takes remaining/future damage 
   2  cockpit passenger side             100                      Passenger takes remaining/future damage 
   3                  nose                                100                                 + 1 category modifier 
   4        front undercarriage                   100             +1 category modifier 
   5             landing gear                        200               Remaining/future damage to area 9 
   6      thruster                                100           +2 category modifier 
   7   wing/rotor                              100                        Inoperable (falling damage inflicted)  
   8          wing/rotor                              100  Inoperable (falling damage inflicted) 
   9         mid undercarriage                   100                                  +1 category modifier 
  10       back undercarriage           100            +1 category modifier 
  11              tale/rotor            100   Inoperable (falling damage inflicted) 
  12             fuel tank             100                        90% chance of explosion  
             Core damage 300 for small plane/helicopter 
                                   600 for larger 
           900 for jumbo jet 
 
Note- These are basic templates for some types of vehicles.  The GM may need to alter them for other types of vehicles 
such as boats and space ships.  The campaign being played will dictate the types of vehicles being used.  By using the 
basic rules listed above, vehicle combat can be quite entertaining. 
 

HEALING 
All characters have a natural base ability to heal 1 health point of damage per day + 1 additional for every 100 points they 
have in their Constitution attribute (Example- a character with a Constitution of 255 would heal 3 health points per day in 
regular conditions).  If the character rests for the day in clean relaxed environment, he or she may recover 2 health points 
+ those given by there Constitution.  If the character is resting in a sterile hospitalized situation, the health points is a base 
3 + those of Constitution ( Example the character with a Con of 255 would recover 6 health points a day if resting in a 
hospital). 
 
Option-  For realism the GM may opt for a priority wound healing list.  This dictates that certain wounds will heal before 
others.  To use this rule, the GM will have the player record the type of damage received and to what location it happened.  
These wounds will then heal in this order. 
1) Bruises, non lethal damage 
2) Cuts and blunt attack damage 
3) Gunshots and piercing damage 
4) Burns, chemical burns, and energy attack damage 
 



 

 

DAMAGE 

Blood	loss	
For every 10 points of unabsorbed damage received, the character will experience blood loss (internal or external 
depending on wound) at the rate of 1point per minute (Example- A 30 point wound would cause 3 health points of blood 
loss every minute).  This blood loss will continue to happen until the wound is bound by medical or magical means.  
Blood loss is cumulative, the more damage you receive, the more blood you lose. 

Critical	damage‐	
People are pretty fragile on the whole and when the injury or damage is 
massive, the results are usually quite tragic.  If a character receives 
unabsorbed damage that is over 1/10 the character’s Constitution attribute, 
that character must roll against the possibility of critical damage 
(Example- 
A character with 255 Constitution would need to roll against a critical if 
he receives more than 25 points of unabsorbed damage).  If a critical 
check results, the character must roll below his or her Constitution 
attribute minus the total damage received (this includes damage totals due 
to multipliers from the Head/Torso/Gut regions (body chart areas 1,2,3, 
and 12)).  If the character rolls below his or her Con with the damage 
modifiers then the character is fine and may function normally.  If the 
character fails the initial check, he or he automatically loses 1 to 4 (d4) 
combat actions or non-combat seconds.  The character must then make a 
straight Constitution check to avoid a critical affect.  Failure on the second check results in Critical damage and the 
following chart should be consulted.   
Note- If a critical is rolled  (96-00) on the initial or 2nd check than the character automatically loses 4 combat actions or 
non-combat seconds and must consult the critical damage chart. 
 
 
Critical Affect – If a critical affect occurs consult the following list for which area the damage was received. Then 
consult the extent of damage received and the critical results and compare it to the base unabsorbed damage (do not 
include body area multipliers). 
Limbs  (Area 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11)                           Torso (Area 2,3) 
Unabsorbed damage received                               Unabsorbed damage received 
1-20     muscle/tendon                                           1-10       muscle/tendon 
21-30 nerve/artery                         11-20     nerve/artery  
31-40 bone                  21-40     bone 
41- up   Dismemberment   41-50     organ 
      51-up      Dismemberment (death) 
Abdomen/Gut (Area 12)                               
Unabsorbed damage received   Head/neck  (Area 1)               
1-10    muscle     Unabsorbed damage received 
11-20  nerve/artery    1-10     vein/artery 
21-40  organ     11-20    bone  
41- up Dismemberment  (death)                            21-30   organ  
      31-up     Dismemberment (death) 
 
Critical results 
Muscle/tendon- Character functions at +1 category of difficulty during task checks and combat rolls if the critically 
affected area is involved.  This will remain in effect until the initial damage is healed. 
Nerve/artery- Character receives 3 times the normal blood loss till the wound is bound.  The character will also function 
at +2 categories of difficulty during task checks and combat rolls if the critically affected area is involved.  This will 
remain in affect until the initial damage is healed. 



 

 

Bone- The bone is broken/damaged and the character will suffer from 3 times the normal blood loss till the wound is 
bound.  The character will function at +3 categories of difficulty during task checks and combat rolls if the critically 
affected area is involved.  This will remain in affect until the bone is set and the initial damage is healed. 
 
 
Organ- the character must make a Constitution check at ½ or die (go straight to 0).  Even if the character succeeds the 
new Con check, he or she still receives 3 times the normal blood loss until the wound is bound.  The character will also 
function at +3 categories of difficulty during task checks and combat rolls if the critically affected area is involved.  This 
will remain in affect until initial damage is healed. 
Dismemberment- With regard to the limb areas (4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11) the character loses that limb due to the damage.   The 
character must make a Constitution check at ½ or die (go straight to 0) 
Even if the character succeeds in the new Con check, he or she receives 3 times the normal blood loss until the wound is 
bound.  The character will also function at +4 categories of difficulty during any task checks or combat rolls that involve 
the limbs use.  Treat this like the 3 point Physical Obscurity Disadvantage explained earlier in the book.  With regards to 
any other areas (1,2,3,12) the character dies instantly and can’t be saved by conventional means. 
 
Example of Critical damage- A character with a 90 Constitution is shot in the left side of his chest (Body Area 3 section 
5).  The bullet does 24 points of damage and the character has no armor of cover to absorb it which means the body area 
multiplier of times 3 makes the overall damage 72.  After the bullet impacts, the character must make a Constitution 
attribute check minus the damage (90 – 72  = 18).  The character rolls a 73 and fails the initial critical check and must roll 
a d4 to see how many actions are lost.  The character rolls a 2 and therefore will be incapable of performing his next 2 
actions.  The character must also roll a straight Constitution check to avoid Critical affect.  The character rolls a 92 and 
has failed.  This means the player must consult the chart and compare it to the base unabsorbed damage of the bullet (body 
area multipliers are not used).  In this case the damage of 24 points means the character has muscle and tendon damage + 
nerve and artery damage.  The character will function at +2 categories of difficulty when attempting to perform skills 
(combat or non).  He will also suffer blood loss at 3 times the normal rate (6 points every 10 seconds).  If the character 
had rolled a critical (96-00) instead of 73 on his 1st check, then he would be out for 4 actions and automatically receive the 
critical affects described above. 
 
Mass Damage- 
Sometimes a character receives a large amount of damage all over (falling, explosions, 
large blunt force trauma).  If the unabsorbed damage from such an overall situation is 
over the characters Constitution, then the character must make a straight Con check or die 
(health points go straight to 0).  If this failure should occur but the character is revived, 
there is a 25% chance of permanent Attribute loss in Strength, Constitution, and Agility.  
This loss is based off 1/10 the initial damage the character received (Example-  a 130 
point explosion will cause a permanent loss of 13 points to the failing characters 
Str/Con/Agil attributes). 
 

Falling	
A character receives 1 to 6 (d6) points of damage for every foot fallen to a maximum of 
1200 points of damage (maximum decent velocity).  A character that successfully makes 
a Hard Dodge or Normal tumble can control the fall and what part will impact with the 
ground first (an Automatic success will cut the total damage by ½.  Failure to make the 
task check will result in a random body area hitting (d12) which may involve the damage 
multipliers for body areas 1,2,3,12.  It could get pretty messy if such a situation should 
happen (Example- a character falls 50 ft and rolls a 2 on the d 6, which would result in a 
base damage of 200 points.  The character was unable to roll successfully to control his 
fall and then rolled a 12 on the d12.   The character will take 200 X 2 because of the body 
modifier and would receive a painful total of 400 points). 
Note- Body armor will absorb some of the damage from a fall.  When the damage is 
acquired, the characters blunt/slash absorption will take of the initial damage but will not 
negate the body area modifiers even if it is rank 4 or above (explained in armor section).  



 

 

Large	Blunt	Force	
Large objects moving at high speeds cause this type of damage.  A character that is being hit by such an attack can at least 
try to control the impact by rolling a Hard dodge or Normal tumble.  Success means the character is able to direct the 
damage into his or her limbs.  Failure results in a d12 roll to see which area takes the major part of the impact.  As with 
falling (above) there will be body modifiers with the total blunt force damage.  Examples are as follows 
Note- If covering at least 50% of the character, body armor will absorb damage as if it were Blunt/Slash damage 
(explained in combat chapter). 
 ____Impacting object______________damage for every 10 miles of acceleration 
Motorcycle or small debris (2ft rock)                               10 points 
Car  or large piece of debris  (5 ft rock)                            20 points 
Semi truck or huge piece of debris  (10 ft wall)                30 points 
Note- Two large objects moving objects that impact head on with each other will have cumulative damage against each 
other.  
 
Heat damage 
Burn damage depends on the source of flame the character is exposed to.  The damage is rolled for each exposure and 
every second of continued exposure. 
___Heat Source__________________Point Damage___ 
Small (match, lighter)               1 
Medium (torch, burner)                                 1d10 
Med. Large (small fire)        3d10 
Large (bon fire)                     5d10 
Very large (flaming pit)                                d100 
Excessive/Huge (boiling led, Magma)       d100 X 3 
Note- body armor that covers at least 50% of the 
character will absorb blunt/slash damage per exposure 
(explained in combat chapter) 
 
Drowning (holding breath) 
Characters can hold their breath in 2 ways 
Active (moving/ combat)= Breath held for ½ Constitution in seconds 
Relaxed (slow move) = Breath held for Constitution in seconds  
If the character was unable to take a breath then ½ the total from either way listed above. 
Note- A character with the swimming or diving skill may add their skill score as additional seconds of held breath. 
After the time expires, the character will need to make a Willpower check to keep their breath held.  There will be 
cumulative –10 to the Willpower check every 5 seconds the breath is held (Example Will-10 at 5 seconds, Will –20 at 10 
seconds, Etc,  Etc).  Failure of the will power check causes the character to inhale.  If the character is underwater, this 
results in unconsciousness and the loss of 10 Health point per second till the character reaches 0 (clinically dead).  It is 
possible to resuscitate a drowned character by rolling a Difficult 1st Aid / Medical check as long as the character has not 
gone to 0 health points.  If the character has gone below 0 but not reached his or her Negative Con Number the 
resuscitation is treated as a Hard task check. 
 
Poisons 
There are many classifications of toxins, drugs, tranquilizers, and such.  These poisons can be administered in 4 different 
ways 
1) Inhaled – vapors or gas 
2) Consumed –food or drink 
3) Absorbed- skin contact 
4) Insertion- dart, needle, blade 
Regardless the means of administering, most poisons result in Constitution check with modifiers from the toxin.  Failure 
to make the check will result in effects from the poison 
 
 
 



 

 

Types 
 
Tranquilizer- causes sleep or immobility on target.  
Modifiers  -300 to +100 versus Constitution  
Time till effect   1d10 seconds         Duration    antidote/ minutes that character failed check by 
 
Lethal kill- Failed check takes character straight to 0 (death) 
Modifiers –300 to +100 
Time till effect    1d10 seconds       Duration    antidote 
 
Damage lethal- Failure causes character to lose Health points at designated rate till Negative Con number is reached 
(final death).  Rate and loss of HP is dictated by GM. 
Modifiers –300 to +100 
Time till effect    Instant                   Duration    antidote/rate of Health point loss is variable 
 
Degenerate- Failure causes loss of points from one or more base Attributes (Str/Con/Agil/Will)  the character loses 1pt of 
pre chosen Attribute for each point failed in Constitution check. 
Modifier  -300 to +100 
Time till effect   d100 seconds         Duration    antidote/ hours that character failed Con Check 
 
Note-  These are just the basics.  There can be toxins so dangerous that the characters take damage even if they do make 
their Constitution check.  Antidotes of course bring an cure to the poison problem.  Otherwise a poisoned character will 
need medical help (See 1st aid skill). 
 
DEATH 
When a character reaches 0 health points due to lethal damage 
or critical affects they are clinically dead.  However, it is 
possible to bring a character back through medical technology 
or powerful magic (if there is magic in the campaign).  A 
character has a chance of being brought back as long as his 
health points have not gone below his or her Negative 
Constitution Number  ( NCN for short).  A character’s NCN 
is the negative number below zero that is equal to 1/10 his or 
her Constitution (Example- A character with a 200 Con would 
have an NCN of –20 health points).  An Attempt can be made 
to stabilize or revive the character within 5 minutes of the time 
he or she fell to 0 or below.  After 5 minutes or if the character 
has gone below NCN, then he or she is gone.  A character must 
have some form of Medical skill or access to someone who 
does if there is going to be an attempt to save the dead.  The 
skill task check required will be either Hard (if character is at 
0), or Very hard (if below 0 but not at NCN).  A total of 2 
separate attempts can be made to stabilize the dead.  If the task 
check is successful the character is brought to 1 Health point 
regardless of how many points he was below 0.  After this the 
character will need further medical (or magical) attention.  
Failure to administer more healing may result in a relapse into 
death (back to 0) unless the character makes a Constitution 
check at ¼ every 30 minutes or it the wounds are aggravated 
(through movement, or combat).  A fallen character must have 
at least 5 health points after stabilization to avoid the ¼ Con 
check. 
 

 



 

 

Fatigue 
When a character pushes his or her physical capabilities, the body becomes tired and 
aggravated.  This is called fatigue.  Characters may experience fatigue during a 
BOM campaign for one or more of the following reasons. 
1) Character exceeds the amount of time that his or her Constitution Attribute will 
allow for minor, heavy , or extreme activity.  (Example- A character with a 
Constitution of 50 who jogs for over 50 minutes will become lightly fatigued.  A 
character with a Constitution of 100 involved in heavy physical combat for over 100 
seconds would be lightly fatigued). 
2) Carrying more weight then ¼ their strength attribute will normally allowed is 
considered heavy activity.   If the character is performing their maximum press or 
carrying weight equal to his or her strength attribute number, then this is considered 
extreme activity.  If either of these cases exceeds the amount of time that the 
character’s Constitution attribute will allow then they will become lightly fatigued.  
(Example, a character with a 100 Strength and 100 Constitution tries to carry a 150 
lb. Colleague for more than 100 seconds would be lightly fatigued.  A character with 
a strength of 150 and a constitution of 200 who is carrying over 50 pounds of gear 
for over 200 minutes would be lightly fatigued). 
3) If a character rolls a critical while attempting a dramatic physical feat dealing with 
a Strength, Constitution, or Agility, then he or she becomes lightly fatigued.  
(Example- If a character rolls a critical attempting a Strength attribute to break something or Agility attribute check to 
wiggle out of bonds, then he or she becomes lightly fatigued.). 
 
Any of the above scenarios will cause light fatigue.  If a character should combine any of these scenarios or continue the 
action that fatigued them for a like amount of time  (or another critical is rolled), then they have become heavily fatigued. 
(- lightly fatigued character with 100 Constitution continues jogging for over another 100 minutes would become heavily 
fatigued.  A character who is lightly fatigued from having carrying a colleague rolls a critical when attempting a Strength 
Attribute check to break open a door would be heavily fatigued). 
 
 
Effects of fatigue 
If a character is lightly fatigued, he or she will suffer a +1 difficulty modifier to any skill or combat task check until 
sufficiently rested.  A character with Heavy fatigue will suffer a +2 modifier to any skill or combat task check.  If for any 
reason a heavily fatigued character should experience another fatigue causing scenario, then he or she must make a 
Constitution check at ¼ to avoid collapsing from exhaustion.   If a critical is rolled (96-00), the character falls unconscious 
for 1d10 minutes. 
 
Recovery from fatigue 
Light fatigue can be removed with 10 minutes of rest.  A character with heavy fatigue will need to rest for at least 1 hour 
before being removed.  A character that has collapsed from exhaustion will need to rest for 1d6 hours before fatigue is 
removed.   
 

 



 

 

Magic 
In this optional campaign 
scenario the powers of 
magic and the arcane are real 
and grant certain powers to 
those willing to pursue it.  
As once described, “Magic 
is the life blood of the 
universe.  It is a force of 
nature that ebbs and flows 
like the oceans, and it’s very 
real.  It is not evil, or some 
sort of satanic force, though 
it can by reached this way.  
It is a science and a force 
that can be harnessed or 
abused.  It’s a power that 
cannot be ignored”.   
 

Fields	of	magic	
The forces of the arcane have been broken down into the following fields of magic.  It is from these fields that a magic adept character 
will choose which paths he or she wishes to follow.  There are some cases where the same spell is found in more than one field.  It is 
possible for the caster to use this spell as long as they have at least one of the fields in which it is contained. 
General- the basic arcane that is accessed by all spell casters.  It is the simpler magic that encircles the whole foundation of all the 
fields of the arcane and supernatural. 
Offensive- The field of power that invokes magic to levels of destruction and ruin.  This magic taps into the basic foundations of some 
other fields, but utilizes the aggressive nature of magic. 
Defensive- A counter field of balance and protection.  This magic also taps into the foundations of other fields, but for a more 
peaceful, protective means. 
Healing- The power to heal and repair the body on physical, mental, and spiritual levels is bestowed in this field.  Spells invoke the 
ability to restore health and treat all sorts of ailments. 
Air-  Elemental field that channels the power of the winds and air.   
Fire- Elemental field that channels the power of fire, heat, and light. 
Water- Elemental field that channels the power of water and ice. 
Earth- Elemental field that invokes the powers of the earth, stone, and the natural land. 
Gate/Summoning-  The powers to control and manipulate passageways throughout the arcane.  Spell casters can call upon alternate 
worlds and travel in mysterious ways. 
Decipher/Detection-  The magic field of exploration and understanding.  Spells allow for understanding and insight to situations both 
arcane and mundane. 
Necromancy- The darker side of the fields.  Spells dealing in the essence of blood, life force, and  foul desires. Usually a field for the 
evil and corrupt, but not always. 
Shadow magic- A rare field dealing in the power of darkness and shadows.  It is also considered an area of evil and chaos 

Spells	
During the campaign, a magic adept character will need to draw upon the fields he or she has chosen and invoke abilities (spells) they 
have learned.  This is called “spell casting”, and the character must have this as a skill to do so. During character creation, a magic 
adept character will have a designated number of Spell points (SP) by rolling 2 d10 and multiplying the higher by 50 (Example- a 
player rolls a 3 and a 5.  The 5 is higher so the character has 5x50= 250 SP).  These SP will dictate the initial power of the character 
and how many spells he or she can cast before exhausting their ability.   Over time the character may gain more SP through training or 
items, but for now this is the basic number. Every time a spell is cast, a predetermined cost of SP will be subtracted from the 
character’s total.  The loss is not permanent, but if the character runs out of SP, then they can no longer cast spells.  Spell points 
normally return at a rate of 10 per hour.   After the base SP has been determined, the character will choose the fields of magic he or 
she desires to study.    As a rule, all characters begin with the general field and choose 2 others.  The general field is the basic structure 
under which all spell casters first learn, but the other 2 fields bestow the player with options that will help shape the character.  It is 
possible to gain more fields with skill specials. 
 



 

 

Learning	spells	
After choosing the fields, the character picks the spells he or she desires to learn.  The process of learning new spells is tedious, and 
not always successful.  Once a spell is learned, the ability to cast it is gained and can be done so long as the spell casting task check is 
successful and there is enough SP. 
The GM will need to decide the initial amount of spells the character knows, but as a basic start we suggest 4 from each field.    All 
spells have a casting task score much like the task difficulty of other skills.  This Cast check also dictates the amount of time it takes to 
learn the spell and the base task check the character will need to roll against to gain that spell.  The following chart shows the casting 
task check of the spell and how long it will normally take to learn 

Cast	check																									Time	to	learn	
Normal, Difficult   d6 days 
Hard, Very hard                  d4 weeks 
Extreme                 d12 months 
 
As with other skills, a character may opt to force or take time on learning a spell with the +1 or –1 resulting category shift.  Tools such 
as a proper learning atmosphere or an arcane laboratory can also add + points to the characters task check if allowed by the GM.  Skill 
specials such as field specialist and time specialist will also affect the category modifiers when learning a new spell (explained in skill 
special chapter).  If the task check is successful, the character has learned the spell in the designated amount of time.  If the character 
fails, they may try again but must re-check the category modifiers to see if there are any changes.   A character must spend about 50% 
of their functional day if studying a new spell and only one spell can be learned at a time. 
Example- Phineus the “Magician for hire” is trying to learn the new spell Improved Mage Missile.  The spell has a task cast check of 
Difficult.  This means the spell will take d6 days to learn (5 is rolled).  The base spell casting task check is Difficult and the character 
has skill score of 120 (skill of 100 + 20 for tools).  Phineus is in no hurry and decides to take time learning the spell.  An additional 3 
days are added because taking time adds ½ the maximum amount of time normally required (6 days).  In the end it will take 8 days to 
learn the spell but there is a –1 category modifier making it a Normal task check on the task chart.  Phineus has a Normal task check of 
120 because of his tools and therefore will learn the spell in thespecified time unless he rolls a critical. 
 
Note- If the character rolls an Auto (02-05) on their 1st attempt to learn a spell, then they have done an exceptional job and the learned 
spell costs ½ the normal SP to cast (see casting).  If a 01 is rolled then the spell costs ¼ the normal SP to cast.  However, if the 
character rolls a critical of 00, then they can never try to learn that spell again. 
 

Casting	spells	
Spells casting will be used in many situations during a BOM campaign.  The 
character will utilize his or her magic fields to solve problems, resolve 
conflict, and explore the stuff of mystery.   The task check to cast is based 
upon the spell itself as well as the normal modifiers that affect all skills.   The 
following factors will dictate the spell casting task check. 
1) The character’s skill score and tools if any are being used 
2) The difficulty of casting the spell (Cast Check) 
3) How much time is being used to cast the spell 
4) Skill specials (if any) 
5) Modifiers from the environment and character status  
 
1) As with normal skills, the character’s skill score in spell casting is the basis 
for the task check.  It will range from 1 point and up, but a maximum of 100 
points is allowed for the skill score.  Remember that is possible to have over 
100 points to the skill for purposes of gaining skill specials but not for task 
checks (Example- Even if a character has a Spell casting skill of 159, only the 
maximum of 100 can be used during casting task checks).  Tools will also 
modify the task check.  Some spells need components and ingredients to 
properly function (or function at all).  If the GM allows, refined, rare, 
precious, and costly components can modify the skill check from +1 to +50 
points. Some items and artifacts may also modify the skill score but it is up to 
the GM to be creative and allow them.  (Example- the tooth necklace of a 
firedrake will give +10 to the skill score for spells from the field of fire. 
 



 

 

2) As described earlier, each spell has its own task chart category of difficulty.  The more powerful the spell, the more difficult the 
category is.  This is called the Cast check and is the base category on the task chart before modifiers (Example- a fireball spell is 
considered Difficult on the task chart). 
 
3) Unlike the random amount of time it takes to perform normal skills, spells have a base time to cast.  Each spell has a preset amount 
of actions that it normally takes to cast (Example- A fireball takes a base 10 actions to cast).  The character may use the option of 
Forcing time or Taking time as with regular task checks (see using skill chapter).  If time is forced, the amount of actions it takes to 
cast is cut in ½.  This of course will raise the task chart by one category of difficulty (Example- A 10 action fireball can be forced to 5 
actions, but will raise category modifier by 1, making it a Hard task check).  The character may also take time while casting a spell. 
This adds additional actions equal to ½ the amount it normally takes to cast the spell, but reduce task chart down one category  
(Example- Taking time with a 10 action fire ball will take 15 actions, but will lower the task chart by 1 category making it a Normal 
task check).  
 
4) When the character has 100 or more points to there spell casting, then they may have skill specials that may affect the task check 
modifiers.  Such specials may allow for more effective casting of a field of magic by lowering the category of difficulty.  Another 
special negates combat modifiers for being held, while another eliminates the category modifier for forcing time on a certain spell 
field. 
The GM will have the final say on how skill specials can manipulate the task check. 
 
5) As with normal and combat skills, there are category modifiers for environment and the condition of the character and targets.  The 
player will need to consult both normal and combat category modifiers before the final task check is made. 
 
After the modifiers are reviewed and the task chart difficulty finalized, the character must roll against his or her modified skill score.  
If the roll is below what is needed, then the spell goes off at the designated time and the spell points needed to cast are subtracted from 
the character.  If the roll is over the task check then the character failed to cast the spell.  If the character failed by over 2 categories, 
then the spell points needed to cast the spell are subtracted as if the spell had been cast.  If an Auto (01-05) is rolled, then consult the 
Positive flow chart below.  If the character rolls a Critical (96-00), then consult the Backlash chart. 

Positive flow 

If the character rolls an auto on their spell 
casting task check then a beneficial 
element will be bestowed upon the spell 
being cast or the caster.  If a 02-04 is 
rolled, then roll a d10 and consult the 
following chart.  If a 01 is rolled, then roll 
the d10 twice.  Some results may not have 
any specific benefits depending on the 
character’s situation, but that’s the way 
things go when using the forces of the 
arcane. 
1) No Spell points are lost during 

casting. 
2) Spell has double the normal effect 

(2x damage or 2x healing, Ect.) 
3) Spell takes 3x as many Resistant 

points to stop 
4) Character temporarily gains 1d100 

SP (remain till used) 
5) Character temporarily gains 1d100 

Hp (remain till lost) 
6)    Spell does maximum damage, and 
automatically hits if it is a missile combat based spell 
7)    Spell has triple the normal effect (3x damage or 3x healing, Ect.) 
8)    The character Gains 1d4 skill points to their spell casting skill 
9)    Spell completely bypasses Magic Resistance 
10)  No spell points are lost due to casting and the character receives 1d10 SP permanently 
 



 

 

Back lash  

If the character rolls a critical while spell casting, then something terrible happens to the 
spell or caster.  If a 96-99 is rolled, then roll a d10 and consult the following chart.  If a 
00 is rolled, then roll the d10 twice.  If the character is fortunate, the result will do no 
permanent damage. 
1) Spell fails and caster loses double SP required to cast 
2) Spell fails and caster loses triple SP required to cast 
3) The spell back fires and the caster receives the effect (beneficial or harmful) 
4) Spell fails and all SP are drained from the caster (will restore naturally) 
5) Spell fails and caster takes 1d100 damage (character may need to make Con check 

against damage) 
6) Spell succeeds, but a duplicate spell is created that will act with the opposite effect 

of what the character desires 
7) Spell fails and the character is unable to cast any other magic for d10 minutes 
8) Spell fails and character loses 1d4 points from his or her spell casting skill 
9) Spell fails and character loses 1d10 SP permanently  
10) The Spell goes horribly awry.   The GM will need to figure a way to make the worst possible circumstances result against the 

caster and allies.  Note-If the character rolled a 00 and by chance rolls this twice, then the GM should cut loose and bring the 
unimaginable tragedy upon them. 

 

Drawing	SP	for		a	spell	
As stated, each spell will cost a certain amount of spell points to cast.  Some spells will need additional SP to maintain, reinforce, or 
increase their magical affects (spells will be explained later in the chapter).  Spell points normally return at a rate of 10 per hour, but 
skill specials, items, and locations may vary that effect. 
If a character does not have enough SP to cast a spell, then he or she can try what is called Drawing SP..  When a character tries to 
draw SP for a spell, he or she must make a Mind check at ½.  If the character fails they become lightly fatigued and the attempt fails 
(A critical means Heavy fatigue).  If successful, the character rolls the spell casting task check as usual except with the following 
additional category modifiers for the amount of SP being drawn.   

Spell	points	being	Drawn																							Task	chart	difficulty	increase	
            1-50                      +1 category 
          51-100                      +2 categories 
         101-300         +3 categories    
         301-500         +4 categories 
If the task check is successful, then the spell goes of.  If the check fails then the character is lightly fatigued and can’t try casting again 
till regular SP have returned.  (A critical roll would result in the Backlash chart). 
 
Holding  a spell 
It is possible for the caster to hold a spell and release it any time.  Only one spell can be held at a time and no other spell casting is 
possible till that spell is released.  If the caster desires to hold a spell, he or she will go through the spell casting task check, but with a 
+1 category of difficulty.  If the character rolls below the task check, then the spell is held and can be released in one action.  Holding 
a spell does take some concentration and the character will need to make a Normal spell casting check every 10 minutes the spell is 
held.  If the character is physically harmed while holding a spell, he or she will need to make a spell casting task check at Hard to keep 
the hold.  If the character receives a critical wound or is unconscious, then the held spell is lost.  If the hold is lost, then the spell is 
never activated, but the character still subtracts the SP need to cast it.  
Example- Phineus desires to hold the spell fireball.  It is normally a difficult task check to cast this spell.  There is a + 1 category 
modifier because he of the hold and the overall casting task check will be the Hard category.  If the task check is successful, he will be 
able to hold onto the fireball and release it when desired. 
 

Creating new spells 

The list of spells presented in this book is but a grain of sand in the desert of possibilities.  Players are encouraged to create new spells 
that will allow characters new avenues for adventure and exploration.  The GM will have final say as to what can be created, but he or 
she should keep and open mind to the possibilities.  As a rule, when a character researches and creates a new spell, it should take 2 
times more to make, as it would be to learn.  During this time, the caster will need to dedicate at least 10 hours a day to the creation of 
this magic.  Imagination makes for wonderful abilities that may further the campaign 
 



 

 

Magic Resistance 
Some beings are less susceptible to the powers of the arcane.  They are better able to shake off supernatural effects and withstand 
magical damage.  Such a trait is known as Magic Resistance.  A character may take this an Advantage during his or her creation or 
acquire items that bestow it upon them.  This resistance is defined as points that are deducted when the character encounters a magical 
situation that they don’t want to happen. By spending Resistance points a character is able to reduce or entirely negate a spell or 
magical effects. This spending of points depends on the spell or magical affect the character is trying to avoid  (Example- A Magical 
Resistant character is hit with a Mage missile spell for 20 points of damage.  The character has 400 Magic Resistance points and 
spends 20 of them to absorb this spell.  The character takes no damage from the spell and still has 380 points to absorb future magic).  
If a character runs out of points, they are no longer able to stop the effects of magic against them.  Magic Resistant points will return at 
the rate of 10 per hour till the character’s maximum is reached.  It is possible to have beings that have both Magic Resistance and 
Arcane Ability.  It is also possible to acquire additional Magic resistance points from Skill special and certain artifacts and magical 
items.  During character creation, a magic resistant character will have a designated number of Magic resistant points (MRP) by 
rolling 2 d10 and multiplying the higher by 50 (Example- a player rolls a 4 and a 9.  The 9 is higher so the character has 9x50= 450 
SP).  Note- Magic Resistance is considered on at all times unless the character willingly lets his or her guard down for purposes of 
healing and recovery, or perhaps trickery or threat, which would leave them vulnerable. 
 

Spell list 
The following is a broad list of spells from the various fields.   This is just a basic breakdown of spell possibilities.  It will be up to the 
GM which spells can be used in a campaign.  BOM campaigns should also remain open to any new spells created by players or the 
GM.   The following spells are broken down into the following parts.   

Name												Field												Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time												Duration													Range	

				(1)															(2)																					(3)																									(4)																				(5)																										(6)																							(7)			
Description-    (8) 
Components-   (9) 
1) This is the name of the spell. 
2) The field of magic the spell is part of (Note- some spells will be represented by more than one field and can be used by a caster who 
has either). 
3) The difficulty from which to base the task check for casting the spell. 
4) How many Spell points the spell will cost (If the character doesn’t have enough, magic must be drawn). 
5) The amount of time it will take to cast the spell (character can Force or Take time if desired) 
6) How long the spell will last after being cast.  
8) Description of the spell and what it does 
9) Most spells need components to function properly.  If the character doesn’t have them, then the spell will not work.  Higher-grade 
components will function as tools to increase casting success (see above) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

General Magic  (Gen) 
                     
    Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 

Channel										Gen																			Hard																											30																					10	actions															1	hour														touch	
Description- The caster of the spell may channel up to 500 SP into another voluntary magic adept person.   

Any	SP	over	the	recipients	maximum	capacity	will	remain	for	1	hour	or	until	used.		If	more	than	50	SP	are	channeled,	then	the	recipient	must	
make	a	Mind	check	‐1	point	for	every	5	SP	above	that	50.			Example‐	75	SP	channel	would	cause	a	Mind	check	to	be	made	at	‐5.		Failure	will	
stun	the	recipient	for	1d10	minutes.	

Components- A fine silk thread 

	

																								Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost								Casting	time																Duration										Range	

Connector						Gen										 	 				Hard	+	spells																		30						 	2	actions	+	actions	of	spells										 	special														special	

Description‐		This	spell	connects	and	releases	up	to	3		spells	at	once.		The	SP	cost	is	30	points	+	the	cost	of	the	spells	being	cast.		The	casting	
of	the	spell	is	1	second	+	the	time	it	takes	to	cast	each	spell.		The	caster	will	still	need	to	make	a	task	check	for	each	spell	being	connected.		
When	the	last	spell	is	cast,	the	caster	releases	all	the	spells	at	once.			

Note‐	This	spell	can	be	Held	or	Stored,	but	with	only	2	spells	being	connected.	

Component- A strip of malleable metal  

	

																														Field												Cast	Check								SP	Cost											Casting	time									Duration											Range	
Detect Magic        Gen                   Normal               1/minute                   4 actions            1 minute per SP         10 ft 
Description- A 10-ft field is created around the caster, which allows the detection of magical things.  Most magical things radiate an aura, which the 
caster can interpret as a colorful light.  The stronger the magic being detected, the stronger the light.  The length of the spell is 1 SP per minute and 
the total duration is designated before casting. 
Components- A piece of fine silk 
 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Dispel magic              Gen             Hard /Very Hard     see description                 10 actions          instant                      50 feet 

 
Description-  This spell is designed to stop or cancel another magic or arcane ability within a 50 ft range.  
The spell functions in 2 different ways.     
1) The caster can attempt to temporarily cancel another magical affect, spell, or item.  The casting check is Hard 
and the caster must spend a base 50 SP for a 25% chance of success.  For every 2 SP the caster adds to the spell, 
there is a 1% increase to the overall chance (Example- A caster who adds 20 SP to the initial 50 would have a 35% 
chance of success).  If the spell is successful, the target's magic is useless for 1d10 minutes. 
2) This more powerful attempt can possibly cancel a magical affect, spell, or item permanently.  The spell check is 
Very Hard if this is attempted and the caster must spend a base 100 SP to allow a 10% chance of success.  For 
every 5 SP the caster adds to the spell, there is a 1% increase to the over all chance (Example- A caster who 
spends 20 SP to the initial 100 would have a 14% chance of success).  If the spell is successful, the target's magic 
is permanently removed and useless.  Note- Either form of this spell can be only be targeted on 1 magical affect, 
spell, or item, and can’t cancel another casters ability to cast another spell.  The GM will have final say as to what 
can be affected by this spell.  It is possible that there are some things that are totally unaffected by this spell. 
Components- A glass bead and a vial of some form of acidic fluid 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Heal, minor     Gen/Heal           Normal                   3 per HP                10 actions               instant             touch 
Description- The caster invokes a minor curing magic to heal wounds.  The caster must be touching the person being healed for the spell to work.  
For every 3 SP cast, the target will recover 1HP of damage.  It is not possible to recover more points than the maximum of the target.  This spell does 
not affect/ or damage from infections, disease, or poison.  
Components- A dried balm of peach pits, oak leaves, and pine sap mixed together 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Levitate             Gen                  Difficult                    1/ 5lb.                  6 actions                 30 sec               30 feet 
Description- The caster is able to lift an object or person within a 30 ft.  The target of the spell will rise 4 feet per second to a height desired by the 
caster or the spell duration ends.  The spell can be cut at any time to cause the target to fall and possibly take damage.  It costs 1 SP per 5 lb. of 
weight being lifted and if the target is an unwilling person, they must make a Willpower check at 1/2 to stop the spell or spend 40 Magic Resistance 
points.  
Components- a small magnet or loadstone 
 
                       Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Light            Gen/Fire        Normal                        10                       4 actions               10 min               10 ft 
Description- A small but bright light is produced by this spell.  It will illuminate a 10 ft radius for up 10 minutes or till it is stopped by the caster.  
The spell can either float around the caster or be placed upon an object or person.  If cast at a target's eyes, they must make a Con check at 1/2 to 
avoid being blinded or spend 5 Magic Resistance points. 
Components- A small pinch of phosphorus 
                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Mage Missile    Gen/Off             Normal                        5                         2 actions                instant              100 ft 
Description- A small dart of magical energy is fired from the casters finger.  It has a base score of 150 to hit for purposes of missile combat but range 
modifiers do not affect difficulty.  The missile will do 20 points of damage and cuts through 3 ranks of non-magical armor.  Targets with Magic 
Resistance may spend 20 points to negate the damage.  Note- the missile can be any shape, form, or color that the caster desires (except invisible).  
Body area multipliers are affected by this spell.  
Components- A small bar of metal (any type) 

 
                              Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Power Surge        Gen                  Hard                         50                        20 actions              10 min              touch 
Description- The spell causes a powerful mystical alteration upon the caster or magical adept target.  Power surge causes and additional d100x 5 spell 
points to be added to the recipient.  These additional SP will remain for 10 minutes or till used.  Both the caster and recipient must make a Mind at 
1/2 or be stunned for d10 minutes.  Note- This spell can only be done by the caster every 10 minutes.    
Components- A spool of silver thread 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time            Duration          Range 
Spell store         Gen                  Difficult              40 + spell   20 actions+ actions of spell     24 hours           personal 
Description-  The caster is able to hold a spell of up to 50 SP until he or she desires to use it, or the duration expires.  The caster does not need to 
make task checks every 10 minutes and the spell will remain even if the character is critically wounded or unconscious.  The caster cannot hold any 
other spells while this one is in affect, but can release the stored spell in 1 action.  Note- if the general spell “Connector” is used, up to 2 spells of 50 
points can be contained by this spell. 
Component- None 
 
                         Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Surge                Gen                  Difficult                    20                      10 actions               10 min               touch 
Description-  The spell causes a mystical alteration upon the caster or magical adept target.  Surge causes and additional d100 spell points to be added 
to the recipient.  These additional SP will remain for 10 minutes or till used.  Both the caster and recipient must make a straight Mind check or be 
stunned for d10 minutes.  Note- This spell can only be done by the caster every 10 minutes.    
Components- A spool of silver thread 



 

 

Offensive Field  (Off)  
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Arcanum															Off/Def													 Extreme																							 1000																							100	actions																				instant														 	 30	feet	

Destruction          

Description-  This powerful spell invokes a powerful enchantment that will destroy most magical based things with explosive results.  All magical 
objects and magical adept targets are subject to the spell if within range.  The Spell will inflict 2 point of damage for each unused spell point that an 
affected magic adept creature has.  All magical items within the area have a 75% chance of exploding.  This explosion will do 50 points of damage to 
the body area of whoever is wielding/wearing the item and 25 points to those within 5 feet of that person.  Armor will absorb the damage if it is 
protecting the area where the magical item explodes.  Magical armor that explodes will offer no protection.  When a magical item explodes, it is 
considered damaged and useless.  Note- The GM may choose to have the spell not affect certain magical things due to their power and impact on the 
campaign.  What blows up is dictated by the GM’s final say. 

Components‐	A	highly	valued	gem	of	at	least	1000‐dollar	value	and	small	piece	of	oiled	twine	that	is	ignited	at	the	end	of	the	casting.		The	
gem	is	consumed	and	turned	to	ash.	

							

																						Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Charge bolt              Off                  Difficult                         1 SP per 2 Dam             6 actions                       instant                      100 ft 
Description- The caster creates a bolt of electrical energy which does 2 points damage for each SP used.  The bolt has a base score of 50 to hit for 
purposes of missile combat and is affected by range modifiers.  This spell can be very dangerous if a lot of SP is put into it, but the caster better take 
time to aim.  Note- Body area multipliers are affected by this spell. 
Components- Small piece of metal wire (any type) 
 



 

 

																

									Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Disintegrate               Off                Extreme                       500                      60 actions               instant                  10 ft 
Description- This devastating spell invokes a powerful field that atomizes everything in a 10 foot area before the caster.  The Spell inflicts 2000 
points of damage which will pretty much turn everything and everyone into a fine powder.  Targets that see the spell going off may perform 
defensive maneuver to avoid the area with a +3 category modifier.   Magic Resistance will absorb 1 point of damage for every 5 MRP spent.  Note- it 
is up to the GM what magical items and objects remain after the spell goes off for purposes of campaign mechanics. 
Components- A 2 inch platinum sphere worth 1000 dollars.  It is destroyed at the end of casting. 

	

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Electrical										Off/	Air												Difficult																						40																					10	actions																	instant																50	ft	
Disruption 
Description- The caster creates a magical pulse, which disrupts and overloads an unshielded electrical/technical system.  The caster can only affect 
up to a 10 ft area 50 ft away.  This pulse burns out the unshielded system until repaired.  This spell is highly effective against computers, security 
systems, communication arrays, and computer-oriented vehicles.  It is also effective against cybernetic organisms (See Future tech chapter) that have 
no Magic Resistance or Microwave shielding.  Targets with Magic Resistance can use 40 points to keep such items they are touching or carrying 
from burning out. 
Component- A container of water, ash, and mineral oil 

	

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Force	Beam							Off																		Hard																										50																						6	actions																instant															300	ft	

Description-  Caster projects a 5 inch diameter beam of amber colored force energy.  The beam has a base score of  80 to hit for 
purposes of missile combat and is not affected by range modifiers.  The Beam does 3-300 damage (d100 x3) and the target must make 
a  Strength check -200 or be knocked down for 1-4 actions (d4).  The force beam will continue for 300 ft and it possible to hit more 
than one target as long as they keep getting knocked down.  The force beam will also penetrate any form of shield, or body shield 
spells (including Improved versions), as well as cut away 10 ranks of armor.  Note- the damage from the spell can be negated by 50 
magic resistant points, but the Strength check must still be made. 

Components‐	a	piece	of	crystal	or	amber	

 
 

																												Field									Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Force	Claw									Off																				Hard																								40																						10	actions													10	min													personal	

Description‐		The	caster’s	hand	is	surrounded	by	a	field	of	amber	colored	force	energy.		The	field	resembles	that	of	a	bestial	talon,	which	is	
manipulated	with	regular	hand	movements.		No	object	can	be	held	in	the	hand	that	the	claw	surrounds	but	other	spells	can	be	cast	normally	
if	the	components	are	in	the	other	hand.		The	claw	does	3	d10	+	1/10	the	casters	strength	in	damage	for	purposes	of	melee	combat	and	can	
be	canceled	by	the	caster	in	1	action.		The	force	claw	also	penetrates	any	form	of	shield	or	body	shield	spells	(including	Improved	versions)	
and	removes	5	ranks	of	armor.		Note‐	Magic	resistance	will	not	negate	the	damage	done	by	this	spell.	

Components- a piece of crystal or amber 

							
 



 

 

	Field										 	 	Cast		 						Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Improved  Mage Missile    Off                 Difficult                      20                       4 actions                 instant                     200 ft 
 
Description- This is a more powerful version of the Gen/Off spell of the same name.  The bolt of energy will do 1-100 damage (d100) and has a base 
score of 150 to hit for purposes of missile combat.  The missile is not affected by range modifiers and cuts through 5 ranks of non-magical armor.   
Note- the missile can be any shape, form, or color the caster desires (except invisible) 
Components- A small bar of precious metal (any type) 
 

																																								Field						Cast	Check									SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Improved Tri- Mage Missile     Off                  Difficult                      50                          4 actions                           instant                       200 ft 
 
Description- This is a more powerful version of the “Tri- mage missile” spell.  The caster fire 3 bolts at one or more targets.  Each bolt has a base 
score of 150 to hit for purposes of missile combat and range modifiers do not affect difficulty.  Each missile will do 1-100 damage (d100) and cuts 
through 3 ranks of non-magical armor.  Note- missiles can have a customized appearance like a regular mage missile. 
Components- A small metal bar of metal (any type) 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Power blade        Off                 Difficult                         30                          10 actions                  24 hours                  touch 
 
Description-  The caster invokes powerful force energy onto a bladed weapon (any type).  The spell will remain in affect for 24 hours or until used.  
When the weapon is used and makes contact with a target, the spell is released.  The result is a devastating blast of force that does 1-100 points 
damage (d100) in addition to the regular damage of the weapon and character strength.  The spell cuts through 5 ranks of armor and if the weapon is 
blocked, then the damage is transferred to the targets blocking arm.  The spell’s additional damage can be absorbed point for point with Magic 
Resistance, but not the armor cutting affect.  Once the spell hits a target, it dissipates.   
Components- a piece of amber or crystal 
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Shield Eater          Off/ Def               Hard                                        40                           2 actions                         10 sec                           50 ft 
 
Description- This spell is designed to wear down the magical spells Shield, Body Shield, Kinetic trap, and their Improved versions as well.  Upon 
casting the target is assailed by hundreds of rapid moving sparks that automatically home in on the magical spells listed above.  These sparks will do 
no physical damage to the target but will remove 1-100 points off any damage absorbing magic the above listed spells.  These sparks will continue to 
remove the protective ability (d100) each second till the listed spells are destroyed, the caster cuts the spell off, or 10 seconds have expired.  This 
spell automatically removes Kinetic trap and Improved Kinetic trap.   Note- Magic Resistance has no effect on this spell. 
Components- a small bag of nails or glass shards 
 
                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shock touch    Off                  Difficult                        20                     2 actions                 instant              touch 
 
Description – Caster causes a field of electricity to be discharged from the casters hand.  This spell must travel by touch or conducted through metal 
or conductive substance.  The spell causes 1- 100 damage (d100) of electrical damage and the target must make a Constitution check minus the 
amount of damage done by the spell.  If the check is unsuccessful, then they are stunned for the amount of actions in which they failed.  (Example- A 
character with a Constitution of 72 takes 50 damage from the spell.  The target must then make a Con check at 22 (72-50).  The target rolls a 42 and 
fails his Constitution check by 20.  Therefore he will be stunned for 20 actions).   A stunned target will be unable to perform actions until the effect 
wears off. The electrical field is a one shot deal and will remain with the caster for 30 seconds or until used. Damage from this spell can be absorbed 
point for point by Magic Resistance.   Note- Non-metallic armors will absorb damage from this spell as Blunt/Slash if the caster touches it (Armor is 
explained in Combat chapter). 
Components- 1 inch piece of copper wire 
 
 
 
                        
                            Field           Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Slow Force     Off/ Def               Hard            40                      10 actions              1- 6 min                50 ft 
Description- The caster creates a field of energy that slows down the designated target.  The target will lose 1 action per second of combat and will 
run at ½ their normal movement until the spell expires.  The caster must select a target within a 50 ft range and point while casting.  It will take 40 
Magic resistance points to keep the spell from happening.  If the target is only has one action per second, then he or she will only get to react every 
other second. 
Components- A vial of mud, molasses, or other slow moving liquid 
 



 

 

                           
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Speed Force     Off                   Hard                          40                     10 actions                1 min                touch 
 
Description- The caster invokes a powerful magic that increases the speed of the recipient.  The beneficiary of the spell receives 1 extra action per 
second of combat and is able to run an additional 10 ft per second for purposes of movement.   This spell doesn’t increase the caster’s speed on other 
spells if he or she is the recipient.  This spell can only be cast once on a recipient until it expires.  Note- After the 1 minute duration has expired, the 
recipient will automatically become lightly fatigued until they rest for at least 5 minutes. 
Components- The wings of a dragon fly, housefly, or any other fast flying insect 
 
                         Field        Cast Check                 SP Cost               Casting time       Duration        Range 
Stun Blast       Off                Difficult          2 per point minus to CON        6 actions                instant             200 ft 
 
Description-  The caster projects an impacting force that will cause living sentient target to make a Constitution check  
-1 for every 2 SP used in the spell.  Failure to make the Con check results in the target being stunned for 2 d10 actions.  A stunned target will be 
unable to perform actions until the effect wears off.    The Spell force has Base score of 70 to hit for purposes of missile combat and is affected by 
range modifiers.  It will take 40 Magic resistance points to avoid affects of spell. 
Components-A small metal disc (any type) 
 

																																				Field								Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration									Range	
Tri-Mage Missile     Off               Difficult                      20                     2 actions                   instant             100 ft Description- this off shoot of  
 
The “Mage Missile” spell fires 3 magical bolts at one or more targets.  Each bolt has a base score of 150 to hit for purposes of missile combat, but 
range modifiers do not affect difficulty.  Each missile will do 20 damage and cuts through 3 ranks of non-magical armor.  Note- missiles can have a 
customized appearance like a regular mage missile.  Body area multipliers are affected by this spell. 
Components- A small metal bar of metal (any type) 
 
                                 Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Weapon Weave     Off                  Hard                          50                     60 actions               24 hours             touch 
 
Description-  The caster Infuses a weapon with magical energies for a 24 hour period.  The energy allows the weapon to damage specific creatures 
that are normally immune to none magical attacks (werewolves, vampires, Golemns).  The magic lets the weapon score normal damage to such 
targets via combat, but targets can absorb this damage through armor and special abilities.   The spell will affect 1 regular weapon, or 1-12 (d12) 
smaller ones like knives, bullets, or arrows.  Note- this spell might not be necessary in some campaigns, so it is up to the GM to allow it. 
Component- A pouch of silver shavings worth 50 dollars which is sprinkled over the weapon/s 

 
Defensive Field (Def) 
 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Alarm               Def /DD               Normal                       20                    60 actions                8 hours               20 ft 
 
Description-  A 20 square foot area is surrounded by a field that will detect the presence of anyone passing through it. 
When this happens, a high-pitched siren like sound is produced for 1 minute unless cancelled by the caster.  The spell can also be modified so it can 
only heard by the caster. This modification allows the caster to hear the alarm as a minor buzzing in the ear as long as he or she is within 1 mile of 
the enchanted area.  A person with Magic Resistance has a 50% chance of canceling out the field if they pass through it.  If this happens, they lose 20 
Magic Resistance points and the alarm spell doesn’t go of.  The spell will last for 8 hours. 
Components- a silver bell and a roll of string 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Back lash        Def/Off               Hard                          50                     60 actions              special              personal 
 
Description- The caster is surrounded by an energy field that causes a retaliatory strike against the 1st magical based attack that causes a minimum of 
30 points damage.  If the caster is struck by such a magical attack from either spell or weapon, then this force is unleashed against the attacker.  
Backlash will do 2 times the amount of damage done to the caster unless a defensive action is preformed with a +4 category modifier.  The attacker 
must be within 100 ft of the caster for this spell to function, but the 2x damage can be absorbed with Magic Resistance.   
Components- a solution of salt, cinnamon, and rose water sprinkled on the head during casting 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Block                    Def                   Normal                     30                       2 actions                 special             personal 
 
Description-  This spell is cast as a preventative measure against directionally based spells being used against the caster.  When cast, a field of 
deflective energy is stored within the caster’s hand.  The spell will remain in affect for 10 minutes or till it is used.  The caster is able to physically 
block directional spells such as Mage Missile (all forms), Charge bolt, Lightning bolt, Heat beam, and such.  The caster must be facing toward where 
the spell is coming from and know it is coming.  If the caster successfully rolls a Difficult defensive action (+1 category), then the spell is deflected 
away without harm.  If the caster succeeds at a Hard defensive action (+2 categories), then the spell can be redirected anywhere by the caster (even 
back to its origin).   If the Caster fails the melee block, then he is hit by the spell.  The spell will cease after 1 successful block. 
Components- a shiny surfaced object 
  
                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Body shield       Def                 Difficult          20                       6 actions                1 hour             personal 
 
Description- The caster creates a protective shield around his or her body.  The shield will absorb 1-100 (d100) physical damage before it is 
dissipated. The spell will also absorb physical damage from normal and magical weapons plus directional spells like Mage Missile, Charge bolt, and 
Lightning bolt.  If body shield isn't removed by damage, it will remain in effect for 1 hour.  The character is not physically hindered by the spell, but 
others will not be able to physically touch the caster unless he allows it. Note- Only one body shield can be used at a time and the caster won't know 
how much the shield will absorb unless they make a Normal task check with spell casting or arcane knowledge. 
Components- Small strip of hard metal or industrial plastic 
 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Elemental       Def/Air/Fire         Difficult                     40                     10 actions              10 min           up to 10 ft              Shield               
Water/Earth            
 
Description- This spell creates a shield like barrier (weightless) that will float 3 feet in front of the caster.  The shield is a 4 ft opaque disk that is 
willed by the caster to hem out a designated type of elemental attack.  The Caster must choose the elemental field they wish the shield to protect 
against before casting.  The Caster may use a defensive action to block an elemental based attack up to 10 ft around him as long as it is detected. The 
shield blocks instantly with a Normal task check based on the caster's Spell casting (This task check is still affected by normal modifiers).  If the 
caster is not blocking, the spell will protect Body areas 1,2,3, and 12 (See body chart in combat).  The Shield will absorb up to 300 points of damage 
against the designated field before it is removed.  All other forms of attack will pass through without hindrance.  Only one elemental shield can be 
cast at a time.  Note- it is possible for a caster to use one action and make a Normal defensive action to duck down completely behind the shield and 
receive full protection (including 1/2 damage from area affecting spells and explosions).   The Following is a basic list of the elemental based attacks 
for the varying feilds the spell will protect from.        
           Water- absorbs water based spells like Hydra blast, Ice blade, and Acid orb 
            Fire-    absorbs fire based attacks and spells like Heat beam, Fire ball, and Hot needles 
            Earth- absorbs earth spells and metal like bullets, Arrows, Melee weapons, Boulders, and Shard 
            Air-    absorbs air based spells like Lightning bolt and Pneumatic attacks 
 Components- A marble dipped in grease or oil                
 
                                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Improved Body shield      Def                    Hard                          50                     20 actions               5 hours             personal 
 
Description- This is the more powerful version of the regular Body shield spell.  It takes longer to cast but will absorb 5 to 500 points (d100 x5) 
physical damage before it is dissipated.   The spell functions the same as Body shield, but will last for 5 hours if not removed by damage. 
Components- Small strip of hard metal of industrial plastic 
 
                                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range  
Improved  Kinetic trap           Def                   Hard                         50                      20 actions              10 min               personal 
 
Description- This spell functions exactly like "Kinetic trap", but will redirect 2 to 8 (d4x2) physical attacks back at the attacker.  The spell also has a 
fixed time of 10 minutes before it expires and Magic Resistance can absorb damage from the spell. 
Components- A smooth rock or pebble 
 
                          
                                 Field        Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Improved Shield     Def                  Hard                         40                      20 actions              1 hour                10 ft 
 
Description- This stronger version of the "Shield spell" functions exactly as the original except it will absorb 5-500 (d100 x 5) before it is dissipated.  
The barrier can still be shaped and will last for 1 hour before the magic expires. 
Component- A strip of hard metal or industrial plastic 
 



 

 

                      
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Invisibility         Air/Def             Difficult                      30                       4 actions                1 hour              personal 
 
Description- The caster becomes invisible and can't be seen by normal means.  The caster's heat signature is also concealed, but not his or her scent, 
sound, or chi patterns.  The character will remain invisible for 1 hour or until they make action against an opponent.  If the character should be 
detected while invisible, an opponent who is within striking distance may attack with a +2 modifier to the difficulty (No visual).   
Components- A piece of pure clean silk wrapped in silver thread. 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Kinetic trap         Def                 Difficult                      20                      2 actions           1-10 minutes        personal 
 
Description- The spell creates a field of energy that automatically turns the 1st offensive melee strike back at its attacker.   When the caster is hit, the 
attacker will rolls damage, but takes it instead. The spell will work against direct melee attacks and not missile and like damage.  The spell will 
remain for 1-10 minutes (d10) or until it redirects 1 attack.  Magic Resistance can absorb the damage from a kinetic trap.  Note- the attacker that 
receives the redirected damage will not use multipliers from body chart areas even if he or she was aiming at such on the caster. 
component- A smooth rock or pebble 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Psyche shield     Def                  Normal                         50                     20 actions              24 hours             touch 
 
Description- The caster creates a magical aura that enhances the recipient’s Mind for 24 hours.  Those who receive this spell will make all forms of 
Mind checks at +50.  This includes checks versus psychic attacks, but will not affect the character’s original CHI check (see psychic chapter).  This 
spell can only be cast on a person once a day. 
Components-  Small vial of  salt water. 
 
                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Point Orb              Def             Difficult                     50                    50 actions               1-6 hours           10 feet 
 
Description-  The caster creates a shiny metallic orb about the size of a basket ball.  The orb will hover around the caster within a 10 ft and will try to 
place itself between the caster and what he or she interprets as a hostile opponent.  The Point orb can absorb 2-200 (d100 x 2) physical or magical 
damage before it is dissipated.  The orb can attempt to block 2 times a second with the following chances of success on a d100.   
Normal/Magical physical melee-     80% 
Normal/Magical missile attacks-     50 % 
The Orb will defend the caster till dissipated or its time expires.  A total of 3 point orbs can be used at a time.          Note- The caster must be aware of 
the attacker/s for the point orb to act defensively. 
Component- A steel or brass marble 
 
                                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Possession Protection    Def/Summ          Difficult                      30                       2 actions               1- 100 hours           touch 
 
Description- This spell creates a defensive aura upon the caster or allies which negates any attempt of possession or charm from one pre-designated 
opponent or creature.  This negates all forms of magical or psychic control from that pre-chosen target and the spell will for 1-100 hours.  The caster 
will need to cast 1 spell for each opponent or creature he or she is trying to defend from. Note- The caster must know who the opponent is or have an 
adequate description for this spell to function.  
Component- Salt 
 
                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shield                 Def       Difficult                      10                     4 actions                 10 min              10 ft 
 
Description- The caster creates an invisible 1 inch wall of defensive force that spans up to 10 ft X 10 ft.  This barrier will absorb 1-100 damage 
(d100) before it is dissipated. The spell will also absorb physical damage from normal and magical weapons plus directional spells like Mage Missile, 
Charge bolt, and Lightning bolt.    The caster can actually shape this barrier if he or she rolls his or her casting check with a +1 category modifier.  
The ability to shape the shield may come in handy in situations of containment and defense, but the GM must 1st allow it.  After the spell is cast and 
possibly shaped, the shield will remain in a fixed position until destroyed, cut off by the caster, or 10 minutes cause the magic to expire.   It is 
possible to cast more than 1 shield spell, but they must be layered 2 feet apart.  Note- the caster will not know how much the shield can absorb unless 
a Normal task check from spell casting or arcane knowledge is made.   
Components- A strip of hard metal or industrial plastic 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Healing Field   (Heal) 
                   
                                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Bone Fortification       Heal/ Nec            Difficult                    40                    100 actions            24 hours               touch 
 
Description- This spell will cause a supernatural strengthening of the recipients skeletal structure.  The bones become 
tougher and the character will absorb 5 points of physical damage.  The character will also reduce the damage multiplier 
by 1 to the body areas of the head and chest (Areas 1,2,3).  Example- unabsorbed damage to the head (area 1) will only 3 
times the damage instead of 4 (See body area chart in Combat chapter).  Note-This spell will last for 1 day and does not 
count as Rank armor for layering purposes. 
Components- Handful of calcium mixed with tar and iron pellets 
 
                     Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Calm            (Heal)               Normal                      10                         2 actions              instant                touch 
 
Description-  The casters touch bestows a calming aura upon a recipient.  If the one receiving this spell is terrified, panicked, stressed, or in pain, they 
will receive a new Mind check +100 to counteract their situation.   If the Mind check fails, the spell can’t be cast again to try stopping the situation.  
The caster must touch bare skin to allow the spell to function. 
Components- A pinch of sugar 
 
                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Cure Infection     Heal               Difficult                      50                      60 actions               instant                touch 

and  Disease 
 
Description- The character is able to cure most magical and non-magical diseases and infections.  The caster must have a basic knowledge of the 
malady before trying to cure it.  If there is more than one type of infection or disease on a recipient, the caster will need to cast a new spell for each.  
Note- There may be situations where the GM will not let this spell work due to the campaign plot and setting. 
Components- A vial containing lemon juice or some other weak acid 
 
                                 Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Forced Breath     Heal/ Air            Normal                      20                        6 actions              10 min                touch 
 
Description- This Resuscitation spell causes a non-breathing character to do so.  The spell is designed to help those who have been drowned, 
poisoned, or asphyxiated.  The spell causes a steady breathing with the character, but CPR or the “Heart Spark” spell will need to be applied if there 
is no pulse.  The spell will automatically lower the difficulty modifier to resuscitate a drowned character by 2 categories.  The spell will remain in 
effect for 10 minutes or until the character is breathing naturally. 
Components- a small crystal tube  
 
                        Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Heal                 Heal               Difficult                    1 per HP               20 actions               instant               touch 
Description- The caster is able to heal physical damage to whoever is touched.  Each SP used by the caster will restore 1 Health point to the recipient.  
This spell can’t heal infections or disease, nor can it give help anyone who has 0 HP or lower.  Health points can’t be restored beyond their 
maximum. 
Components- A mixture of salt, sugar, saffron, and vinegar mixed and dried to a powder to be sprinkled over wound. 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Heart spark       Heal             Normal/Hard                  20 or 40              6 actions               10 min                 5 ft 
 
Description- This spell creates a minor electric charge designed to stimulate the heart and produce a balanced beat.  It costs 20 SP and is normally 
used in cases of stabilizing and resuscitating characters whose heart has stopped for one reason or another.  Once cast, the spell will last 10 minutes 
or until the recipient is healed to the point his or her heart functions normally.  A more sinister use of this spell is caused if the caster spend 40 SP and 
perform cast check at a +3 category modifier.  By doing this, the caster inflicts a powerful jolt to a targets heart that does 1-10 damage (d10).  The 
target must make a Constitution check at – 50 or die from heart failure (go straight to 0).  The caster must make a straight Willpower check before 
performing the latter version of this spell.  Note- Using 10 Magic Resistance points can stop the damage and lethal effects of this spell. 
Components- a copper coil 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
                                        Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Muscle  Fortification Heal/ Nec          Difficult            40                     100 actions            24 hours              touch    
 
Description- This spell causes supernatural strengthening and toughness of a recipients musculature.  These enhanced muscles bestow +50 to the 
character’s Strength attribute and absorb 5 points of physical damage.  The spell will last for 1 day, but the recipient must eat 2 times his or her 
normal food intake during that time or suffer light fatigue for the spell duration (See fatigue under Healing and Damage chapter).  Note- The spell 
does not count as Rank armor for layering purposes. 
Components- Meat sinews mixed with tar and iron pellets 
 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Neutralize          Heal                Difficult                      20                       10 actions              instant                 5 ft  

Toxin  

Description-  The spell automatically neutralizes 1 form of toxic substance from a person or 1 square foot area.  If there is more than 1 toxin present, 
then more spells will be necessary.  Note- The GM might not allow this spell to function due to the campaign plot and setting. 
Components- A piece of sponge like material dipped in vinegar 
 

                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 

Power heal             Heal                Hard                            50                         100 actions                  instant                   touch 
 
Description-  This powerful healing spell must first be initiated by a Mind check from the caster.  If successful, the spell will heal 5-500 HP (d100 x 
5) to the recipient touched.  The spell can only return the recipients health points to their maximum and the caster will be lightly fatigued if they don’t 
rest for at least 10 minutes.  This spell can’t cure infections or disease, nor can it affect a character a 0 HP or lower. 
Components- A liquid mixture sugar, salt, saffron, and 100 dollars worth of gold dust that is sprinkled on wound. 
 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Regeneration        Heal            Hard/Very Hard           200                     100 actions               2 days                touch 
 
Description- The caster is able to re-grow lost body parts and extensively damaged areas of a touched recipient.  The spell will cure an initial 50 HP 
upon the wounded area.  Over the next 2 days any lost limbs or appendages will re-grow to full strength with any remaining damage from the wound 
also being restored.  If the caster was able to recover a lost limb within 5 minutes of separation, he or she may try to reattach it with a +4 modifier to 
their cast check.  If successful, the limb is rebound and the recipient only gains the initial 50 HP.   Note-The GM may not allow this spell to function 
due to campaign plot and setting. 
Components- scales of a snake, lizard, or starfish 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Sustain               Heal            Difficult/Hard              5 per neg. HP        10 actions               10 sec               touch 
 
Description- This spell allows a character to briefly suspend the life force of a dead character and hold it in the fallen body till it can be healed.  The 
spell must be cast on a person who has reached 0 or lower HP within 1 minute of their death.  If the character is at negative HP, it will cost the caster 
5 SP per 1 HP till the character is brought to 1 HP.  If the dead character has fallen below his or negative constitution number (NCN) then the caster 
must make the spell check with a +2 category modifier (see Health and Damage Chapter).  If the spell is successful and enough SP are used to restore 
the fallen to 1 HP, then more healing must be applied within 1 minute or the character will die again ( 0 HP ).  Note- This spell will not help in deaths 
due to toxins, disease, infection, or mutilating damage like decapitation.  The GM will decide if a sustain spell will work if the situation of death is 
too grizzly 
Components- Honey laced with 100 dollars worth of gold dust, which is placed on fallen character’s lips 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Air Field (Air) 
 

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Air Form                      Air                   Hard                          40                                   10 actions                              5 min                   personal 

 
Description- This spell causes the caster and up to 100 lb. of gear to become a wispy, translucent, mist like form.  The 
caster’s form is vaguely human like and is able to squeeze through openings as small as 1 inch.  While in this form, the 
caster can’t be affected by physical attacks from weapons, fists, and other physical attacks including magic weapons.  The 
caster can’t physically attack or cast spells in this form and is susceptible to magical spells, area affecting explosions and 
other non-physical magic.  The spell will last up to 5 minutes or till the caster cuts it off.  The caster does not breathe 
while the spell is in affect and is therefore immune to air based toxins and asphyxiation.  
Components- a small base vile filled with pure air 
 

																								Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Gust                   Air                            Normal                              10                            2 actions                          10 sec                          10 ft 
     
Description-  The caster creates a minor blast  of wind that extends 10 ft away.  This gust of air will disturb open flames and blow light objects about 
but will have know affect on land based objects of more than 1 lb.  The wind is sufficient to blow smoke and fumes away from that 10 ft area and 
keeps the caster safe from air borne toxins.  If smaller flying creatures like insects and birds attack the caster, they will be at a +2 modifier for 
difficulty to combat task checks. 
Component- a small piece of paper or cloth 
  

																									Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Fly                                 Air                 Difficult                                 30                         6 actions                            1 hour                           touch 

 
Description- The spell allows those touched to be able to fly with up to 300 lb. of additional weight.  The base movement 
is 30 ft. per second + 10 more ft if the character is descending.  If the flying character is unfamiliar with this spell, then 
they function at + 2 category modifiers to all combat skills till they get used to it (at least 1 hour of flight time).  Note- The 
character must be conscious when flying.  If the character is stunned or unconscious, they will fall out of control. 
Components- Glass or plastic tube which is broken during casting. 

	

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Foul Air              Air/ Off                 Difficult                               40                          6 actions                           5 minutes                          50 
 
Description- The Caster creates a billowing cloud of nauseous, toxic purple fumes.  This cloud will expand forward from the caster at a rate of 10 ft 
per sec to a maximum of 50 ft by 50 ft.  The cloud is 10 ft high and all within it receive a +1 modifier to task checks due to poor visual.  Those within 
the cloud who breathe it will start taking 5 points of damage per second until they get out the cloud.  More so those who breath must make a 
Constitution check at ¼ or suffer light fatigue.  The cloud will remain for 5 minutes or till dispersed by strong winds or dispelled.  Gas masks and 
other respiratory gear will negate the damage but not the poor visual modifier.  
Component- A vial mixed with sulfur and fungus 

	

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Improved Fly          Air                    Hard                                      50                     10 actions                             1 hour                           touch 
 
Description- This more powerful version of the “Fly” spell works exactly the same except the recipient can move 50 ft. per second + 10 more feet if 
descending.  The character can also carry up to 500 lb. of additional weight.  If the character is rendered stunned or unconscious, he or she will just 
gently float downwards instead of plummeting. Components- Glass or plastic tube that is broken during casting 
 



 

 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Improved																			Air																															Hard																																			50																															10	actions																														instant																							300	ft	

Lightning Bolt  

Description- This more powerful version of the spell “lightning bolt” functions with the same base 80 to hit via missile combat.  This version will do 
5-500 damage (d100 x 5) to the target and also cuts through 3 ranks of armor (absorbed as Blunt/Slash).  A Constitution check at ¼ will be needed to 
cut the overall damage in ½.  The damage from this spell can be absorbed point for point with Magic Resistance after the ¼ Con check is made. 
Components- a hand full of dry sand or a copper wire 

	

																																	Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Lightning Bolt             Air/ Off              Difficult                                30                             10 actions                       instant                        200 ft 
 
Description- The caster creates a bolt of lightning that strikes with a base score of 80 to hit for purposes of missile combat.  The bolt will do 3-300 
damage (d100 x 3) and will cut through 2 ranks of armor (absorbed as Blunt/Slash).  If the character successfully makes a Constitution check at ½, 
then the total damage is cut in ½.  The damage from this spell can be absorbed point for point with Magic Resistance after the ½ con check is made.  
Note- body area multipliers are affected by this spell. 
Components- a hand full of dry sand or a copper wire 
 

																																	Field										Cast	Check								SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Lightning Stick    Air/ Def                      Difficult                      70                               100 actions                       5 days                      personal 
 
Description- The caster creates a stick of dried wood that will absorb 5-500 points of electrical damage (magical or normal).  The stick must be 
prepared in a quiet and undisturbed environment and can be used by anyone afterwards.  The ability of the stick will function for 5 days or till it has 
absorbed its maximum damage where upon it turns to dust.  Note- the caster won’t know how much the stick can absorb unless he or she makes a 
Difficult task check with spell casting or arcane knowledge. 
Components- a dried 5 inch stick soaked in salt and vinegar 
 

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Oxygen												Air																						Hard																											50																				20	actions															10	min															10	ft	

Pocket 

Description- This spell summons a pocket of breathable air that extends 10 ft around the caster.  This pocket will move with the caster 
and others within its radius will gain its benefits.  This spell will last 10 minutes or till cut off by the caster.  This Pocket will function 
underwater by creating what would appear as a large bubble.  This bubble will push water out and can’t be physically damaged.  The 
spell is also affective against smoke and air borne toxins but will not function in the vacuum of space 
Components- A small bladder or bag of air 

	

																																Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Pneumatic Blast       Air                      Difficult                                20                            6 actions                             instant                       30 ft 
 
Description- This spell causes blast of impacting air to expand from a 5 foot base to a 20 ft wide cone.  This cone extends 30 ft and does 1-100 points 
of damage to all within it.  The blast has a 100 base chance to hit for missile combat purposes and armor can absorb the damage as Blunt/Slash.  All 
those caught in the blast must also make an Agility check minus the damage of the blast or be knocked over for 1 combat action.  The damage can be 
absorbed with magic resistance but not the agility check.  Note- it is possible to catch many targets in this spell, including allies. 
Components-  A paper funnel the caster blows through toward the targets. 
 



 

 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Pneumatic Palm        Air                    Normal                                 10                        2 actions                         1 minute                       personal 
 
Description- The caster causes a plane of pneumatic force across his or hand of choice.  Should the caster then touch or 
strike something, the force is released to inflict 3-30 (3d10) damage in addition to that of character’s strength if forceful.  
The spell will last for 1 minute or until it is used.  The 3-30 damage may be absorbed with Magic Resistance, but not the 
strength damage.   The caster’s hand must be uncovered and empty for the spell to function. 
Components- a drop of oil or sweat 
 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Pneumatic          Air                 Normal                         30                     6 actions                 instant                 20 ft 

Slice 

Description- This  spell invokes a crescent wave of razor sharp air to extend from a base 3 ft to a 10 ft arc.  The spell will travel 20 ft with a base 
score of 70 to hit for missile combat purposes.  Those caught by the arc take 2-200 damage (d100 x 2) and it cuts through 3 ranks of armor (absorbed 
as Blunt/Slash).  Magic Resistance can absorb damage from the slice point for point.  Note- Body area multipliers are affected by this spell. 
Components- a small razor blade or like object 
 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Refraction               Air/ Def              Difficult                                 30                          10 actions                               10 min                 personal 
          
Description- This spell refracts his or her image making it distorted and hard to perceive it’s exact location.  The spell gives a +2 modifier of 
difficulty toward all missile fire directed at the caster and + 1 modifier against melee attacks.  Note- the caster must be moving for this spell to take 
affect.  If the caster is standing still, then the distortion solidifies and there are no category modifiers until movement again. 
Components- a small vial of mineral oil 
 

																																Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Silence                                Air                  Difficult                               20                      10 actions                             5 min                         20 ft 
 
Description- This spell suppresses all sound up to 20 ft around the caster.  No sounds can be produced or heard within this radius.  If anyone wishes 
to cast a spell in the silenced area, they will be at a + 2 modifier of difficulty including the  caster who made the spell.  The spell will last 5 minutes 
or till it is cut off by the caster.  Note- if one is trying to use stealth with this spell they will be at –1 modifier of difficulty to their task checks. 
Components- a cotton ball or a wad of soft clothe.  
 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Thunderclap                Air               Difficult                            30                        6 actions                      instant                   20 ft 
 
Description- The caster summons a loud booming sound that deafens all within 20 ft of the caster for the next 1-10 minutes (+2 
modifier on all audio observation task checks).  All within the range must also make a Constitution check at ½ or be stunned and 
unable to do anything for 1 –10 (d10) combat actions.  If the target rolls a critical then they are permanently deaf.   The Con check can 
be avoided with Magic Resistance points, but not the temporary deafening.  Note- the caster is unaffected by this spell, but allies are 
Components- two small pieces of metal struck together 
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Vacuum                         Air                Very Hard                          100                           20 actions                       1 min                           100 ft 
 
Description- The caster must roll a straight Mind check in addition to the task check to allow this spell to function.  If successful he or she creates a 
20-ft area that is devoid of all pressure and oxygen.  Any breathing creature within that area takes 50 damage per second of exposure.  All fire 
sources are instantly suffocated including spells that use oxygen like Fireball , Pneumatic blast, and gust.  Firearms that use gunpowder or explosives 
will only function 25% of the time while in the area.   Character’s stuck within this area more than 2 seconds will need to make a Constitution check 
at ½ or pass out till the spell is cut off or expired. If the character succeeds, the Con check is then made at ¼ every 2 seconds there after.  A person 
with Magic Resistance must use  50 points per second to avoid the damage but firearms and like objects still have a 25% chance to function. 
Components- a palm sized glass or metal sphere 



 

 

Fire Field (Fire) 

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Fireball              Fire/ Off               Difficult                         30                       10 actions                       instant                       150 ft 
 
Description- The caster throws a 4-inch ball of flame, which will explode, at a distance of up to 150 ft.  The explosion envelops a 30-ft. radius 
causing 3-300 damage (d100 x 3) to all within.  Targets within the explosion take ½ damage if they are able to make a Constitution check at 1/2.  If 
armor is worn over 50 % of the body, then it will absorb the damage as Blunt/Slash before the Con check is made.  Magic Resistance can be used to 
absorb damage point for point after armor absorption and the ½ Con check.  Note- This spell will permanently burn away 2 Ranks of non magical or 
non metallic armor unless it is designed to resist fire. 
Components-A pinch of phosphor sulfur  

																						Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Fire Body          Fire                 Very Hard                  100                        10 sec                   3 min              personal 
 
Description- The caster’s body and possessions become enveloped in flame and immune to any fire or heat based attacks (magical or non).  Physical 
contact with the caster will cause 5-50 damage (d10x5) per exposure.  This flaming state will continue for 3 minutes or until cut off by the caster.  It 
is also possible to extinguish these flames with a massive quantity of water, by dispel magic, or suffocating them.  The damage caused by contact can 
be absorbed with Magic Resistance or Armor ranks. 
Components- Glass vial filled with mercury 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Fire Fist             Fire                 Difficult                     20                       2 actions                  5 min              personal 
Description-  The casters bare hands ignite with a bluish white flame.  These flames will not harm the caster, but will do 10 points of damage to any 
target touched or hit in addition to strength based melee damage.  These flames will ignite most combustibles on contact.  Armor will absorb the 
damage as Blunt/Slash, but if the caster grabs a target, the flames will burn away 1 Rank of non-magical or non-metallic armor per second held.  
Magic Resistance will absorb the flame damage, but not damage from strength. 
Component- Pinch of sulfur or magnesium 
 

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time									Duration										Range	
Fire Shell           Fire                Difficult                       10                      6 actions                   10 minutes               touch 
 
Description- The recipient of this spell gains resistance to heat and fire.  The spell offers damage immunity from non-
magical fire sources sizes small through large (See heat damage under Health and damage chapter).  The recipient will 
take ½ damage from magical fire spells and Very large and Excessive/ Huge fire sources.  The spell will last for 10 
minutes. 
Components- a piece of volcanic rock or charcoal  

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Flame                Fire              Normal                     5                     2 actions              5 sec               10 ft 
 
Description- A 5 inch flame is produced within 10 ft of the caster.  This flame does 1d10 damage per second of exposure.  The flame can be cast to 
float in a fixed spot or ignite on a target.  The flame can be extinguished by normal means and Armor or Magic Resistance will absorb the damage 
done. 
Component- pinch of sulfur or phosphor  
 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Flame Wall       Fire                 Difficult              2 per Cubic ft.           10 actions               5 min                 30 ft 
 
Description- The caster produces a wall of searing flames up to 30 ft. away.  The Size of this wall is based on the amount 
of SP the caster uses.  It costs 2 SP per Cubic foot of flame.  The dimensions of the wall must be predetermined and can’t 
be changed after casting.  Flame wall is treated as a large flame source that will do 1-100 damage (d100) upon initial 
contact, plus 1-100 more for every 1 ft of depth a target enters.   Armor and Magic Resistance can absorb the damage 
from a flame wall (as blunt, but each second of contact will burn away 1 rank of non-metallic or non-magical armor.    
The wall will remain for 5 minutes or till cut off by the caster.  It is possible to extinguish the wall with a like amount size 
of water or fire retardant material.  The wall can also be dispelled or perhaps suffocated.  
Components- A lighter or some other source of flame 



 

 

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Heat Beam                fire                   Hard                                   50                              10 actions                      instant                          200 ft 

 
Description-  The caster fires a beam of white hot energy.  The beam has a base score of 100 to hit for missile combat 
purposes and is unaffected by range modifiers.  The Beam will do 5-500 damage (d100 x 5) and cuts through 3 ranks of 
armor.  A Constitution check at ½ will cut the damage by ½.  Magic resistance will absorb damage point for point after 
armor absorption and the ½ Con check.  Note- body area multipliers are affected by this spell 
Components- a finely cut ruby or diamond worth at least 1,000 dollars 

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost							Casting	time										Duration						Range	

Hot	Needles													Fire/	Earth																			Hard																																					40																											10		actions																											instant																						20	ft	
 
Description- This devastating spell was designed to be affective against lightly armored attackers at close range.  The caster projects 
stream of white-hot needles, which affect an area 10 ft wide to 20 ft deep.  All within this stream will be hit by 1-100 (d100) of these 
needles.  Each needle will do 7 points of damage to targets having  no armor (natural or worn).  For each rank of armor a target has the 
amount of each needle is reduced by 1 point of damage. Example- A target wearing a Rank 4 Vest will reduce the needle damage to 3 
points.  The Rank armor must cover at least 50% of the body and it is possible to add the rank benefits of layered armor.  Body area 
multipliers are not affected by the needles so there is no need to roll each location of needle impact.  A target with Magic Resistance 
can spend 40 points and be considered a natural rank 5 versus this spell.  Note- Defensive shield spells will absorb each needle for 1 
point of damage. 
Components- a bag of nails or metal shavings 

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Improved           Fire                  Hard                           60                      10 actions             instant                150 ft 

Fireball 

Description- This more powerful version of “fire ball” functions the same except it does 6-600 damage (d100x 6 ) to all in a 50 ft blast radius.  
Magic Resistance can absorb damage after armor and the ½ Con check. 
Components- A pinch of phosphor or sulfur. 
 

																										Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Inner sun           Fire               Difficult                      50                       10 actions               instant               100 ft 
Description-  This spell causes a fiery sphere to explode up to 100 ft from the caster.  This explosion covers a 30 ft radius 
doing 3-300 damage (d100 x 3) to all within.  Those within the radius must make 2 Constitution checks.  1) A straight 
Con check must be made or the target is blinded (no visual modifier) for 1d10 minutes.  If a critical is rolled, they are 
blinded permanently.  2) Targets that make a Con check at 1/2 will cut the damage by 1/2.  Armor will absorb the damage 
as blunt slash and no Ranks are lost.  Magic Resistance will absorb damage after armor absorption but not the check to 
avoid blindness.  This spell is highly effective against undead and will do double damage (1d100 x 3 x 2) and no 
Constitution check is allowed. 
Components- A pinch of phosphor or sulfur dipped in wine or holy water 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Metal Fire     Fire/ Earth           Difficult                     30                       10 actions             1 minute               20 ft 
 
Description-  This spell causes metal to ignite and burn.  The range is up to 20 ft and any metal sizing 3 inches or more 
within a 5 ft radius will burn with blue flames.  This flame does no damage to the metal itself but will do 10 damage per 
second of exposure.  This flaming metal will burn flesh and ignite most combustibles.  The spell will last 1 minute or till 
the caster cuts it off.  The flames can't be smothered, or extinguished by normal means, but can be dispelled.  Magic 
Resistance can absorb the 10 points of flame damage.  Note- it is effective to cast this spell on the blades and weapons of 
allies, giving them a damage advantage in combat. 
Components- a vial of oil mixed with tar 



 

 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Whirl fire          Fire                  Difficult                     30                       6 actions                 instant                 20 
 
 
Description-  The caster causes swirling bursts of colored flame to explode around a 20 ft radius.  All save the caster will 
be struck for 5-50 damage (d10 x 5) and must make a Constitution check at 1/2.  A successful check will mean the target 
is slightly blinded for 10 seconds and will function at a +1 category modifier (poor visual).  Failure means the target is 
totally blinded for 10 seconds and will function at +2 modifier (no visual).  If a critical is rolled for the check, then the 
target is blinded Permanently.  Armor and Magic Resistance will absorb the damage from this spell, but the 1/2 Con check 
will still be needed.  Note- if the target has eyes closed or some form of eye protection then the Con check should be made 
straight up.  If the target is vulnerable to bright light, then the Con check should be made at 1/4.  If the target has no eyes 
or optical organs, then no check is made. 
Components- A pinch of phosphor or magnesium  

 
Water Field (Water) 

																																	Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Acid Orb               Water                Difficult                       40                     6 actions                12  sec                  20 ft 
 
Description-  The caster throws an orb of highly concentrated Hydrochloric acid up to a range of 20 ft.  The orb has a base 
80 to hit for the purpose of missile combat.  If the target is humanoid, the orb will envelop a whole body area upon impact 
(See body chart in Combat chapter).  After impact the acid will do 6 d 10 damage to that area for the 1st second.  Every 2 
seconds afterwards will do a d10 less damage till 12 seconds have passed.  Example- On impact the orb does 6 d10.   
After 2 seconds the acid will do 5d10.  On the 4 second the acid will do 4d10 and so on.  Armor will Absorb Blunt/Slash 
damage from the acid, but 1 Rank will be eaten through per second.  Magic Resistance will absorb damage to the 
character, but not stop the dissolving of armor ranks. 
Components- a small vial of lemon juice or acid. 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Create Water    Water               Normal                    1 per Gal.              4 actions                 instant                 5 ft 
 
Description- The caster creates 1 gallon of water per spell point.  The water will appear within 5 ft. of the caster and fall to 
the floor or set container.  The water is pure and drinkable and can be used as the basis for other water spells. 
Components- 1 drop of pure water. 
 
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Destroy Water         Water                Hard                           90                    20 actions               instant                 20 ft 
 
Description- This Powerful spell is design to dehydrate and destroy all water and moisture from a mass of up to 700 lb. 
If the spell is cast directly on a body of water, it will directly destroy 100 gallons of the liquid.  If cast on a human or 
water based target, the spell will do 10-1000 damage (d100x 10).  It will take 50 Magic Resistance points to keep this 
damage from happening.  This spell can be cast on 1 target at a time. 
Components- A pinch of ashen bones.         

			
 



 

 

	Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Foul	Water				Water/	Nec									Difficult															5	per	gallon															20	actions													10	min																20	ft	
 
Description- The caster transforms normal water to a putrid, acidic, greenish, brown liquid.  The caster can change 1 gallon for every 5 
spell points.  This liquid will cause a d10 points of damage per body area exposed to this liquid (A person to totally immersed would 
take d10 x 12), and it will do 2-100 damage (d100 x2) to anyone drinking it.  Armor will automatically protect against the liquid if it is 
watertight.  Magic Resistance will absorb damage point per point of internal or external damage.  This foul liquid will remain in this 
state for 10 minutes or till cut off by the caster. 
Components- a vial containing, acid, fungus, and yeast 

	

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Hydra Blast           Water            Difficult               20 per sec                 6 actions           up to 10 sec           30 ft 
 
Description-  The caster causes a jet of Water to fire from his or her hands up to 30 ft away.  The jet has a base 70 to hit for purposes of missile 
combat.  The blast will do 20 damage per second of and will cause the target to make an Agility check at a cumulative - 20 per second of exposure 
(Example- A character that has been hit by the water for 3 seconds would need to make a Agility check –100).  If the check fails, the character is 
knocked down for 1-4 actions and will stay down if the blast is still maintained upon them unless they make a new agility check - 150.  Only 1 target 
can be hit with this spell at a time and Armor absorbs the damage as Blunt/ Slash.  It is highly effective when it comes to extinguishing fires and 
collecting water.  Magic Resistance can absorb the damage of this spell point for point, but the Agility checks + modifiers will still need to be made. 
Components- a straw or tube like object  
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Ice Blade        Water/ Off            Difficult                      20                     2 actions                 instant               60 ft 
 
Description- The caster causes a sheath of sharpened ice to fire at a target within 60 ft with a base 70 to hit for purposes of 
missile combat.  The initial impact will cause 4 -40 (d10 x 4) points of damage (body area multipliers are applied).  
Afterwards the impacted area will be shrouded in ice doing an additional 6-60 damage (d10 x 6) of freezing cold.  A 
successful Constitution check at 1/2 will cut the cold damage by 1/2.  Armor will absorb damage from the initial impact 
but not prevent the cold damage.  Magic Resistance can absorb the cold damage point to point, but not the impact damage. 
Components- A drop of water           
 

																												Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Ice Wall              Water              Difficult               5 per Cubic ft.           10 actions              special                30 ft 
 
Description-  The caster constructs a wall of solid Ice up to 30 ft away.  The size and depth of this wall depends on the 
amount of SP used.  1 Cubic foot of ice is constructed for every 5 SP used.  The size of the wall must be determined 
before the spell is cast.  The wall will absorb 100 points of physical damage per cubic foot (magical or non).   Each foot of 
the wall will absorb 30 points of flame and heat damage.  After being cast, the wall will remain till destroyed or melted.  
The caster can attempt to encase a target within the wall on a Hard spell check.  If the target sees the wall coming, a 
Normal dodge will avoid being encased.  If unprepared, it is a Hard dodge.  If unsuccessful, the target is encased within 
the wall and can't move unless they make a Strength check -25 per foot of wall depth.  A magic resistant character can 
spend 50 points and have the wall unable to encase a 5 ft area around him or her. 
Components- a 100 dollar silver flask filled with pure water 
  
 



 

 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Mist	shell								Water/Def												Difficult																						30																					10	actions															10	min													personal	
 
Description- The caster's body becomes enshrouded in a layer of misty vapors.   This mist solidifies around physical attacks and gives the caster the 
equivalent of Rank 3 armor against them (magical or non).  This mist shroud will also remove the first 100 points of damage caused by fire and heat 
(magical or non).  The spell will remain for 10 minutes, till the caster cuts it off, or the shroud receives over 100 damage from fire. 
Note- The mist is weightless and doesn't count as an armor layer (See armor in Combat chapter). 
Components- a piece of damped wool or cotton 

	

																											Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Shape                  Water               Difficult                 2 per Gal               30 actions              special               100 ft 
Water 
 
Description- The caster will need to make a straight Mind check for this spell to function.  Upon casting, the caster is able 
to shape and control an existing source of liquid that constitutes at least 75% water.  The caster must have full 
concentration on this spell and can't cast any other spells while doing so.  The caster can control 1 gallon of liquid for 
every 2 SP used.  The caster can shape the water into nearly any form and even give it rigidity that can hold up to 300 lbs.  
If the caster tries to make the shape attack a target, treat his or her spell casting skill as her Melee combat skill (1/2 skill + 
unknown melee).  The water form has a strength of 150 for purposes of base melee damage and can attack 1 time per sec.  
The shaped water must stay in contact with the ground at all times and any part that is severed off returns to its original 
liquid state.  The spell will remain in affect as long as there is water and the caster concentrates on it.  If the caster is 
damaged, he or she must make a Normal spell casting task check minus the damage taken to keep the spell going.  A 
character with 50 points of Magic Resistance can spend 50 points to dispel the form only if they are enveloped by or 
immersed within it. 
Components- A flexible chord dipped in pure water 
 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Vapor cloud           Water                Normal                      30                        6 actions              5 min                    40 
 
Description- A Billowing fog of thick mist instantly envelops a 40 radius around the caster upon completion.  The cloud is 
harmless but makes it nearly impossible to see anything.  All within the cloud suffer a +1 modifier on any task or combat 
checks (poor visual).  All visual observation checks are made at a + 2 modifier (no visual).  The cloud will last for 5 
minutes or till it is dispersed with a strong wind.  Note- this clouds hampers heat detecting vision and technologies as well 
Components- a piece of cotton or wool damped with pure water 
 

																								Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Water            Water               Normal                        2 per min           20 actions               special                touch 
Breathing 
 
Description-  Upon casting, the recipient is able to breathe while immersed in liquids of at least 75% water.  The spell will 
last 1 minute for every 2 SP spent.  The duration of the spell must be predetermined before casting but the recipient can 
cut off the spell as desired.  Recipients can breath normally inside or outside of the liquid while the spell is in affect. 
Components- Fish scales of any kind 
 
 
 



 

 

																														Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Water Walk        Water               Normal                       30                       6 actions                5 min                Touch  
 
Description-  The recipient of this spell is able to walk upon liquids consisting of at least 75% water.  They can carry up to 
300 lb. of additional weight if their strength will allow it.   The water must be relatively calm for this spell to function 
(Can't be used to cross heavy rapids or a stormy sea).  The spell will last 5 minutes or till it is cut off by the caster.  Note- 
carrying more then 300 lb. will cause the character to sink instantly until the excess weight is released, where upon the he 
or she will ascend to the surface at 20 ft per sec.  
Components- a small bladder or container of air 
 

																													Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Water Wall        Water               Difficult            30 per ft of depth        10 actions              3 min               personal 
 
Description- The Caster will need to be at the edge of, or in a large body of liquid consisting of at least 75% water (at least 
300 gallons).  The spell causes this water to surround the caster in a violent, swirling dome.  This torrid of water moves so 
strongly around the caster that it will absorb 10 points of physical damage (magical or non) for each ft. of depth the wall 
contains.  Example- A 4 ft. water wall would absorb 40 damage.  The Caster must have at least 300 gallons of water and 
50 spell points for each ft of depth.  The Water wall will also absorb all damage points from any type of fire based attacks, 
but will loose 1ft of depth of every 300 points of fire/heat damage.  This spell will continue for 3 minutes or till it is cut 
off by the caster.  If the Wall is at least 4 ft thick, anyone trying to cross into it will need to make a Strength check -200 or 
be swept into it.  A character trapped in the wall will need to make a Hard swimming task check to get to the edge of the 
wall plus an additional Strength check -200 to get out.  While in the wall, characters are susceptible to drowning (See 
Healing and damage chapter). 
A character with Magic Resistance can spend 50 points to disperse each foot of depth. 
Component- A silver fashioned funnel worth 400 dollars   
 
 

Earth Field   (Earth) 
 

																															Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	

Armor	Skin										Earth															Difficult																						50																						60	actions															1	hour																touch	
 
Description-  This spell causes the recipient's skin to harden to the consistency of Rank 5 armor.  They will gain the full absorbing affect of that Rank 
plus it negates body area modifiers (See Combat chapter).  The draw back is that this new skin is thick, rough, and rock hard which reduces the 
recipients Agility by 50.  Their skin takes on a gray stone like appearance that is nearly impossible to conceal.  This spell will last 1 hour or till cut 
off by the recipient.  Note- due to its thickness, this spell does count as 1 layer of Rank armor (See combat chapter). 
Components- 100 dollars of diamond dust mixed with tar and gravel 

	

                           Field              Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration           Range 
Corrosion     Earth/ Nec               Difficult               30 per Cubic ft        10 actions               2-20 sec                10 ft 
 
 
Description-  This spell causes a rapid corrosive break down of metal within a 10 ft area.  The amount of metal effected is 1 Cubic foot for every 30 
spell points.  The metals affected will rust away to dust within 2-20 seconds (2d10).  Magical metals are normally unaffected unless the caster triples 
the SP and makes a Very hard cast check.  A character with magic resistance may spend 10 points to preserve each metal article he or she is wearing 
and holding.  Note- not all metals corrode from rust, and the GM may not allow this spell to affect certain things for campaign purposes. 
Components-  A vial containing salt water, acid, and rust 
 
 



 

 

																	Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Dust Burst        Earth               Normal                         5                        2 actions               instant                 10 ft 
 
Description- The caster gathers quantity of dust and dirt that will explode toward targets up to 10 ft away.  This cloud of 
dirt does no real damage, but all caught in the path will need to make a Constitution check at 1/2.  Success means the 
target has protected their eyes and will be a category modifier of +1 (poor visual) for the next second.  failure means the 
target is completely blinded and has a +2 modifier (no visual) till they take time to wash out their eyes.  Critical failure 
means the target is completely blinded and stunned for 1d4 actions and unable to do anything.  Note- Proper eye 
protection negates this spell. 
Components- a hand full of dust or dirt     
 

																																Field										Cast	Check												SP	Cost										Casting	time							Duration										Range	
Earth Blend           Earth                Normal                       20                      6 actions                10 min               touch  
 
Description- The recipients body and gear blends into earthen terrain (rocks, trees, grass, sand) like that of a chameleon.  
This gives the recipient a -1 modifier to their stealth task check (or a Base skill score of 50 to those without the skill).  
This benefit will have affect if they are moving within 2 ft of earthen surfaces.  Note- this spell will function with metal 
surfaces as well, but not plastics or synthetics. 
Components- a piece of cloth dipped in oil and dirt. 
 
                              Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Glass Pass           Earth          Difficult              10                6 actions           instant              personal 
 
Description-  The caster and his gear is able to pass through any from of glass as is it where air.  The plane of glass must 
be large enough for the caster to fit through comfortably.  The caster will not set of any alarms with this spell and it will 
stay in effect till he or she is totally clear from passing through. 
Components- A pinch of pure dry sand. 
 
                        Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Iron fist            Earth              Difficult                      20                      2 actions                10 min            personal 
 
Description- The casters hands and fore arms gain the toughness of Rank 5 armor and will function as so when absorbing damage.  The casters arm 
strength increases by 100 which bestows an additional 10 points of damage when used in bare handed combat and grasping (regular damage from 
1/10 Strength is also added to this). 
The caster is unable to cast spell with these hands, but may perform minor hand manipulations like pushing a button or pulling a trigger.  The spell 
will last 10 minutes or till cut off by the caster. 
Components- A small iron bar                  
   
                        Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Iron body       Earth               Hard                           100                    30 actions               5 min               personal 
 
Description-  The caster's body becomes solid Iron, with the exception of items and gear.  The caster's Agility is lowered to 100 (stays the same if 
naturally less) and gain 20 times his or her body weight.  In this state the casters strength increases +200 he or she absorbs 100 points of physical 
damage (magical or non).  The caster is immune to cold and electrical attacks (magical or non) and is unaffected by poisons because he or she does 
not breath in this form and has no blood to circulate toxins.  The caster will also absorb 400 points of damage from fire and heat (magical or non).  
While in this form, the caster is unable to talk or cast spells.  He or she may perform minor hand manipulations (pushing buttons, pulling triggers) 
and can function in underwater or in a vacuum.  Note- Earth magic will effect this form unless the caster has Magic Resistance. 
Components-  A iron marble that is swallowed by the caster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                                     Field          Cast Check                     SP Cost              Casting time                Duration          Range 
Metal Wreck         Earth                  Hard                         100                   30 actions              instant               10 ft 
 
Description- This spell invokes a powerful magic that causes metal to buckle, rip, and tear.  All metal in a 10 ft area is 
affected by this spell, leaving it destroyed and useless.  Metal armor is also affected and will do 10 points of damage per 
body area covered.  Example- A character wearing a metal breastplate and helmet would have areas 1,2,3,12 covered and 
would take 40 damage for the 4 sections.  This spell is highly effective in destroying weapons, armor, vehicles, and 
structures.  Magical based metals only have a 10% of being affected and characters with Magic resistance can spend 10 
points per body area and held object to keep the metal from damage.  Note- The GM may not allow certain things to be 
destroyed for campaign purposes. 
Components- A piece of thin malleable metal 
 
                                     Field          Cast Check               SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range 
Metal Wood                     Earth             Difficult                         30 per Cubic ft       100 actions                    permanent              touch 
 
Description-  This spell reinforces the overall strength of a wood in all forms.  The spell takes time to cast, but upon completion the predetermined 
amount of wood gains the durability of hardened metal and the flexibility and weight of its true form.  This reinforced wood will act a metal in terms 
of cover and absorption (See cover in Combat chapter).  If this spell is cast upon wooden weapons, they are as hard to break as steel and will do an 
additional 5 points of damage (if allowed by the GM).  This spell is permanent, but the wood is still flammable and subject to the elements. 
Components- A hand full of metal shavings 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Plant                  Earth             Difficult          2 per Square ft.       60 actions            1 min              200 ft 
Growth 
 
Description- The spell causes vegetation to grow at an extraordinary rate.   The vegetation must already be present and the area 
affected is 1 square ft per spell point.  During the minute that the spell is in effect, all creatures within the spell effect will have their 
Movement and Combat actions Cut in 1/2 by the waves of entangling growth.  Targets who have a strength over 200 are unaffected by 
this.  Targets that are 4 ft to 10 ft tall have a 20% chance to be entrapped by this growth unless they make a Strength check  -150.  
Targets smaller than 4 ft have a 40% chance of entrapment unless they make a Strength check -200.  Those who are entrapped will 
have no movement, but can use their reduced actions to try to free themselves.  Note- The effects of this spell are permanent.  Plants 
grow large, healthy, but not always bountiful. 
Components- A handful of fertile soil and seeds 
       
                          Field                Cast Check              SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shard            Earth/ Off         Difficult                   10               2 actions         instant                 50 ft 
 
Description-  The caster fires a sharp metal spike fire at a target within 50 ft.  This 5-inch shard has a base 80 to hit for 
purposes of missile combat.  The shard does 5 -50 damage (d10 x 5) and will cut through 2 ranks of armor.  Armor, but 
not Magic Resistance can absorb the damage of this spell.  Note- This metal shard is will remain for 5 minutes before 
reverting to its original spell component. 
Component-  A nail or splinter of metal.    
 
                                Field                  Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time            Duration          Range 
Stone Merge      Earth/ Def            Hard                          50           6 actions                5 min              personal 
 
Description-  The caster and up to 200 lb. of gear may step into any stone surface and remain safe and hidden for up to 5 
minutes.   The surface being merged with must be pure stone and large enough to accommodate the caster.  While in side 
the stone the caster need not breathe and is virtually immune to most damage.  At the end of the duration or if the spell is 
removed, the caster and gear is flung from the stone refuge.  Note- If the stone surface takes a massive amount of damage 
and is no longer the size needed to hold the caster, then he or she is expelled. 
Components- a piece of natural clay 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                              Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Stone Mold         Earth                Hard                  10 per Cubic ft            10 actions               10 sec                 20 ft 
 
Description-  The caster is able to manipulate and shape any stone and earthen matter of at least 75% natural rock.  The 
caster can affect 1 cubic foot for every 10 spell points used.  The caster can shape the stone to virtually anything desired, 
but it must be done within 20 ft.  The spell is effective in building structures or destroying them.  The overall process is 
slow and the spell lasts 10 seconds before the shapes are permanent.  If the caster wishes to uses this spell offensively 
(entrap a target, or impale them with sharpened spikes), then he or she must make a Hard casting check to allow the stone 
a base score 50 to hit for purposes of melee combat.  Such attacks are slow and the target need make a Normal block or 
Difficult dodge to defend (See Combat chapter).   If a character should become encased in stone, then they will need the 
help of allies to help dig them free.  If they are completely encased, suffocation is a factor to consider. Magic Resistant 
characters can spend 50 points to keep the stone form shaping in a 10-ft radius around them.  Note- When the duration 
expires, or the spell is stopped, the newly shaped stone is permanent. 
Components- a hand full of natural clay 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Temper Glass      Earth                 Difficult                  10 per lb.           100 actions             permanent            touch 
 
Description-  This spell will harden glass to the durability of steel.  This spell is normally cast on finished glass objects 
and surfaces to give them strength.  The caster must touch the glass while the spell is being cast.  This magically enhanced 
glass will have the effective durability and weight of steel for purposes of combat and damage (See armor under Combat 
chapter).  Once the spell is cast, the glass is permanently hardened unless dispelled. 
Components- A compound of oil, water, and 100 dollars worth of silver dust. 
 
                         Field          Cast Check            SP Cost                   Casting time                Duration          Range 
Thorn wall   Earth               Difficult         3 per Cubic ft            6 actions               10 min                30 ft 
 
Description- The caster manifests a wall of vegetation containing large, sharp thorns.  The size of this wall is pre-
determined by the caster at the cost of 3 spell points per cubic foot of vegetation.  Each foot of the wall can be pierced 
with 20 points of physical damage or 10 points of fire damage.  Any character trapped within or physically pushing 
through the wall, will be struck by 1-10 thorns per foot of movement.  Each Thorn will do 3 points of damage, which can 
be absorbed by armor.   If the caster is trying to encase a target within the wall, then it is a Hard Cast check instead.  A 
character with Magic Resistance may spend 50 points to keep the wall from appearing around them in a 5 ft radius.  This 
wall will remain for 10 minutes unless destroyed or cut off by the caster. 
Component- A bag of thorns or wood splinters 
 

 
Gate/Summoning Field  (Gate) 
 
                            Field                 Cast Check           SP Cost          Casting time            Duration          Range  
Banish               Gate/ Def               Difficult                  50                    20 actions                instant             20 ft 
 
Description- The caster of this spell matches wills with an extra-dimensional or summoned creature in hopes of driving it 
back to its home realm.  The creature must be seen within 20 ft of the caster for this spell to work.  The caster and the 
creature must make an Attribute versus Attribute check using their Mind.  If the caster’s check one category better then 
the creatures, then it is instantly dismissed and returned to its home realm.  It the caster loses the Mind check, then the 
creature remains.  If the caster critically fails the check, then he or she is stunned for 1-10 actions (d10) 
If the caster has personal knowledge or a favored article of the creature being banished, then its Mind check is made at –1 
or –2 categories if the caster has both.  This spell can be used on the creature only once per day.  Failure means the caster 
will have to wait and that could mean trouble.  This spell can’t banish a creature if the caster is on its home realm, nor can 
a caster use this spell upon him or herself to escape form other planes and dimensions.  Note- Some creatures are not 
effected by this spell.   It is up to the GM how this spell will impact the campaign. 
Components- A vial of salt water and vinegar. 
 



 

 

                               Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time           Duration          Range  
Gate Trap              Gate                Difficult                     40                  60 actions              24 hours          personal 
 
Description- The caster puts up a field of arcane energy that will activate should any other form of gate or teleportation 
spell be used within 100 ft.  Once activated, the user of this other gate magic will take 3-300 damage (d100) and must 
make a Mind check at ½ or be stunned for 1to10 actions (d10).  Critical failure means unconsciousness for 1-10 minutes 
(d10).  This field will function for 24 hours or till it is activated.  Magic Resistance can absorb the damage from this spell 
on a point for point ratio but not the Mind check. 
Components- a 20 dollar silver wire wrapped in a circle.  
 
                                 Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range  
Summons 1         Gate                  Difficult                 100                 10 actions                   varies               20 ft 
 
Description-  The caster creates a shimmering blue gateway to an alternate plane or dimension.  The caster can then 
summon forth from that realm, a being/creature who’s combined Attributes of Strength, Agility, Constitution, and Mind 
equal 200 or less.   The caster must have done some form of research on the realm he has opened the gate to, and it 
usually a good idea to have an understanding of what may come through the gate.  If the being/creature being summoned 
is hesitant about passing through the portal, it need make a straight Mind check to avoid doing so.  If the check fails, then 
the creature is drawn through to the caster.  If the check is successful, then the caster is allowed one attempt to draw the 
being/creature through the portal.  This takes an additional 10 actions (can’t be forced) and costs an additional 100 spell 
points.  This causes the being/creature to make a Mind check at ½ or be drawn through.  If the 2nd check is made, then the 
spell is canceled.  Creatures with Magic Resistance have a percent chance of negating this spell depending on how many 
points they wish to use.  Every 2 points spent has a 1% chance of negating the summons (Example- a creature can use 100 
Magic Resistant points to have a 50% chance of negating the spell). If the being/creature is drawn through the portal, the 
GM will decide how it responds to the caster.  It is usually wise for the caster to have a Summons shield or circle prepared 
for their guest, or perhaps a bribe and quick explanation as to why this happened.   The portal closes upon the arrival and 
the being/creature will remain until dismissed by the caster where as they are immediately returned home or another 
means of return is accessed.  If the caster has personal knowledge of the being/creature trying to be summoned or a 
personal article or possession of that target, then attempts to resist the summoning are more difficult.  The 1st Mind check 
is made at ¼, the 2nd check at 1/10, and Magic Resistance will cost 10 points for each percentage point chance to negate 
the spell.   Note-  The use of this kind of magic is strictly under the control of the GM.  The extent of dimensions and 
beings is up to the GM’s imagination and scenario being played. 
Components- 100 dollars worth of silver dust traced at where the portal will open. 
 
                             Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range  
Summons 2         Gate                  Hard                      300                30 minutes              varies              20 ft 
 
Description- this spell functions exactly the same as “summons 1” except it allows passage of a being/creatures who’s 
Combined Attributes equal 500 or less. This spell some sometimes effective when summoning in other companions. 
Components- 300 dollars worth of gold dust traced where portal will open 
                               Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range  
Summons 3          Gate               Very Hard              500                      1 hour                 varies              20 ft 
 
Description- this spell functions exactly the same as “summons 1” except it allows passage of a being/creatures who’s 
Combined Attributes equal 900 or less.  This spell is also effective when summoning other companions 
Components- 500 dollars worth of gold and silver dust traced where the portal will open 
 
                              Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range  
Summons 4          Gate                Extreme                  700                    5 hours                varies               20 ft 
 
Description- this spell functions exactly the same as “summons 1” except there is no attribute limit to those being 
summoned.  The caster must be exceptionally careful with this spell.  Who truly knows the capabilities of such powerful 
supernatural beings?  The also careful that this spell doesn’t undo or unbalance the campaign.  It does allow for a host of 
possibilities and future plot twists. 
Components- 1000 dollars worth of platinum dust traced where the portal will open 



 

 

 
                      Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration          Range  
Summons     Gate/ Def             Difficult                   30                    2 actions              1 hour           personal 
Shield   
 
Description-  The caster creates an invisible barrier that wards off physical contact or attacks form extra-dimensional or 
summoned creatures.   The spell must be cast against will function against one type of creature which is determined at the 
beginning of the spell.  That type of creature can’t physically penetrate this barrier that extends 10 ft around the caster.  
Spells and missiles can still be used against the caster, but straight melee is impossible while this spell is in effect.  This 
spell will last 1 hour or till the caster cuts it off.  Should the caster deliberately force this barrier against a creature in an 
offensive manner, then the spell is broken as well.  Note if the caster is on another plane or dimension that is not his or 
hers, then this spell will not work. 
Components- A container of salt (any form) 
 
                           Field          Cast Check               SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range  
Summons          Gate             Difficult                   20 per ft        10 actions per ft        special             varies 
Circle 
 
Description-  The caster lays an intricate circle pattern of magic designed to encase or ward of an extra-dimensional or 
summoned creature.  The cost of this pattern is 20 spell points per foot and it takes 1 minute for each foot to be created.  
The type of creature being contained or warded against must be known at the time of the casting.  Once drawn out, that 
type of creature can’t physically pass through the circle.   Psychic abilities, spells, and other powers can’t pass through 
this barrier as well.  If the creature is summoned into a circle unwillingly, they get one attempt to break through.  They 
must spend 500 magic resistance points and make Mind check at ¼ to break the circle.  If the creature fails, then they are 
trapped until the spell expires in 1 hour, the caster cuts it off, or some outside force should disturb the intricate workings 
of the circle.   The caster may produce a Summons circle with a permanent duration, but at a greater cost.  The caster must 
1st know the summoned creature on more detailed terms or have some article that the creature finds important or personal.  
The caster must perform a Hard cast check and the amount of  spell points it takes to make a foot is tripled.  If this is done 
and the summoned creature is brought into the circle, it has one chance to escape at the cost of 1000 Magic Resistance 
points and a Mind check at ¼.  Failure means the creature is permanently trapped within the circle till either the caste cuts 
it off or some outside force disrupts it.  This spell is powerful and very draining.  The GM will have the final say on what 
this spell can work on 
Components- 1 foot equals a ½ handful of salt, chalk, lead shavings, and iron powder 
 
                           Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Slide                   Gate              Difficult                  30                      2 actions                 instant               personal 
 
Description-  This spell allows the caster to make a short dimensional jump between 2 spaces.  The caster literally 
disappears from one place and reappears in a place up to 100 yards away.  The caster can transport up to 300 lb. of 
additional weight during this spell, but all that travel by this way will be disoriented and unable to react for  5 actions after 
the slide.  The caster must see where he or she is transporting to or there is a 50% chance they will appear in solid matter 
on the other side.  If this should happen, See which body area or areas are stuck by using the body area chart in the 
Combat chapter.  If the body area is something vital like the head chest or torso, then the caster is dead.   
Components- A 100 dollar precious stone that disappears after casting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                         Field          Cast Check            SP Cost                Casting time       Duration          Range 
Teleport           Gate                 Hard          200 + 1 per add lb.          60 actions            instant             varies 
 
Description-  This powerful spell allows the caster to instantly transport themselves and possibly others to anywhere 
within the universe and between dimensions.  The caster must have detailed knowledge of where he or she is going before 
they can cast this spell.  The base cost is 200 spell points plus 1 per additional pound of matter besides the caster.  The 
amount of people and gear would depend on how many SP the caster has.  The teleport is instant, but all must roll 
percentiles.  If a critical is rolled (96-00) then the character that did so has fallen out of the spell during transport or 
materialized within something solid.  The GM will have to decide the end result for gaming purposes.  Perhaps the 
character will appear upside down or without clothing.  If the character is lost during the spell, the GM may need to create 
an adventure based around finding away home.  If the character appears into solid matter, then the GM will need to roll 
which body area or areas are stuck by using the body area chart in the Combat chapter.  If the body area is something vital 
like the head, chest, or torso, then the character is dead. 
Components- a glass orb filled with 500 dollars worth of silver dust and mercury 
 
 

Decipher/Detection Field   (DD) 
 
 
                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost           Casting time         Duration          Range 
Animal Speak       DD               Difficult                    20                  60 actions                5 min               30 ft 
 
Description-  The caster is able to communicate with a designated species of animal within the spell range.  The cost is 20 
spell points per animal spoken to.  The communication is at best very basic unless the animal is intelligent enough to 
comprehend the caster’s conversation.  If the animal displays no exceptional intelligence, then answers to any questions 
will be vague, basic, short, perhaps cautious.  More intelligent animals may allow for more stimulating conversation and 
better detail to questions.  It is up to the GM how the animal will respond.  It may not answer, or may just run away. 
Components- a small vial of sugar water drunk by the caster 
  
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Boost                    DD               Normal            10 per sense            10 actions          10 min           personal 
Sense 
 
Description- The caster magically enhances one of his or her 5 senses (Taste, Touch , Hearing, Vision, and Smell). 
The cost is 10 spell points per sense and the spell lasts 10 minutes or till cut off by the caster.  During this time, the caster 
gains a –2 difficulty modifier when using the enhanced sense for Observation and Investigation task checks.  The spell 
will automatically buffer against strong reactions due to the enhanced senses (Loud noise or bright light) and keep the 
character from being stunned or hurt. 
Components- a drop of sugar water and saline on the tongue 
  
                          Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Cat Eyes           DD               Normal                   20                    20 actions             10 hr               touch 
 
Description-  The recipient of this spell will be able to see perfectly in totally dark environments.  This means the 
character will not suffer the + 2 task modifier dealing with darkness.  The character will see in hues varying from blue to 
green, but otherwise they see perfectly even if they encounter a well lit area.  The spell will last 10 hours or till the 
recipient cuts it off. 
Components- a pinch of fur from a feline 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                           Field          Cast Check               SP Cost               Casting time       Duration          Range 
Death tell          DD/ Nec      Difficult           20 + 1 per month           60 actions          1 minute           touch 
 
Description- This spell allows the caster to touch the bones or remains of a corpse and recall the time and possible cause 
of death.  20 spell points are needed to begin the spell plus 1 for each month the body has been dead.  The caster will see 
what the corpse saw during its last moments of life and perhaps decipher what happened and who was involved if the 
death was not by natural causes.  If the death being witnessed was particularly horrid or violent, the caster will need to 
make a Mind check at ½ or be unable to continue with the spell.  Obviously this spell can have great benefits to solving a 
mystery, but may wear on the casters own sanity. 
Components- A small piece of wood wrapped in silk thread 
 
                        Field             Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Detect life     DD/ Heal/ Nec         Difficult                   20                   20 actions            10 min             100 ft 
 
Description- This spell allows the caster of living things within a 100 ft radius.  The caster can feel the presence of living 
things within the radius with minimal concentration.  These presence’s will be felt at different levels of strength.  Small or 
dying creatures will give off a weak presence while the larger healthier ones are stronger.  This spell is most effective in 
open areas.  The radius is diminished with physical structure and solid matter.  Such things can cut the radius to as much 
as 10 ft.  It is the GM’s decision how effective the spell is with the present environment.  The spell will last 10 minutes or 
till cut off by the caster. 
Components- a small glass orb or marble 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Focus Mind           DD               Difficult                   50                  100 actions          special           personal 
 
Description-  This powerful preparation spell allows the caster to better understand and study things.  The caster must be 
good health and a quite environment for this spell to work.  This spell will automatically reduce the task chart category by 
1 while using any Research, Investigation, Observation, or skills.  The caster’s mind becomes focused and sharp while 
studying and investigating and he or she must stay attentive or else the spell will expire.  This minus modifier will stay in 
affect until the character is attacked, distracted, or breaks off concentration from the investigation, observation, or research 
being done. 
Components- a 1 inch lens made from glass, plastic, or crystal 
 
 
 
 
 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost              Casting time       Duration          Range 
Horizon Eye       DD               Hard               50 + 5 per mile           100 actions          10 min             varies 
 
Description-  This powerful spell allows the caster to observe the surrounding landscape as if he or she were flying above 
it.  The caster must be outdoors and have full concentration with this spell for it to function.  It costs 50 spell points to 
begin plus 5 for each mile radius the caster wishes to view.  The caster’s physical vision extends above and around the 
designated radius of the spell and he or she can view and zoom in on any location seen from above.  For each minute the 
spell is in affect, the caster can make a Normal Observation check to scan over the entire area.  This will allow the caster 
to get a basic visual of everything around.  If the caster spies something of interest, he or she can make a normal 
Observation check and view an area as if floating 20 ft above it.  If the caster wishes to view more closely, he or she must 
make a Hard Observation check to view as if floating 5 ft above the desired area.  Each observation check takes 1 minute 
and the spell functions for 10.  If the targets being observed make a Extreme straight observation check or have some sort 
of detection magic up, they will get the basic feeling they are being watched. 
Components- a 3 in lens of crystal, glass, or plastic, that is broken at the end of the spell 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost               Casting time       Duration          Range 
Item                          DD               Hard            100 + 1 per 5 years      10 minutes           varies           personal 
History 
 
Description-  This powerful spell allows the caster to touch an item and gain impressions and details of its history and 
uses.  The caster must make a Mind check at ½ before this spell will function.  If successful, the caster will be able to 
delve into the history of a non-living object and gain images and feelings about its uses, where it was, and even who had 
contact with it.  It takes 100 spell points to start the spell plus 1 point for every 5 years the character wishes to trace the 
object back.  The character will see scattered images and even feel emotions pertaining to the objects past and uses.  The 
character might go as far to discover its origins and possible secrets.  During the trace, a caster can use 10 more spell 
points to focus in on a specific time or incident to gain further details.  If this is done, the caster will need to make another 
Mind check at ½ to go on.  If failed, the caster may become wrapped up in the history and possible people involved with 
the object.  It is up to the GM how much is revealed by this spell and how involved the character will become with it 
should they mess up.  Note- Not all objects have extensive histories and therefore give little information.  The caster must 
be careful with this spell and prepared for the results. 
Components- a white silk thread tied around the hand touching the object 
 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Read                   DD               Difficult          30 + 10 per hr       20 actions          varies              personal 
 
Description- The caster is able to read and understand writings and inscriptions of one specific language (modern or 
ancient).   There must be an adequate amount of this writing to allow this spell to function.  The cost is 30 spell points 
plus 10 per hour of reading.  It would be wise for the caster to record or transcribe the information because with the 
expiration of the spell, the writing becomes illegible again.  If there is more than one type of language being used, then 
another 30 spell points must be used to integrate it. 
Components- drops of pure water must be splashed over the eyes during casting 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time       Duration          Range 
Sentient             DD               Difficult           10 per person       60 actions               1 hr                 50 ft 
Speak 
 
Description-  Any living sentient being who receives this spell is able to openly communicate with the caster regardless of 
language differences.  They will also be able to talk freely with anyone else who has this spell on them as long as both are 
within 50 ft of the caster.   Spell recipients can talk and understand each other but not read any unknown languages.  This 
spell will last 1 hour or till the caster cuts it off.  A character can use 10 Magic Resistance points if they don’t want this 
spell on them.  Note- Anyone stepping out of the caster’s 50 ft radius will regain this ability if they step back in till the 
spell expires. 
Components- a small vial of sugar water drunk by the caster 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost          Casting time        Duration            Range 
Spirit track         DD               Difficult          30 + 1 per min        20 actions              varies              5 miles 
 
Description-  The caster is able to lock onto the spirit (Chi) of 1 designated target.  The target must be within 100 ft of the 
caster when the spell is started.  After that, caster will be aware of the location of that target if they within 5 miles.  If the 
caster concentrates and makes a Mind check at 1/2, they will even receive a hazy, dreamlike, vision of where the target is 
and what he or she is doing.  The spell costs 30 points + 1 per minute thereafter.  Magic Resistant target can spend 50 
points which causes the spell only a 20% chance of working. If the caster personally knows or has a personal article 
belonging to the Magic Resistant target, there is a 70% chance of the spell functioning.  Note- this spell has no effect on 
undead and characters with the Mask Chi special.  
Components- a clear visual of the target or personal article 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Understand      DD                varies                 30 per hr              10 minutes            varies              touch 
Arcane Item 
 
Description- The caster is able to understand the workings of magical items and weapons.  The caster must be in contact 
with the item he or she is trying to comprehend.  Each undisturbed hour of casting allows the character to make a Task 
check based on spell casting.  The task difficulty depends on what the caster is trying to understand. 
Normal- A basic understanding of what the item/weapon can do 
+1 A specific power or ability of the item/weapon 
+2 The number of charges the item/weapon has (if applicable) 
+3 The command word, or procedure to activate or use the item/weapon 
Only one of the above tasks can be accomplished per hour and the caster must spend 30 spell points per hour.  
 Note- The GM has the final say on what this spell reveals for purposes of the campaign. 
Components- The item being studied and a lens of crystal, glass, or plastic  
 

 
Necromancy Field (Nec) 
 
                                   Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Blood Quill            Nec               Difficult                  30                     60 actions            3 days             touch 
 
Description- The diabolical spell creates a potent weapon for the caster or allies.  The caster dips a feather or like quill 
into the blood of the desired type of creature the caster wants this weapon to affect.  The quill is then transformed into a 
sharp pointed projectile that can be the size of a dart (d6 damage + 1/10 Str) to that of an arrow (2 d10 + 20 damage).  If 
this weapon should strike a target of the same blood used in the spell, there is an additional 30 points of damage.  30 
points of Magic Resistance can absorb the additional damage from the spell.  Armor will absorb the physical damage from 
the projectile, but not the additional 30 points.   If the blood used in spell is that of the target being struck, the effects are 
far more lethal.  The target that is hit by such a blood quill will take an additional 50 damage and the bolt will cut through 
3 ranks of armor.  This target will also need to make a Constitution check at ¼ or pass out for 1-6 minutes (d6).  If this 
target has Magic resistance it will cost 100 points to negate the additional damage and the Con check.  It will not negate 
the initial damage or the armor piercing capabilities of the spell.  The blood quill will last for 3 days or till striking a 
target. 
Component- A feather/quill and a small bowl of blood from species of target.  
 
                                 Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range   
Corpse                  Nec                Difficult              100                   1 hour             permanent          touch 
Construction 
 
Description-  This horrific spell allows the caster to create an undead creature from an assembled humanoid corpse.  The 
body must be reasonably whole for this spell to effectively function.  After an hour of meditations and preparation, the 
caster must make Mind check as well as their spell casting task check in order for the creature to assume undead status.  
The creature being constructed can be one of the following. 
1) Skeleton-  Str- 50  Agil- 100  Con-50  Mind- none  Note- take ½ damage from piercing attack but 2 x damage from 
blunt. 
2) Zombie-   Str- 100  Agil- 50    Con-100  Mind- none  Note- bite damage for 1d10 
Both forms of undead are immune to mind effecting magic and psychic ability. They suffer no body area damage 
multipliers (See combat chapter), and function fully in no visual situations.  The creatures are relatively mindless but can 
follow minor commands (such as carry, guard, or attack) and can be equipped with melee weapons and armor if desired 
(Agility and Strength modifiers apply).  After creation, such creatures will exist permanently till destroyed damage or 
willed into non-existence by the caster.   Note- The number of created undead a caster can keep control over is equal to 
his or her Willpower attribute. If there are more than this attribute score allows, they will stand dormant, wander 
aimlessly, or attack anything (GM choice). 
Components- A corpse or skeleton, a powerful balm of saline, blood, quicksilver, ash, and 100 dollars worth of 
embalming chemicals and preservatives 



 

 

 
                            Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Death                 Nec                 Hard                        50                  20 actions             instant             50 ft 
 
Description-  This spell will instantly slay a predetermined target within 50 ft of the caster.  The target must make a Mind 
and Constitution check at ½ or else he or she dies (Hp straight to 0).  If one attribute check is successful but not the other, 
then the target takes 2-200 damage (d100 x2).  If the target is Magic Resistant, then he or she can spend 50 points to 
negate the spell.  Note- targets that die by this spell can be revived by normal or magical means. 
Components-  A drop of blood and mercury in an obsidian container. 
 
                               Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Draining              Nec              Difficult        1 per HP drained         4 actions             instant             touch 
Touch 
 
Description- The caster must touch the bare skin or lightly covered target for this spell to have effect (Rank 1 Armor or 
heavier will negate the spell).  Upon contact the spell will drain health points from the target and bestow them on the 
caster.  The amount of drain is 1 Hp per 2 spell points used.  Drained hit points will restore damage to the caster and any 
excess points will remain for 1 hour.  Excess Hp can’t exceed 3 times the caster’s maximum.  If a target is drained to 0 
HP, then they are dead.  Magic Resistance will stop this drain on a point for point ratio.   
Components- powdered leeches or mosquito wings 
 
                                    Field            Cast Check          SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
False Death         Nec/ Def             Normal                  50                     4 actions          100 hours        personal 
 
Description- The caster is able to place his or her body in a death like state of suspended animation.  The caster’s heart 
slows incredibly and breathing ceases which give the appearance of death.  Only a Extreme First aid/ Medical Task check 
or detect life spell would reveal this false state.  This spell will last up to 100 hours or till cut off by the caster.  The caster 
is fully aware of his or her surroundings but will be unable to move or react unless they cut the spell off.  Note- The caster 
can still be damaged (or killed) in this state, but won’t suffer the effects of poison till the spell is over.  He or she must 
also be careful of fatigue and starvation if the spell goes on to long. 
Components- a bone from a human or animal        
 
                              Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Fear            Nec/ Off                 Difficult                 30                       6 actions             varies              100 ft 
 
Description- The spell creates a aura of terror and panic that affects all within 100 ft of the caster.  The aura lasts for 1 
second but all targets within this spell must make a Willpower check –150 or flee in terror.  If a critical is rolled, the target 
will pass out for 1-6 minutes (d6).  Fleeing targets will be subject to a +1 modifier of difficulty if trying to perform skills 
or combat.  After 30 second the fleeing target is allowed a Willpower check at ½ to regain their composure and stop 
running.   If the second check fails, the target will continue to flee for another 5 minute before the spell stops.  Magic 
Resistant targets may spend 30 points to negate the effect. 
Components-  A small animal skull wrapped in sinews 
 
                               Field         Cast Check                SP Cost          Casting time         Duration          Range 
Ghostwalk         Nec               Difficult                      30                    4 actions               varies              personal 
 
Description- This spell causes the caster’s body and great to become insubstantial.  This new form can pass through non-
living material as if it weren’t there.  The caster passes through such matter, and can’t be touched or damaged by it.   No 
spells can be cast in this state and the caster will be unable to hear anything.  The caster is unable to breathe in this state 
and the spell will last as long as the caster can hold his or her breath.  One can’t float with this spell, but it is possible to 
sink into non-living materials like stone and metal.  The caster must be careful to have all body parts clear of any surfaces 
before the spell is ended.   Note- A character in this state can still be damaged by magic, the environment and natural 
attacks such as a dog bite or human fist. 
Components- a piece of silk dried in blood 
 



 

 

                                             Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Improved Corpse               Nec                Hard            200 + ability              2 hours          permanent           touch 
Construction 
 
Description-  This is a more powerful version of the undead creating spell.  The caster is not restricted to humanoid 
corpses, and can use the bodies of creatures up to the size of a large horse.  The body of the creature must be very intact 
for the spell to function The caster must make a Mind check at ½ as well as the spell casting task check for the creature to 
assume undead status.  The basic structure of the undead creature is a bit tougher than their simpler counterparts. 
1) Improved Skeleton- Str- 100  Agil-150  Con –100  Mind- none  Note- take ½ from piercing attacks but 2 x damage 
from blunt. 
2) Improved Zombie- Str- 150  Agil- 100  Con- 150  Mind- none   Note- bite for 1d10 damage  
These 2 basic forms will function as the same as their counter parts if left in this state.  This spell also allows the caster to 
bestow additional abilities to the undead creature during construction.  Each ability costs additional spell points and   add 
2 more hours to the overall casting time.  A maximum of 3 different abilities can be bestowed once unless stated 
otherwise. 
 Abilities   
Attribute increase (200 SP)- This ability allows the creature an additional 100 points to either Strength, Agility, or 
Constitution (Willpower can also be increased if the caster has used the Free will advantage listed below).  This increase 
will of course make the creature more efficient and powerful.  This ability can be used more than once, but each attribute 
can be increased only once. 
Dead Eyes (100 SP)- The Caster can see through the eyes/optic cavities of the undead creature as if they were his or her 
own.  The caster must have full concentration on this task and the creature must be within a mile for this ability to work.  
If the caster has more than one undead with this power, he or she can concentrate on only 1 at time. 
Fear (50 SP)- There is something horrific about this creature that instills terror to anyone getting near it.  Any character 
that is within 5 ft of such a creature must make a Will power check at ½ or suffer a +1 difficulty modifier to any actions as 
long as they are within sight of it.  20 points of Magic Resistance will negate this effect. 
Free will (50 SP)- This gives the undead its own intellect and free thought.  The creature receives 100 to their Mind 
attribute and is capable of reasoning and logic.  The caster will need to be careful of these creatures because they are hard 
to control and may even strive for their own personal ambitions (It is up to the GM how much personality the creature 
may acquire and ambitions it may gain.  
Fresh look (50 SP)- This ability can only be used on the improved zombie.  The undead looks reasonably human and its 
flesh won’t rot or deteriorate.  The creature may even pass for living if dressed up and groomed well enough.  The skin 
will always be pale, and the eyes glossy and dead looking. 
Infection (100 SP)- The undead creature is a toxic plague carrier.  Any living creature touched by this abomination must 
make a Constitution check at ½ or suffer a blistering infection to the exposed body area (Rank 1 armor or higher will 
prevent this unless bypassed).  This infection will do 5 point of damage per body area each day and this infection will 
spread to adjoining body area every 12 hours (This means a total of 70 damage points a day if the whole body becomes 
infected).   This infection can be stopped with a Very Hard medical or First Aid task check.  A Cure Infection and disease 
spell is the only magical healing that will stop this infection.  If a touched character has Magic Resistance, he or she may 
spend 10 points to avoid the Con check for each time touched.  The caster must also be careful for they too are susceptible 
to this creatures touch.  
Magic Resistance (100 SP)- The creature is given 200 points of Magic Resistance.  The caster must be careful with this 
ability should the undead creature turn rebellious.  This ability may be used more than 1 time.  
Protection (50)- The undead creature is Absorbs damage as if it had Rank 2 Armor (5 piercing 10 blunt slash).  This does 
not affect the creatures Agility, nor counts as an armor layer should the caster wish to add additional armor to the creature 
Regeneration (200 SP)- The creature is able to regenerate straight physical damage at the rate of 10 points per minute.  
This regeneration will not re-grow lost limbs or restore damage from heat, flame, or acid.   
Note- The amount of these improved undead that the caster can keep control of is equal to 1/10 his or her Willpower. If 
there are more than 1/10 this attribute score allows, they will stand dormant, wander aimlessly, attack anything, or go 
about their own designs if the caster has given them free will (GM choice). 
Components- A complete corpse or skeleton, a powerful balm of saline, blood, quicksilver, ash, and 500 dollars worth of 
embalming chemicals and preservatives.  Each added ability will need 300 dollars worth of ingredients. 
 
                               
 



 

 

                            Field                    Check              SP Cost             Casting time       Duration          Range 
 
Painful                Nec/ Off               Difficult                  30                    6 actions               1 min               20 ft 
Gaze 
 
Description-  The casters stare inflicts intense pain and agony upon a target.  The caster need only look upon a target 
within 20 ft and desire this spell to effect them.  The target is wracked with incredible pain and must make a Mindcheck at 
½ or be stunned for 1-10 actions (d10).  Even if the check is successful, the target will still function at + 2 modifiers of 
difficulty when performing combat or task checks due to the immense pain.  This spell will last 1 minute, but the caster 
can only use this stare on 1 target at a time.  The caster functions normally with skills, combat, and spell casting even 
when staring at an opponent.  A target with Magic Resistance may spend 50 points to be immune to this spell for 1 
minute.  Note- The pain threshold advantage or like specials will cut the modifier to + 1 difficulty.  
Components- A dried jelly fish tentacle 
 
                                       Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Share wound            Nec                Hard                       40       4 actions      1hr                 100ft 
Description-  The caster must select a living target within 100 ft for this spell to function.  Upon casting, the target is 
linked to the caster for the next hour.  During that time if the caster is damaged, ½ the damage points are taken from the 
caster and transferred to the target.  Once the spell has been cast the caster and target can be at any distance from each 
other for the damage sharing effect.  The reverse will happen should the target receive damage.  50 points of Magic 
Resistance will keep this spell from effecting a target.  Note-  Should the caster or target die, the other must make a 
Constitution check at ½ or be stunned for 10 minutes and unable to act.  If a critical is rolled on the check, the other dies 
as well (straight to 0). 
Components- Article or organic sample from the target be used in spell 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Soul                       Nec               Difficult                   40                    10 actions             1 min              100 ft 
Stripper 
Description-  The caster invokes a glowing green tentacle that attacks a designated target with a base score of 70 to hit for 
melee combat purposes.  Upon contact the tentacle will dissipate but only after absorbing 1-10 (d10) Mind and 
Constitution points.  After this drain Target must make a Con check at ¼ or be stunned for 1-10 actions.  The lost attribute 
points will return within 24 hours unless the tentacle strikes with an auto or the character rolls a critical on his or her Con 
check.  If this happens then the attribute loss is permanent.  Magic resistance will negate the Attribute loss at the cost of 
50 points.   If not dispelled or cut off, the tentacle will remain and attack once per second for a maximum of 1 minute 
where upon it will dissipate.  Note- any target attempting to block an attacking tentacle will be subject to the spell. 
Components- Dried tentacle of squid or like creature 
 
                                       Field         Cast Check               SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Trade Wound          Nec               Difficult                      40                    2 actions             instant               50 ft 
Description-  This spell allows a caster to exchange one of his or her wounds for that of another target.  The target must be 
within 50 ft casters view and both parties must have a wound of at least 10 points of damage for this spell to work.  Upon 
casting, A predetermined wound on the caster is exchanged for one he or she witnesses on the target.  The idea of this 
spell is to lessen the casters damage while worsening the opponents (but sometimes this can be done to save some one 
else).  If the spell is successful, the damage from the caster’s original wound is subtracted and the traded wound is added.  
The target does this as well and both parties will need to make new critical checks if necessary (See Healing and damage 
chapter).  A target with Magic Resistance can spend 50 points to negate this spell. 
Components- a small mirror 
 
 
                             Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Wither               Nec                Hard                     50                      10 actions             1 min               touch 
Description- This horrid spell causes the body of a touched target to wither and decay.  The caster must touch the bare 
skin or light clothing of a living organic target (Rank 1 armor and higher will resist the spell effect).  Upon contact the 
spell will do 5 points of damage per second to the body area touched (Body area multipliers apply).  This damage consists 
of the area decaying and withering to that of a dry husk.  The spell will last for 1 minute unless it is dispelled, cut off by 



 

 

the caster, or countered by Healing magic used at 3 times its normal ability to cure (3 Hp healed will cure 1 point of 
damage).  If the spell runs its full course, then the body area touched has rotted to the point of uselessness and must be 
treated accordingly (Head and torso usually mean death).  A character with magic resistance may spend 100 points to 
negate the spell or 50 to ½ the damage.  Note- only a regenerate spell will restore the damage after the spell has run its 
course. 
Components- A balm of blood, fungus, and the hair of a corpse 
 

Shadow Magic Field (Shad) 
 
                                Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time        Duration          Range 
Blind Gaze        Shad              Difficult               30                      2 actions             special             100 ft 
 
Description-  The caster causes a veil of darkness to fall across the eyes of target he or she gazes upon. 
The caster must actively view a target within 100 ft for this spell to function.  The target receives  a + 2 difficulty modifier 
(No Visual) unless the caster breaks of the gaze or the target steps out of range.  It takes minimal concentration for the 
caster to keep this gaze, and can therefore cast other spells and perform tasks as normal unless they cause the contact to 
break.   A target with Magic Resistance may spend 40 points to negate this spell. 
Components- a tinted piece of glass or plastic 
 
                                     Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Bleak Shield        Shad/ Def        Difficult               30                     8 actions             1 minute              5 ft 
Description-  The caster creates a 4ft by 7 ft rectangular wall of shadow 5 feet before them.   This black wall has a 30%  
(d100) chance of totally absorbing any physical attack (Magical or non-magical) and making it useless.   Any living 
creature passing through or having contact with this wall must make a Mind check at ½ or be stunned for 1-10 action 
(d10).  Critical failure means the character is comatose for 1-10 hours.  A character may spend 30 Magic Resistance 
points to avoid this effect.  The bleak shield is ineffective against area affecting attacks and explosions and all forms of 
undead or non-living creatures.  Note- This spell can’t be directly cast upon a living target. 
Components- A piece of blackened iron or steel 
 
                          Field           Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Cold               Shad                   Hard                   100                     8 actions              5 sec               50 ft 
Shadow 
Description- The caster's shadow exudes a freezing cold that will do 3- 300 damage (1d100 x3) for each second contact 
with it.  It is impossible for characters to directly block this shadow, but they may try to dodge (The difficulty of this 
depends on the size of the shadow).  The size of the caster's shadow depends on his or her proximity to a light source.  A 
character with  Magic Resistance may cancel the damage on a point for  point basis.  Note-  Other light sources counter 
the shadows effect or remove it all together.  This spell will do 1/4 damage to undead and is ineffectual against non-living 
creatures. 
Components-  a piece of black silk 
 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Choking              Shad                Hard                       50                    20 actions           3 minutes        100 ft 
Darkness 
 
Description- The caster creates a dark cloud of shadow that strikes at the head and face of a predetermined target.  This 
darkness has a base 200 to hit for purposes of combat.  Upon contact the target is blinded (no visual modifier +2) as the 
darkness then tries to force its way thorough the breathing passages.  The target must make a Constitution check -200 
every 10 seconds to keep it from entering.  If the darkness gains entry to the breathing passages, it will do 3 points of 
damage per second and cut of all breathing capabilities (See drowning in Healing and Damage chapter).  This cloud will 
last 3 minutes or till cut off by the caster.  It is possible to burn away the cloud with 50 points of fire damage (magical or 
non) or dispel it all together by a powerful light source (laser or stadium lighting).  Magic Resistance will absorb the 
damage point for point, but not stop the blindness or suffocating effects of the cloud.  Note-Protective armor and face 
plating give make the Constitution check -100 while an over all breathing unit or totally sealed helmet makes it -50.  
Components-  A piece of black silk 



 

 

 
                                Field          Cast Check            SP Cost            Casting time       Duration            Range 
Dark bolt        Shad/ Nec          Difficult                   20                     2 actions             instant              50 ft  
 
Description- The caster fires a bolt of shadow that has a base score of 50 to hit for purposes of missile combat.  This bolt 
will automatically penetrate Armor ranking and shield spells.  Upon impact the bolt will remove 1-10 Constitution (d10) 
points from a living target.  The target must then make a straight Con check minus the points lost by the spell.  If the 
target fails, they are stunned for 1-10 actions (d10).  Lost Constitution points will return at the rate of 1 per hour unless the 
target rolled a critical after impact, where as the Con point loss is permanent.   It costs 20 Magic Resistance points to 
negate the spell.  Note-this spell has no effect on undead or non-living creatures. 
Components- A dark tinted marble   
 
 
                                Field          Cast Check        SP Cost              Casting time       Duration          Range 
Preserving         Shad              Hard                    100                     100 actions           special            10 ft 
Gloom                
 
Description-  This Powerful spell creates a shadowy field that will preserve and maintain items, food, materials, and even 
corpses for an exceptionally long time.  The items must be placed within a 10 ft area that is devoid of any strong light 
sources (Nothing brighter than a candle).  This spell will magically preserve these items in a field of stasis that makes the 
passage of a year have the effect of but a days attrition upon them.  This spell will last as long as these stored items go 
unmoved or a strong light source is brought within 20 ft of the area where as the field is dispelled. 
Components- A spool of fine silk and a pinch of black sand. 
 
                                       Field          Cast Check          SP Cost           Casting time       Duration            Range 
Shadow Cloak        Shad               Difficult                30                   10 actions            5 hours             personal 
 
Description-  The caster creates a shadowy cloak that encompasses the body like a normal cloak including a cowl over the 
head and neck.  This cloak of shadow will absorb 5 points of damage (magical or non) to any area it is protecting.  It also 
disguises the caster's features and gives a -1 modifier of difficulty on task checks involving stealth in dark or dim lit 
environments.  Note- This cloak does not count as Rank armor for purposes of layering. 
Components- A pinch of ash or charcoal  
 
                                            Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shadow Pass                Shad               Difficult             50                      6 actions              instant             500 ft 
 
Description- The caster is able to transport himself and up to 300 lb. additional weight from one shadow to another.   This 
other shadow must be within view of the caster and can be no more than 500 ft away for the spell to function.  Both 
shadows must also be of a size the caster can fit through comfortably.  This transport takes one action and the caster is 
drawn through on the 1st step disallowing the caster to meander between points.  Once through, the spell will need to be 
recast if they wish to return. 
Components- a piece of cloth rubbed in ash or charcoal 
 
                                           Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shadow Strand           Shad             Difficult               20                     2 actions               1 min              50 ft 
 
Description- The caster fires a strand of inky darkness at a target within 50 ft.  This strand has a base score of 80 to hit for 
purposes of missile combat.  Upon impact, this strand will adhere and entangle target and hold until released by the caster 
or the spell expires.  This strand does no physical damage to living targets, but a Strength check –300 is needed to break 
away from it.  200 points of cutting damage or 50 points from fire and light based attacks will also sever it.  In either case, 
if the strand is severed or broken, so is the spell.  If the caster is using this spell as a rope for climbing purposes, he or she 
receives a –2 difficulty modifier and gains an additional 5 feet to climbing movement.  Note- The strand can be withdrawn 
with an action and re-fired with the next. 
Component- A piece of black chord or thread 
 



 

 

                                      Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Shadow wall            Shad              Difficult              10                     6 actions               5 min                30 
 
Description-  The caster creates a 10 ft x 10 ft wall of complete darkness up to 30 ft away.  This immobile wall is 
completely devoid of light and all seeing creatures will suffer a + 2 difficulty modifier to all tasks (No visual) when inside 
this area.  This wall will last for 5 minutes or till cut off by the caster.  Characters with Magic Resistance may use 20 
points to keep the 10 ft area of darkness from being cast directly upon them (it will be negated).  Note- If the caster makes 
a Very hard casting check while producing this spell, then he or she can see normally if within the wall.   
Components- a vial of dark ink or water 
 
 
                                          Field          Cast Check        SP Cost            Casting time       Duration          Range 
Whispering              Shad/ Gate       Difficult                50                     60 actions           5 min               varies 
Darkness         
 
Description-  The caster is able to communicate with a predetermined recipient if both are within 5 ft of a large shadow.  
The caster must know the recipient and speak their name into the shadow that is at least 3ft by 3 ft large.  If the recipient is 
within range of large enough shadow, he or she will hear their name spoken in low tones.  If the recipient responds within 
10 seconds of this announcement, then the two can carry on a low toned conversation for up to 5 minutes.  If the recipient 
doesn’t respond, then the spell is lost.  This spell has no set range, but the caster must know the recipient fairly well for it 
to function.  Note-This spell is most effective during twilight and dawn. 
Component- a drop of honey on the caster’s tongue 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Magic Items 
 
Magic has many possibilities in an optional scenario 
campaign.  Aside from spell casting and the 
supernatural creatures, there are magical items and 
enchanted objects.  These items add flavor to the 
campaign and bring benefit or turmoil to those 
wielding them.  The ability to construct and manipulate 
such items is known as Arcane Construction.  This skill 
allows the character to create magical items that may 
give aid during campaigns.  The functions of these 
items can be benign or malignant, and usually reflect 
the spell fields the character has studied.  Magic items 
range in many types.  The following is just a basic list 
that can possibly be created. 
Potions- Magical mixtures that imbue the drinker with 
a spell affect.  Often used with magic from the Healing 
or Defensive fields. 
Staves/wands- A traditional item of arcane users.  
These devices hold a number of spells or magical 
functions.  Most can be recharged after their magic 
capabilities have run out. 
Scrolls- Transcribing magical writing onto paper.  This 
allows spells to read and cast from these writings 
instead of the caster. 
Armor/protections- These items specialize in giving extra protection and support to the wearer.  Various spell effects or magical 
abilities can also be stored till needed. 
Tokens/Jewelry- These Items are not always used for appearance.  They can often store spells or magical effects until needed by the 
wearer.   
Weapons- Items that are designed to add more power to a combatant.  Both missile and melee weapons can be imbued with spells and 
magical abilities of both offensive and defensive measures. 
 

 
Creating an item 
To create magical items, a character must take the Magical adept Advantage during character creation.  They will also need the skills 
of spell casting and arcane construction.  Creating items usually takes a large amount of time, good working environment, tools, 
materials, and a lot of spell points.  There are 3 stages to creating an item. 
1) Infusing the item- The beginning stage when the caster primes the item to receive magic and enchantments. 
2) Placing the magic-  The caster bestows the magical ability or abilities upon the properly primed item. 
3) Placing the hold- The caster’s final phase, which binds the magic to the object.  The hold is either permanent or temporary. 
 
As with all skills, there is a task check for each of the stages of item construction.  Each check will be a compilation of the following 
factors. 
1) The character’s Arcane construction skill score and what tools and materials if any that can be used in the task check 
2) The task chart difficulty of the item creation stage (varies upon what is being accomplished) 
3) How much time is being used to create the item 
4) Specials and Advantages (if any) that the character may have 
5) Modifiers for the environment and character status 
 
1) As with all skills, the caster must have a skill score in both Spell casting and Arcane construction to create items.  The maximum 
points a skill can add to the score is 100 (even if the skill is higher than that). 
The tools and materials used to create the item may also add to the skill score.  Better tools and the purest most rare materials can add 
+1 to +50 to the overall skill score.  It is possible to use more than one tool or materials to add to the skill score during creation, but 
this should be confirmed with the GM before done.  Example- A character wishes to create a magical dagger.  His Arcane construction 
skill is 70 and he has acquired and antique dagger of exquisite craftsmanship.  He also has a magical book that gives a few ancient 
secrets to weapon enchanting.  The dagger adds +20 (material) to the skill score and the book +30 (tool). This would give the caster a 
base skill score of 120. 
 



 

 

2) Each stage of item construction has a varying level of difficulty on the task 
chart.  The category of difficulty will depend of factors like, spell points used, 
the type of enchantment being placed, how may powers are being added, or 
how long the enchantment will remain on the item. 
 
3) Constructing items usually takes a great deal of time.  Each stage has its 
own assigned time slot. 
Infusing the item- d10 hours 
Placing the magic- Each enchantment/magical ability place is takes d6 days 
Placing the hold- Permanent holds are take d6 days 
                             Temporary holds take d10 hours 
As with other task checks, the character may choose to Force time or Take 
time with any of the 3 stages.  This of course will effect both the amount of 
time it takes to complete the stage as well as the category modifier on the task 

chart.  Example- A character is trying to prepare a magical item during the “infusing stage”.  It will take 4 hours (rolled 4 on d10), but 
he is in a hurry.  He decides to force time on this stage.  ½ the maximum of 10 hours is 5, which is subtracted from his current amount 
of 4 hours.  Because this would end in a negative number, the minimal time of 1 hour is used instead during the infusing stage.  This 
will raise the category modifier by 1 on the task chart. 
 
4) Skill specials or Advantages will also affect the category modifiers when creating items.  If the character has a “Knack” advantage 
for the Arcane construction skill, then there is an automatic –1 category of difficulty for all 3 stages.  Skill specials can also benefit the 
caster.  The “Forcing time” special will negate any category modifier to the caster when speeding things up.  A character with the 
“Category down” modifier will reduce the task chart modifier by one.  The “Item field” special will also reduce the category by one if 
the constructed pertains to that specialty.  It is even possible to combine such specials and advantages.  Example- A character has the 
“Knack” Advantage for item construction, as well as the skill specials “Category down”, and “Item field” (for weapons).  If the 
character is attempting to place enchantments on a weapon, then he or she will be at –3 categories of difficulty when performing any 
of the 3 stages of production. 
 
5) The environment in which the construction is being performed can possibly affect the task check.  The character’s physical and 
mental status should also be taken into account as with all skill task checks. 
 
3 Stages of Constructions  
The following describes the 3 stages the caster must go trough to create a magical item.  Each stage has its own task check and time 
slot needed to complete.  The caster must have an idea of what her or she is trying to accomplish before construction can begin.  It will 
also be necessary to have all the materials and tools ready to go for more efficient production.  For the most part, casters will usually 
bestow spells upon the item based on the fields they have studied (This is why a Spell casting skill is necessary).  Other effects are 
possible, but usually pertain to the item field being constructed under (armors have protections, while weapons have more damage 
based abilities).  It is best that the caster be healthy and well rested before taking on the task of constructing an item.  A caster must 
dedicate a good part day to constructing the item desired (at least 50%).  The rest of the time is usually spent resting, eating, and 
recovering the spell points spent during the creation process.   
 
1) Infusing stage- This is the 1st step of creating the item.  The caster must spend 1-10 hours priming the item to receive its magical 
abilities.  The cost is 100 SP during this time, and the character will need to make a Normal Arcane construction task check to 
succeed.  After completion of this stage, the item will radiate a slight aura of magic, which means it is ready to accept future magic.  If 
the caster doesn’t begin stage 2 on this primed item within 24 hours, then the aura fades the infusing stage will need to be redone.  
 
2) Placing the magic- In this stage the caster places the desired spell or magical effect on the item.  It is the most time consuming part 
of the construction and there is usually a large expenditure of spell points.   
The base task check for this stage starts at the Normal category.  Each optional spell or magical effect placed upon the item will take 
d6 days and cost a designated amount of spell points and raise task check difficulty accordingly (all category modifiers are added 
together).  A list of different item abilities and item affects is listed after this section.  Note- If the caster is unable to work on the item, 
there is a 25% chance of the magic fading every 24 hours of neglect.  If this should happen, then the item construction will need to be 
started again at stage 1. 
 
3) Placing the hold- The final phase of item construction.  Here the caster will elect how the bestowed magic will be bonded to the 
object.  This decision will finalize how the item will function. 
1) Temporary Hold- This bond will remain with the item till the bestowed magic is utilized.  Once used the item will need to be 
reconstructed.   The caster must make a Hard Arcane construction task check and spend 100 SP for this hold to function.  It will take 
1-10 hours to perform this hold. 
2) Permanent Hold- This will bond the magic to the item till it is either destroyed or possibly dispelled. 



 

 

The magical effects will stay forever and spells and abilities will recharge after a designated time or another spell is placed within it 
(like a battery).  The caster must make a Very Hard Arcane construction task check and spend 500 spell points.  This hold will take 1-
6 days to accomplish. 
 
Item Abilities 
The following list is a basic synopsis of possible enchantments and abilities the caster can place upon an item.  Each ability has it’s 
own category modifier, which is added to the Normal task check at the start of stage 2.  The more spells and abilities make for a harder 
task check.  There are many more possibilities to the item fields below, but the GM has the final word on what can be done. 
 
Potions- All potions start with the purest ingredients mixed into various solutions.  Rare ingredients may also be added to increase 
the magical potency of the liquid.  Potions are usually drunk, inhaled, or physically applied to the body.  Note- most potions are one 
shot deals, because they are consumed to get the desired affect.  Because of this, the caster only needs to place a temporary hold on the 
potion when performing stage 3 of item construction. 
Bestow spell- (+1 Category ) The caster places a known spell within the contents of the potion.  The spell effect is then bestowed 
upon the caster when consumed.  The amount of SP needed to bestow the ability is 2 times the amount it would normally take to cast.  
If the spell effect is normally random, the necessary dice will be rolled after consumption.  As a general rule, spells with a Cast check 
of Very hard and Extreme can’t be placed within a potion. 
Note- The caster will need to make a spell casting task check during the 2nd stage of the potion construction.  The category for this 
check is based off the cast check normally required for the spell.  This check must be successful in order to have the spell placed 
within the potion.  If the task check fails then the check must be made again until successful.  If a critical is rolled, consult the spell 
casting “Back lash” chart and the potion is destroyed. 
Spell Points- ( +1 Category )  The caster is able to place a set amount of  spell points within the potion.  The potion is then consumed 
to bestow these points upon the caster or other magical adept creature.  The cost is a ratio of 3 SP spent at the time of creation to 1 SP 
stored within the potion. If the caster is attempting to store a lot of points, there is an additional category modifier of +1 for every 300 
SP stored in the same potion.  
Magic Resistance- (+1 Category)  The caster is able to create a anti magical potion that will bestow Magic Resistance points upon the 
consumer.  The spell point cost is high at a ratio of 6 SP per 1 magic resistance point stored within the potion.  If the caster is 
attempting to store a lot of points, there is an additional category modifier of +1 for every 300 Magic resistance points stored in the 
same potion.  The Magic Resistance points gained through consumption will remain till spent.  
 
Staves/Wands- these items come in different shapes, sizes, 
materials, and construction.  They are generally designed to hold 1 or 
more spells that can be utilized by the wielder.  Staves can also be 
considered part of  “Weapons” item field and can be treated as such 
for other enchantments.  
Bestow temporary spell (+1 Category) The caster is able to place a 
known spell within the contents of the staff or wand.  This spell will 
take 2 actions to cast from the staff/wand when wielded.  The amount 
of  SP needed to bestow the ability is 2 times the amount it would 
normally take to cast.   Note- If the caster places a temporary hold 
upon this item, then it is used up when the spell is cast.  If a permanent 
hold was used, then there is a storage slot within the item.  This 
storage slot is like a battery that will allow the caster to re-apply the 
same spell to the staff/wand after it has been cast.  It will still cost 2 
times the normal SP, but the spell will again be in place until needed.  
Bestow recharging spell ( +2 Categories) The caster is able to place a 
known spell within the contents of  the staff or wand.  This stored spell will take 2 actions to cast.  Once used, it will recharge itself at 
the rate of 10 SP per hour until it is ready for use again (Example- a stored Improved fire ball normally takes 60 SP to cast.  Therefore 
the item will need 6 hours to recharge in the item).  The SP needed to bestow this ability is 5 times the amount needed to normally cast 
the spell.  Note- A permanent hold will need to be placed upon this item during stage 3 in order for it to function.  
Note-  When bestowing a temporary or recharging spell upon a staff or wand, the caster will need to make a spell casting task check 
during the 2nd stage of construction.  The category for this check is based off the cast check normally required for the spell.  This 
check must be successful in order to have the spell placed upon the item.  If the task check fails then the check must be made again 
until successful.  If a critical is rolled, consult the spell casting “Back lash” chart and the item is destroyed.   As a general rule, spells 
with a Cast check of Very hard and Extreme can’t be bestowed on staves and wands. 
 
Toughen (+1 Category) This enchantment increases the durability and resilience of the staff or wand if it constructed of  wood or 
lesser materials.  For 100 spell points, the enchantment bestows the item with the equivalent Strength of 500 when resisting breakage 
and will absorb 500 damage from magical and non magical attacks.  Note- A permanent hold will need to be placed upon this item 
during stage 3 in order for it to function.  



 

 

Scroll-The caster is able to inscribe a surface (usually paper) with magical writings.  The writings allow the caster to place a known 
spell upon the scroll.  This spell can then be read and released in the future. 
Bestow a spell-(+1 Category)  The caster is able to place a known spell upon the scroll allowing it to be cast.  The amount of SP 
needed to inscribe a spell is 2 times the amount it would normally take to cast.     As a basic rule the amount of time it takes to read a 
scroll and release the spell is ½ the time it takes to normally cast it.   A character with the “Magic Adept” Advantage can read scrolls 
without problems.  Those without this advantage will need to make a Difficult task check from the Arcane Knowledge skill in order to 
use a scroll.  When a scroll is used, the magical writings will disappear from the surface they are written on.  
Note- The caster will need to make a spell casting task check during the 2nd stage of the scroll construction.  The category for this 
check is based cast check for the spell being used.  This check must be successful in order to have the spell inscribed.  If the task 
check fails then the check must be made again until successful.  If a critical is rolled, consult the spell casting “Back lash” chart and 
the scroll is destroyed.  As a general rule, spells with a Cast check of Very hard and Extreme can’t be inscribed. 
 
 
Armor/Protection-  This describes a broad range of items that are worn or wielded to protect someone from harm.  Helmets, 
shields, gloves, ballistic vestments, boot, and breastplate are but a few examples of this item field.  It is also possible to bestow 
protective effects on objects like clothing and jewelry (even though the latter is considered a separate item field).  The GM will have 
the final say on what this item field can effect. 
Rank Reinforcement- (+1Category) The caster is able to add additional protection to protective articles.  For every 100 SP the 
bestowed upon the item, it will absorb and additional point of magical or non-magical damage.  These extra points will remain until 
the item is destroyed or dispelled. Every 10 points of additional protection will add a + 1 category modifier to the overall task check 
(Example- a caster places +20 points of protection onto an armored glove.  This will count as a + 3 category modifier of difficulty). 
 A permanent hold must be placed on this item during stage 3 for it to retain this ability.  Note- this enchantment must be placed upon 
separate articles of protection, such as a helmet, vest, boots, or gloves. Even articles of clothing can receive this enchantment. 
Customize (+1 Category) The caster places an enchantment that will allow the protective device to form fit to the wearer (clothing 
can also have this enchantment).  If used on Rank armors, it will cut the agility loss in ½ as if it were custom made (see armor under 
Combat chapter).  It will cost 300 SP to bestow this effect upon the item.  Note- Enchantment will only function if the creature is 
trying to use the item is off relatively the same height same height and size (No regular man could fit in a enchanted breastplate made 
for a dwarf). 
Bestow temporary spell (+1 Category) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of the item (including clothing).  
This spell will take but 1 second to cast from the object when wielded.  The amount of SP needed to bestow the ability is 2 times the 
amount it would normally take to cast.   Note- If the caster places a temporary hold upon this item, than then it is used up when the 
spell is cast.  If a permanent hold was used, then there is a storage slot within the item.  This storage slot is like a battery that will 
allow the caster to re-apply the same spell to the item after it has been cast.  It will still cost 2 times the normal amount, but the spell 
will again be in place until needed.  
Bestow recharging spell (+2 Categories) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of  the item (including 
clothing).  This stored spell will take 1 second to cast. Once used, it will recharge itself at the rate of 10 SP per hour until it is ready for 
use again (Example- a stored Power Heal spell normally takes 50 SP to cast.  Therefore will need 5 hours to recharge in the item).  
The SP needed to bestow this ability is 5 times the amount needed to normally cast the spell.  Note- A permanent hold will need to be 
placed upon this item during stage 3 in order for it to function.  
Note- When bestowing a temporary or recharging spell upon the item, the caster will need to make a spell casting task check during 
the 2nd stage of construction.  The category for this check is based off the cast check normally required for the spell.  This check must 
be successful in order to have the spell placed upon the protective item.  If the task check fails then the check must be made again until 
successful.  If a critical is rolled, consult the spell casting “Back lash” chart and the item is destroyed.  As a general rule, spells with a 
Cast check of Very hard and Extreme can’t be bestowed on protective devices. 

Self  repair (+1 Category) The protective item bestowed with this 
enchantment is able to restore itself within a preset time.  The caster must 
spend 500 SP during construction in order for this to work.  The 
armor/Protective device will restore itself within a 24 hour period of time 
if left undisturbed.  The articles with this enchantment mustn’t be wielded 
or worn until a day passes or they repairs will revert back to their 
damaged state.  If the item has been shredded or broken apart, then at least 
80% of it must be recovered to allow the enchantment to work.  Note- 
Obviously if the item is destroyed beyond recognition or permanently 
dispelled, then this enchantment won’t work. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Tokens/Jewelry-  Such items are usually for ornamentation and looks.  They can also be convenient ways of storing spells and 
magical abilities.   
Bestow temporary spell (+1 Category) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of the token/ornament.  This spell 
will take but 1 second to cast from the object when wielded.  The amount of SP needed to bestow the ability is 2 times the amount it 
would normally take to cast.   Note- If the caster places a temporary hold upon this item, than then it is used up when the spell is cast.  
If a permanent hold was used, then there is a storage slot within the item.  This storage slot is like a battery that will allow the caster to 
re-apply the same spell to the item after it has been cast.  It will still cost 2 times the normal amount, but the spell will again be in 
place until needed.  
Bestow recharging spell (+2 Categories) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of  the token/ornament  
(including clothing).  This stored spell will take 1 second to cast. Once used, it will recharge itself at the rate of 10 SP per hour until it 
is ready for use again (Example- a stored Power Heal spell normally takes 50 SP to cast.  Therefore will need 5 hours to recharge in 
the item).  The SP needed to bestow this ability is 5 times the amount needed to normally cast the spell.  Note- A permanent hold will 
need to be placed upon this item during stage 3 in order for it to function.  
Note- When bestowing a temporary or recharging spell upon a token, the caster will need to make a spell casting task check during the 
2nd stage of construction.  The category for this check is based off the cast check of the spell being placed.  This check must be 
successful in order to have the spell placed upon the item.  If the task check fails then the check must be made again until successful.  
If a critical is rolled, consult the spell casting “Back lash” chart and the token is destroyed.  As a general rule, spells with a Cast check 
of Very hard and Extreme can’t be bestowed  to tokens and jewelry. 
Spell Points- ( +1 Category )  The caster is able to place a set amount of  spell points within the token/ornament.  This item will 
bestow these points upon the caster when held.  The cost is a ratio of 3 SP spent at the time of creation to 1 SP stored within the item. 
If the caster is attempting to store a lot of points, there is an additional category modifier of +1 for every 300 SP stored in the same 
potion. Note-If a temporary hold is placed during final stage of construction, then these points will remain within the item until used.  
If a permanent hold is used, then used spell points will return a rate of 1 per hour. 
Magic Resistance- (+1 Category) The caster is able to create a anti magical item that will bestow Magic Resistance points upon the 
consumer.  The spell point cost is high at a ratio of 6 SP per 1 magic resistance point stored within the potion.  If the caster is 
attempting to store a lot of points, there is an additional category modifier of +1 for every 300 Magic resistance points stored in the 
same item.. Note- If a temporary hold is placed during final stage of construction, then these points will remain within the item until 
used.  If a permanent hold is used, then the used magic resistance points will return a rate of 1 per hour. 
 
Weapons-  This item field pertains to the vast amount of objects that inflict damage and other ill effects.   Weapons vary from melee 
(swords, spears, and the like), to missiles (arrows and bullets).  The various effects are designed to help the wielder of such item get 
the advantage over opponents. 
Accuracy (+1 Category) The caster improves the ability to hit with the constructed weapon (missile or melee).  The enchantment 
gives a –1 category modifier when attacking or blocking with this weapon (See combat chapter).   A + 4 category modifier will allow 
the caster to create a weapon that has a –2 category modifier when attacking or defending, but it must be allowed by the GM.  This 
enchantment will effect 1 regular weapon knife sized and up, or 5 smaller objects (arrows, and bullets). Note- The Permanent hold will 
need to be placed on melee weapons for them to retain this category modifier.   Since missile weapons are usually expendable, it is 
recommended that only a temporary hold be used (The enchantment will be lost on impact). 
Damage (+1 Category)  The caster increases the damage the constructed weapon will inflict.  For every 100 SP that the caster 
bestows, the weapon will do an additional point of damage.  This damage is added in with the regular damage that the weapon does on 
impact (See Combat chapter).   Every 10 points of additional damage will add a + 1 category modifier to the overall task check 
(Example- a caster places +20 points damage onto a long sword.  This will count as a + 3 category modifier of difficulty).  Note- The 
Permanent hold will need to be placed on melee weapons for them to retain this category modifier.   Since missile weapons are usually 
expendable, it is recommended that only a temporary hold be used (the enchantment will be lost on impact). 
Bestow temporary spell (+1 Category) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of the weapon.  This spell will 
take but 1 second to cast from the object when wielded.  The amount of SP needed to bestow the ability is 2 times the amount it would 
normally take to cast.   Note- If the caster places a temporary hold upon this item, than then it is used up when the spell is cast.  If a 
permanent hold was used, then there is a storage slot within the item.  This storage slot is like a battery that will allow the caster to re-
apply the same spell to the item after it has been cast.  It will still cost 2 times the normal amount, but the spell will again be in place 
until needed.  
Bestow recharging spell (+2 Categories) The caster is able to place a known spell within the contents of  the weapon.  This stored 
spell will take 1 second to cast. Once used, it will recharge itself at the rate of 10 SP per hour until it is ready for use again (Example- 
a stored Thunderclap spell normally takes 30 SP to cast.  Therefore will need 3 hours to recharge in the item).  The SP needed to 
bestow this ability is 5 times the amount needed to normally cast the spell.  Note- A permanent hold will need to be placed upon this 
item during stage 3 in order for it to function.  
Note- When bestowing a temporary or recharging spell upon a weapon, the caster will need to make a spell casting task check during 
the 2nd stage of construction.  The category for this check is based off the cast check of the spell.  This check must be successful in 
order to have the spell placed upon the item.  If the task check fails then the check must be made again until successful.  If a critical is 
rolled, consult the spell casting “Back lash” chart and the weapon is destroyed.  As a general rule, spells with a Cast check of Very 
hard and Extreme can’t be bestowed upon weapons. 



 

 

Psychics 
 
Mental powers and abilities 
are another option for use in a 
BOM campaign.  Those with 
the ability to harness and 
control the powers of the 
mind are known as “Psychic”.  
Such individuals may be able 
to read minds or 
communicate with their 
thoughts.  Perhaps they can 
augment themselves with mental energy or defy even the very laws of nature through strength of will. Such abilities add a new aspect 
to an alternative campaign and make for interesting adventures and formidable opponents.    
 

Chi	
The chi sub attribute is the basis from which psychic power is drawn.  The higher the chi attribute, the more power a psychic can 
unleash.  Whenever a character uses a psychic ability, a designated amount of points will be withdrawn from his or her chi attribute.  
The used chi will normally return at a rate of 10 points per hour.  If a characters chi is too low, then they will be unable to perform 
psychic powers.  If a characters chi is at 0 or lower, then he or she is unconscious till a positive score is reached. 
 

Being	Psychic	
In order for a character to have any psychic potential for the campaign, he or she must first select the 4 point “Psychic” advantage 
during character creation.  Without this advantage, the character can’t use these powers.  A Psychic character must also have a 
“psychic skill” in order to properly user their abilities.  As with other skills, the psychic skill is the basis for all task checks dealing 
with the use of powers and abilities.  The skill is usually taught in special schools or secret establishments controlled by mysterious 
organizations.  Or perhaps the character learned from a freelance psychic or nomadic monk.  It will be up to the GM how the character 
has learned what he or she has and it may very well tie into the campaign setting. 
 

Psychic	fields	
As with spell casting and the Arcane arts.  Psychic abilities are broken into 4 fields.  Most Psychics will work with 1 field all their 
lives, but it is possible to gain access to others through skill specials.  The Psychic fields are as follows. 
Bio Manipulation- Mental focus is on the self.  Through mental power and determination the psychic is able to defy the normal 
limitations of their own body.  They can perform incredible feats and are most formidable in combat. 
Kinetic- The physical control of the character’s surroundings through the use of psychic power.  The character may physically push or 
move objects through mind power.  They may even be able to manipulate the very environment with but a thought. 
Domination- This mental field deals with the direct mental and emotional control of other sentient creatures.  The psychic may use 
powers to charm and befriend opponents or just put them to sleep with a single thought.   
Telepathy- The ability to communicate with other sentient creatures via mental power.  The psychic can also utilize his or her powers 
to read minds and anticipate opponent’s actions.  
 

Learning	psychic	powers	
After choosing the field the character wishes to have, he or she must decide on which psychic abilities to use.  Learning these abilities 
is done through rigorous discipline of body and mind.  It is through discipline, focus, and sometimes dangerous situations that psychic 
powers are produced. A character should be allowed 2 psychic abilities from their chosen field during character creation.  As with 
spells, psychic abilities also have a base task score to use.  This same task category also dictates how long it will normally take to 
learn a new ability.  The following chart shows how the task check dictate how long it will take to learn the ability 
 
 
 



 

 

Task	check	for	ability																Time	to	learn	
Normal, Difficult                     long term  d6 days 
Hard, Very hard                       Extreme d4 weeks 
Extreme                                   Extended d12 months 
 
As with spell casting, the character may opt to force or take time while learning a new ability.  This of course will raise or lower the 
category by +1 or –1 modifier.  Tools and teachers will also affect the final outcome of the final task check.  If the character rolls 
below the number, the ability has be learned.  If the roll fails, the character can try to learn the ability again, but all factors will need to 
be calculated again to get the final task check.  A character must spend about 50% of their functional day studying a new ability and 
only one can be learned at a time.   
 
Note- if the player rolls an Auto (02-05 on their 1st attempt to learn a ability, then they have done very well and the ability will cost ½ 
the normal Chi it takes to use.  If a 01 is rolled, then the Chi use for that ability is ¼.  If the player rolls a 00, then the ability can never 
be learned. 
 

Initiating	psychic	powers	
When a character wishes to perform a psychic ability, he or she will follow the basic 
structure that is used to perform any other skill through task checks.  There are 6 steps 
that will calculate what modifiers will calculate the task chart and dictate the final score 
that the player will need to role for success. 
1) The character’s skill score and tools if any are being used 
2) The difficulty of the psychic power being used  
3) Psychic focus (if used) 
4) The amount of other psychic abilities being used at the same time 
5) Skill specials (if any) 
6) Possible modifiers from the environment and character status 
 
1) As with normal skills, the characters psychic skill score is the basis for the task 
check.  This score will range from 1 to 100 as allowed with all skills.  Tools will modify 
the base skill score as well.  Various crystals and stones may add +1 to +50 to different 
psychic abilities.  There are also drugs and medicines that may add + 1 to +50 to the 
over all psychic score for all abilities. Such drugs may have addictive qualities (See 
disadvantages).  It is up to the GM to decide what tools will affect psychic abilities.  
(Example- A specially cut piece of rose quartz may allow a psychic +30 to her base skill 
score when using the Psi heal ability from the field of Bio Manipulation). 

 
2) Each psychic ability has its own task chart category of difficulty. This category is then modified to give the final skill score the 
player will need to roll beneath (Example- The possession ability under the Domination field is a base Hard Category).   
 
3) All psychic abilities are initiated with a thought and therefore take only 1 action for the character to begin.  The amount of time it 
take the psychic ability to function depends on the ability itself.  Therefore it is not possible to force time or take time to change 
category modifiers.  However, a character may choose to “Focus” his or her skill to make it more effective.  To focus, a psychic can 
have no other psychic abilities functioning at that moment in.  The character must take a d6 seconds of concentration before initiating 
the ability.  When this is done, the focused ability will gain a –1 category modifier to the task check.  The caster may elect to focus an 
additional d6 seconds to give a maximum –2 category modifier to the task check (Example- A character with the Psi heal ability 
Would need to make a Difficult task check to make initiate it.  By electing to focus the ability, he will lower the category difficulty to 
Normal but will take 3 seconds to do (rolled 3 on d6).  He then elects to focus some more and lower it to an Automatic task check 
after another 4 seconds (rolled 3 on d6). It is not possible to forcibly decrease the amount of seconds it takes to focus).  
 
4) Using Psychic abilities can be very taxing on the brain. The more abilities a character uses at the same time gives more chances of 
them of them failing. With every additional ability used, there is a +1 category modifier for each psychic ability already in effect.  
(Example- A psychic with 2 powers already in affect will have a +2 difficulty modifier when initiating a 3rd ability at the same time. 
 
5) Skill specials may also affect the final task score.  A field specialist category down special will of course lower the category 
modifier by 1.  An Ability Focus will give a character –2 category modifier instead of 1 when using a designated ability.  The GM will 
have the final say as to what specials if any can be used. 
 



 

 

6) As with normal skills the modifiers for environment and character status will also affect the final task check.  Poor or No visual 
may alter categories for some abilities, but it is the character’s overall condition that will determine the final task check. 
 
After all the modifiers have been reviewed and the task chart difficulty finalized, the character must roll against is or her modified 
score.  If the roll is below what is needed, then the ability is initiated and the designated amount of Chi is subtracted.  If the roll is over 
the score, then the character has failed to use the ability.  If this failure was missed by over 50 points, then the Chi used in the attempt 
is lost as well.   If an Auto (01-05) is rolled, then consult the Power Psi chart below.  If the character rolls a Critical (96-00), then 
consult the Negative Psi chart. 
 

Power Psi  

If the character rolls an auto when attempting to initiate a psychic ability, then a beneficial element will be bestowed.  If a 02-04 was 
rolled, then roll a d10 and consult the following chart.  If an 01 was rolled, then the d10 twice.  Some results may not have any 
specific benefits depending on the character’s situation, but that’s life. 

1) Chi cost for ability is cut in ½ 
2) Ability has double the affect (2x damage, 2x healing, Ect.) 
3) Character receives 1d100 Chi (will remain till used) 
4) Character receives 1d100 HP (will remain till lost) 
5) A duplicate ability with the same effect is initiated at the same time (controlled by character) 
6) Character gains temporary immunity to similar psychic ability (can’t be affected by it for d4 weeks) 
7) Ability does triple the affect (3x damage, 3x healing, Ect.) 
8) If ability is used against opponent, the target temporarily loses 1d100 Chi 
9) Character gains 1d4 skill points to their psychic skill 
10) No Chi is used to initiate ability and the character permanently gains 1d10 Chi  

 

Negative Psi 

If the character rolls a critical when attempting to initiate a psychic ability, then something terrible happens.  If a 96-99 was rolled, 
then roll a d10 and consult the following chart.  If a 00 is rolled, then roll the d10 twice.  If the character is fortunate, then the result 
will do no permanent damage. 

1) Ability fails and Chi cost is doubled  
2) Ability fails and Chi cost is tripled  
3) The ability is ½ as effective ( ½ damage, ½ heal, Ect.) 
4) The ability back fires and the character receives the effect (harmful or beneficial) 
5) The Ability fails and the character temporarily loses d100 Chi (returns normally) 
6) Ability fails and Psychic takes 1d100 damage (character may need to make critical Con check against damage) 
7) A duplicate of the ability is initiated in an opposite effect uncontrolled by the character 
8) Ability fails and character is mentally crippled and unable to use that ability for d6 days 
9) Ability fails and character is unable to perform any psychic ability for d6 hours 
10) Ability fails, character is stunned for d6 minutes, and permanently loses 1d10 Chi 

 

Chi	Versus	Chi	
After abilities are initiated, they will usually 
function to their specified goal.  However, 
there are some abilities (primarily in the 
Domination and Telepathy fields) that work 
directly against another opponent.  For these 
abilities to function, the psychic character 
must match spirits and mentalities with the 
opponent in order for the ability to function.  
This is performed in what is called the Chi 
versus Chi. Unlike regular Attribute Vs. 
Attribute conflicts; both parties do not roll 
d100, but instead directly compare their 
present Chi scores.  The resulting 

comparison will then dictate what modifiers the opponent will add to his or her roll in the final Attribute check against the psychic 
ability.  The following chart will determine the modifier to the opponent’s final Attribute check. 
  



 

 

 Psychic’s Chi compared to Opponent                      Modifier to opponents final Attribute check                                            
                 10 x more Chi                                                                      Must roll Auto   
                   4 x more Chi                                                                      1/10  
                   3 x more Chi                                                                       1/8 
     2 x more Chi                                                                       1/4 
                 1.5 x more Chi                ½ 
                    About equal                                                                       no modifier 
                   2 x less Chi                  Don’t Critical  
 
After The Chi versus Chi comparison, the opponent will then make the modified check (if any) against the Attribute dictated by the 
psychic ability.  If the opponent successfully rolls beneath his or her modified attribute check, then the effects from the psychic ability 
are ignored (unless specified otherwise).    
Example- Roland the psychic is trying to use the psychic ability “Psychic slumber” on a warehouse guard. Roland has successfully 
initiated the ability with his Psychic skill task check and presently has a 231 Chi score.  The Guard only has a 100 Chi (Con 100 + 
Will 100 divided by 2 = 100).  After comparing the 2 Chi scores it is decided that Roland has a present score that is 2 x more than the 
guard.  The Psychic slumber ability causes an opponent to roll against their Willpower or fall into a deep sleep.  This means the guard 
will need to roll beneath ¼ his Willpower, which would be 25.  The guard rolls a 19 on the d100 and shakes off the effect of the 
psychic ability.  Roland can try to do this again, but his Chi score will be lower because of the chi lost in the first attempt. 
 

Psychic	Abilities	
The following is a basic list of psychic abilities from the 4 fields.  The GM will have the final say as to what abilities and fields can be 
used in a campaign.  There is always the option to create new fields and abilities.  Each ability is broken down into the following chart 
form. 
 

Name												Field												Initiation	check												Initiation	cost									Range							Chi	Vs.	Chi	
+Attribute	
     (1)               ( 2)                       ( 3)                                ( 4 )                    ( 5 )                        ( 6 ) 
 
Description    ( 7 )  
 
1) Name of psychic ability 
2) Psychic field 
3) The difficulty from which to base the task check for initiating the ability 
4) The amount of Chi that must be spent for the ability to function 
5) The distance (if necessary) that the ability will function 
6) If the ability causes a Chi Vs. Chi conflict, this is the Attribute the opponent will make the final check against (modified or 
unmodified) to see if the ability take effect.  
7) A description of the psychic ability 
 
 

Bio Manipulation (BM) 
 
                             Field         Initiation check        Initiation cost         Range       Chi /Chi +Attribute    
Armored self     BM              Difficult                 20 chi per Rank       personal                none  
Description- Upon initiation, the psychic draws a field of opaque force around their body.  For every 20 points of Chi used during 
initiation, the psychic receives the equivalent of 1 armor Rank (see armor under Combat chapter).  The Maximum Rank achieved is 6 
for the cost of 120 Chi. This armor is treated the same as normal armor for purposes of absorption, but is weightless and doesn’t count 
as being worn for layering purposes.  This armor will remain in effect for 10 minutes or willed off by the psychic. 
 
 
 
                           Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost          Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Balance              BM            Normal                            10 Chi                 personal                 none   
Description- The psychic is able to enhance his or her sense of balance to extraordinary levels.  Upon instant initiation, the psychic 
will always land on their feet when falling or being thrown (unless critical is rolled or is grappled into the ground).  The psychic also 
receives a –1 category modifier when dodging. This ability will last 1 minute 



 

 

 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Booster          BM                Hard                  2 chi per Attribute pt.         Personal               none 
Description- The psychic can temporarily raise his or her Strength or Agility Attribute.  For every 2 points of Chi spent, the character 
can raise his or her Strength or Agility Attribute by 1 point (Example- 80 Chi can raise both Strength and Agility by +40).  The 
maximum points a psychic can add is 100 to each Attribute (any more would cause tissue and organ damage).  This ability will last for 
1 hour or till the psychic wills it off. 
 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Heal              BM               Difficult                   3 chi per HP                   touch                  Will 
Description-  The psychic can heal wounds with a touch (on themselves or others).  The cost is 3 chi for each HP restored.  This ability 
can’t stop toxins, disease, or infections.  This ability will not restore lost limbs nor bring someone back from their NCN (see Health 
and damage chapter).  The healing process will take 1d10 seconds after initiation.  If someone does not wish to receive this ability 
from the psychic, then a Chi Vs. Chi comparison is made.  The refusing party must then make a Willpower check with the modifiers 
(if any) to stop the ability. 
 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Leap              BM              Normal                           20 Chi                      personal                   none 
Description-  The psychic is able to make a dynamic jump up to 30ft long and 15ft high.  The psychic will always land on his or her 
feet without harm unless a critical is rolled upon touchdown.  This ability is highly effective in either physical combat, or evasion 
tactics.  One leap can be performed in a second.  The 30 ft is not added to a characters regular running pace in terms of overall 
distance covered per second. 
 
                        Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
No pain          BM            Normal                              30 Chi                    personal                 none 
Description- The psychic gains the 5 point “Pain threshold” advantage.  If the psychic already has the advantage, then triple the 
amount of damage that the character would need to receive before making a Constitution check (details in Healing and damage 
chapter).  The psychic also receives +200 to any checks involving pain and stress when this ability is functioning.  The ability will last 
for 1 hour or till willed off by the psychic. 
 
                         Field     Initiation check            Initiation cost                  Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Psi                   BM             Extreme          100 Chi + 50 per body area      personal                none 

Regenerate   

Description- This powerful ability allows the psychic to instantly heal wounds and re-grow lost limbs.  This will only work on the 
psychic who must make an extreme psychic task check for initiation.  Upon initiation, the psychic will restore any lost HP within a 
d10 seconds.  This ability will also restore lost limbs at the cost of  50 Chi per body area re-grown.  Note- Psychics can’t regenerate 
after decapitation, or severing body areas 2,3,and 12 (this normally kill characters). 
 
                        Field         Initiation check            Initiation cost              Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Sharp Fist     BM               Difficult                            30                         personal                none 
Description- The psychic transforms his or her finger into sharpened claws.  The augmented appendages will do an additional d10 in 
melee combat and will cut through 2 ranks of armor.  After initiation, the claws will form in d4 actions and remain for 5 minutes or till 
normalized by the psychic. 
 
 

Kinetic Field  (KN) 
 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost            Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Missile         KN             Difficult                             20                       personal                 none 

Slide 
Description-  The psychic creates an invisible kinetic field around his or her body.  While in affect, all forms of missiles (magical or 
non) will be at a +3 difficulty modifier to hit the psychic.  The field is effective instantly upon initiation and will last for 1 minute or 
till cut off.  This field will also allow the same category modifiers to anyone being embraced or carried by the psychic (as long as they 
are relatively the same size or smaller). 
  
                      



 

 

                          Field       Initiation check          Initiation cost            Range         Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Cryo-Kinetic    KN             Difficult                  10 Chi per sq ft.            50 ft                 Constitution 
 
Description- The psychic is able to drastically cut the temperature in an area with freezing results.  This power can extinguish fires, 
freeze water sources, disable machines, and do harm to living creatures.  This ability will affect 1 square foot for every 10 Chi spent.  
This ability can affect targets visibly seen by the psychic within 50 ft.  The freezing effect happens 1d4 actions after initiation.  Any 
living targets within the abilities effect will need to perform a Chi versus Chi check.  After comparison the target will need to make a 
Constitution Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Failure means the target receives 2-200 (d100 x2) damage from internal 
freezing (d100 x4 towards cold vulnerable creatures).  Success means the freezing is external and will do only ¼ the damage, which 
can be absorbed by rank armor against blunt/slash (treat winter clothing as rank 3 and arctic wear as rank 5 in this case).  The frost and 
freezing effects will remain until natural temperature thaws the effected area. Note- This ability can be used to counter cold and fire 
based attacks (magical or non) at the cost of 1 Chi per 5 points of cold/flame/heat damage.  This effect is instant upon initiation, lasts 
1d10 seconds (or Chi runs out), and will affect only the psychic and anyone embraced or carried (as long as they are relatively the 
same size or smaller). 
 
                                                  Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Matter Manipulation            KN              Hard                  10 Chi per foot of matter           20                   Willpower 
 
Description- The Psychic is able to shape and mold softer forms of non living (non sentient) matter such as wood, cloth and light 
metals (aluminum).  The cost of this is 10 chi per square foot within 20 ft of the psychic.  The shaping takes 1d6 actions to complete 
after initiation.   If the psychic is trying to manipulate matter upon a living sentient target,  Then a Chi versus Chi check is necessary.  
After the comparison, the target will then make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the check is successful, the 
worn or wielded material is unaffected.   Failure of the check mean the matter is altered as the psychic intended.  This power can be 
very effective, but easily abused.  The GM will have the final say on what can or can not be affected by this ability. 
 
                              Field       Initiation check          Initiation cost             Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Pyro-Kinetic       KN              Difficult                  10 Chi per sq ft.            50 ft               Constitution 
 
Description- The psychic is able to control heat and flame with a mere thought.  This power can be used to cause or extinguish fires, 
create a light source, or harm living creatures.  It is even possible to create fires from nothing but open air.  This ability will affect 1 
square foot for every 10 Chi spent.  It will affect targets visibly seen by the psychic within 50 ft.  The affects of this ability will occur 
within 1d4 actions after initiation. The power can be used to double the size and damage of any regular fire source (Example- A torch 
is considered a medium heat source does 1d10 damage normally.  After ability initiation, the heat source becomes Medium large and 
will do 2d10 damage).  If the psychic is producing a flame effect upon a living creature, a Chi Versus Chi check will need to be 
performed.  After comparisons, the target will need to make a Constitution Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Failure means 
the target receives 2-200(d100 x2) damage from internal combustion (d100 x4 if vulnerable to heat/flame).  Success means the 
combustion happened externally and will do ¼ the damage, which can be absorbed by rank armor against blunt/slash (treat fire 
retardant clothes as rank 3 and full fire fighting gear as rank 5 in this case).  Initial uses of this ability are quick, but over all duration 
of the effects depend on how many combustibles ignite the area.  Note- This ability can be used to counter cold and fire based attacks 
(magical or non) at the cost of 1 Chi per 5 points of cold/flame/heat damage.  This effect is instant upon initiation, lasts 1d10 seconds 
(or Chi runs out), and will affect only the psychic and anyone embraced or carried (as long as they are relatively the same size or 
smaller). 
 
                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Telekinesis     KN            Normal                        1 Chi per 2 lb.                100 ft                Strength 
 
Description-  The psychic is able to mentally lift an push physical objects with a thought.  The amount of weight that is affected by 
this ability depends on the amount of Chi used during initiation. For every Chi point spent, the psychic is able to affect 2 pounds of 
weight.   He or she can lift, push, pull, or force the controlled mass in any way desired.  The effect is instant upon initiation and the 
ability control on the object will last for 10 seconds.  Additional seconds can be added by spending 5 Chi per second there after.  Any 
object controlled in this manner may be moved up to 30 ft per second.  The Psychic must be within 100ft of the object and have at 
least a partial visual in order for this ability to work.  If the Psychic is trying to use Telekinesis on a living sentient target, then a Chi 
versus Chi check is required.  After the comparison, the target will then make a Strength Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  
Success means the target was able to avoid the ability and is unaffected.  Failure of the Strength check results in the target being lifted 
and under the power of the ability (+3 Category difficulty modifier to any physical actions + possible damage from being slammed 
into other objects).  The psychic can be very creative with this ability so the GM will have to keep an eye on it. 
 
               
 
 



 

 

                                         Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Telekinetic Barrier        KN              Normal                  1 Chi per 5 damage           personal              Strength 
 
Description-  A powerful protective barrier is extended up to 10 ft around the psychic upon initiation.  This barrier will absorb 5 points 
of damage (magical or non) for each point spent. This ability is also effective against energy/heat/ flame and area based attacks.  This 
barrier is extended instantly upon initiation and the psychic’s Chi is removed each time damage is received.  Note- While the ability is 
in affect, physical attacks (magical or non) can’t be used from within the barrier or it will fail to function. it If someone wishes to 
physically force himself or herself through such a barrier or grapple with a psychic using one, then a Chi Versus Chi check is 
necessary.  After the comparison, the attacker must make a Strength Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Success means the 
attacker has forced his or her way through and may engage the psychic (Psychic looses Chi equal to 1/10 the Strength of the attacker).  
If the check fails, then the attacker is repelled and takes damage equal to 1/10 their strength across the their entire body (armor will not 
help), and is knocked down for 1d4 actions.  The barrier will remain in affect for 10 seconds and can be continued by spending 1 Chi 
point for every 10 seconds thereafter.  
 
                                  Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost              Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Telekinetic Bolt     KN              Normal                  1 Chi per 2 damage          100 ft              Constitution 
 
Description- The psychic discharges a bolt of kinetic energy at a target.  This bolt has a base 100 to hit for purposes of missile combat.  
The bolt is released instantly on initiation and can strike a visible target within 100 ft.  the bolt will do 2 points of physical damage for 
each point of chi used.  If the bolt hits a sentient target (living or non), a Chi versus Chi check is used.  After the comparison, the 
target will roll a Constitution Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the check fails, the target takes the full damage without any 
help from armor rankings.  If the check is successful, the damage is cut in ½ and the target is allowed the absorption ability of any 
armor rankings in the area hit (versus slash/blunt).  Note- Bolt is nearly invisible and will result very Hard block, or Extreme dodge if 
the target tries to physical defend against it.  
 
                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Phase             KN               Extreme                  100 chi per 10 sec           personal             Constitution  
 
Description- This very powerful ability allows the psychic to literally push his or her body and up to 50 lbs of gear into a non tangible 
ghost like state.  Unlike the Ghost walk spell (under magic chapter), the psychic is completely immune to all forms of physical 
damage (magical or non).  He or she is also immune to damage from energy, heat, flame, or area based attacks.  The psychic may pass 
through any form of matter (living or none) as if it where air.  This ability will take effect 1d6 actions after initiation and will remain 
in affect for 10 seconds or till cut off by user.  It costs an additional 100 chi to expand the ability another 10 seconds.  If the psychic 
attempts to pass through a living target that does not desire this, then a Chi versus Chi check is performed.  After the comparison, the 
one trying to avoid this must make a Constitution Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Success on the check means the psychic 
can’t pass through the being.  Failure to make the check means the psychic can pass through the being unhindered.  Note- It could be 
particularly nasty if a psychic left an object to un-phase within some one (like a grenade…..ouch). 
Note- Sentient undead and none living creatures with Chi are also allowed to make an attempt at resisting a psychic with this ability. 
 
 
 

Domination (D)  
 
                                             Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Emotional   Induction     D                Difficult                   30 + 5 per min                  30 ft                Willpower 
       
Description- The psychic is able to dig within a target’s emotions and force one to emerge with a heightened response.  Such emotions 
of Fear, Sadness, Doubt, Happiness, Hate, and Pleasure are some of the responses this ability can invoke.  The emotion will emerge 
1d6 actions after initiation and will last 1 minute with the option of spending 5 Chi per additional minute.  The target must be visibly 
seen within 30 ft during initiation, but the effect remains at any distance thereafter until the ability is stopped or rejected.  The target is 
allowed a Chi versus Chi check during the initiation of this ability.  After the comparison, the target will make a Willpower Attribute 
check with the modifier (if any).  If the check fails, the target is affected by the invoked emotion and must respond accordingly.  If the 
check is successful, then the target has rejected the ability and is unaffected.  The GM will be responsible with how the target reacts 
and how it will affect category modifiers when necessary (Example- A target instilled with the fear emotion will try to flee and will 
function with a +1 difficulty modifier).  Note- it is possible to attempt to shake the effects of this ability after initial failure.  A new 
Chi Versus Chi attempt can be made after the 1st minute, or when the GM deems it fit depending on the situation.  If the target fails a 
2nd time, then the ability will run its course. 
 
                     



 

 

   Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Illusion             D            Very Hard                 30 + 5 per minute              100 ft               Willpower 
 
Description-  The Psychic creates a visual illusion within a targets mind.  The ability takes effect instantly upon initiation and will 
affect 1 visual target within 100ft.  A Chi versus Chi check is required after initiation.  After the comparison, the target must roll a 
Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the check is successful, then the ability has failed and the target sees things 
for as they are.  If the check fails, the psychic can create an illusion that completely involves the senses (taste, touch, sight, sound, 
hearing).  The target will interpret the illusion as real and partake in it as he or she would with reality.  The illusion can cause no true 
physical damage to the target, but in his or her mind it is real and category modifiers for task checks should be used.  The GM will 
need to monitor how this ability is used and how targets react.  If the target has good reason to think this is an illusion (someone is 
telling him, or things can’t be the way they are), then a new Chi versus Chi check is made.  If the target succeeds, the illusion is 
revealed.  Failure will cause the target to cause the target to truly believe the illusion and reject anything to the contrary. 
Note- This ability has no effect on undead or nonliving sentient creatures. 
  
 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Possession      D              Extreme                   50 + 5 per minute                50 ft               Willpower 
 
Description-  This powerful ability allows the psychic to totally cease control of living sentient target.  1d4 actions after initiation, the 
psychic can gain total physical and sensory control of one visible target within 50 ft.  A Chi versus Chi check is necessary for this 
ability to work.  After the comparison, the target must make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the check is 
successful, the target has rejected the psychic’s attempt for control.  Failure to make the check means the targets mind has been shoved 
aside and the body is now a vessel for the psychic’s own design.  The psychic has total use of the body (physical attributes) and senses 
of the occupied target, but has no memories or skills of that target.  The psychic himself will function normally while this ability is in 
effect, but must spend 5 Chi per minute to keep control over the target.  The only way to stop this control is by causing grievous 
damage to the target or the psychic.  If the psychic or controlled target receive damage equal to 1/10 their Constitution, then a new Chi 
versus Chi check is made.  If the target makes the new Willpower check (with possible modifiers), then the possession is broken.  
Failure of the check means the psychic is still in control.  Note- This ability does not effect undead or non living sentient creatures. 
 
                                    Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Psychic  Charm           D              Hard                             30 + 5 per hour            100 ft             Willpower 
 
Description-  The psychic places a mild domination over a living sentient target.  The ability can alter a target’s disposition to the 
psychic.  The target will interpret the psychic as a closely trusted and loyal friend.  The target will be most attentive toward the 
psychic and more open to insight and decisions from him or her.  Upon initiation, the ability will take affect on a visible target within 
100 ft after 1d4 actions.  There will be a Chi versus Chi check after the ability takes affect.  After the comparing, the target will need 
to make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the target succeeds in the check, then charm has failed and the 
psychic looses the Chi points.  If the target fails the check, then they will view the psychic as a trusted friend and companion.  The 
target affected by this ability would never try to harm the psychic and is very prone to helping and defend them in times of trouble.  
The psychic must spend 5 Chi per hour to maintain the charm upon the target who must be at least within 1 mile at all times or the 
charm is broken.  If the target is drawn into a potentially dangerous situation, or is asked to do something that he or she interprets as 
morally wrong, then a new Chi versus Chi is called upon.  The target again makes a new Attribute check.  If the check fails, then the 
target will continue to trust the psychic and do their best to help (until a like situation causes another Chi versus Chi).   Note- this 
ability has no effect on Undead or non living sentient creatures. 

 
                                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute 
Psychic  Slumber         D              Difficult                              30                             100 ft              Willpower 
 
Description- the psychic forces a living sentient target into a deep sleep.  The effect is instant after initiation and will affect 1 visible 
target within 100 ft.  A Chi versus Chi check will be used after the initiation.  After comparing, the target must make a Willpower 
Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Failure to make the check means the target has fallen into a deep near comatose state.  The 
target will sleep for 1-10 minutes unless disturbed by harsh outside force (physical damage, heavy shaking, cold water on face).  This 
ability is very effective when combined with the Subliminal Suggestion ability.  Note- This will not effect undead or other non living 
sentient creatures. 
 
             
 
 
 
 



 

 

                                               Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Subliminal Suggestion       D                 Hard                                40                             10 ft                Will power 
     
Description-  The psychic places a subliminal command within the mind of an unconscious or sleeping target.   The psychic will need 
to be within 10 ft of such a target for the ability to work.  The command will be planted 1d6 actions after initiation.  The command 
must be brief, but detailed enough for the target to carry out without too much rational thinking (Example- The target will turn off a 
security system a specified time, or leave a back door unlocked).  The command must be arranged to happen within 1 week of the 
initiation or it will fade and be ineffective.  During the initiation, a Chi versus Chi check must be made.  After comparing, the target 
must roll a Will power Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  A successful check means the command was resisted and won’t 
happen.  If the check fails, then the target has accepted the command and will follow it at the appointed time.  When the designated 
time comes, the target will perform the command without question and then forget the situation ever occurred.  If the command is too 
extensive, or blatantly involves a situation that will cause people harm, then the ability will not work on the target.  Note- This ability 
will only work on a sleeping or unconscious target.    
 
 

Telepathy  ( T ) 
 
 
                         Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Blank                  T                Difficult                         20                                 50                  Willpower 
 
Description- The Psychic causes an sentient opponent’s mind to blank out for a few actions.  The effect happens instantly upon 
initiation and is directed toward a visible target within 50 ft.  A Chi versus Chi check is then required.  After comparing, the target 
must make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  Is the check is successful; the target is unaffected and may 
perform normally.  If the check fails then the target will stand confused for 1d4 actions.  The target is completely vulnerable and 
unable to do anything during the lost actions.  Note- this ability is useless against undead and non living sentient creatures.  
 
                        Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Melee Read      T                 Hard                              20                               30 ft                Will power 
 
Description-  The psychic is able to attune his or her thoughts and movements toward an opponent, which allows large advantage 
during melee combat.  The affect is instant upon initiation and the opponent must be within 30 ft for it to function.  A Chi versus Chi 
check must be performed upon initiation.  After comparing, the target must make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if 
any).  Success means the target has rejected the effect.  If the check failed, then the target has become susceptible to the ability.  The 
target will be at +2 categories of difficulty when attempting to engage the psychic in melee combat (See combat chapter).  In turn 
psychic has a –1 category modifier when engaging an attuned target.  This ability will last 1d10 minutes against the target, even if he 
or she steps out of the 30 ft range and then returns.  Note- This ability will not work on undead or non living sentient creatures.  
 
                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
 
Mind Read     T                Hard                  20 points + 5 per minute        100 ft              Willpower 
Description-  The psychic is able to read the surface thoughts of a sentient creature.  The ability takes effect in 1d4 actions after 
initiation.  The target must be within 100 ft. of the psychic, but doesn’t have to be seen.  A Chi versus Chi check is necessary.  After 
comparing, the target must make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  If the check is successful, then the target’s 
mind is closed off from the psychic.  If the check fails, then the psychic can read the direct thoughts of the target as well as 
understanding his or her basic emotions, motivations, and intentions.  The psychic will also know if the target is lying.  If the target 
realizes this ability is happening, then a new Chi versus Chi check is performed.  If the target makes the Willpower check, then the 
ability is negated.   Failure means the target is unable to close of his or her mind and will is allowed no further attempts.  Note- The 
creature must be sentient for this ability to work 
 
                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Psi Shell          T               Normal                               10                         personal                  none 
 
Description- Upon initiation, the psychic receives a +100 Chi psychic defense.  These additional points will can’t be used for psychic 
abilities, but will be added to the psychics current Chi when defending against an opposing Chi versus Chi check.  These 100 defense 
points will remain for 1d10 minutes after initiation. Note- This ability can be used more than once but remember the Task check 
category modifiers for each used. 
 
 



 

 

                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Psi Slam         T                Difficult                              20                           50 ft                Willpower 
Description- The psychic unleashes a powerful blast of mental energy into the brain of an opponent.  The effect is instant upon 
initiation and must be directed towards a visible sentient opponent within 50 ft.  A chi versus Chi is required.  After the comparison, 
the target of the Psi Slam Must make a Willpower attribute check with the modifier (if any).  A successful check mean the target has 
avoided damage.  If the check failed, then the target will take damage equal to 1/10 the attacking psychic’s current Chi (Example- 222 
Chi would equal 22 Damage).  Rank armor can’t absorb any of this damage and it causes the 4x damage modifier that other physical 
head damage would to the head area.  A Constitution check for critical damage should be rolled if necessary. 
 
 
                       Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Psi trap             T                Difficult                           30                          personal            Willpower 
Description- Upon initiation, the psychic creates a trap upon his or her own mind.  This trap will remain for 24 hours after initiation or 
until sprung.  If another psychic attempts to mentally engage or attack the psychic’s mind, then Chi versus Chi check comes into 
affect.  After comparing, the attacking Psychic must make a Willpower Attribute check with modifiers (if any).  If the check is 
successful, then the attacking psychic has bypassed it and continues the ability.  If the check is a failure, then the attacking psychic 
takes damage equal to 1/10 the current Chi of the Psi trap user (including Psychic defense Chi).  The attackers attempt is also negated 
for that action.  Rank armor can’t absorb any of this damage mental damage and    critical damage should be rolled  if necessary.  
Note- The Psi trap remains until it does damage, or time expires. 
 
                      Field       Initiation check            Initiation cost                Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
Telepathy       T                Difficult               10 Chi +1 per minute         100 miles           Willpower 
Description- The psychic is able to communicate via thought waves with another sentient being.  Both the psychic and receiver are 
able to communicate inside their minds as if it were a normal conversation.  The Psychic must know the receiver fairly well if upon 
initiating the ability or must see the target if it is their first communication.  The communication starts instantly upon initiation for 10 
Chi and can be maintained at a rate of 1 Chi per minute.  If the receiver is reluctant or doesn’t desire the communication, then a Chi 
versus Chi check is necessary.  After comparing, the target will then make a Willpower Attribute check with the modifier (if any).  A 
Successful check means the target has rejected the communication and the psychic will not be able to try with that target for 1d4 
hours.  Failure of the check means the psychic can communicate with the recipient, but doesn’t mean he or she will get a reply.  The 
maximum range of this ability is 100 miles between a well acquainted psychic and recipient. 
 
                          Field         Initiation check            Initiation cost              Range       Chi/Chi +Attribute  
White Noise      T                  Extreme           50 Chi + 50 Chi per 10 sec      30                      none 
Description- The psychic creates a powerful field of distorted mental static.  This effect occurs 1d4 actions after initiation.  All psychic 
abilities are nullified within a 30 radius, including those of the initiating psychic.  The White Noise will be the only functioning ability 
as long as the psychic keeps spending 50 chi every 10 seconds.  Note- The GM might allow more divine creatures, or super powerful 
bad guys to be unaffected by this ability to keep campaign balance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 

FUTURE TECH 
This optional scenario campaign deals with the futuristic side 
of technology and body augmentation through cybernetics 
and biological manipulation. The future has infinite 
possibilities dealing in cyborgs, robots, high firepower, fast 
machines, powerful medicine, and super technologies.  The 
following chapter will deal with the basics of such a 
campaign. 
 

The	price	of	technology	
In a future there will be technologies that will allow characters to increase their bodies potential and expand their minds.  Whether this 
is done by cybernetic replacement (robotic prosthetics), or biological enhancement (surgery and DNA restructuring), there is always a 
price. 
All forms of future tech augmentation will take away some of a characters natural essence and disrupt overall balance of spirit and 
body.  With each implant, cybernetic replacement, and genetic therapy, the character will lose a designated amount of his or her Chi 
Attribute.   The more technology added to the body takes away more Chi points till the character might not be considered human.  
When a character’s Chi Attribute becomes too low, their spirit becomes weak and he or she may become devoid of compassion, 
morals, emotions, and basic humanity.   But some welcome the embrace of powerful technology and the sacrifice of Chi is well worth 
the potential power and edge of high technology 
 

Cybernetics	
The replacement of lost limbs with prosthetics is possible today.  In the future, limb replacement will give someone increased strength, 
enhanced reflexes, and durability.  Implants can give benefits to nearly any situation such as combat, survival, investigation, and 
adventuring.  Cybernetic implants and replacements can be depicted as beautiful streamlined metal, or seen as the abomination of 
merging flesh with the dark machine.  Regardless, of the reasons there are great advantages to such future tech.  All Cybernetics are 
created on 5 levels.   
                                                                                                                                            Cost 
Level  1- standard technology, the simplest form of cyber technology                              base  
Level  2- uncommon cyber technology, more versatile and more costly                             x2 
Level  3- rare tech, very costly and sometimes considered illegal                                       x5 
Level  4- Mega tech, very powerful, used by the military and rich corporations                x10 
Level  5- Ultra tech, elite cyber technology, cutting edge and far too costly                       x30 
 
Cyber limb         base cost-  20,000 per body area 
For each body area (see body chart) a cyber limb replaces the character will lose 10 chi points 
Each level of cyber tech increases the overall strength, durability, and amount of implant compartments (extra cyber tech) that can 
added to the limb section. Each limb is powered by a bio fusion pack that allows for constant limb function, but allows little use of 
power out side of the limb and its implants.                 
                     Strength Attribute     Damage points             Implant/compartments 
Level  1                100                           100                                          1 
Level  2                200                           200                                          2 
Level  3                300                           300                                          3 
Level  4*              400                           400                                          4 
Level  5*              500                           500                                          5 
Strength attribute-  this is the strength of the limb for gaming purposes such as strength Attribute checks and melee combat damage 
modifiers. 
Damage points- (DP) is the amount of damage the limb can take before it is no longer functional.  The damage done to limbs will not 
affect a character’s Health points.  When DP reaches 0 the limb is either immobilized, or removed (depending on type of damage 
received). 
Implant/compartments- Extra Cyber tech the character can add on such as synthetic skin, cyber blades, or extra armor. 
*-Level 4 and 5 cyber limbs require a mandatory bone lacing and muscle augmentation at a like level to correctly function.  The limbs 
are too powerful and awkward for a normal body to handle without tissue damage and bone destruction. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Implant/compartments- Each cost 1 unless designated 
otherwise.  The number of compartments per body area depends 
on the level of tech (see above). 
Storage Compartment (no cost)- A hollow space within the cyber 
limb section that can hold up to 3 square inches of material.  
More storage spaces can  be combined together if the limb level 
is high enough. 
Synthetic skin (cost 100 per area coated)- A cheap flesh like 
covering to give the limb a somewhat normal appearance.  It is 
cheap and far easier to maintain than biological skin coverings, 
but it is far more noticeable (spotted on a Difficult observation 
check) 
Skin wrap (cost 5,000 per area)- a biologically grown skin 
covering that has the look and feel of normal flesh.  The skin has 
pores, sweat glands, hair, and even a fine layer of blood vessels 
that circulate body temperature.  The skin is grafted over the 
cybernetic limb and is directly tied into the characters own body 
to keep the skin nourished.  If the limb receives damage, the 
character takes the 1st   point of damage to his or her own health 
points while the rest are taken to the limbs damage points.  The 
wound will bleed but never to the point of blood loss.  When 
damaged, the skin will heal at a rate of 1 point per day naturally. 
For most purposes the skin is real and the cybernetic limb will be 
vary hard to notice (Extreme observation check) 
Nerve bundle (500 per section, but does not count as an 

implant/compartment)- The limb section can be out fitted with tech synthetic nerve clusters that relate physical sensation to the 
characters brain.  Through this the character can feel, temperature, pain, pressure and anything a normal limb would feel.  The clusters 
are directly keyed into the brain but can be shut off with the cost of one action. ( the off switch is a done by direct thought from the 
character).  The character must be careful when the nerve cluster is activated because physical damage might cause the character to 
pass out due to a failed Constitution or Willpower check. 
 Microwave shielding (1000 per area)- A special coating of circuitry and shielding that prevents metal detection, sonic detection, and 
microwave damage.   
Data interface jack (1000)- a direct chord that allows the computer interfacing via cranial implants or internal computer system.  The 
chord is manually drawn from the pre chosen area (takes 3 actions).  Internal computer and cranial implants will be explained in the 
data hacking section of this chapter. 
Armor plating (100 per rank per area)- The limb has been plated with armor to reduce damage points to cybernetics.  The plating is 
treated as regular body armor with regards toward ranking, absorption and depreciation.  Armor plating is available in all ranks 1-6.  
However, any armor above rank 3 can’t be concealed by skin covering or regular clothing (it is to bulky and obvious). 
Mag clamps (1000 base per clamp)- a small magnetic field generator is miniaturized into a 1 Implant/compartment space.  This field 
will allow the character to adhere to metallic surfaces and hang and climb like a spider on a wall.  Each level of mag clamp holds 100 
lb. and is usually used in sets of 2 or 4 (applied to the hands, elbows, knees, or feet).  Each clamp bestows +50 to the characters 
climbing skill so long as the surface has at least 30% metallic content. 
Grapple line (1000 base, takes up 2 implant/compartment)- The character has a built in grapple harpoon/hook built into either arm.  
The line can fire to a maximum of 200 ft and does 2d10+ 10 damage for combat purposes and surface penetration.  The grapple line is 
a base 75 to hit for purposes of missile combat.  A powerful pulley system in the grapple line can either lift the character, or pull 
things toward the limb.  Each level of the grapple line adds 200-lb. pull and +50 damage points to the line.  The line adds +150 to the 
characters climbing ability and pulls at a rate of 10 ft per second. 
Booster Jet (10,000 base per jet, takes up 2 implant/compartments)- Small jet propulsion units are implanted in the feet/legs of 
character.  These jets allow for a brief burst of propulsion that will lift the character.  Each level of booster jet will allow for a lift of 1 
additional second as well as an additional 100 1bs. Lift rate above the character’s weight.  Each second will let the character to move 
30 ft and ascend 10 ft.  The character will need to make jumping/gymnastics/marital art skill check at normal whenever landing from a 
booster jump.  Failure to land correctly or critical failure will result in falling damage (see healing and damage chapter).  For purposes 
of combat, a booster jet will do 10 points of damage per level of tech with each exposure.  Booster jets can be used 2 times per level 
before fuel runs out.  The character will then need to manually insert a new pack per empty booster (cost 100 base and takes 5 actions 
per refill).  Note- if the area were a booster jet is located is damaged over 50% of it’s DP, then there is a Base 10% + initial damage to 
the area/per attack that the booster full will explode doing 20 points damage per booster use remaining. (Example- a Level 3 leg that 
has already taken 150 damage points receives another 25 points to the booster jet area.  There is a 35% chance that the booster will 
explode.  Pity the man who still had all booster uses available when they blow up… ouch.   The explosion radius is 5 ft per booster 
level.                                                         
 



 

 

Shocker (1000 base)- This device allows the character to bestow a powerful electric jolt upon touch or impact of the cyber limb 
utilizing it.  The device will do 20 points electrical damage per level of tech (minus armor absorption).  The target receiving the 
damage must also make a Constitution check minus the damage bestowed.  Failure to make the check will result in the character being 
stunned for the amount of seconds failed (Critical failure cause double damage and a minimum of 1 hour unconscious).  The shocker 
has 1 charge per level and recharges 1 per hour.  Note- Armor Rank 4 and higher or a cybernetic grounding grid will cut the damage 
of a shocker in ½ before regular armor absorption 
Raking claw (1000 base)- The fingernails of the cybernetic limb have retractable razors (1 action to deploy) which do + 5 damage per 
level of tech (+1/10 Strength as per melee combat).  The razors are pretty tough but rather ineffective against Armor Rank 3 or higher 
(claw damage is cut in ½).  Fashionable females and covert operatives prefer this device 
 Cyber spike (5000 base)- A cyber spike is a retractable tech metal piercing device that is stored in the palm, elbow, knee, or ankle (1 
action to deploy).  The spike does 10 points of damage per level of tech (+1/10 Strength as per melee combat). If the spike is deployed 
directly in contact with the target, then it removes 1 Armor Rank per level of tech 
Injector (1,000 base)- Injectors are pressurized containers that are used with Raking claw or Cyber spike weapons (above).  The 
injector stores poisons, drugs, nanites, acid, ECT.  They substance is released upon impact from the weapon and the injector module 
can hold 1 dosage per level.  Use of poisons is explained in the health/damage chapter. 
Wrist blade (10,000 base)- A wrist blade is a large retractable blade that is usually built into the forearm, wrist or ankle (1 action to 
deploy).  The blade is more powerful than the raking claw and does 2d10 + 10 damage per level of tech (+ 1/10 Strength as per melee 
combat).  The blades also reduce 1 rank of armor per level of tech. 
Reinforced fist (500 base) The cyber hand is reinforced to allow more damage per punch.  Damage of a reinforced fist is a d10 + 2 
points per level of tech (+ 1/10 Strength as per melee combat). 
Boom fist  (10,000 base, takes up 2 implant/compartment)-  the boom fist is a rechargeable pneumatic field generator that is built into 
fore arm and wrist of the cyber limb.   The charge up time for the device is 1 second, and the cyber hand must be empty and clenched.  
The character then makes his or her melee attack and contact with the target will release the field.  Impact cause the pneumatic field to 
explode with large boom and causes 20 points of damage per level of tech (+ 1/10 Strength damage as per melee combat).  The 
recharge time for the fist is 1 minute. 
 Grounding grid (10,000)- This is an intricate working of small-insulated filaments that direct electrical currents away from the body 
and cybernetic limbs and then grounds it usually through the leg.  It costs 1 implant/compartment for the whole body and 
automatically reduces the damage from electrical damage (including magical) by ½. 
 
Cyber Eye   base cost 20,000  
The character can have one or both eyes replaced.   Each eye costs 10 chi to replace and will function as an organic predecessor.  The 
level of tech will dictate how much damage the eye can sustain and how many Implant/compartment it has. 
        Level                      Damage points               implant/ compartment 
            1        10                                            1 
            2                                20                                            1 
            3                                30           2 
            4                                40                                            2 
            5                                50                                            3 
 

Implant/Compartment	
Thermal (2000 base)- A thermal system allows the cyber eye to see heat sources across the light spectrum.  When dealing with heat 
sources in a pitch-black environment, the character is functions at only –1 category  instead of 2.  The character also receives a 
category up on any active observation/ tracking checks when dealing with a recent heat source.  Each level of tech bestows 100 ft of 
visual depth to the system. 
 
Low light (1000 base)-  A low-light system allows for the cyber eye to enhance poorly lit environments to their optimum capacity.   
The system allows a character to function at normal in poorly lit situations as opposed to –1 category.  Each level of tech bestows 100 
ft of visual depth to the system Note-  if combined with the thermal system, the combination will totally eliminate the –2 categories for 
total darkness situation.  
Flash compensation (10,000) – The cyber eye is equipped with a system that automatically compensates for powerful blasts of light 
and visual strain.  The character can’t be effectively blinded by normal means such as bright flashes or instant changes in lighting 
conditions. 
Telescopic enhancement (1000 base)- The cyber eye is able to magnify long distance for greater clarity and definition.  Each level of 
tech increases the magnification by X 10.  For gaming purposes the eye increases the character’s observation task check by 1 category 
when actively looking with this enhancement. 
Gun-link (5000 base)- The gun-link system allows the eye to connect with the characters designated/linked firearm.  The system 
allows + 1 category during combat task checks when using this system.  Each level of tech allows 100 yards of functional depth for 
the system.  If the character is using linked automatic weapon, he or he may use a “lock on” function.  This function takes an 



 

 

additional action to use, but causes a higher ratio of bullet impact during automatic fire.  Each level of Gun-link tech causes +1 bullet 
to hit during the random amount of impact caused by automatic fire (See Combat chapter).  Example- A Level 5 gun-link would 
guarantee at least 6 bullets will hit the target during a 10 round burst (1-10 is normal amount of bullets that may hit during the round.  
The link adds +5 bullets and any roll of 6 or higher on the d10 means all 10 rounds have hit).  The Gun-link cable Bio implant must be 
used at the same tech level for this system to function.  A properly configure fire arm must be linked at the same level of tech to 
function. 
 Computer visual (5000 base)- This system allows the character to see a direct digital visual of his or her internal or external computer.  
The character is still able to see beyond the readouts but may need to focus if there is a lot of data being relayed.  The system must 
function at the same tech level of the Computer and it’s interfaces to function correctly. 
 
 
Video recorder (20,000)- The character can record images seen by the cyber eye with any of its other enhancements.  The images are 
recorded in 2 possible ways.  1) The images are recorded to a digital disk implanted in the temple behind the eye.  The disk can hold 
up to 1 hour of images and will need to be manually extracted (10 actions). 2) The images are directly recorded to the characters 
internal or external computer system.  The character must have an interface cable and a functional computer for the latter way to 
function 
 
Cyber Ear   cost 10,000 base 
The  characters internal ear structure is replace for 5 chi per ear.  The external ear appears the same and the overall audio ability is the 
same as it’s organic predecessor.  The Level of tech will dictate the amount of  implant/compartment the ear has. 

Level														Implant/compartment	
1 1 
2 1 
3 2 
4 2 
5 3 

 

Ear	Implant/	Compartment	
Audio Enhancement (1000 base) The ear is able to amplify the surrounding sound, which allows the character +1 category up in 
observation checks involving audio.  The character will need to be careful when the system is being used.  Loud unfiltered noise will 
cause the character to make a Willpower check   
-20 per level of tech to avoid being stunned for 1d4 actions.   Each level of tech bestows 100 yards of functional audio. 
Sound filter (1000 base) The ear is fitted with an audio filtering system which allows the character to filter out undesired noise and 
enhance only the specifics.  The when combined with the audio enhancement implant the sound filter adds an additional +1 category 
to observation checks involving audio.  The filter also contains a cut off switch that can be manually or automatically shut the ear off 
in the presence of sonic attacks and tremendous noises.  Each level of tech bestows +50 to Con or Will checks involving sonic or 
frequency attacks. 
Communication/Receiver (10,000 counts as 2 compartment/implant) The ear is fitted with a communications unit that allows the 
character to transmit and receive on a sub vocal level.  The system is fitted inside the skull and antennae web is meshed beneath the 
scalp.  The character can have open or private lines and the switchover between either is automatic.  The system is totally internal and 
produces no external audio unless the character wishes to vocalize. 
 
 
Balance Compensation (5000 base) This implant system replaces the cochlea located within the inner ear.  The system allows for an 
enhanced system of balance and control.  The implant must be placed in ear at an equal level of tech or the character will suffer acute 
vertigo.  For gaming purposes, each level of tech gives +50 to Agility checks vs. falling, jumping, and being thrown.  
 

Bio	Enhancement		
 Through the use of advanced genetics and biological restructuring, the future will allow organs and tissue to be grown and labs.  
Anatomy can be enhanced through surgery and gene therapy.  Implants of both organic and cyber-organic nature will allow benefits 
and abilities far surpassing a regular human.   Bio enhancements are also measured in 5 levels like Cybernetics and two are often 
employed together to increase the characters potential.  Like cybernetics, such enhancements will also permanently remove Chi from 
the character. 
 



 

 

Muscle restructuring (30,000 base) The Musculature of the character is restructured and 
fortified at the cost of 30 chi. The Muscles are dense and powerful and bestow +50 the 
characters Strength Attribute for each level of enhancement (this is combined with the 
characters initial strength). 
 
Bone restructuring (30,000 base) The skeletal structure is reinforced with hardening polymers 
and compounds.  The process costs 30 chi but increases the characters overall durability.   
The initial bone restructuring bestows the Pain threshold advantage to the character. If the 
character already has this advantage, then quadruple the base damage that would cause the 
Con check (initial details in healing and damage chapter).  Each level of restructuring 
bestows one rank of armor to the characters entire body.  This armor ranking is not 
considered a layer and doesn’t affect the character’ Agility as per normal armor (explained 
under Combat chapter). 
 
 
Reflex booster (30,000 base) The characters nervous system and reflexes are enhance through 
the use of small cyber organic filaments that span the body and are linked into a powerful 
cyber processor at the base of the skull.  The process costs 40 Chi and the character must have the Muscle restructuring enhancement 
at the same level for the reflex booster to function.  For each level of the booster the character receives 100 Agility.  The Reflex 
booster is not combined the character’s original Agility and will only be beneficial if it has surpassed it.   
 
Cosmetic enhancement (pricing below).  Through advances in cosmetic surgery the character can have his whole face and body 
restructured.   The basic facial restructuring costs 5 chi and the whole body is an additional 10.  Scars can be removes, parts modified 
or trimmed.  The character can change his or her appearance to deceive or gain the look of desired beauty and fashion.  A General 
surgery would cost 10,000 to remove blemishes and scars.  40,000 will give the character the Look advantage as if it where 2 points 
spent.  60,000 will give the character the 4 point look advantage. 
 
Toxin filter (10,000 base) This implant is an advanced toxin screening and neutralization unit incorporated into the lungs and heart 
ventricles.  The unit costs 10 chi but will improve Con checks vs. Poisons by +50 for each level used.   Each level will allow for a 
different type of poison to be screened and filtered at the same time.  If there are too many different toxins beyond the filter level, the 
system will try to neutralize the most harmful. 
 
Flesh sub-plating (1000 per rank per area) Fine layers of armored plates are meshed below the skin and bestow armor rank value at the 
cost 5 chi per area covered.  This plating is considered a layer for purposes of armor, but does not affect agility.  The plating is unseen 
up to rank 3, but will be easily noticed with Rank 4 and above (it will appear like chitinous plating not unlike an insect and will be 
nearly impossible to conceal if the skin is exposed. 
Trip Booster (5000 base) This 10 chi implant affects the adrenal gland and allows for a quick reaction boost due to surprise or combat.  
Each level gives the character +50 to his or her initial Agility vs. Agility check to see who begins combat.  Each level also allows for a 
+50 to Willpower checks involving surprise.  The unit will function 1 time a day per level of implant. (Note- if the character rolls a 
critical, the trip booster has malfunctioned and automatically stuns him or her for 1d10 actions) 
 
Pain inhibitor (5,000 base) This 10 chi device is implanted in base of the skull and is designed to nullify all pain impulses being sent to 
the brain.  This is similar to the synthetic nerve bundles on a cyber limb but incorporates the entire body.  The switch is automatically 
tripped by thought and takes on action.  When on the character feels no pain due to any damage done to the character.  The implant 
bestows the pain threshold advantage to the character when the system is on.  If the character already has this advantage, then 
quadruple the base damage that would cause the Con check (initial details in healing and damage) chapter).  Each level gives the 
character +50 to Con checks involving Pain or stress.  Note- it is the option of the GM to tell the player how much damage his or her 
character is taking if this system is on.  The GM may wish to secretly record the damage and tell the player when they are starting to 
function at negative categories due to damage, or when they keel over dead). 

	

	
 
 
 



 

 

Nanites	
The future has perfected the use of microscopic machines and computers.  These small robots are called nanites and have functions 
varying from micro structuring to cyber and organic surgery.  This kind of future tech is utilized in the initial surgical and implantation 
stages of all cybernetics and Bio enhancement.  They can also be used in maintenance and repair of both cyber and organic bodies.  
Nanite tech deals in 5 levels like the latter future tech in regards to availability and cost.  Nanites are housed in a device usually 
implanted beneath the sternum and chest region (Area 2-4 or 3-4 on the body chart) which allows access to the blood stream through 
the heart.  This housing contains the central processor that controls the nanites and serves as a point of recharge and self-reproduction 
if damage done to them.   
Nanite housing-  (50,000 base) The housing for nanites costs 20 chi and the different amount that can be carried depends on the level 
of tech. 

Level																			Different	type	of	nanite	
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 3 
5 4 

The housing is very important to nanite function.  If it is damaged beyond the capacity to control them, the nanites become useless 
until the housing is repaired.  Each level of tech gives the housing 50 DP.  The housing is planted pretty deep and if it is destroyed, the 
character is going to be pretty messed up overall.   The housing contains a small insert tube in which to store raw cyber material if the 
nanites are designed to repair cybernetic systems.  Likewise insert tubes of other raw materials may need to be administered for 
different functioning nanites.  Nanite surgeons can gain the raw materials for organic tissue and bone via insert tubes or by siphoning 
raw materials from what the character eats (mainly sugars and proteins). The following is a list of the different functioning nanites. 
Cyber repair (base cost 20,000) These nanites repair cyber systems and restore cyber functions to damaged internal parts and 
computers.  Each level of tech allows the nanites to restore 1DP of damage per minute.  If the nanites are trying to replace a lost limb, 
it will take 20 times their normal repair rate fix the DP damage to that area.  A new insertion tube (10,000) of raw material will need to 
be administered after 400 DP has been restored.   
Nanite surgeon (20,000 base) These nanites are designed to repair organic tissue and bone.  They regenerate internal organs and repair 
most any body damage.  Each level of tech will restore 1HP of damage per minute.  If the nanites are trying to repair a lost limb, than 
it will take about 20 times their normal healing rate to repair HP damage to that area.  A new insertion tube (10,000) of raw material 
will need to be administered after 200 Hp of damage has been restored.  If the character doesn’t have an insertion tube then the will 
need to eat about 5 times their normal amount to allow sufficient nanite repair.  Material repair  (20,000 base) These nanites repair 
external materials or simple devices on the character such as armor, and clothing.  They are even capable of repairing damaged cyber 
weapons and plating.  The items repaired must be on the character while being fixed because the nanites will travel through the sweat 
glands and skin to administer repairs.  If the nanites are taken away from the body, they lose communications with the housing 
processor and are rendered useless.  Each level of tech will restore a ¼ foot of material in about 1hour.  The insertion tube (1,000) is 
good for about 1 ft of material before needing replacement.  If character has no insertion tubes, the nanites can break down raw 
materials that the character has on his or her person such as metal bars, or cloth.  This process is very difficult and takes about 5 times 
as long to perform. 
Toxin hunters (10,000 base) These nanites are designed to hunt down and eliminate harmful toxins and organisms that have invaded 
the body.   Each level of tech gives the character +50 to Con checks vs. poisons, diseases, and infections.  There is no need for 
Insertion tubes for these nanites.  Each level of tech will allow the nanites to function on a different toxin/disease if more than one has 
invaded the system. 
Machine Interface (10,000 base) A nanite system has been specially designed to interface with machines and computers which allows 
the character a better chance to uses them during certain checks. These nanites are designed with the ability to function for a short 
while outside of the body and away from the housing (50 ft per level of tech).  Each level of tech allows 1 minute of external use 
before shut down or extraction by the character.  The character must use and interface jack (cybernetic or organic) to insert and extract 
the nanites (takes 1d10 actions).  Each level of nanite adds +20 to task checks involving the following machines and computers 
Data hacking checks                           vehicle-handling checks (if computerized with auto pilot systems) 
Security system checks                       Electronic lock picking 

Automated	systems	checks	
After the initial insertion of 1d10 actions, it will take an additional 1d10 actions for the nanites to gain functional access.  For each 
level of tech the nanites can perform a different task at one time.  If there is too much going on the character will need to specify what 
is to be done in order of priority.  Extracting the nanites will take 1d10 actions.   
Assassins (30,000 base)  This is a highly illegal tech that should be heavily weighed by the GM.  These nanites are transferred from 
the character to a living target by way of bodily contact.  The character must have flesh-to-flesh contact for 1d4 actions to pass the 
nanites on.  Once in contact with target, the nanites will begin to attack the internal systems.  For each level of tech they will do 1 Hp 



 

 

damage every 10 seconds. After 1 d10 minutes, the target is allowed 1 Constitution check minus 100 per level of nanite (first 
aid/medical checks and counter tech measure are added).  Success means the bodies own defenses have defeated the nanites.   Failure 
means the nanites will run their treacherous course.  The nanites will attack the targets for 1d10 minutes times the level of tech even if 
the character has gone below his or her Negative Constitution number.  After the time has expired the nanites deactivate and if the 
character is lucky, they survive. 

Skill Enhancement ware 
The future also allows a character to actually insert a chip into a processor housing within the cranium (or spinal link, and receive a 
programmed skill as if it was already known and studied.  These chips can be switched for different occasions that may be needed to 
suit the user and situations he or she is in.  This chip is known as “Skill Enhancement” or SE chips.  The device that stores the chip 
and allows them direct tie in to the neural path ways of the character is known as “Skill Enhancement Ware” or SEW tech.  There are 
2 ways to have SEW tech. 
Cranial Housing- This housing is directly placed within the brain of the character at the permanent cost of 20 Chi points.  This 
housing is linked directly into the recipient’s neural pathways while leaving a small 1 inch niche in the base of the skull to allow SE 
chip placement and removal 
Spinal link- This less distressing housing is a small chord that ties directly to the neural pathways via the lower spine.  This chord is 
then be attached to an external SEW tech housing which holds the SE chips.  The spinal link will permanently remove 10 Chi, but 
allows the character to physically detach the housing if necessary.  This external housing does run the risk of being damaged (It is a 2 
inch by 5 inch cylinder that is usually strapped to a belt).  As with other tech, there are 5 levels of housing that a character may choose. 
The base cost of a level one SEW tech housing is 10,000.  The level of tech determines the number of SE chips the housing can hold 
at once and the amount of damage it can take before destroyed  
Note- Destroying a Cranial Housing usually means the character is dead, due to the fact that this device is in their skull. 
 
 

Tech	level																			Number	of	SE	chips																Damage	Before	Destruction	
       1                                         2                                                    10 
       2                                         4                                                    20 
       3                                         6             30 
       4          8         40  
       5           10                     50 
 

Skill	Enhancement	chips	
The chips that are inserted within the housing will bestow a programmed skill with a score that will depend on the level of tech that 
the chip is at.  It takes 10 seconds to properly insert or replace a SE chip in which the character must concentrate specifically on the 
chip insertion and skill download (It is not recommended that this be done during combat).  Once inserted the SE chip will act as if the 
character had the programmed skill score while performing task checks.  The SE chip is not compatible with any identical skill the 
character may already have and only the higher of the 2 can be used during task checks.  The skill score bestowed by the SE chip 
depends on the level of tech.   

Tech	level																		Base	skill	score	
1 20 
2 40 
3 60 
4 80 
5 100 + skill a skill special (approved by the GM) 

It possible for any level 5 SE chip to give a character a skill special only if approved by the GM.  SE chips can’t enhance a character’s 
attributes as per a normally acquired skill.  SE chips can’t be programmed with skills that are not common in a future tech world/ 
Campaign (Examples- spell casting and psychic use).  The base price of a SE chip varies depending on what the programmed skill is.  
Mundane skills like driving, cleaning, and etiquette usually start at a base of 1000.   SE chips involving combat skills and more 
unlawful aspects start at a base of 5000.   
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Surgery 
The process of receiving cybernetics and Bio enhancements is a pretty heavy task.   However, cyber medicine has created advanced 
techniques to administer such future tech efficiently and get the character out on the streets with maximum recovery and minimal 
time.  For gaming purposes it is assumed that the character is have his or her work done by a specialist/s in the field of cyber medicine.  
The time it takes to install future tech and how long it takes to recover is based on how much chi the character is going to lose from 
the surgery.  Consult the following chart for results 
 Chi loss due to surgery                        Time of surgery                          Recovery time 
     5-10                                                1hour                                        8 hours 
             11-30                              2 hours                                   16 hours 
             31-100                                             5 hours                                    24 hours 
             101-150                                          10 hours                                     2 days 
             151- up                                           15 hours                                     3 days 
The GM should roll for each implant that the character is having done.  If an Auto is rolled (01-05) then the character’s body has taken 
well to the surgery and the character will lose only ½ the chi that the tech would have taken.  If a Critical is rolled (96-00) then the 
character’s body has responded poorly and they will lose 2 times the amount of chi the surgery would have taken.  Note- if a character 
is having a higher level of tech replacing something they have already had done, there is no further loss of chi. 

Data Hacking 
Use of computers and technology is far superior in the future tech campaign.  Computer systems have become so advanced that 
networks and cyber space have become another world.  Here computers serve as doorways that interface with a virtual realm of data, 
bits, and bytes, where information travels at the speed of light along optic fiber highways.  Huge processors generate virtual cities and 
landscapes that one can interact with.  This world is usually seen through the screen of a computer monitor by most.  However, 
technology has allowed some to actually connect their mind directly into this virtual world.  With internal computers, cranial implants, 
and data interface jacks, one can literally merge their consciousness and spirit into this digital world.   They can travel this realm and 
interact with it as if it was physical and real.  Some come for entertainment, exploration, and the pursuit of knowledge.  Others come 
to steal knowledge, manipulate external technologies, or wreak damage upon this virtual realm.  This is where the skill of “Data 
Hacking” comes into play.  Data hacking is when someone wishes to force there way into another linked computer system for 
purposes of theft, sabotage, and data manipulation.   This skill can be used by anyone desiring to move outside or break the rules 
within the virtual realm.  There are two ways the Data Hacking skill can be utilized. 
Manual Interface- The character can attempt this skill via an external computer system that is somehow connected with the goal he 
or she is trying to break into.  The character manually attempts to gain control of the system to get the desired results. 
Virtual Interface- The character actually releases his or her mind into the computer system via Data interface Jack hooked to an 
internal computer and cranial implants.  The character’s soul enters the virtual realm as a virtual representation known as a Cyber 
Entity (CE).  He or she tries to achieve a goal as this entity and faces challenges and potential dangers similar to the real world.  This 
type of interface is faster and more precise than that of manual, but there are risks of the character receiving mind damage, becoming 
lost within the machine, or even dying.    
 
Manual Computer    Base cost (2,000) 
One needs a good computer system if they wish to try data hacking.  Computers of the future a fast, durable, and packed with 
powerful programs.   As with most future tech, computers are broken down into 5 levels.  Each level of tech adds a designated + to a 
characters data hacking skill score (treat as a tool).  Each level of tech also designates the amount of programs that can be run at the 
same time.  These programs will help a character achieve their goal or combat opposition.  Each level of tech also dictates base 
amount of damage points it can take when functioning in the physical and virtual world.  Physical points (P) tell how much damage 
the computer can take in the real world (like being dropped).  Virtual points (V) tell how much internal damage the computer can take 
during data hacking skill checks and data combat.  If either set of points is exceeded, then the computer is non functional till repaired. 

Tech	Level											Tool	+	to	skill	score					#	of	simultaneous	programs													Damage	
Points		P			/			V		
         1                               +10                                                   2                                                20 /200 
         2                   +20                4                      40 /400 

3 +30                6                      60 /600 
4 +40                                                 8                      80 /800 
5 +50                             10                   100 /1000  

 
 
 
 



 

 

Internal computer- This computer functions the same as a manual computer in terms of tech levels and the amount of simultaneous 
programs being run.  However, this computer is implanted within the body and is connected to the characters mind.  This type of 
computer allows the character to perform a Virtual interface by connecting his or her mind with another computer system, machine, or 
virtual realm.  If the character wishes to have a computer installed by means of cyber surgery, there is an additional charge of 10,000 
and the loss of 10 Chi. This computer is implanted within the skull or torso of the character along with cranial implants that allow 
access to all its function via a thought.  A data interface jack will also need to be implanted if the character wishes to be able to link 
his or her mind with other computers, machines, or virtual realms.   The advantage to having an internal computer and a data interface 
jack is that the character can add 1/10 his Willpower + 1/10 his Constitution  to the over all skill score.  Example- A character with a 
150 Willpower + a 200 Constitution + a Data hacking skill of 122 + a level 2 internal computer would have a base skill score of 155 
(1/10 of 150 and 200 + 100 for the data hacking +20 for computer).  Internal computers are more capable of achieving great feats 
within the virtual world.  The character literally places his or her consciousness into this realm as a Cyber entity (CE).  A CE is a 
personification of the character’s mind and functions on thought to move and react through the artificial world of the machine.  The 
character is there inside this virtual world as if it physically existed.  However, there are dangers that may damage the character in 
body and mind. There is also the risk of a character’s very mind getting lost within this colossal space leaving his or her body an 
empty shell.  There are risks to sharing your soul with the machine, but some are willing to take the plunge. 
 

Using Computers 
The data hacking skill is used the same as any other skill in BOM.   The difficulty of the task check will be dictated by what the 
character is trying to achieve.   Because the data hacking character is either typing his or her way into the virtual world, or existing 
there as a CE, it is not possible to take or force time to modify the categories during a task check.   Aside from the computer and the 
character’s skill score, Programs can be loaded to help accomplish tasks.  As stated above, the tech level of the computer will dictate 
how many programs can be used at one time.  Only one of the same program can be run at the same time unless specified otherwise.  
Each program also has a designated load time.  Load time is how long it will take the program to come into affect (most taking 1-10 
seconds).  After being loaded, the tech level of the program dictate the amount of help it will be to the data hacking character.   
 
Data combat 
 
 
Programs   
The following list is a basic selection of programs that can be used by a manual or internal computer.  Remember, the tech level of the 
computer dictates how many of these programs can be used at the same time. Treat programs as tools that add to the base data hacking 
skill score (level of program tech will dictate +’s to skill score).  If a character doesn’t have the proper program for a situation, then 
they could be in trouble. Players should feel free to create new programs, but the GM has the final word on what can be used. There 
are various types of programs listed below.  Each will have it’s own base price and load time.  Unless stated otherwise, only one of the 
same program can be used at the same time.  The types of programs are as follows. 
Offensive-Programs designed to attack and destroy other programs, computers, and processors 
Defensive- Programs used to defend the user/computer from offensive programs 
Miscellaneous- Programs used to achieve goals and solve problems 
 
Offensive 
 
Sword -This program appears as glowing blade on the CE.  It bestows extra damage against a target or rival CE.    Each level of tech 
does and additional +10 damage to selected target if the attack is successful 
 
Battle ram- This program appears as a bolt of force designed to penetrate security walls and shields.  Each level of tech adds +100 
damage against walls when data hacking skill is used to try breaking through it instead of by passing.  On 2 of this program can be 
used at the same time. 
 
Line cutter-  A silver disc appears and attempts to sever a rival program.  Each level of tech gives a 20% chance of this program 
successfully disengaging another program.  If successful, the appropriate time must be spent  re-installing the rival program.  The 
defensive program “Fast dance” completely nullifies this attack. 
 
Disable- This program appears a black void which attempts to swallow opposing programs.  Each level of tech adds +20 to the data 
hacker’s attempt to do this.  If the program misses its target, it will have to be reloaded.  If successful, the program envelops the rival 
program making it useless.  The disable program must remain in effect or the rival program will be released and function normally.  
The defensive program  “Smoke screen” has a 20% chance per level of tech to cause this program to miss.  2 of this program can be 
used at the same time. 
 
 



 

 

Maim-  This nasty program has the ability to directly attack the Willpower of a data hacker using a internal computer and CE (it is 
useless against a manual computer).  It appears as a black thorny chain that is wielded by the CE.  For each level of tech, this program 
will deduct 2 points from a Rival data hackers willpower attribute if a successful attack is performed against their CE.  This loss is in 
addition to whatever damage the attack normally causes.  The Willpower loss is not permanent and points will return at the rate of 10 
per hour.  Note- Loss of Willpower effects the character’s overall skill score when using an internal computer. 
 
Virus- This program appears as a shimmering field that envelops a rival program or CE.  If used against a program, the virus has a 
20% chance per level of tech to infect it.  If infected the program will collapse upon itself and be destroyed (need to get a new one).  It 
also has a 10% chance of spreading to other programs within the computer (manual or internal) for each level of tech from the original 
virus.  Infected programs will also collapse upon themselves.  If infected, it will take 1-100 minutes for the program to destroy itself.  
During this time, it is possible to try neutralizing this program.  If used against a CE, there must be a successful hit during data 
combat.  If the program misses, then it will need to be reloaded.  If the attack hits, the Rival CE will take +20 damage per level of tech 
in addition to other attacks.  This damage will happen again every 10 virtual seconds or until the virus is purged or treated.  Only one 
virus program can be used at a time. 
 
Snag- This program is only used against a CE with an internal computer.  It appears as a shimmering chord that attempts to latch onto 
the CE during an attack.  If the attack fails the program must be reloaded.   If the CE is struck during data combat, then the chord 
attaches to the CE.  The chord then traps the CE and the rival data hacker can’t escape combat or return to his body until the line is 
broken.  The snagged character is allowed to make a Normal data hacking check to be released.  This attempt can only be made 3 
times.  If the attempts fail, then the CE is stuck in the virtual unless the snag program is stopped or its computer destroyed.  Each level 
of tech for the snag program will increase the category modifier by +1 for anyone attempting to escape (level five would make it 
Extreme).   
 

Defensive 
 
Shield- This program appears as protective bubble that surrounds the CE.  Each level of tech absorbs 20 damage from a rival attack.  
Only 2 of this program can be used at the same time. 
 
Copy self- This program creates a duplicate copy of the characters CE.  This copy can function as an individual CE as long as the 
program is running.  It can fight with its original CE or perform other tasks    
The Copy is able to use any of the remaining programs still available.  Each level of tech gives the Copy 50 damage points.  If the 
Copy is destroyed, so is the program that runs it (need to get a new one).  Note- it is very difficult to tell which CE is which, unless a 
“Detection” detect or “Decipher” program is used. 
 
Fast dance- This program causes character’s CE to shimmer and move, making it difficult to get a bead on.  It automatically nullifies 
the “line cutter” program and reduces damage by 10 points for each level of tech during data combat. 
 
Buzz Blockade- The program creates a wall of static data.  This wall explodes and has a chance of disabling an attacking program 
(but not a rival CE).  There is a 20% chance per level of tech that the Buzz blockade will disable one attacking program. The program 
will need to be reloaded if hit by the blockade.  Note- Only an attacking program will be affected by this defense. 
 
Purge- This program is designed to counter viruses that may infect the computer system or CE.  when initiated the purge program has 
a 20% chance per tech level of removing the virus.  It will take a this program one minute to effectively stop the virus.  If 
unsuccessful, the program will need to be reloaded for another attempt.  Rolling a critical (96-00) means the purge program was 
totally unsuccessful and can’t be used again on that virus. 
 
Smoke screen- When loaded, The CE is surrounded by a wispy black veil.  This veil makes it hard for opposing programs to make 
contact.  This program gives a +1 category modifier of difficulty to any offensive attack when in effect.  It also has a 20% chance per 
tech level of causing the “Disable” program to miss. 
 
Wipe Wall- This defensive measure is used to try booting an opposing program or CE out of its system.  When initiated, this program 
appears as a large tidal wave that sweeps over programs and opposing CE’s.  All unwelcome CE’s and programs must then make a 
Difficult data hacking task check to avoid being swept away.   If the check is successful, the program or CE remains.  If the check 
fails, the program or CE is deposited outside the system.  Each level of wipe wall tech adds a +1 category modifier of difficulty to the 
data hacking task check to avoid the wave.  This program can only be initiated once per hour in a system. 
 

 
 



 

 

Miscellaneous 
 
Repair- A program designed to repair damage done to walls, the computer, and even a CE.  This program will repair 20 damage per 
level of tech.  The repair program can be used once per attack inflicted, but can’t be used during data combat.  It takes 1 minute per 
use of this program. 
 
Data save- A standard program that allows a character to save data on his or her computer.  This program is designed to store and 
save the information desired.  It normally takes 1-10 actions to save a standard amount of data.  Each tech level of this program 
reduces that time by 1 action (minimum of 1 action). 
 
Encrypt-  This program is designed to scramble and make data impossible to understand.  This data can’t be utilized till the 
encryption is broken.  Each level of tech for the encryption program adds a + 1 category of difficulty to a characters data hacking task 
check when trying to understand the data. 
 
Decipher- This program is designed to help a character break through encryption programs.  Each level of tech will give a –1 category 
modifier to any data hacking task check involving data decryption and understanding. 
 
Cracker- This program is designed to break through the various types of walls and gates without causing damage or alarm.  For each 
level of tech, this program has a 20% chance of bypassing a wall or structure programming.  This allows the computer or CE to enter 
areas without causing alarm.  It takes 3-30 virtual seconds (3d10) for this program to work.  If successful, it will allow passage 
through a “Wall, Secure wall, or Gateway” program without causing damage or alarm. 
 
Detection- This program is designed to sniff out and locate things in the virtual world.  Each tech level adds +10 to any attempts to 
locate programs, data, or CE when using the data hacking skill.  It is also very effective when detecting the “Copy Self “ program 
(20% chance per tech level when activate against such a program). 
 

Web hacking Structures 
 
This is a basic listing of the internal structures of the Virtual world.  A data hacking character will confront such things and will need 
to find a way around or through them.  The GM should feel free to design different structures that impose greater challenges on data 
hackers.  Structures are always considered in place and have no load times unless they are being placed to deter a data hacking 
character.  In this case, any of the programs below will take 1-10 actions to load. 
 
Wall- This is a standard program used to keep programs and CE’s out of certain areas.  This wall is not used in direct Data Combat, 
but is a defensive program nonetheless.  Each level of tech gives the wall 500 damage points.  A wall must be destroyed of bypassed 
to before access to another area is allowed.  Each level of tech will also increase the category modifier by +1 when the “Cracker” 
program is used to try bypassing it. 
 
Secure wall- This program is similar to the wall program except it will retaliate if attacked.  The wall will absorb 300 points of 
damage per level of tech.  It will also counter attack against an attacking program. Treat this retaliation as a regular data attack.  The 
base roll for the attack depends on the computer and data hacking skill of its creator.  Each level of tech will do an additional +20 
damage against attacking computers and CE.  Note- Secure walls can retaliate against any number of attacking computers or CE. 
 
Secret door- This is the hidden entrance into a system that is usually made for the convenience of its creator.  This door usually 
allows direct access to the main frame without the trouble of walls and other security.  A data hacker is allowed one attempt to find a 
secret door if there is one.  This is considered a Very hard task check and each level of tech gives an additional +1 category modifier 
of difficulty to the task check.  If a “Detection” program is used in the attempt, there will be a –1 category modifier to the task check 
per level of tech.   
 
Alarm- This program watches over the system and alerts others to the presence of opposing programs and CE’s.  The program sweeps 
over a system every 1-6 minutes and has a 20% chance per level of tech to notice any undesired intruders.  If the programs locates 
opposing programs or CE’s, it can either sound a loud alarm that all will hear, or a silent alarm that only system owners will detect.  
The “Smoke screen” program has a 20% chance per level of tech to cause the “Alarm” program to pass over without noticing. 
 
Gate- This is the standard entrance program into a system. A gate functions the same as a wall in regards to how much damage it can 
take, but allows entry via a password.  A Difficult data hacking task check can be used to attempt to force the door open.  Each level 
of tech the gate has adds a +1 category modifier of difficulty to this task check.  The “Cracker” program adds a –1 category modifier 
per level of tech to the task check. 
 




